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FOREWORD 

 

More has been said about the writing of lawyers and judges than of any other group, except, of 

course, poets and novelists. The difference is that while the latter has usually been admired for 

their writing, the public has almost always damned lawyers and judges for theirs. If this state of 

affairs has changed in recent times, it is only in that many lawyers and judges have now joined 

the rest of the world is complaining about the quality of legal prose. Our best wishes to all these 

student contributors, for their future endeavors. Our best wishes and assurance to the readers that 

this will add a lot to the knowledge after reading this perfect case compilation. It’s not just for 

the legal fraternity but for anyone who has an interest in the field of law.  

 

Vrinda Khanna& Nandini Mangla 

 (Associate) All India Legal Forum 
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PREFACE 

All India Legal Forum is replenished with information to give students a ready reference to the 

various areas of legal issues and news. All India Legal Forum is a team of more than 400 law 

students across the country to tackle basic problems which a legal researcher faces in day to day 

life, putting forward the basic things needed for researching and drafting. 

 The All India Legal forum strives at providing a valuable contribution to contemporary legal 

issues and development. The organization seeks to bring out a platform to provide resourceful 

insights on law-related topics for the ever-growing legal fraternity. All India Legal Forum 

doesn't just publish blogs but also guides the authors. Determination and dedication are 

considered as ultimate requisition to be a good researcher by the All India Legal Forum, it also 

thrives to instill the values. 

 The reason behind the smoothed running of All India Legal Forum is the official structure of the 

organization in which different rules are allotted by considering the strengths of the students and 

giving them roles accordingly through various Boards and Committees incorporated in the 

Organisation. 

 The Legal Fort Night subdues about the current legal issues and news happening around. It 

consists of the summaries of the Supreme Court and High Court Judgements of the 14 days. The 

Legal Fort Night Team keeps compiling the judgments of the Supreme Court and high court 

regularly. The Legal Fort Night not only compiles the judgments of the Supreme Court and High 

Court, but it also deals with the static law. We’re glad to be a part of the All India Forum.  

Here’s an introduction to the team: 

 Patron- in-Chief: Aayush Akar  

Editor-in-Chief: Shubhank Suman  

Senior Manager: Vrinda Khanna, Nandini Mangla  

External Manager: Deepti  

Internal Manager: Sakshi  
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SUPREME COURT JUDGMENTS  
 
CONSTRUCTION OF 138 PROJECT APPROVED ON FOREST LAND 
 
Environmental activists are in a state of dismay after the Supreme Court, gave the go-ahead to 

utilizing “614 hectare forest land” which would be used for 138 governmental projects, 

moreover, an additional 122 hectares of forest land could be used for 289 other projects, 

provided there is compliance with certain conditions. The said land was in dispute for the past 

many years and had reached, through a previous order of the Supreme Court, to its Green Bench. 

The Green Bench is a bench of Supreme Court judges, specifically set up to take up and permit 

matters related to environment and its related contemporary issues.  

As per the order, the said land covers the use of forest area for “construction of an Indian 

Institute of Technology, a degree college, schools, hospitals, roads, community and anganwari 

centres and other development projects”.  Along with these permits, a 1337 Cr. “Green corridor 

National Highway” project and a 61.5 Cr. “two-lane NH 20A” project were also given the green 

signal.  

5 DAY INTERIM BAIL GRANTED TO JOURNALIST SIDDIQUE  

 

The Journalist, Mr. Siddique Kappan who was arrested, while on his way to cover the Hathras 

Gang Rape and Murder Case, was given an interim five day bail to visit his “ailing mother”. The 

bench headed by Chief Justice Bobde clearly stated that the journalist would not give “any 

interview to any media” channel or on any social media platform. The journalist was also 

restricted from meeting “any members of public” except for his relatives and his mother’s 

doctors.  The court further clarified that Siddique would be under police guard and the UP Police 

would be taking him to his mother’s house but wouldn’t “accompany him when he meets his 90-

year-old mother”.  
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Kappan, a journalist for a Kerala-based newspaper, was arrested by the UP Police in October 

2020 along with three other journalists. They were later “booked on charges of sedition and the 

Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act and were remanded to judicial custody” for having links to 

the “Popular Front of India”.  

On behalf of the state government, an affidavit was filed in the Cupreme Court “claiming that 

Kappan was going to Hathras under the "garb of journalism" with a very determined design to 

create caste divide and "disturb law and order situation." 

 

MADHYA PRADESH FREEDOM OF RELIGIOUS ORDINANCE, 2020 CHALLENGED IN 
SC 

 

A new ordinance passed by the Madhya Pradesh State governor called as the “Madhya Pradesh 

Freedom of Religious Ordinance, 2020”  was challenged in the Supreme Court on grounds of 

being in violation of the citizens’ fundamental rights under Art.14,19 and 21.  

The said ordinance was brought in to supposedly stop “forced conversions” and/or “love jihad” 

in the state. However, the petitioners, in their prayer, request the court to direct the government 

to produce the documents/data on the basis of which such an Ordinance was promulgated. The 

petitioner further says “It is unfortunate that the political and communal gimmick of ‘Love 

Jihad,’ which was earlier solely confined to the ‘Us vs Them’ narrative espoused by fake-

propaganda machines, political rallies and societal fringes, has manifested itself as a 

legislation.” The Ordinance allegedly  “Wounds and mauls individuals' rights” related to equality 

before law, freedom of speech and expression and the right to life and personal liberty by 

“criminalizing conversions by marriage” through section 3 of the Ordinance. The ordinance not 

only violates the individual’s freedom and right to marry any person and practice any religion 

but also in some ways, the right to privacy, equality before law and freedom of choice too.  
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With regard to the intent behind the said Ordinance, the petitioner claims that “...legitimate State 

aim, ensures that the nature and content of the law which imposes the restriction falls within the 

zone of reasonableness, which is a guarantee against arbitrary State action. The pursuit of a 

legitimate State aim ensures that the law does not suffer from manifest arbitrariness. That 

importantly, the State aim is to be inferred from    the law through with State imposes restriction. 

This test is premised on checking the veracity of the concerned law.” They also contend that “it 

is apparent that is no available data for something as imaginary as the ‘conspiracy theory’ and 

hoax of ‘Love Jihad.’ Manifestly, no such urgent situation existed and it was not a fit case for an 

Ordinance to be issued.” They also state that the said Ordinance is a typical textbook case of 

“blatant abuse of the powers vested under Article 213 of the Constitution” On the above 

mentioned grounds, the petitioner seeks a direction to be passed by the Supreme Court to hold 

the said Ordinance as illegal and void.   

 

 
 

GIVE STATEMENT ON OATH FOR PROTECTION OF DATA: SC TO WHATSAPP  

In the latest development in the matter of data processing and data and WhatsApp’s  policies 

regarding the same, the Supreme Court of India in a matter before it ordered WhatsApp “to make 

a statement on oath” that the privacy of individuals is secure and there is no sharing of  data to 

third party (other companies). The Court told WhatsApp that “People have grave concern about 

loss of privacy. You (WhatsApp) may be a two trillion or three trillion company, but people 

value their privacy more than your money. It's our duty to protect people's privacy”. The court 

also asked the company to clarify their position on a certain doing the rounds on social media, 

regarding sharing/selling of personal messages among companies under the veil of data 

collection.  

The application filed by the petitioner prays to “order WhatsApp not to go ahead with its new 

policy till the Constitution Bench decides on it or the Centre comes up with Data Protection 

law”. However, the lawyer representing Whatsapp, Mr. Kapil Sibal, denied any sharing of 

“sensitive” personal data and highlighted the fact that the issue is still pending in the Delhi high 

Court.  
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DO NOT INSIST ON PENALTIES FOR APPEAL IN NDTV PROMOTERS’ CASE : SC TO 

S.A.T. 

 

The Supreme Court, in the Prannoy Roy (Insider Trading) Case has ordered the Securities 

Appellate Tribunal to “hear the appeals and not to insist on the precondition of deposit to hear 

their appeals (deposit for the penalties imposed by SEBI for insider trading. The Securities 

Appellate Tribunal had directed the promoters of NDTV, Prannoy Roy and Radhika Roy to 

deposit “50% of the disgorged amount” before SEBI within four weeks. The same was 

challenged by Prannoy Roy in the Supreme Court.  

A three-judge bench presided by the Chief Justice of India, further clarified that no such deposits 

are to be taken forcefully from the appellant before the matter is heard on 4th march byt the 

Tribunal.. It said that “The appeal which is stated to be heard on 4th March by the Tribunal, it is 

directed that no amount is to be recovered forcefully from the appellant till he is heard. This 

order shall not be a precedent.” 

REFERENCES 

 https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/himachal/sc-okays-diversion-of-forest-land-for-138-

big-projects-in-himachal-212984  

 https://www.barandbench.com/news/litigation/madhya-pradesh-freedom-of-religion-

ordinance-challenged-in-supreme-court  

 https://www.indialegallive.com/top-news-of-the-day/news/madhya-pradesh-freedom-of-

religion-ordinance-constitution/    
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 https://www.livelaw.in/top-stories/siddique-kappan-bail-supreme-court-ailing-mother-

hathras-kuwj-169877 

 https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/nation/sc-grants-5-day-bail-to-siddique-kappan-to-

visit-ailing-mother-in-kerala-

212763#:~:text=The%20Supreme%20Court%20on%20Monday,to%20visit%20his%20ai

ling%20mother.  

 https://www.timesnownews.com/india/article/sc-grants-five-day-interim-bail-to-

journalist-siddique-kappan-to-visit-ailing-mother-in-kerala/720406  

 https://scroll.in/latest/986987/ndtvs-prannoy-radhika-roy-exempted-from-making-

deposit-for-hearing-appeals-against-sebi-penalty  

 https://www.cnbctv18.com/legal/hear-appeals-of-ndtv-promoters-without-insisting-on-

deposit-of-sebis-fine-sc-tells-sat-8317071.htm  

 https://www.barandbench.com/news/litigation/madhya-pradesh-freedom-of-religion-

ordinance-challenged-in-supreme-court  

 https://www.barandbench.com/news/the-madhya-pradesh-ordinance-on-religious-

conversion-inter-faith-marriage-explained  

 https://www.indialegallive.com/constitutional-law-news/supreme-court-news/supreme-

court-sat-ndtv-promoters-prannoy-roy-radhika-roy-appeal/  

 https://www.livelaw.in/top-stories/whatsapps-supreme-court-new-privacy-policy-

facebook-right-to-privacy-169875  

Police attack on Bihar judge: Supreme Court dismisses petition over lack of official record. 

 

The Supreme Court on Friday dismissed a petition seeking initiation of criminal contempt 

proceedings against police officials who allegedly assaulted Dr Dinesh K. Pradhan, District 

Judge of Aurangabad, Bihar. 
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The bench of Justices Aniruddha Bose and A.M. Khanwilkar refused to entertain the plea filed 

by lawyer Vishal Tiwari, saying the petition was not supported by official record.  

Earlier, the bench of Justice Khanwilkar and Justice Ajay Rastogi, while hearing the plea, had 

asked petitioner advocate Vishal Tiwari to amend his petition to include the name of the officer 

against whom the allegation has been made.  

The petition filed by Vishal Tiwari also sought action against other senior police officials, 

including the Director General of Police, Bihar and Superintendent of Police, Aurangabad for 

their alleged inaction. 

The plea further sought lodging of FIR in the matter against the erring police officials and 

direction to all state governments to ensure and take safety and security measures for the judicial 

officers of the subordinate judiciary in their respective states. 

The matter relates to an incident in Aurangabad where a District Judge was threatened and 

chased by a police sub-inspector and other police personnel when he was on an evening walk in 

September 2020. 

 

Supreme Court seeks response from Andhra Pradesh govt on Odisha contempt petition. 

 

The Supreme Court on Friday asked Andhra Pradesh to file its response on a plea filed by 

Odisha seeking contempt action against senior officials of the southern state, for notifying 

panchayat polls in three 'disputed area' villages of the petitioner state. A bench of Justices AM 

Khanwilkar and Aniruddha Bose said it will not pass any order Friday and would like to consider 

the reply of Andhra Pradesh on February 19. 
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The matter was mentioned by Vikas Singh (Senior Counsel) yesterday before Chief Justice S.A. 

Bobde’s bench. The bench which also comprised of Justices A.S. Bopanna and V. 

Ramasubramanian on the request made by Vikas Singh for urgent hearing had listed the matter 

for hearing today.  

The facts leading to the present petition was that in 1968, Odisha brought up an original suit 

before the Supreme Court against the State of Andhra Pradesh alleging that the defined boundary 

and territory of the State of Orissa was being trespassed by the State of Andhra Pradesh, the suit 

was primarily based on three notifications dated December 1, 1920, October 8, 1923 and October 

15, 1927. The dispute over territorial jurisdiction over 21 villages is popularly called as "Kotia 

Group of villages". The suit was pending before the Apex Court and the Court, having prima 

facie satisfied that the villages indeed falls under the territorial jurisdiction of Odisha, directed 

the parties to maintain the status quo till the disposal of the suit. 

Eventually the suit was finally heard by the Apex Court on 30.03.2006 where the Court 

dismissed the suit on the ground that the suit under Article 131 of the Constitution was not 

maintainable in view of the bar contained in the proviso to the Article. The Court however, 

directed that till the dispute is resolved parties are required to maintain status quo. 

It has been alleged by the State of Odisha that the contemnors have converted these three villages 

of one Gram Panchayat falling under the territory of Odisha to three different Gram Panchayat. 

Moreover, the notification was kept secret so that local authority of Odisha shall have no 

knowledge about it. 

The petitioner has thus submitted that the notification issued by the authorities of the State of 

Andhra Pradesh is to invade the territory of the State of Odisha at the cost of willful violation of 

the order of the Supreme Court. 

The petitioner has further pointed out that elections for the Parliament, State Assembly and local 

bodies have been taking place since inception under the administrative authority of the State of 

Odisha. It has thus prayed to initiate contempt proceedings against the contemnors and punish 

them accordingly. 
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Balwant Singh Multani murder: SC adjourns hearing of DGP Sumedh Singh Saini’s plea 

for stay on further investigation. 

 

The Supreme Court on Friday adjourned the hearing for four weeks in a plea filed by former 

Punjab DGP Sumedh Singh Saini against the Punjab High Court’s rejection to stay further 

investigation in the alleged murder case of Balwant Singh Multani. 

The matter was listed before the three-judge bench of Justices Ashok Bhushan, R. Subhash 

Reddy and M.R. Shah.  

Saini had filed a plea before the Punjab and Haryana High Court whereby he had sought 

invocation of Articles 226, 227 of the Constitution of India to hold that the investigations in case 

are non-est in the eyes of law; is an outcome of malice, vengeance due to political 

considerations. Hence, he prayed for a stay on further investigations. 

 

Balwant Singh Rajoana mercy plea: Supreme Court grants six more weeks to Centre to 

decide. 
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The Supreme Court on Friday has given the government six more weeks to decide on mercy plea 

of Balwant Singh Rajoana who was awarded death penalty in the case of assassination of then 

Punjab CM Beant Singh.  

During the hearing, Solicitor General Tushar Mehta informed the bench of the Chief Justice SA 

Bobde, that the President shall take a decision soon as the government has started the process.  

“In this case the petitioner was accused of the assassination of former Chief Minister and 

involves the Khalistani issue. Your lordship may await the President’s decision,” SG said.  

Chief Justice of India S.A. Bobde asked Tushar Mehta (Solicitor General) if he could give a time 

frame for the same, to which Mehta replied a decision should be taken within six weeks. 

The bench comprising of Justices Chief Justice of India S.A. Bobde, A.S. Bopanna and V. 

Ramasubramanian adjourned the hearing for six weeks. 

The petition has been filed on behalf of Balwant Singh Rajoana, a former Punjab Police 

constable, who was convicted for his involvement in an explosion outside the Punjab civil 

secretariat that killed Beant Singh and 16 others in 1995. 

Supreme Court issues notice on petition seeking mechanism to check seditious, anti-India 

content on Twitter. 

 

The Supreme Court today has issued notice in a plea seeking a mechanism to check contents and 

advertisements on Twitter which are seditious, hateful, are seditious, hateful, are seditious, 

hateful, are seditious, hateful inciting and spreading hatred amongst the communities in India. 

A three-judge bench of Chief Justice S.A. Bobde, and Justices A.S. Bopanna and V. 

Ramasubramanian have sought the response of the Centre.  
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The petition has been filed by Vinit Goenka, Member of Governing Council of CRIS, Ministry 

of Railway, contending that “in the absence of any law to deal with offensive and hatred 

messages, the platforms like Twitter are knowingly promoting the messages which are against 

the law of the land and therefore, twitter Communications India Pvt Ltd needs to explain for 

circulating and promoting the prohibited content from their company Twitter.” 

The petitioner has further highlighted that at present more than 330 million active users are using 

Twitter handles and thus by circulating the said content or the similar content either through paid 

or promoted advertisements and fake handles it has become the root cause of many divisions in 

society leading to riots, violence, disharmony in the society and challenges the sovereignty and 

integrity of the Union of India. 

The petitioner has also cited examples of Global Terror Groups like ISIS, Al Qaeda and Indian 

Mujahiddin using Twitter and other social networking platforms to circulate hate speeches 

because it helps them avoid detection. Moreover, the petitioner states that “in India, there have 

been numerous examples when fake videos and hate messages were circulated through this 

platform have helped communal strife. Recently, Delhi riots 2020 is the latest example.” 

Hence the petitioner has suggested that platforms like Twitter should be asked to change policy 

and prevent anti India propaganda and the KYC of all social media handles in India must be 

conducted for making social media safe and accountable and traceable. 

The petitioner invokes Article 19 &amp; 20 of the International Covenant of Civil and Personal 

Life calling upon the State to act to prohibit such kind of hate speeches promoting hatred among 

communities in India. 

 

Advocate Moves Supreme Court Seeking For Designation Of Eligible Advocates Of Patna 
High Court As Senior Advocates 
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A request has been recorded under the steady gaze of the Supreme Court looking for a 

mandamus guiding the Patna High Court to assign qualified Advocates of the Patna High as 

Senior Advocates as far as rules set somewhere near the Supreme Court and the guidelines 

outlined by the Patna High Court. The supplication raises the issue that no new Senior Advocate 

has been assigned at the Patna High Court for throughout the most recent five years, which is in 

contradiction of the rules and standards set somewhere near the Apex Court on account of Filed 

in the interest of Advocate Sanjay Kumar by Advocate Pankaj Bhagat the request expresses, 

"That people ordinarily search forward for the acknowledgment of the work they do in their life. 

This sense of individual has been perceived from days of yore by the general public and it has 

created different formal and casual approaches to perceive the people for their recognized 

accomplishments in their field of work".  

 Considering the abovementioned, the supplication appeals to the court for a mandamus to be 

issue, guiding the Respondent specialists to assign the qualified Advocates of the Patna High 

Court in similarity with the rules set somewhere near the Supreme Court and the principles 

outlined by the Patna High Court, for example Patna (Designation of Senior Advocates) Rules, 

2019.  

 The request likewise petitions  before court for a mandamus to assign Advocates as Senior 
Advocates from list distributed on 19.08.2019 put together by the Advocates compatible as per 
the Notice dated 01.07.2019 by the Patna High Court welcoming names of Advocates to be 
assigned as Senior Advocates. 
 
SOURCE : https://www.livelaw.in/top-stories/supreme-court-senior-advocate-designation-patna-
high-court-169685 
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Dishonour Of Cheques- Blank Cheque Would Attract Presumption U/s 139 NI Act If 
Signatures Are Admitted: Supreme Court 

 

 
The Supreme Court observed that even a blank cheque leaf would attract presumption under 
Section 139 of the Negotiable Instruments Act when signatures are admitted by the accused. 

The bench observed observed that 'reverse onus' clauses under Section 118 and Section 139 of 
the Negotiable Instruments Act become operative once the signature(s) of an accused on the 
cheque are established. 

Presumptions raised under Section 118 and Section 139 are rebuttable in nature, a probable 
defence needs to be raised, which must meet the standard of "preponderance of probability", and 
not mere possibility, the bench observed. 

 
SOURCE : https://www.livelaw.in/top-stories/dishonour-of-cheque-blank-cheque-ni-act-
signatures-admitted-supreme-court-169678 

 

 

Heart Ailment Not A 'Disability' Covered Under Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act: 
Supreme Court 

 

 

 

The Supreme Court observed that a heart ailment (Dilated Cardiomyopathy condition) is not 
covered within the definition of disability in the Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act 
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The bench observed observed thus while dismissing an appeal against Patna High Court 
judgment which upheld the order of a Shipping Corporation of India that rejected a seaman's 
Claim for disability compensation. 
the bench noted Section 2(i) of the 1996 Act which takes into account visual disability, 
locomotor disability, mental illness, mental retardation, hearing impairment and leprosy and 
Section 2(s) of the Act. 

Regarding the contention that the seaman is entitled to100% disability compensation under 
Clause 21 of the National Maritime Board Agreement, the court observed that, in this case, no 
linkage between the on ship duty and the appellant's medical condition, could be established. 
 
SOURCE : https://www.livelaw.in/top-stories/heart-ailment-supreme-court-disability-rights-
persons-disabilities-act-169671 
Supreme Court dismisses petition seeking imposition of President’s rule in Uttar Pradesh 

The Supreme Court dismissed a petition seeking the imposition of President's rule in Uttar 
Pradesh under Article 356 of the Constitution. The petitioner alleged that unlawful and 
extrajudicial killings were being perpetrated by police in Uttar Pradesh. 

 

The Supreme Court on Monday dismissed a petition seeking the imposition of President’s rule in 
Uttar Pradesh by the dismissal of the government of Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath through 
Article 356 of the Constitution to save democracy and the lives of 20 crore people. 

A bench of Chief Justice S.A. Bobde, Justices A.S. Bopanna and V. Ramasubramanian asked 
petitioner-advocate C.R. Jayasukin how many states had he studied on their crime records? He 
replied that 30 percent of crime in all of India is committed in Uttar Pradesh. The bench then 
reprimanded the advocate, saying the Court will impose heavy costs if he further argued this 
case. 

Jayasukin’s petition alleged that according to the National Crime Record Bureau’s Crime in 
India 2019 report, Uttar Pradesh recorded the highest number of crimes against women. In 2019, 
India had reported 4,05,861 cases and of these UP had 59,853 such cases. 

In his petition, Sukin alleged that unlawful and arbitrary killings including extrajudicial killings 
were being perpetrated by police in Uttar Pradesh. The plea had been filed in the backdrop of 
various incidents that took place in Uttar Pradesh over the span of one year which includes the 
Hathras Gang Rape Case, Illegal detention of Dr. Kafeel Khan, Police excesses and human rights 
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violations when violence broke out in the Aligarh Muslim University, name and shame banners 
against protesters against the Citizenship (Amendment) Act and the Unnao rape case. 

https://www.indialegallive.com/top-news-of-the-day/news/supreme-court-dismisses-petition-
seeking-imposition-of-presidents-rule-in-uttar-pradesh/ 

 

Supreme Court refuses to hear plea against SBI plan to hire 8,500 apprentices 

A two-judge bench led by Justices L. Nageswara Rao & S. Ravindra Bhat, however, granted 
permission to the petitioner to approach the High Court. 

 

The Supreme Court on Monday refused to hear a plea seeking a direction to quash the 
advertisement issued by the State Bank of India inviting applications for engagement of 8,500 
apprentices under the Apprentices Act, 1981, for a period of three years across India. 

A two-judge bench led by Justices L. Nageswara Rao and S. Ravindra Bhat granted permission 
to the petitioner to approach the High Court. During the hearing today, the Court asked about the 
petitioner’s interest in filing the present petition.  

The counsel appearing for the petitioner submitted he is a former MLA and has filed the petition 
in his academic interest. He submitted that petitioner is the founder of the YUVAM Classes, and 
established YUVAM classes in year 1977, which facilitates free coaching in more than 200 
centres across India.  

The bench, while congratulating the petitioner for rendering such free services, said it will not 
entertain such a petition. The Counsel prayed to grant him liberty to approach the High Court. 

The bench said that it will not entertain filing of such petitions and said it will record the 
petitioner’s name and would not entertain such petition again. However, the bench granted him 
permission to approach the High Court.  

The Court was hearing the petition filed by Paras Saklecha through Advocate Sarvam Ritam 
Khare. He had submitted that the impugned step of the SBI would severely prejudice the career 
prospects and growth of the applicants who would be engaged in the garb of apprentice but 
would be de-facto employees performing all the functions and duties of a regular employee, but 
on a meagre salary and no future prospect for the youngsters and aspirants of the banking jobs 
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and would therefore directly infringe the right to equality and right to life as enshrined in Article 
14 and 21 of the Indian Constitution. 

The petitioner had further pointed out that Section 43 of the State Bank of India Act, 1955 
empowers the SBI to appoint only officers, advisors and employees and not apprentices as is 
being done by the SBI. Moreover, Section 1(4) of the Apprentice Act specifically says that the 
Act shall not be applicable to institutions /industries unless specifically notified by the Central 
Government. 

The petitioner had also stated that it had made a representation to the SBI, however, the 
representation is still pending. Having no other option, the petitioner had to file the instant writ 
petition. 

https://www.indialegallive.com/top-news-of-the-day/news/supreme-court-refuses-to-hear-plea-
against-sbi-plan-to-hire-8500-apprentices/ 

 
 
 
New Appointments to SC stalled due to differences on elevating Justice Akil Kureshi 

 

Time is running out for the Chief Justice of the Tripura high court, Akil Abdulhamid Kureshi, as 
well as for the aspiring chief justices of several high courts, who are already in line for elevation 
to the Supreme Court. 

During his tenure as a Gujarat high court judge, Justice Kureshi had in 2010 sent Amit Shah to 
police custody in the Sohrabuddin fake encounter case. 

Chief Justice Kureshi, appointed to his present position on November 16, 2019, is retiring on 
March 6, 2022, whereas the chief justices of Allahabad (Justice Govind Mathur), Calcutta 
(Thottathil B.Radhakrishnan), Chhattisgarh (P.R. Ramachandra Menon), Himachal Pradesh 
(Lingappa Narayana Swamy), Manipur (Ramalingam Sudhakar), Telengana (Kumari Hima 
Kohli) and Uttarakhand (Raghvendra Singh Chauhan) are retiring this year. 

Disagreement within the five-member collegium of the apex court over elevating Chief Justice 
Kureshi before others has apparently stalled the process of appointing new judges. A Facebook 
post (now deleted, but republished here) by a former judge of the Supreme Court, Justice 
Markandey Katju, has revealed that one of the five judges of the collegium (most probably 
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Justice Rohinton Fali Nariman) has said that he will oppose any recommendation of judges 
unless Justice Kureshi is recommended. 

According to Justice Katju, the judge in the collegium who is backing Justice Kureshi’s claims 
for elevation over others, is retiring later this year. Although Justice Katju did not name the 
Supreme Court judge, it is clear that apart from the Chief Justice of India, S.A. Bobde, who is 
retiring in April, the other judge (within the collegium) to retire later this year is Justice 
Nariman.  The other judges (outside the collegium) retiring this year include Justices Ashok 
Bhushan (July 4), Justice Navin Sinha (August 18) and Justice Indu Malhotra (March 13). 
Currently, the collegium includes CJI Bobde and Justices N.V. Ramana, Nariman, U.U. Lalit and 
A.M. Khanwilkar. The early elevation of Chief Justice Kureshi, well before his retirement from 
the high court, will help him to gain seniority over other appointees in the Supreme Court and 
ensure him a longer tenure at the apex court, beyond just three years. 

The Supreme Court collegium’s recommendation to appoint Justice Kureshi as the Chief Justice 
of the Madhya Pradesh high court had to be recalled in 2019 because the Centre opposed it, as it 
did not want Justice Kureshi to head a big high court. Instead, the collegium, headed by then CJI 
Ranjan Gogoi, and the Centre reached a compromise and elevated Justice Kureshi as the chief 
justice of the Tripura high court. The non-appointment of Justice Kureshi as the chief justice of 
the Madhya Pradesh high court was then attributed to his decision in 2010 as a judge of the 
Gujarat high court to send Amit Shah, who had then quit as the minister of state for home in 
Gujarat, to police custody in the Sohrabuddin fake encounter case. 

Five of the high court chief justices will retire before August. Chief Justice Sudhakar will retire 
on February 13; Chief Justices Govind Mathur and Radhakrishnan on April 13 and 28 
respectively. Chief Justices Menon and Narayana Swamy will superannuate on May 31 and June 
30 respectively. 

The dates of retirement of the chief justices of the high courts are important factors to be 
considered for elevation, although nothing prevents the collegium from recommending a judge 
who has already retired from the high court for the appointment to the Supreme Court. Again, 
although nothing prevents the collegium from recommending someone outside the pool of high 
court chief justices, the predominant trend in recent decades has been to prioritise the chief 
justices, who are on the verge of retirement from their high courts, for elevation to the Supreme 
Court, so that they get three more years of service as a judge. While the high court judges retire 
on completion of 62 years of age, the tenure of the Supreme Court judges lasts till they complete 
65 years. 

The Supreme Court’s collegium did not meet even once in 2020 to recommend appointment of 
new judges to the court to fill four vacancies. The number of vacancies in the court with a 
sanctioned strength of 34 judges is likely to rise to nine, with five more judges retiring this year. 

If the government succeeds in stalling fresh appointments to the Supreme Court till August 
because of its resistance to appointing Justice Kureshi, it may well be banking on the likely 
cooperation from the next collegium which will include Justices D.Y. Chandrachud and L. 
Nageswara Rao, to recommend names other than Justice Kureshi. 
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To many observers, however, the non-appointment of Justice Kureshi, an outstanding judge and 
a chief justice, to the Supreme Court, will clearly be seen as a loss to the institution. Many are 
also concerned over the impact of prolonged non-appointment of fresh judges to the apex court 
over its backlog of cases awaiting adjudication. Several issues of constitutional importance have 
not been heard months together, due to non-constitution of appropriate benches. 

https://www.latestlaws.com/latest-news/new-appointments-to-sc-stalled-due-to-differences-on-
elevating-justice-akil-kureshi/ 

 

SC: Recruitment of candidates in excess of the notified vacancies is violative of 
fundamental rights  

 

The Apex Court in, GAJANAN BABULAL BANSODE & ORS v STATE OF 
MAHARASHTRA & ORS. observed that it was well-settled in-service jurisprudence that the 
authority cannot fill up more than the notified number of vacancies advertised, as the recruitment 
of candidates in excess of the notified vacancies, would be violative of Articles 14 and 16 (1) of 
the Constitution of India. 

Facts 

An exam was conducted for the post of Police Sub Inspector by Maharashtra Public Service 
Commission. Govt. notified 828 vacancies- 642 general and 186 reserved. A notification was 
released in 2019 that the cabinet had taken the decision to accommodate 636 additional 
candidates. Deputy Secretary of the MPSC wrote to the govt that as per Article 320 of the 
Constitution, the MPSC has the power to appoint candidates to posts. The list of 636 additional 
was notified by the Government on its official website, had been done without consulting the 
MPSC. This resolution is under challenge before the Administrative Tribunal. An interim 'status 
quo' order passed by the Tribunal was later vacated by it. The Bombay High Court rejected the 
Writ Petition, and the prayer to maintain status quo with respect to the 636 additional candidates 
who were directed to be appointed. The HC issued a direction to the State to send the additional 
candidates for the training of 9 months during the pendency of proceedings. 

Contention 
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It was contended by the MPSC that Rule 4 of the Police Sub-Inspector (Recruitment) Rules, 
1995 provides a quota of 25% for promotion through the Local Departmental Examination and 
the additional recruitment would disrupt the system. 

Observation 

The following observations were made by the SC:- 

The Apex Court observed that rule 5 of the rules state that if in the opinion of the Government, 
the exigencies of service required, the ratio prescribed for appointment by promotion, on the 
basis of Limited Departmental Examination or nomination, may be relaxed with the prior 
consultation of the Commission. The Government would have to then prove to the tribunal as to 
why it was necessary. The same was pending.  The court further observed that “it was well-
settled in-service jurisprudence that the authority cannot fill up more than the notified number of 
vacancies advertised, as the recruitment of candidates in excess of the notified vacancies, would 
be violative of Articles 14 and 16 (1) of the Constitution of India.” 

The Court stated that the direction ought not to have been passed in the Writ Petition before 
Bombay HC. 

The civil appeal was allowed and the decision of recruitment remain stayed during the pendency 
of proceedings before the Maharashtra Administrative Tribunal. 

The court directed the Maharashtra Administrative Tribunal, Nagpur Bench to decide the 
pending appeals within a period of six months. The Tribunal, the court said will ensure that the 
additional 636 candidates are given notice of the pending O.A. through the State, to enable them 
to appear and participate in the proceedings. 

https://www.latestlaws.com/latest-news/sc-recruitment-of-candidates-in-excess-of-the-notified-
vacancies-is-violative-of-fundamental-rights-read-order/ 

 

Supreme Court stays arrest of Shashi Tharoor, Rajdeep Sardesai and others over 
misleading tweets on Republic Day 
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The Supreme Court on Tuesday has stayed the arrest of Congress MP Shashi Tharoor, journalists 
Rajdeep Sardesai, Vinod Jose, Mrinal Pande, Ananth Nath, Zafar Agha and Paresh Nath, while 
hearing the petition challenging the multiple FIRs filed against them for allegedly sharing 
misinformation on the death of a protester during the tractor rally on Republic Day. 

Appearing for the editor of Caravan, Paresh Nath, Senior Advocate Mukul Rohatgi submitted 
that multiple FIRs filed against him are baseless as there is no case of hurting religious 
sentiments. SG Mehta then said the tweets have had a horrendous effect since they had lakhs of 
followers. 

However, the Court said it will stay the arrests meanwhile, and issued notice in the matter 
returnable in two weeks. Tharoor and Sardesai had moved the Supreme Court against the FIRs 
filed against them for misleading farmers and spreading false information during farmers’ tractor 
rally in Delhi on January 26, Republic Day. 

 

FIRs had been filed against Tharoor and five other journalists in five different states on the same 
matter. Earlier, Tharoor and six journalists were booked by the Noida Police for sedition, among 
other charges, over the violence during the farmers’ tractor rally in Delhi. 

The FIR in Delhi was lodged on a complaint of advocate Chiranjiv Kumar, a Central government 
lawyer at Delhi High Court. Similar FIR was filed against the petitioners by the Gurugram police 
following a complaint by one, Pankaj Singh, who has accused them of having spread false 
information. 

Supreme Court issues notice on petitions challenging minority status of Muslims, 
Christians, Sikhs, Buddhists, Parsis 

 

 

The Supreme Court on Tuesday issued notice on transfer petitions seeking transfer of all pending 
petitions before various High Courts challenging the constitutional validity of Section 2(c) of the 
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National Commission for Minorities Act, 1992  declaring five communities, Muslims, 
Christians, Sikhs, Buddhists and Parsis, as minorities.  

The petition is filed by Advocate Ashwini Kumar Upadhyay states that by using the unbridled 
power under Section 2(c) of the Act, Central Government declared Muslims, Christians, Sikhs, 
Buddhists, Jains and Zoroastrians as ‘minority’, but did not declare the followers of Bahaism, 
who are merely 0.1% and Judaism, who are just 0.2% as a religious minority, “which is arbitrary 
unjustified and abdication of the statutory powers of the Centre Government.” 

Further pointing out at the minority population of Hindus in Laddakh, Mizoram, Lakshdweep, 
Kashmir, Nagaland, Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh, Punjab and Manipur, the petitioner has 
submitted that “the minority rights of Hindus are being siphoned off illegally and arbitrarily to 
the majority population because neither Centre nor respective States have notified them as 
‘minority’ under S.2(c) of the NCM Act. Hence, Hindus are being deprived of their basic rights 
and protections guaranteed under Articles 29-30.” 

The petitioner has also urged the Court to declare S.2(c) of the NCM and Notification dated 
23.10.1993 invalid and ultra-virus. 

The petitioner has further urged the Court to direct the Home Ministry to identify and notify the 
religious and linguistic minorities at State level in spirit of Articles 29-30 of the Constitution of 
India and the Judgment of the Supreme Court in TMA Pai Case. 

Supreme Court sets aside Centre decision not to reduce marks for BDS course admission.The 
Supreme Court has set aside the decision of the Centre not to reduce the minimum marks for 
admission to BDS course in 2020-2021 while stating that it suffers from the vices of “illegality” 
and “irrationality”. The Apex Court has directed that the vacant seats in the first year BDS 
Course for 2020-2021 shall be filled up from the candidates who have participated in the NEET 
(UG) courses for 2020-2021 after lowering the percentile mark by 10 percentile.  

 

it was done without taking into account the fact that NEET (UG) 2020 was conducted for 
admission into different courses like MBBS, BDS, UG AYUSH and other medical courses. The 
total number of seats available for the academic year 2020-2021 for MBBS are 91,397, BDS 
26,949 and AYUSH are 52,720 making it a total of 1,71,036 seats. Whereas, the NEET qualified 
candidates are 7,71,500. The ratio of seats available vis-a-vis eligible students is 1:4.5 and not 7.  

the Court has found force in the submissions of the ASG that exorbitant fees is the reason behind 
vacant seats in the Dental Medical Colleges and pointed out that only 265 out of 7,000 seats are 
vacant in government colleges. All the other unfilled seats are in private dental colleges. “The 
management of private dental colleges shall consider reducing the fee charged by them to 
encourage students to join the colleges,” said the Court.  
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Remediation of Polluted Rivers: Supreme Court issues notice to Jal Shakti Ministry 

 

The Supreme Court on Tuesday adjourned the hearing of its suo motu cognizance with regard to 
remediation of polluted rivers for examining the increasing pollution, starting with the issue of 
contamination of river Yamuna. 

 

The bench of Chief Justice S.A. Bobde, Justices A.S. Bopanna and V. Ramasubramanian heard 
the matter and issued notice to the Ministry of Jal Shakti in the matter returnable in 4 weeks.  

Earlier, the court directed the National Green Tribunal-appointed Committee to submit its report 
on River Monitoring in respect of the Yamuna River and also the extent to which its 
recommendations have been implemented. 

The court took up suo motu cognizance while hearing a petition on the increased ammonia levels 
in Yamuna due to the discharge of pollutants. It noted that it highlights an issue of great 
significance and consequence not only for the general public but all living beings dependent 
upon open surface water. 

Amaravati land scam: Supreme Court adjourns hearing AP Govt appeal against HC order 

 

 

The Supreme Court on Tuesday adjourned the hearing on an appeal filed by the Andhra Pradesh 
Government against the High Court order that had stayed the Special Investigation Team (SIT) 
probe into the Amaravati land scam cases. A two-judge bench led by Justices Ashok Bhushan 
and R. Subhash Reddy was hearing the appeal filed by the State of Andhra Pradesh against 
Telugu Desam Party (TDP) leader Varla Ramaiah.  

Last year, on November 5, 2020, the Apex Court had issued notice in this matter and directed 
respondents to file their reply. The Court has granted more time to respondents to file their reply 
by March 5.  

The Andhra Pradesh High Court had passed its order on the appeals filed by TDP leaders Varla 
Ramaiah and Alapati Rajendra Prasad who had challenged the formation of the SIT pursuant to 
which the High Court stayed the government orders for setting up the SIT. The fundamental 
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challenge in those appeals was on the ground that the successor Government cannot change the 
policies of the predecessor Government.  

The Andhra Pradesh High Court had held that as per the rule of law/law of land, the successor 
Government must follow the policies of its previous Government as per the Judgments of the 
Supreme Court  

4.[Manipur MLAs disqualification] Plea in Supreme Court alleges Election Commission 
not performing its Constitutional duty 

 

The petitioner submits that such appointments of twelve MLAs Parliamentary Secretaries were 
made by the Chief Minister of Manipur to circumvent the provisions of Article 164 (1-A) of the 
Constitution of India. 

The Supreme Court bench of Justices Nageswara Rao and Ravindra Bhat on Friday issued notice 
to Election Commission of India on a plea by Congress leader DD Thaisii seeking directions to 
the poll body to give its opinion to Governor of Manipur regarding the disqualification of twelve 
members of the Manipur Legislative Assembly. 

Thaisii has claimed before the top court that Election Commission of India has failed to 
discharge its constitutional duty due to which the twelve Members of the Legislative Assembly 
(MLAs) of Manipur Assembly are continuing as members of the House, despite their apparent 
and undisputed disqualification under Article 191 (1 )(a) of the Constitution. 

It is the petitioner's case that the disqualification of the twelve MLAs can happen only after the 
EC gives its opinion to Governor which would enable him to discharge his constitutional duty. 

The claim for disqualification itself stemmed from the fact that the twelve MLAs were appointed 
as Parliamentary Secretaries for the State of Manipur, in exercise of powers under Section 3 of 
The Manipur Parliamentary Secretaries (Appointment, Salary and Allowance and Miscellaneous 
Provisions) Act, 2012. 

The office of Parliamentary Secretary is an office of profit elevating the MLAs to rank and status 
of minister and entitling them to draw higher salary and allowances admissible to a minister, the 
petitioner has contended. 
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"It is submitted that during 2017, a Member of the Manipur Legislative Assembly was entitled to 
receive Rs.19,500/- per month apart from allowances under The Salaries and Allowances of 
Members of the Legislative Assembly (Manipur) Act, 1972. During the same time, under the 
Salaries and Allowances of the Ministers (Manipur) Act, 1972 a Minister of State of Manipur 
was entitled to receive Rs.26,000/- per month apart from Sumptuary Allowances, free Residence 
and Conveyance Allowance. Therefore, the monetary benefit of the 12 members of the Manipur 
Legislative Assembly, who were appointed as Parliamentary Secretaries is doubtless and 
obvious," the petition states. 

Such appointment as Parliamentary Secretaries was done to circumvent Article 164(1-A) of the 
Constitution which imposes cap on the number of ministers who can be inducted into the 
Council of Ministers, the plea states. 

Article 164(1-A) states that the total number of ministers including the Chief Minister in the 
Council if Ministers in the State should not exceed 15 percent of the total number of the 
legislative assembly of that State. 

As per the petition, the twelve members of the Legislative Assembly, who were appointed and 
who accepted appointment as Parliamentary Secretaries, occupied an office of profit and, thus, 
automatically incurred disqualification under Article 191(1)(a) of the Constitution. 

Moreover, the Supreme Court had in the 2017 case of Bimolangshu Roy held that legislatures of 
the states lack the competence to enact laws for appointing Parliamentary Secretaries. 

The Manipur government had then published a notification repealing the Manipur Parliamentary 
Secretary (Appointment, Salary and Allowances and Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2012 and for 
providing a savings clause to protect the twelve Parliamentary Secretaries. 

However, the Manipur High Court, placing reliance on the Supreme Court judgment, on 
September 17, 2020 struck down the Manipur Parliamentary Secretary (Appointment, Salary and 
Allowances and Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2012 and the Manipur Parliamentary Secretary 
(Appointment, Salary and Allowances and Miscellaneous Provisions) Repealing Act, 2018 as 
unconstitutional. 

The petitioner along with another MLA then submitted a petition before the Governor take a 
decision as contemplated under Article 192 of the Constitution of India for disqualification of the 
members under Article 191 ( 1) of the Constitution of India. The Governor of Manipur referred 
the application to the Election Commission of India the said petition for its opinion as 
contemplated under Article 192 of the Constitution of India. So far, the Election Commission has 
not submitted its opinion to the Governor, the plea before Supreme Court states. 

Under Article 192 of the Constitution of India, the Governor of a state has been entrusted with 
the power to decide on questions regarding disqualification of members of legislative assembly 
and legislative council of the state. However, the Article mandates that before giving any such 
decision, the Governor is required to obtain the opinion of the Election Commission and has to 
act according to such opinion. 
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The plea states that the Election Commission is not performing its constitutional duty as required 
and that it was the reason why the twelve MLAs were continuing to act and discharge functions 
as members of the Manipur Legislative Assembly, which is "unconstitutional and illegal as the 
seats, by operation of law, have fallen vacant". 

The petitioner has, therefore, prayed that a direction be issued to the Election Commission of 
India to submit its opinion to the Governor of Manipur to enable the expeditious disposal of the 
petition under Article 192 of the Constitution of India regarding the disqualification of the twelve 
MLAs. 

8.Constitution envisages right to protest but with certain duties: Supreme Court dismisses 
review petition against verdict on Shaheen Bagh protests 

Justice Sanjay Kishan Kaul led bench maintained that there "may be some spontaneous protests 
but in case of prolonged dissent or protest, there cannot be continued occupation of public 
place." 

The Supreme Court of India has dismissed the review petition challenging its October 2020 
verdict on Shaheen Bagh protests reiterating its stand that prolonged protests cannot be at the 
cost of continued occupation of public spaces affecting the rights of others (Kaniz Fatima vs 
Commissioner of Police). 

A Bench of Justices Sanjay Kishan Kaul, Aniruddha Bose and Krishna Murari rejected the 
review plea filed by twelve individuals seeking a review of its October, 2020, judgment which 
had held that public spaces cannot be occupied indefinitely. 

The bench ruled that "right to protest cannot be anytime and everywhere." 

"Constitutional scheme comes with a right to protest and express dissent but with an obligation 
to have certain duties. The right to protest cannot be anytime and everywhere. There may be 
some spontaneous protests but in case of prolonged dissent or protest, there cannot be continued 
occupation of public place affecting rights of others," Supreme Court held February 9, 2021. 

The October ruling came in the context of the protests held against the Citizenship (Amendment) 
Act or CAA at South Delhi’s Shaheen Bagh area. 

The protests started on December 15, 2019 and ended only after the lockdown imposed by the 
Central government on March 24 last year in order to curb the spread of Covid-19 came into 
force. The protests threw traffic out of gear in Shaheen Bagh, prompting one Amit Sahni, a 
resident of Delhi, to file a public interest litigation (PIL) before the apex court, resulting in the 
October 7 decision. 

"We have to make it unequivocally clear that public ways and public spaces cannot be occupied 
in such a manner and that too indefinitely. Democracy and dissent go hand in hand, but then the 
demonstrations expressing dissent have to be in designated places alone," Supreme Court had 
said in its October 2020 judgment. 
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The review petition under Article 137 of the Constitution had raised five grounds to challenge 
the October order. The main ground for review was the vast powers the judgment conferred on 
police, leaving scope for its abuse. 

The petitioners had submitted that “such observations may prove to be a license in the hands of 
the police to commit atrocities on legitimate voice of protest, especially protesters coming from 
vulnerable sections of the social strata.” 

The review petitioners had submitted that the judgment of the top court would lead to a situation 
where the administration would never engage in dialogue with protesters but would instead take 
action against them including their prosecution. 

 

 

Plea before Supreme Court Seeks Setting Up of National and State Mortal Remains 

Management Disposal Protocol 

 

A plea has been filed before the Supreme Court seeking direction to the Centre and States to set 

up a National and State Mortal Remains Management Disposal Protocol for pandemic and non-

pandemic times within a reasonable time period. The plea has also sought directions to the State 

Governments to designate the  Medical Officer to be an appropriate authority for implementation 

of this protocol and strict adherence to this protocol to avoid trauma and distress. The Petitioner, 

G. Manohar in this case is aggrieved by the callous action and negligence of Manipal Hospital, 

Dwarka (New Delhi) has filed a PIL in the Supreme Court seeking proper laying down of a 

National/State Mortal Remains Management/Disposal Protocol to avoid similar trauma to others. 

The Petitioner is also aggrieved by the fact that his mother's body was so carelessly stored 

without proper labelling or identification. He was unable to perform his mother's last rites. The 

Petitioner said he wanted to highlight the lack of management protocol in the country, as a result 

of which irreversible harm and agony of this sort was being caused. The plea has contended that 

the hospital's act is clearly violative of the petitioner's mother's Right to Life including her Right 
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to Dignity and dignity in death as guaranteed under Article 21 of the Constitution of India. 

Stressing on the need for a clear Mortal Remains Management Disposal Protocol, the plea has 

highlighted the callousness of hospitals during the time of Covid-19 pandemic with reputed 

hospitals charging heavy fees and charges for treatment with no basic protocols in place, leading 

to unbearable pain and lifelong agony to the relatives of the deceased. The plea has been drawn 

by filed by Advocate Shilpa Liza George and drawn by Advocates Manoj V. George and Renjith 

Philip, on behalf of the petitioner, Mr. G. Manohar. The plea has prayed for the following 

directions from the Court: 

Issue a Writ of Mandamus, or any other Writ or Direction to the Union of India to formulate a 

National Mortal Remains Management and Disposal Protocol for pandemic and non- pandemic 

times to be implemented across the country and 

Issue a Writ of Mandamus, or any other Writ or Direction to to all State Governments to 

formulate a State Mortal Remains Management and Disposal Protocol for pandemic and non- 

pandemic times within a reasonable period 

Issue a Direction to the State Governments to designate the District Medical Officer to be 

appropriate authority for implementation of the above mentioned protocol as deemed fit by this 

Hon'ble Court. 

NCW moves Supreme Court against Bombay High Court judgment which ruled skin-to-
skin contact necessary for 'sexual assault' under POCSO. 

 

 

The National Commission for Women has approached the Supreme Court against the 
controversial judgment of the Bombay High Court which had held that pressing the breast of a 
12-year old child without removing her top will not fall within the definition of ‘sexual assault’ 
under Section 7 the Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act (POCSO) The NCW has 
claimed that the interpretation adopted by the Hon’ble High Court that physical contact means 
‘skin to skin touch’ is perverse and bad in law. 
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The High Court had on January 19 ruled that pressing the breast of a 12-year old child without 
removing her clothes will only fall within the definition of outraging the modesty of woman 
under Section 354 of Indian Penal Code (IPC) and not 'sexual assault' under POCSO. Whereas 
the punishment for sexual assault under Section 8 of the POCSO Act is imprisonment of 3-5 
years, the punishment under Section 354 of IPC is imprisonment of 1-5 years. The High Court 
had then proceeded to examine Section 7 of POCSO and the ingredients of the offence of 'sexual 
assault. 

The ingredients for constituting the offence of 'sexual assault' are that the act must have been 
committed with sexual intent and it must involve touching the vagina, penis, anus or breast of the 
child or 'any other act' which are similar to the acts specifically mentioned in the provision, the 
High Court said. The words ‘any other act’ encompasses within itself, the nature of the acts 
which are similar to the acts which have been specifically mentioned in the definition on the 
premise of the principle of ‘ejusdem generis.’ The act should be of the same nature or closure 
(sic) to that, the High Court opined acquitting the accused under POCSO. 

The High Court judgment had invited sharp criticism. Eventually, the Supreme Court had on 
January 27 stayed the judgment of the High Court after it was brought to the notice of the Court 
by Attorney General KK Venugopal. 

This Script Is Well Written' : Supreme Court On Mukul Rohatgi's Advice To Withdraw  

Sonu Sood's Plea. 

The Supreme Court on Friday has allowed Actor Sonu Sood's plea for withdrawal of his petition 
as also the civil suit being L.C. Suit No.1368 of 2020 pending before Bombay City Civil Court at 
Borivili Division, Dindoshi, Bombay, in view of the application for regularisation filed pursuant 
to the notice dated 2 24.10.2020 under Section 44 of the Maharashtra Regulation and Town 
Planning Act, 1966. 

The bench headed by CJ S. A. Bobde was hearing the plea by Sood challenging the Bombay 
High Court's recent order dismissing his appeal against Civil Court's rejection in granting 
temporary injunction against the Greater Mumbai Municipal Corporation. 

Your Lordships, I have withdrawn both the SLP as well as the suit in the trial court. Your 
Lordships may record this...pursuant to the notice (for illegal construction) which was issued to 
me under the MRTP Act, I have filed an application for regularisation. I am praying that the 
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authorities may decide my application by a speaking order", Senior Advocate Mukul Rohatgi, for 
Sood, told the bench. 

"We don't want to seem sarcastic, but this appears to be the rare occasion when, by way of 
correct advice, we see litigation getting resolved", remarked the CJ. The petitioner is a 
Bollywood actor. He has no knowledge about all this. He was misguided", Mr. Rohatgi urged. 

The bench proceeded to record that pursuant to the October, 2020 notice of illegal construction 
under section 53(1) of the MRTP Act, the petitioner has filed the application for regularisation 
filed under section 44 of the Act and that in view of the same, the SLP is allowed to be 
withdrawn.We direct the concerned Authorities to consider and decide the said application on its 
own merits and in accordance with law. Accordingly, the special leave petition and the civil suit 
being L.C. Suit No.1368 of 2020 are dismissed as withdrawn. 

Munawar Faruqui Case : Supreme Court Grants Ad-Interim Bail;Stays Production 

Warrant In UP. 

The Supreme Court granted ad-interim bail to comedian Munawar Faruqui in a case registered 
by Madhya Pradesh police for alleged hurting of religious sentiments. 

The learned counsel has pointed out to us that quite apart from the fact that the allegations made 
in the FIR are vague that the procedure contained in Section 41 Cr.P.C. as adumbrated by our 
Judgment in "Arnesh Kumar Vs. State of Bihar & Anr.", reported in (2014) 8 SCC 273, has not 
been followed before arresting the petitioner. This being the case, we issue notice in both the 
petitions, and stay the Judgment of the High Court. The petitioner is released on ad-interim bail 
on conditions to the satisfaction of the trial court. 

SC issues notice on the petitions filed by #MunawarFaruqui for bail and quashing the MP Police 
FIR in the case for alleged hurting of religious sentiments. The Court also stays the production 
warrant issued in a case by UP Police. Notice issued on interim bail plea as well. 

Litigant Cannot Seek Recusal Of A Judge On The Ground That He/She May Not Get A 
Favourable Order: Supreme Court. 
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A litigant cannot be permitted to browbeat the Court by seeking a Bench of its choice, the 
Supreme Court observed while rejecting a plea seeking recusal of Justice DY Chandrachud from 
hearing a case. The court observed that a litigant cannot seek recusal of a judge from hearing 
his/her case on the ground that he/she may not get a favourable order. 

This case arose from a domestic violence complaint before Metropolitan Magistrate, Bengaluru, 
which was dismissed. The appeal against this order was dismissed by the Additional Sessions 
Judge, Bengaluru.  

The High Court also dismissed the revision petition filed by the petitioner. The petitioner 
assailed this order passed by the High Court by filing a writ petition under Article 226 with a 
prayer to declare the judgment of the Single Judge ' void'.  

Later, this writ petition was transferred to Apex Court. The Supreme Court bench comprising 
Justices DY Chandrachud and KM Joseph, in its order passed in September last year  held that a 
writ petition under Article 226 of the Constitution would not be maintainable in order to 
challenge an order which has been passed by the High Court in the exercise of its judicial 
powers. 

While her application seeking to recall the order was being considered by the bench comprising 
Justices DY Chandrachud and MR Shah, the petitioner, who appeared in person, submitted that 
Justice Chandrachud should recuse himself from hearing the present application. Justice Shah, 
who authored the order, observed. 

We see no valid and good ground for recusal by one of us. Merely because the order might not 
be in favour of the applicant earlier, cannot be a ground for recusal. A litigant cannot be 
permitted to browbeat the Court by seeking a Bench of its choice.  

Therefore, the prayer of the applicant petitioner in person that one of us (Dr. Dhananjaya Y 
Chandrachud, J.) should recuse from hearing the present miscellaneous application is not 
accepted and the said prayer is rejected. 

Observing thus, the bench dismissed the application seeking recall of the earlier order. The court 
noticed that earlier one other application was filed by the applicant for the very relief, i.e., to 
recall order was lodged by the Registrar and the application challenging the order of the 
Registrar lodging the application was dismissed. 

 

Physical hearing in Supreme Court likely to resume from March 2021; Maratha 
Reservation case to be heard from March 8. 
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The Supreme Court will, in all likelihood, resume physical hearing of cases in a limited manner 
from March 2021. This was stated in open Court by a Constitution Bench headed by Justice 
Ashok Bhushan hearing the case relating to Maratha Reservation. Considering the fact that 
physical hearing might commence by March, the Court fixed the Marahta reservation for final 
hearing from March 8. 

The hearing in this matter will begin on March 8. We propose to complete the hearing by March 
18," the Bench which also comprised Justices L Nageswara Rao, S Abdul Nazeer, Hemant Gupta 
and Ravindra Bhat said. Even if physical hearing does not start by March 8, the Maratha 
Reservation case will be heard from that date via virtual mode, the Bench made it clear. 

The petitioners have challenged the Bombay High Court ruling of June 2019 which had upheld 
the validity of the Maharashtra State Reservation for Socially and Educationally Backward 
Classes (SEBC) Act. The Act provides for reservation in employment and education to the 
Maratha community. 

A three-judge Bench of the Supreme Court comprising Justices L Nageswara Rao, Hemant 
Gupta and S Ravindra Bhat, which initially heard the matter, had in September 2020 granted a 
stay of sorts by directing that there will be no reservation in jobs and admissions as per the SEBC 
Act for time being. The SEBC Act originally provided 16 per cent reservation to Maratha 
community in educational institutions and government jobs.  

This law was challenged before the Bombay High Court which, in June 2019, upheld the validity 
of the law but reduced the quota to 12 per cent in admissions to educational institutions and 13 
per cent in jobs. The petitions before the Supreme Court have challenged the law on the ground 
that it breaches the 50 per cent reservation threshold prescribed in the Indra Sawhney case.  

 

Supreme Court says need to gauge financial stability of parents, guardians taking care of 

children from shelter homes  
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The Court observed that it had directed State governments to consult district child protection 

units that provide children With facilities required to provide online classes.  

The Supreme Court on Monday said there is a need for funding out of the financial stability of 

parents/guardians of children who have been restored from child care institutions due to Covid-

19 pandemic. The Court was hearing the suo motu case initiated by it in order to prevent the 

spread of the Covid-19 virus to child care institutions (CCls), including children in need of care 

and protection and children in conflict with the law in observation homes and children in foster 

and kinship  

care.  

A bench of Justice L. Nageswara Rao and Justice S. Ravindra Bhat directed the State 

governments to gather information from social welfare departments and other authorities and 

provide the same to the Amicus Curiae within 2 weeks.  

During the hearing on Monday, the Court observed that it had directed State governments to 

consult district child protection units that provide children with facilities required to provide 

online classes.  

Following which, 18 States responded and submitted information to the Amicus Curiae. The 

Court has granted two weeks time to States who haven't filed affidavits.  

Time to time, the court had issued directions in this matter. Previously, on 09.10.2020, the Court 

took note of the letter issued by the Senior Consultant, Legal Division, National Commission for 

Protection for Children Rights (NCPCR) to all District Magistrates/Collectors of the State of 

Karnataka directing repatriation and restoration of children placed in children protection homes.  

In another connected writ petition, the Court had asked all State governments to provide 

information related to the number of child victims/witnesses of human trafficking who are 
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required to depose in courts at places other than those residing outside the States. "One district 

may be identified by each State Government/ Union Territory for establishing Video 

Conferencing facility for recording evidence of children/ victims of human trafficking. The State 

Government's are directed to file the Status Reports within four weeks from today," said the 

Apex Court.  

The Supreme Court bench had taken suo motu cognizance on April 3, 2020 and had passed a 

slew of directions to the States to Registrar General of every High Court.  

The Court had directed the States and Union Territories to ensure that the copy of the order with 

translated version shall be sent to all the CWCs and CCls. The Court had also directed to 

Registrar General of all the High Courts to forward it to the Principal Magistrates presiding over 

the JJBs and presiding officers of the Children Courts. It further directed the Registrar General of 

every High Court to place the order before the Chairperson of JJC of every High Court.  

Supreme Court grants liberty to Kerala guru to approach HC again on detention of his 

live-in partner  

The bench headed by Chief Justice S.A. Bobde, Justices A.S. Bopanna and V. Ramasubramanian 

observed that there was a big difference between illegal detention and custody.  

The Supreme Court on Monday rejected the petition filed by a spiritual guru challenging the 

Kerala High Court order dismissing a habeas corpus plea by the petitioner against her alleged 

illegal detention in the  

custody of her parents.  

The bench headed by Chief Justice S.A. Bobde, Justices A.S. Bopanna and V. Ramasubramanian 

observed that there was a big difference between illegal detention and custody. However, it 

granted liberty to the petitioner to approach the High Court to seek a finding on the question of 

illegal detention.  

The court observed that no categorical finding of the High Court has said the 21-year-old girl 

Laxmi has been illegally detained by her parents.The court said that it was obvious that a finding 

of illegal detention is a sine qua non for a habeas corpus petition.  
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Senior Advocate Gopal Sankarnarayanan, appearing for the petitioner, submitted that the 

petitioner has denied being married and has called her relationship with the spiritual guru divine.  

She has been in detention and there has been no contact.  

Chief Justice Bobde said there is a difference between custody and detention. If a child is in the 

custody of her parents, it cannot be said to be detention. Sankarnarayanan argued that an adult 

cannot be kept in custody. She is not a minor, she is a 25 year old, he said.  

The bench further said, "We are looking for a case of illegal detention. We are looking for a 

finding whether she has been  

The bench further said, "We are looking for a case of illegal detention. We are looking for a 

finding whether she has been illegally detained in her house. We want you to go to the HC and 

find out whether she is illegally detained or in custody of her parents. Mental illness is another 

aspect. We see the finding that she is in custody of her parents. There is a doubt about her mental 

condition."  

Sankarnarayanan mentioned Section 4 of the Mental Health Act that says a person who is 

mentally ill will not be allowed to take her decision.The law does not consider custody of an 

adult or a spouse. She is a gold medallist and now they are saying that she is mentally ill, he 

added.  

However, the bench drew an inference that she was not in illegal detention.  

The spiritual practitioner from Kerala had approached the Supreme Court, alleging forceful 

custody of his spiritual live-in partner, challenging the Kerala High Court order denying her 

release from her parents.The petitioner has alleged that she was subjected to physical violence 

and torture by her parents, because she chose to practice Vedantic principles of moksha, sanyasa 

and divine yoga with the petitioner.  

 

SC defers hearing in NDTV promoters plea against SAT order to Feb 5  
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SeniorAdvocate Mukul Rohtagi, appearing for the petitioners, requested the bench led by the 

Chief Justice S.A. Bobde for an adjournment to have a look at the affidavit by the respondent.  

The Supreme Court on Monday deferred to February 5, the hearing of a petition filed by NDTV 

promoters Prannoy Roy and Radhika Roy against the order of the Securities Appellate Tribunal 

(SAT) to deposit 50 percent of the disgorged amount before markets regulator SEBI within four 

weeks.  

Senior Advocate Mukul Rohtagi, appearing for the petitioners, requested the bench led by Chief 

Justice S.A. Bobde for an adjournment to have a look at the affidavit filed by the respondent. 

Justice A.S. Bopanna and Justice V. Ramasubramanian were also on the bench. The matter has 

now been listed for hearing on Friday.  

Earlier, the bench had adjourned the matter as it wanted the appeal heard in accordance of law. 

The undertaking was made pursuant to the Chief Justice asking Rohatgi whether the petitioners 

were willing to give security failing which the Tribunal may not hear them.  

On the previous hearing, Rohatgi had made an undertaking to file the statement of the shares 

along with the values which the petitioners are offering as guarantee in view of the orders of the 

Tribunal.  

In two separate orders passed on January 4, the tribunal noted that the appeals filed by the 

petitioners needed consideration and directed the appeals to be listed before the tribunal for final 

disposal on February 10, 2021.  

The petitioners had filed an appeal in SAT against a Sebi order passed in November, whereby 

the market regulator had barred them from the securities market for two years and also directed 

them to disgorge illegal gains of Rs 16.97 crore for indulging in insider trading more than 12 

years ago.  
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Breaking-Violation Of Fundamental Right To Speedy Trial Is A Ground For 

Constitutional Court To Grant Bail In UAPA Cases: Supreme Court  

 

Restrictions Under Section 43-D(5) 0f UAPA Does Not Oust The Ability of Constitutional Court 

Courts To Grant bail on Violation 0f Fundamental Right The Supreme Court has held that 

Section 43D (5) of UAPA per se does not oust the ability of Constitutional Courts to grant bail 

on ground of violation of Fundamental Right to Speedy Trial.  

The bench comprising Justices NV Ramana, Surya Kant and Aniruddha Bose also observed that 

the rigours of the provision will melt down where there is no likelihood of trial being completed 

within a reasonable time and the period of incarceration already undergone has exceeded a 

substantial part of the prescribed sentence.  

The court observed thus while dismissing the appeal ftled by National Investigation Agency 

against the Kerala High Court order granting bail to the accused in palm chopping of 

Thodupuzha Newman College professor T J Joseph in 2011. NIA's contention was that the High 

Court erred in granting bail without adverting to the statutory rigours of Section 43D(5) of 

UAPA.  

The court noted that, in this case, the High Court invoked its power to grant bail owing to the 

long period of incarceration and the unlikelihood of the trial being completed anytime in the near 

future. The reasons assigned by the High Court are apparently traceable back to ArticIe 21 of our 

Constitution, of course without addressing the statutory embargo created by Section 430 (5) of 

UAPA. the court observed. Referring to various judgment, the court observed: 

The presence of statutory restrictions like Section 430 (5) of UAPA per se does not oust the 

ability of Constitutional Courts to grant bail on grounds of violation of Part III of the 
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Constitution. Indeed, both the restrictions under a Statue as well as the powers exercisable under 

Constitutional Jurisdiction can be well harmonised. Whereas at commencement of proceedings, 

Courts are expected to appreciate the legislative policy against grant of bail but the rigours of 

such provisions will melt down where there is no likelihood of trial being completed within a 

reasonable time and the period of incarceration already undergone has exceeded a substantial 

part of the prescribed sentence. Such an approach would safeguard against the possibility of 

provisions like Section 43D(5) of UAPA being used as the sole metric for denial of bail or for 

wholesale breach of constitutional right to speedy trial.  

The judgment refers to the decision in Shaheen Welfare Association v Union of India (1996) 2 

SCC 616, in which it was held that gross delay in disposal of such cases would justify the 

invocation of Article 21 of the Constitution and consequential necessity to release the  

undertrials on bail. 

 

 Watali Judgment  

The bench explained the judgment in Watali case, which was relied by NIA to challenge the 

High Court judgment. It said:  

As regard to the judgment in NIA v. Zahoor Ahmad Shah Watali (supra), cited by learned ASG, 

we find that it dealt with an entirely different factual matrix. In that case, the High Court had 

reappreciated the entire evidence on record to overturn the Special Court’s conclusion of their 

being a prima facie case of conviction and concomitant rejection of bail. The High Court had 

practically conducted a minitrial and determined admissibility of certain evidences, which 

exceeded the limited scope of a bail petition. This not only was beyond the statutory mandate of 

a prima facie assessment under Section 43D(5), but it was premature and possibly would have 

prejudiced the trial itself. it was in these circumstances that this Court intervened and cancelled 

the bail.  

The court also noted that the accused has been in jail for more than five years, and that there are 

276 witnesses left to be examined. and the charges have been framed only on 27.11.2020. It 

further noted:  
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"Still further, two opportunities were given to the appellant NIA who has shown no inclination to 

screen its endless list of witnesses. It also deserves mention that of the thirteen co-accused who 

have been convicted, none have been given a sentence of more than eight years' rigorous 

imprisonment. It can therefore be legitimately expected that if found guilty, the respondent too 

would receive a sentence within the same ballpark. Given that twothird of such incarceration is 

already complete, it appears that the respondent has already paid heavily for his acts of fleeing 

from justice.”  

The court, while upholding the High Court order, imposed the following additional conditions:  

"Accused shall mark his presence every week on Monday at 10AM at the local police station and 

inform in writing that he is not involved in any other new crime. The respondent shall also 

refrain from participating in any activity which might enrage communal sentiments."  
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Supreme Court asks Lenders to explain Fortis share sale 

 

On Thursday, the Supreme Court asked 17 lenders to Malvinder Singh and Shivinder Singh, 
former promoters of Fortis Healthcare, to explain their role in the transfer of the company’s 
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shares to Malaysian healthcare major IHH Healthcare Berhad despite directions from it and 
the Delhi High Court barring any such transfer. 

IHH had in July 2018 bought a 31% controlling stake in Fortis Healthcare for `4,000 crore 
through the bidding route. 

A bench led by Justice UU Lalit said it was deemed necessary, in the interest of clarity, to give 
lenders an opportunity to present their position. 

This would also help decide the nature of the sentence to be imposed on the Singh brothers for 
contempt of court. Around 17 banks and financial institutions, including Yes Bank, Axis Bank, 
Kotak Mahindra Investment and Indiabulls, need to explain why they sold the shares pledged 
with them despite the SC and HC orders restraining the brothers from alienating or creating 
third-party interests in their assets. 

Justice Lalit came down heavily on Malvinder. “Around 3 crore shares have gone away from the 
kitty after various assurances were given to the HC in June 2017. Around 30.65 crore 
encumbered and unencumbered shares were intact before assurances were given in June 2017. 
You never told the HC to take control of the situation if banks were selling securities. You should 
have informed the court about this while giving assurances. This means shares were in your 
control only. There is also a finding of guilt in your favour,” the bench told Malvinder. 

The judges also told Malvinder it would give him 10 days to either deposit the entire money in 
court or bring back the shares. “Resultant transaction must be annulled and original situation 
should be restored. Either shares have to be given back or you put in the money equivalent to this 
amount in the court,” Justice Lalit told Malvinder while asking him to furnish the documents 
showing he had informed the lending banks and financial institutions from time to time about 
various directions issued by the courts with regards to assets/shares of the promoters. 

The directions were issued after Malvinder’s senior counsel Kailash Vasudev alleged that Fortis 
Healthcare shares owned by him and his brother Shivinder were not transferred by the brothers 
to IHH Berhad but was by the banks. 

Japanese drugmaker Daiichi Sankyo, which is seeking enforcement of the Rs 3,500-crore 
Singapore arbitration award against the Singh brothers, had alleged the duo had disposed of their 
controlling stakes secretly in Fortis Group to IHH Healthcare despite giving several written 
assurances to the HC that they would not alienate their unencumbered shares. 

The brothers had given five written assurances before the Delhi HC they would not dilute their 
shareholdings in the hospital chain. However, their shareholding in the company declined from 
above 70% to below 1% after Daiichi Sankyo took them to court for enforcement of the award. 

The SC, had in 2019, held the Singh brothers guilty of contempt for violating its earlier orders 
that had restrained them from divesting their shares in Fortis Healthcare. However, it gave them 
one more chance to purge themselves of the contempt if each of them deposited Rs 1,170.95 
crore. Both brothers are in Tihar jail in a case filed by Relegate Finest — an arm of Relegate 
Enterprises — for allegedly causing wrongful losses worth Rs 2,397 crore. 
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https://www.latestlaws.com/latest-news/supreme-court-asks-lenders-to-explain-fortis-share-sale/ 

Supreme Court upholds validity of e-voting for winding up of six Franklin schemes 

 

On Friday, the Supreme Court upheld the validity of e-voting process for winding up of six 
mutual fund schemes of Franklin Templeton, and said disbursal of funds to unit holders will 
continue. 

A bench of justices S. A. Nazeer and Sanjiv Khanna, while rejecting the opposition by some unit 
holders to the e-voting process, said disbursal of funds has to be done as per the earlier order of 
the apex court. 

The top court had on February 2 ordered that Rs 9,122 crore be disbursed within three weeks to 
the unit holders of Franklin Templeton's six mutual fund schemes which are proposed to be 
wound up. 

It had said that disbursal of money would be done in proportion to unit holders' interest in the 
assets. 

Earlier, the apex court had asked the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) to appoint 
an observer for overseeing the e-voting process. 

The e-voting with regard to the winding up Franklin Templeton's six mutual fund schemes had 
taken place in the last week of December and it has been approved by a majority of unit holders. 

The apex court had on February 2 entrusted the State Bank of India (SBI) Mutual Fund to 
disburse the money as all the lawyers gave consent to the court's order. 

It had granted liberty to the litigating parties to approach the court in case of any difficulty in the 
disbursal of money to unit holders. 

The top court on January 25 had said it would first deal with the issues related to objection to the 
e-voting process for winding up of the six mutual fund schemes and distribution of money to the 
unit holders. 

Prior to this, it had granted three days for filing of objections to the e-voting. 

"SEBI shall appoint an observer regarding the e-voting of unit holders which is scheduled 
between December 26 and December 29, 2020. The result of the e-voting would not be 
announced and would be produced before us in a sealed cover along with the report of the 
observer appointed by the SEBI", the top court had said in its order passed earlier. 
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It had said that SEBI would also file a copy of the final Forensic Audit Report before the court in 
a sealed cover. 

The apex court is hearing an appeal filed by Franklin Templeton against the high court's order 
which stopped the fund house from winding up its debt fund schemes without prior consent of 
the investors. 

On December 7, 2020, Franklin Templeton Mutual Fund had said it has sought consent of the 
unit holders for the orderly winding up of the six fixed income schemes. 

On December 3 last year, the apex court had asked Franklin Templeton Mutual Fund to initiate 
steps within one week for calling a meeting of unit holders to seek their consent for closure of six 
mutual fund schemes. 

The top court had observed that the issue is big and people wanted a refund. 

The Karnataka High Court had earlier said that decision of Franklin Templeton Trustee Services 
Private Limited to wind up six schemes cannot be implemented unless the consent of the unit 
holders is obtained. 

The six schemes are Franklin India Low Duration Fund, Franklin India Ultra Short Bond Fund, 
Franklin India Short Term Income Plan, Franklin India Credit Risk Fund, Franklin India 
Dynamic Accrual Fund and Franklin India Income Opportunities Fund. 

Franklin Templeton MF closed these six debt mutual fund schemes on April 23, citing 
redemption pressure and lack of liquidity in the bond market. 

Till November 27, 2020 the six schemes received total cash flows of Rs 11,576 crore from 
maturities, pre-payments and coupon payments since April 24 last year. 

The cash available stands at Rs 7,226 crore as of November 27, 2020 for the four cash positive 
schemes, subject to fund running expenses. 

https://www.latestlaws.com/latest-news/supreme-court-upholds-validity-of-e-voting-for-
winding-up-of-six-franklin-schemes/ 

 

 

Supreme Court asks Centre to apprise on Govt's plan to regulate OTT platforms 
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On Tuesday, the Apex Court asked the Centre to apprise it on what Govt proposes to do to 
regulate Over-the-top (OTT) platforms such as Netflix and Amazon Prime. 

A bench headed by CJI SA Bobde asked the Central Govt to file an affidavit on what it is 
planning to do after the Govt said it's working on the matter. 

During the hearing, Additional Solicitor General KM Nataraj, appearing for the Centre, told the 
Bench that Govt has not finalised the steps to be taken in regulating the OTT platforms but it's 
contemplating. 

To this, the Chief Justice said, "We cannot accept mere contemplates. Everybody in the world is 
contemplating. File affidavit on what you are doing." 

At the outset, Solicitor General Tushar Mehta also appearing for Centre told the Bench that "the 
issue is being taken seriously & something is already underway." 

After hearing Solicitor General's submission Bench suggested that petitioners file a 
representation before the government & give their suggestions, however, later it asked the 
government to file an affidavit & tagged the plea along with similar plea pending before it. 

The Supreme Court was hearing a Public Interest Litigation (PIL) filed by advocates Shashank 
Shekhar Jha & Apurva Arhatia for regulating OTT platforms by an autonomous body. 

The plea sought a proper board/institution /association for the monitoring & management of 
content on different OTT/Streaming & digital media platforms. 

It said that at present there is no law or autonomous body governing, monitoring & managing 
such digital contents & it is made available to the public at large without any filter or screening. 

Earlier, the Bench had issued notices to the Central Govt, Ministry of Information & 
Broadcasting (MoI&B) & Internet & Mobile Association of India (IAMAI) on the 

The PIL said that none of the OTT/Streaming platforms including Netflix, Amazon Prime, Zee5, 
& Hotstar has signed the self-regulation provided by Ministry of Information & Broadcasting 
since February 2020. 
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There are over 40 such platforms providing paid, ad-inclusive, & free content to approximately 
130 crore people across India, the petitioners said. 

The plea said their aim is to protect the constitutional right to life, by preventing these platforms 
from abusing their freedom of expression. 

The plea requested the setting up of a board headed by a secretary-level IAS officer, with 
members from varied fields including movie, cinematographic, media, defence forces, legal & 
education. 

"With cinemas theatres unlikely to open anytime soon in the country, OTT/Streaming & 
different digital media platforms have surely given a way out for filmmakers & artists to release 
their content without being worried about getting clearance certificates for their films & series 
from the censor board," the plea said. 

In a separate case, the Centre had earlier told the Supreme Court that there is a need to regulate 
digital media & that the court may first appoint a committee of persons as amicus before laying 
down guidelines with respect to the regulation of hate speech in media. 

https://www.latestlaws.com/latest-news/supreme-court-asks-centre-to-apprise-on-govt-s-plan-to-
regulate-ott-platforms/ 
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HIGH COURT JUDGMENTS  

Delhi HC directs action against a person who misbehaved with activist Rachna Malik at 

AIIMS night shelter. 

 

The Delhi High Court has directed the Delhi Urban Shelter Improvement Board (DUSIB) to 

ensure appropriate measures are initiated against persons who misbehaved with activist Rachna 

Malik. 

A single-judge bench of Justice Najmi Waziri noted, “DUSIB shall ensure that there is no 

obstruction in her visits to the said place, as she has been working as a committed social worker 

for a significant period of time.” 

The contempt petition has been filed by Malik alleging despite detailed orders passed by the 

Division Bench, there have been a series of breaches of the said directions. In particular, she has 

not been permitted to visit the night shelter at All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS) in 

addition to this, the petitioner was pushed by the caretaker at the AIIMS night shelter. 

The Counsel, appearing for the petitioner, submitted, “That a system should be put in place 

where sufficient checks and vigilance is maintained with regard to maintenance of facilities at 

the night shelters in question, and other night shelters being run and managed by DUSIB in the 

NCT of Delhi.” 

The bench was informed that “for the sake of registration of complaint apropos the night shelter 

being maintained by the DUSIB, a centralized telephone line has been put in place.” 

The bench, however, sought details of the same to be brought on record along with an affidavit. 

The matter will be heard next February 25. 
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Rs 21 crore spent on spaying stray dogs in Indore of no use, says plea in Madhya Pradesh 

HC. 

 

The people of Indore are facing menace due to increase in population of stray dogs. The 

municipal corporation has been sterilizing these stray dogs for years, but there is no visible 

effect, according to a PIL filed by Fauzia Sheikh Alim, the leader of opposition in Indore 

Municipal Corporation, in Madhya Pradesh High Court. 

In the last five years, the Municipal Corporation has spent about Rs 21 crore on the sterilization 

operations of these stray dogs, she stated in her plea. 

In the PIL, she alleged that the Pets Society for Animal Welfare and Ruler Development 

Company has been negligent in its work. Corporation officials have not been able to take 

concrete action on the contracted private firms and despite the sterilization of dogs during the 

last 5-7 years, no effect is visible. 

According to the petition , the contract has been given to a private firm for the sterilization 

operation of dogs. The firm has been paid crores of rupees for the same. It added that more than 

Rs 24 lakh is being paid by the corporation every month and another company Roadis has also 

been given the responsibility. There are more than one lakh stray dogs in the city and the private 

firm claims to perform 90-100 operations daily. 

It said the number of stray dogs has increased during coronavirus pandemic and people are being 

bitten by these dogs . About 80 to 100 people fall prey to them every day, claimed the petition. 

Further, sterilization operations of these dogs are carried out at GPO and Trenching Ground 

Centers and 4 to 5 dogs are killed during the operation itself. Since 2015, Rs 925 are being given 

to the institution with Municipal Corporation spending Rs 21 crore on it so far to no avail. 

Alim has demanded that the Municipal Corporations should build buildings on the lines of 

Gaushalas on government open lands. Just as stray animals were sent to the cowshed from the 
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streets of the city, the same way these stray dogs can be sterilized and released in dog houses. 

She  said many of these dogs suffer from viral infections due to improper vaccination. 

In the three veterinary hospitals in the city, people are bringing their dogs for treatment after 

infection at an alarming rate. Doctors have appealed to people to be cautious regarding viral 

infections. The city’s GPO, stone god own and government veterinary hospital located on the 

MOG were witnessing a large turnout of people coming in for treatment of there dogs. 

Allahabad HC stays arrest of Mukhtar Ansari in property case. 

 

The Lucknow bench of the Allahabad High Court on Thursday heard a petition seeking quashing 

of the FIR lodged in the Jiamau area of Lucknow, based on misappropriate property and 

misleading documents and stayed the arrest of Mukhtar Ansari. The matter is adjourned till 

February 17. 

The order was passed by a division bench of Justice Ramesh Sinha and Justice Rajiv Singh on 

the petition of Mukhtar Ansari. 

Senior Advocate H.J.S. Parihar requested the Court that for some unavoidable reasons he is 

unable to argue, so the petition should be listed for hearing on February 17 along with another 

petition filed on behalf of Mukhtar Ansari’s sons. 

The Advocate General had no objection to this, due to which the Court adjourned the hearing. 

The petition filed by Ansari’s sons, Abbas Ansari and Umar Ansari, is also to be heard on 

February 17. The arrest of both was stayed by the Court on October 21, 2020. 

Delhi HC seeks response from NHRC, Manipur govt over extra-judicial killings of 2 

people. 
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The Delhi High Court on Friday issued notice to the National Human Rights Commission 

(NHRC) and Manipur government over a petition challenging an order by passed by the human 

rights body with relation to the alleged extra judicial killings of two person in Manipur. 

A single judge bench of Justice Prathiba M. Singh sought response from the NHRC and Manipur 

government over the petition filed by Suhas Chakma, the director of the National Campaign for 

Prevention of Torture and has now kept the matter for further hearing on April 22. The petition 

was filed through Advocate Nitesh Kumar Singh of Phoenix Law Firm. 

The plea challenges an order passed by the NHRC dated September 8, 2020 alleging that the 

human rights body has “failed to discharge its basic function as a statutory body established for 

better protection of human rights.”  

The plea claims that the NHRC wrongly directed the next of kin (NoK) of victims of killing in 

extrajudicial manner to approach the competent Court of Law for claiming the relief as was 

granted by it video order dated 05/03/2020. 

Chakma had in 2009 filed a complaint with NHRC against alleged extrajudicial killing of one 

Ningthoujam Anand Singh S/o late N. Lala Singh and Palungbam Kunjabihari alias Bose alias 

Abung by a combined force of Manipur Police commandos and 16th Assam Rifles at 

Kanglatombi Makhan road in Imphal, Manipur on 21 January 2009 seeking judicial inquiry 

against the alleged extrajudicial killing, providing legal aid to the family of the deceased and 

compensation etc.  

After hearing the matter for over ten years, the NHRC in February 2019 held that deceased 

Ningthoujam Ananda Singh and Palungbam Kunabihar were killed by the combined force of 

Manipur Police Commandos and 16th Assam Rifles in an extra judicial manner and their right to 

life was violated by the police following which a notice was issued to the Manipur government 

asking as to why an amount of Rs. 5 lakhs each monetary compensation be not recommended to 

be paid to the Next of Kin (NoK) of the two deceased persons. 
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Future Reliance deal: Delhi High Court stays single judge order on status quo 

The Future Group had filed the appeal against the single judge order directing status quo on the 
FRL-Reliance Deal on Amazon's instance. 

 

In a small relief to the Future Group, the Delhi High Court on Monday stayed the order of the 
single judge directing a status quo on the Future-Reliance deal. 

Passing the order, a division bench of Chief Justice D.N. Patel and Justice Jyoti Singh observed 
that since Future Retail Limited (FRL) is not a party to Arbitration Agreement, prima facie, 
group of companies’ doctrines can’t be invoked. 

It further noted that in preliminary findings there was no reason to seek a status quo order from 
single judge. “Statutory authorities like SEBI cannot be restrained from proceeding in 
accordance with law,” the bench said.  

The division bench also stated that the observations made by it are only prima facie and the 
single judge shall not be influenced by it while passing his order. 

The order was passed while the court was hearing an appeal filed by Future against an order of 
the single judge, directing it to maintain status quo on its Rs 24,713-crore deal with Reliance that 
has been earlier objected to by Amazon. 

During the course of arguments, Amazon Inc. had told the court, “It is committed to help 
Kishore Biyani-led Future Group from sinking.” 
Representing Amazon, senior advocate Gopal Subramanium argued, “We are constantly 
committed to help FRL. It’s not that we can’t find a solution, we ourselves don’t want the 
company to sink.” 

It was also argued by Subramanium while referring to various judgments that if Section 17 (2) of 
the Arbitration Act is the solution and nothing has happened to the Emergency then the same is 
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enforceable. “If the Emergency Arbitrator is an Arbitral tribunal, it has to be under the same 
section 17(2),” he added. 

“It was found by the single judge (Justice Mukta Gupta) that my interference had lawful 
justification,” Amazon told the court through Subramanium.  

Earlier, Senior advocate Harish Salve appearing for Future argued that Amazon entered into an 
agreement with Future Coupons Limited running the business of loyalty coupons. Senior 
Advocate Rajiv Nayar appearing for the respondents submitted, “If Your Lordship hears the 
matter on maintainability, Your Lordship may save time.” 

Salve further submitted, “On behalf of FRL we argued, we had an agreement with FCPL and 
Biyanis. I don’t have any agreement with Amazon, that is why there is no arbitration. Amazon 
says I have an agreement with FCPL, FCPL has an agreement with FRL.” Whereas the single 
judge bench observed that these are single economic transactions I’ll consider all of them 
together, it becomes a single integrated transaction, he said. 

https://www.indialegallive.com/top-news-of-the-day/news/amazon-future-reliance-delhi-high-
court/ 

 

 

Madhya Pradesh HC directs police to record statement of woman burns victim in 7 days 

The petition filed by Sushil Singh Rajput, a resident of village Boriya of Katangi, states that his 
son Nilesh Singh was married to Jyoti Singh on May 6, 2017 

 

The Madhya Pradesh High Court has ordered the Jabalpur Superintendent of Police and the Sub 
Divisional Officer of Police (SDOP) to record the statement of a woman burns victim, a resident 
of village Boria Katangi, within seven days. 

With this direction, the single-judge bench of Justice Sanjay Dwivedi disposed of the petition. 
The petition, filed by Sushil Singh Rajput of Boriya Katangi, stated that his son Nilesh Singh 
was married to Jyoti Singh on May 6, 2017. The couple have a six-month-old daughter. 

The petitioner’s counsel argued that on December 23, 2020 at 10 am, an argument took place 
between his wife Sushma Singh and daughter-in-law Jyoti Singh. Angry at the outburst, Jyoti 
Singh poured kerosene on herself and her daughter. The petitioner’s wife pulled her 
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granddaughter outside. After this she came to save Jyoti, but by then Jyoti had set herself on fire. 
The petitioner said his wife tried hard to save Jyoti and in her attempt’s both of them sustained 
burns of 60 to 70 percent. Jyoti died on December 30, 2020 while undergoing treatment and had 
not given an accurate account of the incident in her pre-death statement, the petition said. 

Advocates Prashant Mishra and Sunil Pandey argued that the petitioner’s wife is still 
hospitalized but despite making repeated requests, no authority is coming forward to record her 
statement so as to ascertain as to how the incident occurred and the wife of the petitioner 
suffered burn injuries. 

After the hearing, the single bench has disposed the petition with the direction to the SP and 
SDOP to record the statement of the burned woman in seven days. 

https://www.indialegallive.com/top-news-of-the-day/news/madhya-pradesh-jabalpur-sp-sdop-
woman/ 

Delhi HC says public authority should give reasons why disclosure can affect investigation, 
dismisses CIC order 

The Delhi High Court has quashed the impugned order of the CIC and directed it to consider the 
matter afresh. 

 

The Delhi High Court has reiterated that the public authority bears the burden of showing 
disclosure of information can impede investigation while dismissing a Central Information 
Commission (CIC) order. 

The Delhi High Court reiterated that where a “public authority” takes recourse to Section 8(1)(h) 
of the Right To Information Act to withhold information, the burden is on the “public authority” 
to show that in what manner disclosure of such information could impede the investigation. 

Justice Jayant Nath of the Delhi High Court said the legal position as settled by this court is that 
cogent reasons have to be given by the public authority as to how and why the investigation or 
prosecution will get impaired or hampered by giving the information in question. 

The Section 8(1)(h) of the Right to Information (RTI) Act, 2005, reads as follows 

“Section 8. Exemption from disclosure of information-(1) Notwithstanding anything contained in 
this Act, there shall be no obligation to give any citizen, – 
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xxx 

(h) information which would impede the process of investigation or apprehension or prosecution 
of offenders; 

xxx 

The Court noted that in the impugned order of CIC, there is no attempt made whatsoever to show 
as to how giving the information sought for would hamper the investigation and the on-going 
disciplinary proceedings. The impugned order concludes that a chargesheet has been filed in the 
criminal case by the CBI but in disciplinary proceedings, the matter is still pending that is why 
Section 8(1)(h) is attracted and information cannot be given. No reason is spelled out as to how 
the investigation or prosecution will be hampered. 

The Court also noted that petitioner has also suppressed material and vital facts in his writ 
petition which could be ascertained by the impugned order of the CIC. 

“The impugned order of the CIC shows that there are serious and grave allegations and 
proceedings including the criminal proceedings and departmental proceedings pending against 
the petitioner,” said the Court. 

Justice Jayant Nath said, 

“…suppression of facts itself, in my opinion, is sufficient to dismiss the writ petition. However, I 
have examined the impugned order of the CIC on merits. In the interest of Justice. I have chosen 
to decide the present case of its merits..” 

The Delhi High Court has quashed the impugned order of the CIC and directed it to consider the 
matter afresh. 

The Court pronounced its order on an appeal filed by Amit Kumar Shrivastava, who had 
challenged the dismissal of his appeal by CIC against the order of First Appellate Authority 
which had dismissed his application filed under the RTI Act, by which he had sought certain 
information from CPIO. 

The Delhi High Court pronounced its order on the basis of Judgments passed in following cases: 
– 

1. Director of Income Tax (Investigation) and Ors. vs. Bhagat Singh & Ors. 
MANU/DE/9178/2007 of Delhi High Court held as follows: 

“…Under Section 8(1)(h) information can be withheld if it would impede investigation, 
apprehension or prosecution of offenders. It is for the appellant to show how and why 
investigation will be impeded by disclosing information to the appellant. General statements are 
not enough. Apprehension should be based on some ground or reason.” 

2. In Union of India vs. Manjit Singh Bali, 2018 SCC Online Del. 10394, a Coordinate 
Bench of Delhi High court held as follows:- 
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“…A plain reading of the aforesaid provision indicates that in order to deny information under 
Clause (h) of Section 8(1) of the RTI Act, it must be established that the information sought is 
one which would impede the process of investigation or apprehension or prosecution of the 
offenders. In the facts of the present case, a charge sheet has already been filed and, therefore, 
the investigation stage is now over. Thus, in order for the petitioner to claim exemption from 
disclosure under Clause (h) of Section 8(1)(h) of the RTI Act, it would be essential for the 
petitioner to indicate as to how such information would impede the investigation or apprehension 
or prosecution of the offender. 

…In the present case, the petitioner has not indicated any possible reason or ground to establish 
that the disclosure of information as sought by the petitioner would impede prosecution of the 
offender. It is also relevant to observe that denial of any information available with a public 
authority, which could assist an alleged offender from establishing his innocence or for pursuing 
his defence may, in fact, impede the course of justice. After the investigations are complete, the 
information as sought by the respondent can be denied under Section 8(1)(h) of the RTI Act only 
if the public authority apprehends that such disclosure would interfere with the course of 
prosecution or in apprehending the offenders. It will not be open for the public authority to deny 
information on the ground that such information may assist the offender in pursuing his defence 
(and therefore impede his prosecution). This is clearly not the import of Section 8(1)(h) of the 
RTI Act. 

…It is also necessary to bear in mind that the RTI Act is a statutory expression of one of the 
facets of Article 19(1)(a) of the Constitution of India and any exclusionary clause under the RTI 
Act must be construed keeping in view the object for providing such exclusion. By virtue of 
Article 19(2) of the Constitution of India, reasonable restrictions in exercise of rights under 
Article 19(1)(a) of the Constitution of India are sustainable if they are in the interest of the 
sovereignty and integrity of India, the security of the state, friendly relations with foreign states, 
public order, decency or morality, or in relation to contempt of court, defamation or incitement to 
an offence. The exclusion under Section 8(1)(h) of the RTI Act – information which would 
impede process of investigation or apprehension or prosecution of the offenders – has to be read 
in conjunction with Article 19(2) of the Constitution of India. Such denial must be reasonable 
and in the interest of public order.” 

3. Bhagat Singh vs. Chief Information Commissioner & Ors., (2008) 100 DRJ 63 where the 
court held as follows:- 

“…Access to information, under Section 3 of the Act, is the rule and exemptions under Section 
8, the exception. Section 8 being a restriction on this fundamental right, must therefore is to be 
strictly construed. It should not be interpreted in manner as to shadow the very right itself. Under 
Section 8, exemption from releasing information is granted if it would impede the process of 
investigation or the prosecution of the offenders. It is apparent that the mere existence of an 
investigation process cannot be a ground for refusal of the information; the authority withholding 
information must show satisfactory reasons as to why the release of such information would 
hamper the investigation process. Such reasons should be germane, and the opinion of the 
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process being hampered should be reasonable and based on some material. Sans this 
consideration, 

Section 8 (1) (h) and other such provisions would become the haven for dodging demands for 
information. 

https://www.indialegallive.com/top-news-of-the-day/news/delhi-hc-public-authority-cic-order/ 

 

 

Ayodhya mosque: Delhi sisters claim on land not correct, district officials tell Allahabad 
HC 

The Petitioner's Counsel HGS Parihar pleaded his mistake and demanded the withdrawal of the 
Petition. 

 

The Lucknow Bench of the Allahabad High Court on Monday rejected the petition of two Delhi-
based sisters who claimed to own the land given to construct a mosque at Dhannipur in 
Ayodhya, Uttar Pradesh. 

The petitioner’s counsel had sought the withdrawal of the Petition, which was accepted by the 
bench. 

Justice Devendra Kumar Upadhyay and Justice Manish Kumar were hearing the case. On behalf 
of the government, Additional Advocate General Ramesh Kumar Singh opposed the petition 
saying the gata number of lands allotted for the mosque in Dhannipur is different from the 
numbers mentioned in the petition. The petition is therefore based on erroneous facts and is 
liable to be dismissed. 

On this, the petitioner’s counsel H.G.S. Parihar pleaded his mistake and demanded the 
withdrawal of the Petition. The bench dismissed the petition. 

Earlier, the two sisters had said in their claim that we have no problem with the mosque. We only 
want the Court to get our land planted under the supervision of competent authorities. Both 
sisters claimed that the local administration allotted their land to the mosque without taking 
permission from them.  
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Of the two sisters, who had filed a petition in the Court, elder sister Rama Rani Punjabi (59) lives 
in Old Gupta Colony in Delhi’s Model Town while younger sister Rani Kapoor Punjabi alias 
Rani Baluja (51) lives in NDPL Colony, Shalimar Bagh and works in a company. 

The sisters claimed their father Gyanchand had come to India from Lahore, including the Punjabi 
family, at the time of Partition and had been allotted 29 acres in Sherpur Jafar Dhannipur village 
near Faizabad around 1948-49.  The sisters had also filed cases objecting to the construction of a 
police station, cold storage and a veterinary hospital on some part of this land adjacent to the 
Lucknow-Gorakhpur highway. 

Meanwhile, the district administration of Ayodhya had said to submit all the documents in the 
Court, denying the claims of these sisters. Rajesh Kumar Pandey, the Settlement Officer of the 
Consolidation Department, released the statement after presenting the evidence after the claims 
of the sisters. He has said that the disputed land that the two sisters of Delhi are referring to is 
from Sherpur Jafar i.e., another village, not from Dhannipur. 

https://www.indialegallive.com/top-news-of-the-day/news/ayodhya-mosque-delhi-sisters-claim-
on-land-not-correct-district-officials-tell-allahabad-hc/ 

 

1. "Personal Laws Cannot Be Tested On Anvils Of Art. 14, 15, 21": All India Muslim 
Personal Law Board Seeks Impleadment In PIL Seeking Uniform Grounds Of Of Divorce 
Questioning the prayers of a PIL seeking uniform grounds of divorce, All India Muslim Personal 
Law Board has filed an impleadment application asserting that the religious denomination being 
matters of personal law cannot be tested on the "anvil of Art. 14, 15, 21 and 44" of the Indian 
Constitution.  

The impleadment application moved through Advocate M.R. Shamshad has been filed in a 
PIL filed by Ashwini Kumar Upadhyay, a lawyer and a BJP leader, seeking uniform grounds 
of divorce for all citizens throughout the territory of India under Art. 14, 15, 21 and 25 of the 
Constitution as well as other international conventions. 

Notice was issued in the PIL on 16th December 2020 by a three judge bench of the Apex Court 
comprising of Chief Justice of India, S.A. Bobde, Justice A.S. Bopanna and Justice V. 
Ramasubramanian. 
 

The primary contention raised by the applicant for opposing the grounds laid down in the 
petition is that the expression "custom and usage" under Art.13 does not include faith of a 
religious denomination embedded in personal laws and therefore, personal laws stand excluded 
from the purview of Art. 13. 

"Thus, if personal law stands excluded from the definition of 'laws in force' in Article 13 then all 
matters of faith having a direct relationship to a religious denomination being matters of personal 
law cannot be tested on the anvil of Articles 14, 15, 21 and 44 of the Constitution of India." The 
application states. 
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Moreover, the application also states that the laws relating to marriage and divorce amongst the 
Hindus are not uniform and thus such customs and practices have been protected by the Hindu 
Marriage Act, 1955 by adding sec. 29(2). 

Questioning the vested interest of the petitioner by filing the said PIL, the applicant submits that 
"the petitioner is a political person and has filed most of these petitions with his vested interests 
to further establish himself politically in his political establishment. By filing these non 
maintainable petitions he has attracted large media coverage and accordingly he has used the 
process of the Court (also the High Court) for his political motive." 

Senior Advocate Pinky Anand appearing for the petitioner had prayed that these personal laws 
and religious practices are discriminatory under Art. 14, 15 and 44 of Indian Constitution as well 
as other rights conferred under International Instruments. 

At the outset, the CJI led bench while issuing notice in the PIL remarked "We are issuing the 
notice with great caution." The petitioner has sought following direction from the Court: 

direction to Union Home and Law Ministry to take appropriate steps to remove the prevailing 
anomalies in the grounds of maintenance and alimony in the grounds of maintenance and 
alimony in order to make them uniform for all citizens without discrimination on the basis of 
religion race cast sex or place of birth in spirit of the Articles 14, 15, 21, 44 and International 
Conventions. 

-alternatively, being custodian of the Constitution and protector of the fundamental rights, 
declare that the discriminatory grounds of maintenance and alimony are violative of Articles 14, 
15, 21 of the Constitution and frame gender neutral religion neutral uniform guidelines for 
maintenance and alimony for all Indian citizens; 

-alternatively, direct the Law Commission of India to examine the domestic and international 
laws and prepare a report on 'uniform grounds of maintenance and alimony' within 3 months in 
spirit of the Articles 14, 15, 21 & 44 and international conventions; 
 

-Constitution seeking 'Uniform Grounds of Divorce' for all citizens throughout the territory of 
India in spirit of Articles 14, 15, 21, 44 of the Constitution and International Conventions. 
 
REFERENCE:- 

https://www.livelaw.in/top-stories/uniform-grounds-of-divorce-supreme-court-personal-
laws-all-india-muslim-personal-law-board-seeks-impleadment-in-pil-seeking-169830 

 

2.Whether salaries drawn prior to alleged commission of PMLA offences would constitute 
"proceeds of crime": What Madras High Court ruled 
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The Court was dealing with the plea moved in connection with PMLA cases lodged in 2015 
against the First Leasing Company of India Limited (FLCI). 

 

The Madras High Court recently ruled that the salaries drawn by an employee prior to the 
commission of alleged money laundering activities by a company would not constitute 
the proceeds of a crime under the Prevention of Money Laundering Act (PMLA) (S Dilliraj and 
anr v. The Deputy Director, The Directorate of Enforcement). 

The Court added that this would be the case, particularly if it is not alleged that the accused was 
employed only for the purpose of criminal activities and when the accused has not been named a 
beneficiary of the alleged proceeds of crime. 

The Bench of Justices PN Prakash and V Sivagnanam ruled to this effect while dealing with 
the case of S Dilliraj and his wife, who were being prosecuted in connection with money 
laundering cases lodged in 2015 against the First Leasing Company of India Limited (FLCI). 

Dilliraj was the Vice-President of the company between 1996 and 2007. Sometime in 2007, the 
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) conducted an inspection of FLCI and found serious irregularities 
and diversion of funds to 15 satellite companies. 

Things took a turn for the worse for FLCI after this news became public and the company was 
eventually declared a non-performing asset (NPA) in 2013. 

In 2015, cases were lodged against persons associated with the company by the Central Bureau 
of Investigation (CBI) and the Enforcement Directorate (ED) for offences under Sections 120-B 
(criminal conspiracy) read with 420 (cheating), 467 (forgery of valuable security), 468 (forgery 
for the purpose of cheating), 471 (forgery-related offence) and 477-A (falsification of accounts) 
of the Indian Penal Code (IPC). 

The cases were lodged on complaints by IDBI Bank and State Bank of India (SBI), on 
allegations that the company had obtained loans on the basis of fudged and hyped-up financial 
statements, which were then diverted to 15 shell companies floated by FLCI. 

Pertinently, the Court noted that these funds or the proceeds of the crime were stated to 
have gone into the kitty of the FLCI's former Managing Director Farouk Irani, its former 
Chairman AC Muthiah, and others. 

Dilliraj, who had resigned from the company in 2007, was not a beneficiary of the proceeds of 
the crime, the Bench noted. 

The allegation against Dilliraj was that as the Vice-President of FLCI from 1996-2007 he was 
paid salaries, incentives and perquisites from the amounts that were borrowed by FLCI from the 
banks based on fudged records. However, it was pointed out, 

"Even according to the ECIR registered by the Enforcement Directorate, FLCI was making due 
repayment of the credit facilities extended to them by the banks till 13.09.2013." 
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As such, the Court opined that unless it is the case that Dilliraj was employed for an illegal 
purpose such as to fabricate the companies records for business purposes, the prosecution against 
him was misconceived. 

"Though it is true that Dilliraj is facing the music in the prosecutions that have been launched by 
the CBI against FLCI, AC Muthiah, Farouk Irani and others for the predicate offences of making 
the banks believe their records and sanction the loans, the present prosecution of Dilliraj for 
money laundering, in the opinion of this Court, is misconceived", the Court held. 

The Court further reasoned: 

● Concededly, Dilliraj left the services of FLCI way back in the year 2007 and the salaries 
drawn by him from 1996 to 2007 can, by no stretch of imagination, be construed as 
proceeds of crime. 

● Even in the complaint, it is stated that the working capital loan amounts that were given 
by various banks based on the hyped up financial statements of the company were 
diverted to 15 shell companies floated by FLCI and into the kitty of Farouk Irani and his 
family members. 

● When the proceeds of crime had gone into the hands of fictitious companies that 
were floated for this purpose, there cannot be further flow of the proceeds of crime 
into the account of Dilliraj as salaries and perquisites. 

● It is not the case of the CBI or the ED that FLCI was throughout engaged in 
criminal activities nor is it their case that Dilliraj was engaged by FLCI only to 
fabricate records for their business purpose. For instance, if FLCI had engaged a 
master forger only for the purpose of forging records for their business purposes, the 
salary paid to the said master forger would undoubtedly be construed as proceeds of 
crime and if the master forger projects his salary as untainted money, he can be 
prosecuted under the PMLA. But, that is not the allegation against Dilliraj in the 
complaint. 

The Court, therefore, quashed the prosecution against Dilliraj and his wife, concluding: 

"In view of the above discussion, we are unable to persuade ourselves to agree with the 
Enforcement Directorate that the salaries and perquisites that were paid to Dilliraj (A.1) while 
he was in employment with FLCI would amount to proceeds of crime and any property 
purchased with that would stand tainted. Albeit the presumption under Section 24 of the PML 
Act, on facts, we hold that the impugned prosecution of Dilliraj (A.1) and his wife Kotieswari 
(A.2) under the PML Act is misconceived and the same is accordingly quashed." 

Senior Counsel B Kumar and Advocate TR Ravi represented the petitioners. Additional 
Solicitor General R Sankaranarayanan assisted by Special Public Prosecutor for the ED, G 
Hema, appeared for the Enforcement Directorate. 

3.Illegal confinement of Nodeep Kaur: Punjab and Haryana High Court takes Suo Moto 
cognizance 
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The court took note of various complaints regarding the arrest of Nodeep Kaur, which were 
communicated through anonymous emails and directed the same to be listed as Criminal Writ 
Petition on the judicial side. 

The Punjab and Haryana High Court has taken suo moto cognizance of the arrest of a Dalit 
Labour Activist, Nodeep Kaur, through various complaints which were communicated through 
anonymous emails. (Court On Its Own Motion vs. State) 

Justice Arun Kumar Tyagi, while taking up the matter through video conferencing observed 
that the “complaints dated 06.02.2021 and 08.02.2021 have been received through e-
mail regarding illegal confinement of Nodeep Kaur, Dalit Labour Activist by the Haryana 
Police and under the orders of Hon'ble Mr. Justice Jaswant Singh have been treated as 
Criminal Writ Petition and ordered to be listed on judicial side.” 

Further, the Court took note of the fact that “the complaints sent through e-mail have not 
mentioned their address and have not given other relevant particulars.” 

The Court has issued the notice of motion to the State and Mr. Ranvir Singh Arya, Addl. 
Advocate General accepted the notice on behalf of the State. The matter has been adjourned and 
has been listed under the ‘urgent list’ on February 24. 

Nodeep was arrested by the Sonipat Police on January 12 under Section 307 (attempt to murder), 
Section 146 (rioting), and Section 353 (assault to deter a public servant from discharge of his 
duty) of the Indian Penal Code.On January 12, she was protesting in the Kundli industrial area 
with 20 others demanding wages when they clashed with the police. 

5.Karnataka High Court asks KSLU whether its decision to conduct final year exam for 3-
year LL.B students can be limited to odd semester 

The Court was hearing a batch of pleas challenging the decision to hold end semester 
examinations for law students of the three-year LL.B. course at KSLU this year. 

The Karnataka High Court on Friday directed the Karnataka State Law University (KSLU) to 
take a decision on whether it would conduct final year exams for 3-year LL.B course for odd 
semester alone. 

The query was posed by a single-judge of Justice R Devdas in the light of the fact that a similar 
direction was issued by the Court earlier this week with respect to 5-year LL.B course. 

“….This Court had struck down the circular of the Respondent University dated 09.11.2020 and 
directed University to conduct examination of only ODD semester for final year course. A 
decision will have to be taken by University whether it will accept the same decision for the 
three-year LLB course students. Awaiting decision of the University," the order passed on Friday 
said. 

The Court was hearing a batch of pleas challenging the decision to hold end semester 
examinations for law students of the 3-year LL.B course at KSLU this year. 
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Earlier this week, the Court had quashed two circulars issued by Bar Council of India (BCI) and 
KSLU mandating the conduct of offline exams for intermediate semester students of KSLU. 

During the hearing on Friday, petitioner's advocate VJ Joseph submitted that the plea was 
seeking only a limited prayer - to adopt the pattern of 5-year LL.B for the 3-year LL.B. 

“If the University, on its own is taking the decision, the problem will be resolved…We will keep 
it pending. Let us wait for the decision of the University, ” Justice Devdas opined. 

Counsel appearing for KSLU submitted that it had postponed end semester exams for 3-year 
LL.B students amid the COVID-19 pandemic. 

A circular to this effect was also produced today by the KSLU counsel. 

 

6."Sheer abuse of law:" Jammu & Kashmir High Court quashes sedition case against 
Ladakh councillor for comments on Indian Army after Galwan clash 

The Court said that though the comments may have been "unsavoury and detestable", it would 
not amount to either “sedition‟. 

The Jammu and Kashmir High Court recently quashed a sedition case filed against Zakir 
Hussain, a Councillor of the Ladakh Autonomous Hill Development Council, 
Kargil, (LAHDCK) for his demeaning comments on the Indian armed forces in the backdrop of 
clashes with China at Galwan Valley of Ladakh last year (Zakir Hussain Vs. UT of Ladakh and 
ors.). 

The Court ruled that in order to make out the offence of sedition, it is necessary to demonstrate 
that alleged acts have the tendency or intention to create public disorder or disturb public peace. 

Hussain had been booked by the police after he had reportedly mocked Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi and the Indian army following the Galwan valley face-off, in an audio clip that went viral 
on social media. The audio clip contained a conversation between the petitioner and one Nissar 
Ahmad Khan. The conversation was found to be extremely objectionable containing derogatory 
references to the role of Indian Army in the Galwan misadventure of armed forces of China. 

Justice Sanjeev Kumar ruled that the controversial comments made by Hussain, 
though unsavoury and detestable did not constitute sedition under Section 124A, IPC or attract 
the offences under Sections 153-A, 153-B, 505(2) and 120-B of the IPC. 

The Court added that the criminal proceedings initiated over these comments was a "sheer abuse 
of the process of law." 

The Court, therefore, exercised its inherent powers under Section 482 of the Code of Criminal 
Procedure (CrPC) to quash all the criminal proceedings against Hussain. 
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The judge explained that to make out an offence under Sections 124A, 153-A, 153-B, 505(2) and 
120-B IPC, it is necessary to demonstrate the alleged offender's acts "have the tendency or 
intention of creating public disorder or disturbance of public peace by incitement to offence." 

"Undoubtedly, in the conversation the petitioner has demeaned the Indian Forces and eulogized 
the armed forces of China in the context of recent Galwan valley conflict between the two 
nations. It is equally true that the conversation contained in the audio clip, which was circulated 
on the social media by the co-accused Nissar Ahmed Khan, does bring into contempt the 
Government established by law in India, but unless the conversation has the tendency or 
intention of creating public disorder or disturbance of public peace by incitement to an 
offence, the same would not be sedition to attract the applicability of Section 124A or for that 
matter Section 153A or 153B IPC," the Court said. 

Further, there is even no material to demonstrate any criminal conspiracy between the petitioner 
and Nissar Ahmed Khan to commit sedition or other offences or prior concert or meeting of 
minds to commit the offences with which both have been charged by the police, the Court added. 

Along with co-accused Nisar Ahmad Khan, Hussain was booked by the Kargil Police for 
offences under Section 124-A (sedition), 153-A (creating enmity between groups), 153-B 
(making imputations prejudicial to national integration), 505(2) (public mischief), 120-B 
(criminal conspiracy) of the IPC. 

While Hussain was also suspended from discharging the duties of a Councilor by the Deputy 
Commissioner, Kargil, the suspension was stayed after a writ petition was moved in the High 
Court. This writ petition is still pending before the Court. 

Power of Police to register FIR under Section 154, CrPC not controlled by Section 196, CrPC 
In quashing the criminal case filed against Hussain, the Court has also clarified that the powers 
of the police is not controlled by Section 196 of Code of Criminal Procedure (CrPC). 

Section 196, CrPC lays down that sanction of Central/State government or District Magistrate is 
required before a Court can take cognisance of certain offences, namely offences against the 
State and for criminal conspiracy to commit such offence under Sections 153A, 153B and 505, 
IPC. 

Hussain had argued that the case against him could only have been launched on a formal 
complaint by the District Magistrate and that the police could not have filed the FIR without such 
sanction. 

The Court, however, disagreed. It clarified that the bar under Section 196, CrPC only kicks in at 
the stage of taking cognisance by a court. The Court went on to sum up the legal position thus: 

● Section 196, CrPC, does not, in any manner, control Section 154, CrPC (registration of 
FIR). The police is competent to register an FIR if information received by it discloses 
the commission of a cognizable offence, even if it is referable to Section 196, CrPC. 

● The police, who are competent to register FIR under Section 154, CrPC are equally 
competent to investigate the same and present the final report before the Court. 
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● Section 196, CrPC would come in operation at the stage of taking of cognizance by the 
Court. The Court will refuse to take cognizance of the offences(s) referable to Section 
196, CrPC if there is no previous sanction by the Central Government or State 
Government or District Magistrate, as the case may be. 

● If a challan with regard to the offence(s) referred to in Section 196, CrPC is presented 
before the Judicial Magistrate without obtaining prior sanction from the competent 
authority, the Court shall not take its cognizance but return the same to be presented only 
after seeking prior sanction of the competent authority. 

In any case, the Judge ruled that the case against Hussain is being set aside as "the offences 
charged against the petitioner are not made out and, therefore, registration of FIR, investigation 
and its culmination into presentation of challan is only abuse of the process of law." 

 

7.Allahabad High Court seeks response from Central government in plea to establish 
regional Bench of NCLAT at Allahabad 

The Petition was filed by the Company Law Tribunal Bar Association, Allahabad on the basis of 
a resolution passed in the interest “of the public including the litigants at large.” 

The Allahabad High Court has sought the response of the Central government in a plea for the 
establishment of a regional bench of the National Company Law Appellate Tribunal (NCLAT) at 
Allahabad, Uttar Pradesh (Company Law Tribunal Bar Association v. Union of India and ors). 

A Division bench of Justices Jayant Banerji and Sanjay Yadav on Wednesday issued notice in 
the matter, at which point the Court also opined that the NCLAT Principal Bench at Delhi is not 
a necessary party to the matter. 

The President of the NCLT, Bar Association, Allahabad, Udai Chandani, appeared for the 
petitioner. 

The Petition moved through Company Law Tribunal Bar Association (CLTBA), Allahabad has 
called on the Central government to take steps to establish and commence the functioning of a 
regional bench of the NCLAT at Allahabad, in view of the Supreme Court's 2019 ruling in the 
case of Swiss Ribbons Pvt. Ltd. & another Vs. Union of India & others. 

It has been submitted by the petitioner that the NCLAT Bench should be established with 
immediate effect. Inter alia, it is noted that there is a specific procedure provided for under 
Section 422 of the Companies Act, whereby every application or petition presented before the 
Tribunal should be decided within three months, which is not being followed in letter and spirit 
by the NCLTs and the NCLAT. 

The petitioner has also highlighted that Section 408 of the Companies Act, 2013 empowers the 
Central government to issue a notification to constitute the NCLAT. 

Concern has been raised that since the NCLAT's Principal Bench is situated only in 
Delhi, litigants all over the country, including the professionals find it extremely difficult to 
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travel for each and every hearing before it. The distance means that conducting NCLAT cases is 
time consuming and expensive for litigants outside Delhi, it has been contended. 

Thus, there is a necessity to constitute a regional NCLAT Bench in Uttar Pradesh, the petitioner 
has submitted. 

Specific reliance has also been placed on the Supreme Court's ruling in the Swiss Ribbons 
case where the Court had taken note of the Attorney General's assurance that circuit benches of 
the NCLAT would be established as soon as practicable. The Supreme Court, in that judgment, 
had proceeded to direct the Centre to set up NCLAT circuit benches within 6 months' time. 

The plea will be heard next on March 22. 

The Petitioners were represented by Senior Advocate RP Agarwal, assisted by Advocate Udai 
Chandani, who is also the President (NCLT) Bar Association, Allahabad and Advocate Prabha 
Shanker Mishra. Central Government Standing Counsel Manu Vardhana appeared for the 
Government. 

At present there are two benches of the NCLAT, the principal bench being at Delhi and 
a Southern bench at Chennai. The functioning of the NCLAT Chennai commenced only recently, 
close on the heels of petitions in the Madras High Court and the Supreme Court protesting the 
delay over setting up the circuit bench for the Southern States. 

9.Demanding money citing election expenses, grabbing land using name of political party a 
direct challenge to democracy: Madras High Court 

"These activities are a direct challenge to democracy and rule of law. No one is above law and it 
includes even political parties", the Court said. 

 

People who misuse political clout to grab land or demand money citing election expenses, pose 
a direct challenge to democracy and such activities must be crushed with iron hands, the Madras 
High Court said on Friday (S Dhanasekharen v. The Commissioner of Police). 

Justice N Anand Venkatesh remarked that there has been a spate of complaints against people 
who indulge in land grabbing invoking the name of a political party. 

No one is above the law including political parties, the High Court emphasised while directing 
police protection for a landowner who had complained of harassment from political workmen. 

"It is high time for the political bosses to take control of their cadres and stop them from 
involving in such activities of land grabbing, failing which, it will have a direct impact on the 
reputation of the political party. These attempts made to demand money in the name of election 
expenses and to grab the property by using the name of the political party must be crushed 
with iron hands. These activities are a direct challenge to democracy and rule of law. No one 
is above law and it includes even political parties," the Court observed. 
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Political parties are supposed to work for the people's welfare and the name of a political party 
should not be misused for the purpose of land grabbing, the judge underscored. 

While so, the Court said that it was unfortunate that the police are also not in a position to react, 
fearing the consequences, when complaints are made against political persons who grab land. 

The petitioner before the Court had sought to carry out certain housing project related works on 
some land. The work had been stalled amid the COVID-19 pandemic. When it resumed in 
August 2020, the petitioner was met by certain persons who, the petitioner alleged, barged into 
the property demanding money. 

The Court was told that these persons, who claimed to belong to a political party named 
Viduthalai Siruthaigal, had threatened the workmen at the site. Photographs were also presented 
showing that such persons had put up a shamiana at the property and were illegally occupying 
the property. 

"This Court cannot turn a blind eye to such blatant illegal activities committed by certain 
persons claiming to belong to a particular political party," Justice Venkatesh said. 

The Avadi Police was, therefore, directed to immediately provide the petitioner protection and to 
act against the land grabbers. The authorities should ensure that no one takes advantage of their 
status of being affiliated to a political party to grab the land, the Court said. 

The petitioner was directed to make a fresh representation on the issue to the police authorities, 
with all relevant documents and a copy of the High Court's order. 

 

REFERENCE: https://www.barandbench.com/news  

 

UP Government withdraws its demand for "exorbitant" personal bonds from farmers 
after allahabad high court cautions authorities while disposing of plea: 

 
 

In the matter of Arundhati Dhuru v. State Of UP & Others, A Division Bench of 
Justices Ramesh Singha and Rajeev Singh was dealing with a petition challenging the notices 
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issued to various farmers on January 19, under Section 111 of the Code of Criminal Procedure 
(CrPC). 

 

Section 111, CrPC concerns orders passed by the a magistrate in relation to Sections 107-109 of 
the CrPC, which in turn deal with measures that may be taken to keep the peace, to ensure good 
behaviour from persons disseminating seditious matters and to ensure good behaviour from 
habitual offenders. 

Advocates Ishan Bagehl and Veena Vijyan Rajes appeared social activist Arundhati Dhuru, who 
is the petitioner in the matter. AAG VK Shah was assisted by AGA Anurag Verma in making 
arguments for the State. 

In a previous hearing The Allahabad High Court has sought an explanation from the Uttar 
Pradesh government authorities over notices issued by District authorities to various farmers 
owning tractors in Sitapur district demanding exorbitant personal bonds ranging from Rs 50,000 
to Rs 10 lakhs. 

On Tuesday, the Court recorded the submission made by Additional Advocate General VK 
Shah for the State that while notices were issued to 162 persons for executing a bond of Rs.10 
lakhs and two sureties, the proceedings against all have now been dropped as there is no further 
apprehension to breach of peace or disturbance of public tranquillity. 

Recording the State's submission in the matter, the Court disposed of the case, while warning the 
District Magistrate, Sitapur and SDMs that they should be cautious in passing orders in any 
proceedings of such nature and also said that: 

"we hope and trust that the respondent No.2 (District Magistrate Sitapur and the SDMs 
working under him) shall be cautious in passing orders in any proceedings of such a nature 
calling upon the persons to execute personal bond and sureties and their orders, act 
and conduct should not be such which reflects arbitrariness and against the principles of 
natural justice," the order said.” 

The Court therefore disposed of the matter. 

 

DELHI LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY SUBMITTED TO SUPREME COURT THAT: 
FACEBOOK CAN’T TAKE REFUGE UNDER CENTRAL GOVERNMENT: 
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The Supreme Court while hearing a petition by Ajit Mohan, head of Facebook India challenging 
summons issued by a Delhi Government panel querying him on the role of the social networking 
portal in the Delhi Riots. 

Senior Advocate Harish Salve (for Mohan), Solicitor General Tushar Mehta (appearing for the 
Central Government), Senior Advocate Arvind Datar (for Facebook) and Senior Advocate AM 
Singhvi appeared on behalf of the Delhi Government. 

Facebook cannot take refuge under the Central government and claim that it is not obligated to 
appear before the Peace and Harmony Committee (Committee) constituted by the Delhi 
Legislative Assembly to examine the Delhi riots of 2020, the Delhi Assembly told the Supreme 
Court on Wednesday. 

Senior Counsel Singhvi was responding to the submissions by Facebook and the Central 
government that the Committee which is examining the role of social media giants like Facebook 
in failing to curb hate speech which allegedly fueled the Delhi riots, could not have been 
constituted by the Delhi Assembly since the Assembly itself does not have jurisdiction over the 
subject matter. 

Senior Counsel Abhishek Manu Singhvi also maintained that the Committee proceedings are in-
house proceedings and courts generally do not interfere with the same. 

He said that law on privileges is uncodified and deliberately so and Facebook cannot choose 
which committee it wants to appear before and which not to. Accepting such a stand would "be 
the death knell of committees working in Parliament". While submitting Senior Counsel Singhvi 
submitted that: 

"We have someone here who claims to be a Republic of Facebook in Republic of India. One 
cannot say they will appear before European committee and not here because the subject does 
not suit us. Facebook being a corporate entity cannot take refuge under Centre,"  

Solicitor General Tushar Mehta, on behalf of the Central government, said on Tuesday that lack 
of jurisdiction goes to the root of the matter and if the Committee is not held unconstitutional, 
then other States will also start interfering with subjects which are not within their domain under 
the garb of cooperative federalism. 

Mehta also said that: 

“Information Technology and law relating to intermediaries fall within the domain of 
Parliament and Delhi Assembly or for that matter no assembly has jurisdiction over it,”  
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JUSTICE SANJAY KISHAN KAUL COMMENTED: CASES IN THE ADMISSION 
STAGE SHOULD BE VIRTUALLY HEARD, HYBRID SYSTEM EASES ACCESS TO 

JUSTICE 

 

While hearing the Facebook Vs. Delhi Peace and Harmony Committee, Justice Sanjay Kishan 
Kaul of the Supreme Court today commented on how the hybrid mode of hearing is beneficial in 
certain respects. 

Justice Kaul went on to note that for physical hearings, lawyers may have to travel long distances 
to appear before the Supreme Court, only to have their cases dismissed. 

Dr Abhishek Manu Singhvi, appearing for the Delhi Legislative Assembly, too agreed with 
Justice Kaul. 

The bench of Justices Kaul, Dinesh Maheshwari and Hrishikesh Roy suffered two major back 
to back technical glitches leading to brief adjournments of the virtual court while hearing the 
matter. 

Earlier on February 3, Justice Kaul's bench had to wrap up proceedings 30 minutes early than the 
scheduled time as his courtroom could not be connected via the internet. 

Today Justice Maheshwari's connection also got disrupted. The bench had to resume hearing 
after a short break so that the judge could join back to for the virtual proceedings. 

Recently, in a meeting with the Chief Justice of India SA Bobde, the members of the Supreme 
Court Bar Association were informed that hybrid mode of hearing is being adopted in the 
Supreme Court, where both physical and virtual hearings will continue until regular physical 
hearings begin depending on medical expert opinion. 

Earlier in this week, hundreds of lawyers gathered near the main building of Supreme Court 
premises, demanding the resumption of physical hearings and also many young lawyers who are 
protesting losing out on cases due to virtual hearing. 
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EXCLUSION OF TRANSGENDER COMMUNITY FROM RESERVATION IN JOINT 
CSIR-UGC NET EXAM SHALL VIOLATE THE ARTICLE 14 AND 21: CALCUTTA 
HIGH COURT 

 

In the matter of Sumana Pramanik @ Suman Pramanik Vs.The Union of India &Ors, the CSIR-
UGC NET exam determines the grant of Junior Research Fellowship (JRF) and for lectureship to 
become an assistant Professor in Indian universities and colleges. 

Arguments for the petitioner were led by Advocate Sabyasachi Chatterjee along with Advocates 
Indrajeet Dey, Ankan Biswas and Kushal Das. Advocate Aparna Banerjee appeared for the 
Union of India and Advocate Anil Kumar Gupta appeared for the UGC. 

Justice Sabyasachi Bhattacharyya after taking note of submission by the University Grants 
Commission (UGC) said that, it has already granted the necessary approval for implementing 
reservations and ancillary benefits to transgender persons when it comes to the CSIR-UGC NET 
exam. Beyond this, the UGC has no role to play, the Court was informed. 

The Court opined that: It is palpably clear that there is no rhyme or reason for there being no 
reservation, age relaxation and fee concession for the transgender community in the Joint 
CSIR-UGC NET Examination, despite the approval in that regard having been granted by the 
UGC, particularly since such reservation and benefits have been accorded in the CSIR-UGC 
NET Examinations, which stands on more or less equal footing". 

The Court further added that:The Judge added that the rights of transgender persons to determine 
their own gender have been categorically upheld by the Supreme Court in the NALSA case, 
where the Government was also directed to grant legal recognition to their chosen identity. 
Moreover, it is well-known that the transgender communities are required to be accorded equal 
status as the other prevalent genders of society. 

Justice Bhattacharyya opined that, to contravene these fundamental rights would be hit by the 
right to equality under Article 14 of the Constitution as well as the right to life itself. 

The Order read and says as:  
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The right to life, it has been held time and again by various judgments of the Supreme Court and 
High Courts, includes the right to live with dignity. As such, non-grant of such reservation, age 
relaxation and fee concession to transgender persons in the Joint CSIR-UGC NET 
Examinations is unacceptable and patently violative of Articles 14 and 21 of the Constitution 
of India". 

The Court has now directed the concerned authority to provide reservation for transgender 
persons seeking to write the exam, immediately upon the communication of the order. 
Pertinently, the Judge passed the order after noting that despite service, none appeared for the 
authority for a second consecutive day when the matter was taken up for hearing. 

When the case was taken up earlier, the Court had mused that the exclusion of transgender 
persons from reservation and allied benefits in the Joint CSIR-UGC NET exam appeared, prima 
facie, to have violated the Supreme Court's NALSA judgment as well as the basic tenets of 
equality enshrined in the Constitution. 

PRESIDENT IS THE COMPETENT AUTHORITY TO DECIDE ON RELEASE OF 
RAJIV GANDHI ASSASSINATION CONVICT, SAID BY TAMIL NADU GOVERNOR. 

 

Almost three years later, in September 2018, the Supreme Court asked the Governor to decide 
the pardon plea as he “deemed fit”. Three days after that, on September 9, 2018, the Tamil Nadu 
Cabinet recommended to the Governor to remit Perarivalan’s sentence and release him forthwith 
but the Governor is yet take a call on the same. 

A Justice L Nageswara Rao led bench of the Supreme Court, on Monday, extended the parole 
granted to AG Perarivalan, convict in the Rajiv Gandhi assassination case, by a week. 

The Supreme Court had, on November 3, 2020 said the investigation of Multi-Disciplinary 
Monitoring Agency (MDMA) into the “larger conspiracy” behind Rajiv Gandhi assassination 
need not deter the Tamil Nadu Governor from deciding the plea for pardon of convicts like AG 
Perarivalan, who have been serving their sentence in jail for over two decades. 

The Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) had also told the Supreme Court in October 2020 that 
the Governor of Tamil Nadu is the competent authority to take call on the request for remission. 

In an affidavit filed on November 20, the central investigating agency maintained that the issue 
of remission of sentence is solely between the office of the Governor Banwarilal Purohit and the 
convict. It is for the Governor to decide whether or not to release Perarivalan, who is serving a 
life sentence, it added. 
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The Ministry of Home Affairs submitted an affidavit before the Supreme Court informing the top 
court of the Governor's stance. 

"Governor of Tamil Nadu considered all the facts on record and after perusal of relevant 
documents recorded that President of India is the appropriate competent authority" to deal with 
said request (for pardon)," the Central government said in its affidavit filed on Thursday. 

Solicitor General Tushar Mehta had earlier informed the Supreme Court that Governor of Tamil 
Nadu, Banwarilal Purohit will decide in three to four days on whether to release Rajiv Gandhi 
assassination convict, AG Perarivalan. 

The reply from the agency came after Perarivalan’s mother applied to the Tamil Nadu Governor 
for his release. 

The CBI had also told the Supreme Court that Perarivalan is not needed for further investigation 
conducted by its Multi-Disciplinary Monitoring Agency (MDMA) into the “larger conspiracy” 
behind the assassination of former Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi in 1991. 

 

CENTRAL GOVT. TOLD TO DELHI HIGH COURT THAT, FARMERS TRACTOR 
RALLY VIOLENECE PROCEEDING MUST BE TAKEN INTO PRIORITY, UAPA 
INVOKED AND 43 FIRS REGISTERED: 

 

The Central government through Solicitor General (SG) Tushar Mehta told the Delhi High 
Court on Thursday that investigation into the violence that took place during the farmers' tractor 
rally of January 26 was proceeding in accordance with the law and on priority. 

SG Mehta informed a Division Bench of Chief Justice DN Patel and Justice Jyoti Singh that as 
many as 43 FIRs have already been registered in the relation to the incidents. 

"Out of 43, 13 are transferred to Special Cell of Delhi Police," Mehta said. He further informed 
that provisions of UAPA have also been invoked in some FIRs. 

"Wherever there is an angle for UAPA like Sikh for Justice which is a banned organization. 
UAPA provisions have been invoked," Mehta informed the Court. 

The Court was hearing a PIL seeking an investigation into the incidents which happened during 
the tractor rally of January 26. The petition was preferred by one Shubham Awasthi. 
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On being informed that the petition was filed within two days of the incident, the Court asked the 
petitioner how he can expect everything to be done in two days. 

"You expect that within two days everything should be over? What is the timeline given in 
CrPC?" the Bench demanded. 

While the counsel for the petitioner, advocate Vivek Narayan Sharma submitted that the 
permission for the rally should not have been given in the first place, the Court opined that it 
would dismiss the petition with costs. 

The petition was ultimately dismissed as withdrawn. 

 

The National Commission for Women moves Supreme Court against Bombay High Court 
judgment regarding ruled skin-to-skin contact necessary for 'sexual assault' under 
POCSO: 

The National Commission for Women has approached the Supreme Court against the 
controversial judgment of the Bombay High Court which had held that pressing the breast of a 
12-year old child without removing her top will not fall within the definition of ‘sexual assault’ 
under Section 7 the Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act (POCSO). 

 

The NCW has claimed that the interpretation adopted by the Hon’ble High Court that physical 
contact means ‘skin to skin touch’ is perverse and bad in law. 

The plea drawn by advocate Shivani Luthra Lohiya, settled by Senior Advocate Geeta 
Luthra and filed through advocate Nitin Saluja states that: 

"From a plain reading of relevant provision, it is clear that “Sexual Assault” in terms of Section 
7, POCSO Act is predominantly a touch by the offender. If an accused touches a victim (or a 
victim’s body part) with sexual intent then the act of “Sexual Assault” is complete. There can be 
no further classification of contact, i.e. skin to skin contact,"  

The plea further added that, Physical contact cannot be given an absurd interpretation of a touch 
or contact without clothes. 

The High Court had on January 19 ruled that pressing the breast of a 12-year old child 
without removing her clothes will only fall within the definition of outraging the modesty of 
woman under Section 354 of Indian Penal Code (IPC) and not 'sexual assault' under 
POCSO. 
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Whereas the punishment for sexual assault under Section 8 of the POCSO Act is imprisonment 
of 3-5 years, the punishment under Section 354 of IPC is imprisonment of 1-5 years. 

The High Court had then proceeded to examine Section 7 of POCSO and the ingredients of the 
offence of 'sexual assault'. 

The High Court said that, The ingredients for constituting the offence of 'sexual assault' are 
that the act must have been committed with sexual intent and it must involve touching the 
vagina, penis, anus or breast of the child or 'any other act' which are similar to the acts 
specifically mentioned in the provision. 

The High Court opined acquitting the accused under POCSO 

"The words ‘any other act’ encompasses within itself and the nature of the acts which are 
similar to the acts which have been specifically mentioned in the definition on the premise of 
the principle of ‘ejusdem generis.’ The act should be of the same nature or closure (sic) to 
that". 

NCW has now challenged the High Court's interpretation of the words "any other act". 

NCW has further submitted that, "The second part of Section 7, POCSO Act uses general 
words only to guard against some accidental omission in the object mentioned in the first 
part and is not intended to extend or limit the object to a whole different level,"  

The High Court judge, Justice Pushpa V Ganediwala who authored the verdict also had to face 
the consequences with the Supreme Court Collegium withdrawing its consent to make 
Justice Ganediwala a permanent judge of Bombay High Court. She is currently an additional 
judge. 

Interestingly, Justice Ganediwala had handed down two other acquittals under the POCSO Act in 
two separate cases, all within a week. 
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MADRAS HIGH COURT NOTIFIED THAT: APPEARANCE OF A LAWYER FOR 
VIRTUAL HEARING IN A STATIONED CAR IN A CASUAL MANNER AMOUNTS 
TO DISRESPECTING THE COURT: 

 

The learned counsel for the petitioner, by sitting in a stationed car in a casual manner, 
representing the case, which is impermissible in view of the Video-Conferencing Rules notified 
by the High Court 

Justice SM Subramaniam noted in his order that the lawyer, appearing for the petitioner in a 
matter, had appeared while "sitting in a stationed car in a casual manner". 

The Judge further took note that another person was also seen sitting behind in the same car. 

Terming the same as disrespectful of the court and impermissible under the Video-Conferencing 
Rules notified by the High Court, Justice Subramaniam asked the lawyer to file an affidavit in 
the matter. 

The order read and says as: 

"The learned counsel for the petitioner, by sitting in a stationed car in a casual manner, 
representing the case, which is impermissible in view of the Video-Conferencing Rules 
notified by the High Court. Backside of the Car, another person was also sitting and this 
Court is of an opinion that such way of representing the case amounts to disrespecting the 
Court proceedings as per the High Court Videoconferencing Rules”. 

The lawyer was directed to appear in person before the Court on Thursday afternoon. 

Courtroom across the country have seen a fair share of lawyers making questionable 
appearances in the era of virtual courts. 

In October last year, the Karnataka High Court pulled up an advocate who participated in a 
video conference hearing while sitting inside a car. 

"Video conferencing hearing also has some norms. You cannot sit in the car and address the 
court", the Bench had orally observed at the time. 

In another instance, the Gujarat High Court fined a lawyer Rs 10,000 after he was found 
smoking while sitting in the car during a virtual court proceeding. 
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Earlier, in June last year, the Supreme Court had accepted the unconditional apology of an 
advocate who appeared for a hearing via video conference while lying on his bed, wearing a t-
shirt. 

The Rajasthan High Court, in April, asked the High Court Bar Association had urged all 
advocates appearing in their uniform during VC hearing after an advocate appeared for hearing 
in his baniyan. 

In September, the Odisha High Court issued a series of directions ensure Courtroom decorum 
and etiquette after taking stock of a number of instances where advocates had appeared in an 
unprofessional manner. 

 

AMAZON PRIME CONTENT HEAD APARNA PUROHIT GRANTED PROTECTION 
FROM ARREST BY ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT IN RELATION TO TANDAV FIR: 

 

The Allahabad High Court on Thursday granted protection to Content Head at Amazon Prime 
(India), Aparna Purohit from any coercive action or arrest in relation to an FIR registered 
against her in connect with the web series 'Tandav' (Aparna Purohit v. State of UP). 

Purohit had filed an interim bail application under Section 438 of the Criminal Procedure Code 
before the court. 

While reserving its order in the plea, Justice Siddharth, directed the State authorities that “till 
the pronouncement of order no coercive action shall be taken against the applicant.” 

A First Information Report was filed by the Uttar Pradesh Police against Purohit for offences 
under Sections 153-A, 295-A, 505(1)(B), 505(2) of the Indian Penal Code and Sections 66 and 
67 of the Information Technology Act. 

Aside from Purohit, FIR was also registered against director of Tandav, Ali Abbas Zafar, 
producer Himanshu Mehra and writer Gaurav Solanki. 

It was reported that apart from the above mentioned FIR, various complaints were filed against 
them in Madhya Pradesh, Lucknow, Noida etc. 
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On January 20th the Bombay High Court had granted transit anticipatory bail to them in the FIR 
registered against them in Uttar Pradesh. 

On January 27th the Supreme Court had refused to grant protection to the Tandav creators 
instead asking them to approach High Courts across the country for anticipatory bail.  

The matter was taken up for hearing by a Bench of Justices Ashok Bhushan, R Subhash 
Reddy and MR Shah. 

At the outset, Senior Advocate Fali Nariman, appearing for one of the petitioners, submitted 
that apologies for the objectionable content have been made. 

Justice Bhushan then asked, 

"You want the FIRs to be quashed. But why can't you approach the High Courts?" 

Nariman highlighted that the FIRs were filed in six different states. 

Justice Shah added that the police can file closure reports if apologies have been made and the 
content is removed. 

Appearing for another petitioner, Senior Advocate Mukul Rohatgi then pointed out, 

"In Arnab Goswami case, it has been established that after a violation of Article 19(1)(a), we 
can move Supreme Court. Party is in Mumbai, how many states will they go and defend 
themselves in six states?" 

Senior Advocate Sidharth Luthra added that the director of the show was being harassed. 

At this point, Justice Shah said, 

"Your right to freedom of speech is not absolute. It’s subjected to restrictions." 

When the matter resumed for hearing after lunch, Luthra sought to show that the registration of 
FIRs was not a tenable exercise of power. 

Justice Shah then said, 

"How can we decide under Article 32 if an offence has been committed now?" 

Amazon's senior official was represented by Senior Advocates Fali Nariman and Mukul 
Rohatgi, briefed by a team comprising of Sai Krishna Associates and Karanjawala & Co. 

Senior Advocate Sidharth Luthra, briefed by Advocates Sameer Chaudhury, Supriya Taneja 
and Aditya Singla appeared for the producer. Advocate Sidharth Agarwal appeared for the actor 
along with Advocate Adit Pujari. 

Read full judgement here. 
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RESUMPTION OF PHYSICAL HEARING IN COURTS OF JAMMU & KASHMIR, 
LADAKH TO FROM FEB 8, CLERKS, And AGENTS OF LAWYERS SHALL NOT BE 
ALLOWED: 

 

The Chief Justice of Jammu & Kashmir High Court, Justice Pankaj Mithal, on Thursday 
ordered that physical hearing of cases in the High Court as well as in district and subordinate 
courts and tribunals in the Union Territories of Jammu and Kashmir and Ladakh will resume 
from February 8, 2021. 

In this regard, the order was issued by the Registrar General, Jawad Ahmad, of Jammu and 
Kashmir High Court on Thursday. The Order read and says as: 

“Keeping in view the latest SOPs of the Government of India and Government of UT of 
Jammu and Kashmir relating to relaxation in restrictions regarding containment of COVID-
19 cases, by virtue of Full Court Resolution dated 31-05-2020, in modification of the previous 
orders/circulars on the subject issued by the High Court of Jammu and Kashmir from time to 
time, the physical hearing of the cases in the High Court of Jammu and Kashmir as well as in 
the District and Subordinate Courts and Tribunals in the UTs of Jammu and Kashmir and 
Ladakh shall resume with effect from 08-02-2021”. 

However, with a view to ensure that there is no complacency against the spread of COVID-19 
infection, following protocols shall be observed: 

1) All latest SOPs of the Central and UT Government regarding gathering at public places 
shall be followed in letter and spirit. 

2) With effect from 08-02-2021, Advocates shall be allowed entry into the Court premises. 
However, Advocates shall themselves restrict their entry in a manner that only those 
advocates enter the court building on a given day whose cases are listed on that day 
before any of the bench or court. 

3) On entry into the court building, Advocates shall strictly maintain the social distancing 
SOPs while waiting for hearing of their cases. They shall not huddle either in the well or 
in the gallery outside the Court Rooms. As and when their cases are finished they shall 
make an endeavour to leave the court premises at once. 

4) Entry of advocated into the court rooms shall be regulated case wise. General entry in 
Court rooms shall continue to remain prohibited. Only such advocated shall be allowed 
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entry into a Court room as may be representing a party in a given case upto the maximum 
of two advocates for each party. As and when a case is called/displayed on a Display 
Board fixed outside the court room, the appearing Advocates may enter the Court room 
and shall maintain a distance of six feet between themselves. In the gallery, outside the 
court rooms, at the most, Advocates representing the parties in other two following cases 
according to serial number in the cause list shall wait for their turn, again maintaining the 
requisite distance. As and when the Advocates finish their case in the Court room and 
exit it, they shall immediately leave the gallery and not stand there. 

5) Entry of Clerks and Agents of the Advocates into the Court rooms shall continue to be 
prohibited for the time being. 

6) Entry of litigants and public into the Court premises from the very outer gate shall 
continue to be prohibited. If, however, any litigant on any reasonable ground is compelled 
to argue his case personally, he shall be allowed entry into the Court premises subject to 
the condition that he makes an application at least two days prior to the date of hearing 
through e-mail to the Registrar judicial/presiding Officer of the Court disclosing such 
compelling reasons and seeking permission in that regard. If and When any such 
application is made by any litigant, the Registrar Judicial/Presiding Officer concerned 
shall consider the same and, if satisfied, any permit such litigant to enter into the Court 
premises and inform the litigant of such order by return email. A copy of such order shall 
also be sent by the Registrar Judicial/Presiding Officer concerned to the in charge, 
Security at the main gate of the Court premises for necessary action. 

7) If in a given case one of the party appearing through Advocate insists for virtual hearing 
for any reason such as inability to appear physically, the court may, if necessary, permit 
him/her to argue through virtual mode and the other party may present his/her case 
physically or the matter may be adjourned with consent of the parties provided that 
advance notice for such virtual hearing is given to the concerned Bench Secretary at least 
a day before. 

8) Entry of the clerical staff of the Advocate General's office or of any Standing Counsel of 
any Department or any Government Officer shall continue to be prohibited in the Court 
rooms for the time being, unless specifically summoned or called by any Court. 

9) For the time being, Advocates are free to file their cases, applications etc., either 
physically or by virtual mode. 

10) The entry of advocates in the office rooms/branches of the High Court Registry/Courts 
shall continue to be prohibited. 

11) For the time being issuance of cause list of the High Court in hard/printed form shall 
continue to be suspended and shall be issued in the soft form and made available on the 
official website of the High Court. 

12) The aforesaid relaxation of the entry into the Court premises shall be only 09:30 am till 
05:00 pm on each working day so as to enable the sanitizing teams assigned for the 
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purpose to carry out the sanitation of the premises according to the Standing procedures 
in that behalf. 

13) The Registrar Judicial of the High Court/PDJs shall ensure that the latest SOPs and 
instructions on the subject issued by the Central and UT Governments and protocol 
herein set by the High Court are strictly adhered to and in that behalf all necessary 
arrangements are made in the Court premises. In this regard, all the Advocates are 
requested to cooperate with the Registrar Judicial/Presiding officers or any officers/staff, 
Security Force personnel posted at the entry points of the Court complexes/Court rooms 
entrusted with the task of implementing the aforesaid protocol. 

14) The canteens located in the premises of the Court Complexes are also permitted to be 
opened and run with effect from 08-02-2021 subject to the strict observance of all the 
relevant SOPs, instructions etc. referred to hereinabove. However, the canteen holders 
shall restrict/reduce the attendance of their workmen to 50% of their employees and their 
daily work roster for maintaining 50% attendance to the respective Registrars 
Judicial/PDJ who shall provide an authenticated copy of such daily work roster to the In 
charge Security at the main gate of the Court complex so as to enable them to 
identify these civilian employees and to allow them to enter into Court premises. 

15) This protocol will be reviewed periodically depending upon the trend of spread of 
COVID-19 infection. 

 

PARLIAMENT WATCH 

 

After legislative work was brought to a standstill owing to the COVID-19 pandemic, Parliament 
is in session once again. 

With the resumption of work in the legislature, the once hot topics of discussion that were placed 
on the backburner due to the pandemic, as well as pressing current issues, have come up for 
debate. 

Here is an overview of some important Parliamentary Questions which were raised by Members 
of Parliament (MPs) during the ongoing Budget Session of Parliament. 

 Assam NRC, NPR, CAA 
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A question on why the National Register of Citizens (NRC) for Assam has not been notified 
yielded the following response: 

"The Hon’ble Supreme Court has directed the State Coordinator to enact an appropriate 
security regime on lines similar to the security regime provided for AADHAR data and only 
thereafter the list of inclusions and exclusions shall be made available to the State 
Government, Central Government and Registrar General India." 

Another question raised by MP VK Sreekandan was whether the “schedule of the National 
Population Register (NPR) is being finalized or not.” 

To this, Minister of State for Home Affairs Nityanand Rai replied, 

”The Government was in discussions with the States having concerns in regard to the 
preparation of NPR. Due to outbreak of Covid-19, the first phases of Census, updation of 
NPR and other related field activities have been postponed.” 

On whether the government aims to implement the Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA), 
2019, Rai responded, 

"The Citizenship (Amendment) Act, 2019 (CAA) has been notified on 12.12.2019 and has 
come into force w.e.f. 10.01.2020. The Rules under The Citizenship (Amendment) Act, 2019 
(CAA) are under preparation. The Committees on Subordinate Legislation, Lok Sabha and 
Rajya Sabha have granted extension of time upto 09.04.2021 and 09.07.2021 respectively 
to frame these rules under the Citizenship (Amendment) Act, 2019 (CAA)." 

 No compensation for families of farmers who died during the farm laws protests 

A number of legislators have asked questions pertaining to the ongoing farmers protests at 
the Delhi borders. These were placed before Union Minister of Agriculture and Farmers 
Welfare, Narendra Singh Tomar. Some of the questions were: 

- Whether the government proposes to give compensation to the families of the 
farmers who have died during the agitation? 

- The number and details of meetings/negotiations held with farmers unions and the 
outcome of the reconciliation efforts. 

- Whether the government has any plan to withdraw/repeal the recently passed farm 
laws and if not, the reasons for not repealing the farm laws? 

- Whether the government has any evidence regarding infiltration of terrorist outfits 
in the agitation? 

In response, the Central government informed the House that there are “some of the farmers’ 
Unions and their members” who are protesting against the new farm laws. 

Furthermore, the Central government stated that no compensation will be awarded to the 
families of the deceased farmers. 
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On the question of repeal and discussion on the farm laws, it was informed that so far, eleven 
rounds of meetings have been held between the government and agitating farmers’ unions to 
resolve the issues. 

"Government had put forth one proposal after another to amend the farm laws", the response 
states. 

Another question asked was the reason behind the excessive force used by the Delhi Police 
on protestors in the violence that erupted in the capital on Republic Day. Minister of State for 
Home Affairs G Kishan Reddy replied, 

"large convoys of protesting farmers in tractor trolleys tried to furiously force their way and 
go past Police barricades to enter Delhi to mark their protest against the recently enacted 
‘Farm Laws’. They aggressively resorted to rioting, damage to Government property and 
used criminal force to deter public servants from the discharge of their duty, thereby 
inflicting injuries to the on-duty police personnel. Moreover, social distancing was not 
followed by the farmers/protest-ors and they gathered in large numbers without face masks 
amid Covid-19 pandemic. The farmers’ actions left the Delhi Police with no option but to 
use tear gas, water cannons and mild force to control the crowd.” 

The question asking for evidence linking the protests with terrorist organisations was not 
addressed. 

 Video conferencing facilities and CCTV installation in prisons 

A question posed to Reddy on this issue was, 

“Whether all the equipment related to video conferencing and CCTV cameras are updated 
from time to time?” 

The response states that as per 2019 National Crime Bureau Record (NCRB) statistics, 808 
jails in the country are equipped with the facility of video conferencing. 

Furthermore, it was informed that a total of 22,456 CCTVs are installed in prisons as on 
December 31, 2019. The State with the highest number of CCTVs installed in prisons 
was Uttar Pradesh (2,757). Mizoram and Lakshadweep recorded none. 

 Arrests/detention of civil rights activists for dissent 

The government was asked whether it has taken cognizance of concerns expressed by the 
United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights over the rise in arrests and 
detention of civil rights activists in India for carrying out peaceful dissent? 

Reddy replied that the government has ‘appropriately’ responded to the concerned press 
release by the Commission and stated, 

“...there are adequate safeguards available under the Constitution of India and various 
statutes including the Protection of Human Rights Act, 1993, for ensuring protection of 
human rights.” 
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 Convictions and arrests of journalists 

The following questions were raised by MPs from Kerala K Sudhakaran and K 
Muraleedharan: 

a) the number of journalists arrested under the provisions of Indian Penal Code, 
Epidemic Diseases Act, 1897 and Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act (UAPA), 
1967 since 2014, year-wise; and 

b) The number of journalists currently in jail who have not yet been convicted of any 
charges brought against them under the aforementioned laws, State-wise? 

In a vague and evasive reply, the Centre informed the House that it “attaches highest 
importance to the safety and security of all residents of the country including journalists.” 

It was also stated that NCRB does not maintain specific data with respect to arrest of 
journalists. 

The Centre also cited a 2017 advisory to states to "strictly enforce the law to ensure safety 
and security of media persons". 

 No plans for Central anti-Conversion Law 

A question was raised whether sufficient evidence have been collected by the Government to 
show that inter-faith marriages in India are connected to instances of forced religious 
conversion. The Centre's was response was vague: 

”‘Public Order’ and ‘Police’ are State subjects as per the Seventh Schedule to the 
Constitution of India. Hence prevention, detection, registration, investigation and 
prosecution of offences related to religious conversions are primarily the concerns of the 
State Governments/Union Territory (UT) Administrations. Action is taken as per existing 
laws by the law enforcing agencies whenever instances of violation come to notice.” 

However, the Centre clarified that it did not propose to introduce a Central anti-conversion 
law to curb inter-faith marriages, like the Ordinance passed in Uttar Pradesh. 

 A total of 340 manual scavengers have died in the last five years 

340 people who have died while cleaning sewers and septic tanks in the last five years, 
despite the courts calling upon states and union territories to abolish the practice, on umpteen 
occasions. 

Uttar Pradesh tops the list with 52 deaths, while Tamil Nadu and Delhi are not far behind, 
with 43 and 36 deaths respectively. 

 No plan for reservation for Transgender 
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While replying to a query on whether the government is considering reservation for 
Transgender persons in educational institutions and government jobs, Minister of Social 
Justice and Empowerment Thawarchand Gehlot replied, 

“The Ministry does not have any data on the number of Transgender working in Public 
Services and there is NO proposal for providing reservation to the Transgender persons in 
Educational institutes and Government jobs.” 

 

Andhra High Court Stays Election Commission's Direction to keep Panchayat Minister 

under 'House Arrest' after a Sunday Hearing 

 

The Andhra Pradesh High Court has stayed the order of the State Election Commission directing 

'house arrest' of State Minister for Panchayat Raj and Rural Development P. Ramachandra 

Reddy.Justice DVSS Somayajulu, who held a special sitting on Sunday to consider Minister's 

plea challenging the order, observed (prima facie) that the State Election Commission does not 

have the power to direct that the Minister should be confined to his residential premises till 

21.02.2021. The court, however, upheld the part of the Commission's order restraining the 

Minister from speaking to the press for a period of fifteen days till the election process is 

completed.The commission had passed these orders after it took note of statements made by 

Minister in a press conference held on 05.02.2021 which allegedly amounted to veiled threat etc., 

to the SEC and the officers. The commission directed that the Minister shall be confined to his 

residential house till the elections are concluded by 21.02.2021. However, he was permitted to 

attend his constitutional duties and legitimate responsibilities as a Minister, seek medical aid etc. 

The bench upheld the order restraining the Minister from speaking to press, the court said: 

 

However, as far as the press statements etc., issued by the petitioner are concerned, this Court 

holds that the petitioner was not merely advocating or propagating his party's policies. The 

language used leaves much to be desired. The Returning Officers and Collectors were told that 

they would face disciplinary action and would be black listed. In the prima facie opinion of this 

Court, this would interfere with their free discharge of duties more so, during the election period. 

It is also settled law that the freedom of speech is not absolute and that a reasonable restriction 
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can be imposed. In the opinion of this Court, if the restriction that was imposed in the peculiar 

facts and circumstances of the case considering the ground reality is seen, this Court finds that 

there is a underlying purpose to the restriction imposed which is to prevent statements that will 

interfere in discharge of the electoral duties by the Officers. The prevailing conditions make it 

clear that there is no lovelost between the contesting parties and the ground situation is 

surcharged with the differences and mutual accusations. The evil sought to be remedied and the 

urgency also points out to the need for imposition of this restriction. 

West Bengal Civil Court Issues Notice To WhatsApp On Plea Against New Privacy Policy. 

 

A civil court in West Bengal has issued notice to WhatsApp Inc. on a plea seeking temporary 
injunction to restrain the messenger platform from implementing its new privacy policy in India. 

The Court of Civil Judge (Jr. Divn), 1st Court, Contain, Purba Medinipur District, issued notice 
to WhatsApp on February 2 directing it to show cause as to why the plaintiff's prayer for 
temporary injunction shall not be granted, within 15 days from the date of service of notice. 

The Court issued notice on the application filed in a suit filed one Kutub Uddin, who is said to be 
a business man dealing with cashew nuts. He said that with the onset of COVID-19, he has been 
using WhatsApp for his business transactions. According to him, the new privacy policy 
announced by WhatsApp in January 2021 will enable sharing of private date with Facebook, 
which will harm his business. The new privacy policy does not apply in Europe since it is illegal 
under GDPR. 

Advocate Sayed Shamim Kawser, the counsel for the plaintiff,  submitted that the plaintiff is 
feeling embarrassed to see his business related transactions advertised unauthorized in other 
applications like Facebook. The Court also observed that "the facts and circumstances of the case 
make this Court believe that the object of granting order of ex parte ad interim injunction would 
not be defeated by delay". The case will be next considered on April 8. 

The plaintiff has made WhatsApp INC, incorporated in the USA, Facebook INC through 
Facebook India and the Union of India defendants in the suit. At present, the Court has issued 
notice only to WhatsApp Inc. on the temporary injunction application. 
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Panchayati Divorce' Has No Legal Sanctity, Such Customs Ceased To Exist After 
Formulation Of Hindu Marriage Act: Punjab and Haryana High Court. 

 

  

The Bench of Justice Alka Sarin observed that in view of Section 4 of the Hindu Marriage 
Act,1955 all customs like 'Panchayati' divorce and related usages ceased to have effect. The 
Court was hearing a Criminal Writ Petition seeking direction to respondent Nos.2 to 4 to 
safeguard the lives of the petitioners (both major) by providing police help to them. 

It was further alleged that the relatives of petitioner No.2 are against the relationship of the 
petitioners and the petitioners contended that they are apprehending danger to their life and 
liberty. The petitioners got married on 21st January 2021 at Gurudwara Dashmesh Pita, Kharar as 
per Sikh rites and ceremonies. It was further submitted that petitioner No.1 was earlier married to 
one Mandeep Kaur and had taken a Panchayati Divorce on 19th June 2017, whereas, petitioner 
No.2 was earlier married to one Harjinder Singh and had got a divorce under Section 13-B of the 
Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 vide judgment and decree dated 14th July 2000. On a query put to the 
counsel for the petitioners as to the marital status of petitioner No.1, Nishan Singh, it was stated 
that he got a Panchayati divorce. On this matter the Court said, Strangely, the learned counsel is 
relying upon a Panchayati divorce which has no recognition in the eyes of law. There is no 
decree of dissolution of marriage of petitioner No.1 by a Court of competent jurisdiction and his 
first marriage subsists in the eyes of law. The Court further said, The learned counsel has also 
not been able to show as to how this Court can provide protection to the petitioners as a couple 
when petitioner No.1 has not legally divorced his earlier spouse. The petitioner Nos.1 and 2 are 
alleged to have got married without petitioner No.1 obtaining a legally valid divorce from his 
first wife. 

The Court also observed that the alleged marriage itself between petitioner No.1 and petitioner 
No.2 would be illegal and against the provisions of the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 inasmuch as 
this marriage has been contracted without the petitioner No.1 being legally divorced. 

The Court, while noting that the petitioners have approached this Court for protection of their life 
and liberty to live as a couple which cannot be considered in the facts and circumstances of the 
present case, said, However, as an individual either of the petitioners, if they apprehend any 
threat to their life or liberty, would be entitled to approach the Police for redressal of their 
apprehensions regarding threats to their life and liberty. 

Lastly, the Court directed the concerned officer to consider their representation (if made) in 
accordance with law. 
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[DELHI RIOTS] CCTV Footage Or Complaint Made By Witness Or Constables: Delhi 
HC Grants Bail To Alleged Associate Of Tahir Hussain. 

 

 

The Delhi High Court on Wednesday granted bail to one Liyakat Ali who was sent to judicial 
custody by a Delhi Court for his involvement with suspended AAP Councillor Tahir Hussain in 
the North East Delhi Riots that broke out in February 2020. 

A single judge bench comprising of Justice Suresh Kumar Kait disposed of the bail application 
by granting him bail. 

Three FIRs had been registered against Liyakat Ali at Khajuri Khas and Dayalpur Police Stations 
for his alleged role attributed in pelting stones, petrol bombs and leading a mob resulting to the 
riots. 

According to the police, Liyakat Ali along with his son Riyasat Ali worked for Tahir Hussain 
and was present at his residential terrace from where stones and petrol bombs were pelted. 

Liyakat Ali was booked for offences under section 147, section 148, section 149, section 153A, 
section 307, section 505, section 120B and section 34 of Indian Penal Code, 1860 along with 
section 27 and section 30 of Arms Act. 

According to the Ali, the bail was sought on the ground that he was falsely implicated in the all 
the FIRs registered against him. Adv. Dinesh Tiwari, appearing on behalf of Ali submitted that 
there was no clinching evidence on record connecting him with the alleged incident and that his 
presence was no more required since the charge sheet had been filed in the case. The bail plea 
was opposed by Additional Solicitor General who submitted that Ali was liable for the criminal 
acts committed by the mob on 25th February 2020 and therefore the bail should be denied. 

The bench also took note of the fact that the eye witness namely Pradeep Verma had not made 
any complaint or PCR call to any authority regarding Ali's involvement prior to 28th March 2020 
i.e. the day when his first statement was recorded. Statements of Constable Saudan and 
Constable Pawan were recorded on 06.06.2020 and 24.03.2020 respectively. They had also not 
made any complaint or DD entry with regard to incident in question even though they were 
posted in the area and witnessed the alleged incident. Charge sheet in this case has already been 
filed and investigation is complete and so, no purpose would be served in keeping the petitioner 
behind bars. 

The Court granted bail to Liyakat Ali on furnishing a personal bond of Rs. 25,000 with one 
surely in like amount. 
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You have no idea what your parents had to go through, Bombay High Court to person 
accused of joining ISIS. 

 

 

A bench of Justices SS Shinde and Manish Pitale mused why would a 21 yr old go to Iraq for 
people who he has never met in his life by leaving his family behind? Don’t you have enough 
suffering around you? You maybe immature.. like you said. You have no idea what your parents 
had to go through. 

The Court was hearing a plea by National Investigation Agency (NIA) against an order of the 
lower court which had granted bail to accused Areeb Majeed. Majeed, who travelled to Syria to 
allegedly join the global terrorist outfit, ISIS, was arrested in November 2014 under the 
Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act (UAPA) after he returned from Syria. 

Majeed was charged with commission of offences under Section 125 of IPC which is of waging 
war against government in alliance with government of India. He was also charged with Sections 
16 (punishment for terrorist act) and 18 (punishment for conspiracy) of the UAPA. 

NIA represented by Additional Solicitor General Anil Singh stated that they had found enough 
evidence against Majeed which was present in the charge sheet and the supplementary charge 
sheet. Singh argued that Majeed travelled back to India with an ulterior motive to carry out 
unlawful activities being a hard-core follower of ISIS. He claimed that participation in terrorist 
activities was serious and there was material available in support of his activities. 

Majeed, arguing in-person, contended that the trial was being conducted for offences which were 
neither within Indian borders nor against India. Present trial is not for any offences in India, 
against India or anything pertaining to India. 

 The charge of ulterior motive is not present in the charge sheet, but was later added by the 
police. Majeeb said. Majeed claimed that the evidence collected by NIA could not prima facie 
prove the offences charged by them. 

It was also his argument that he had gone abroad to help people there and not for any terrorist 
activities. I was moved by the people, I was helping those people, and I have never engaged in 
any terrorist activities he said. 

After hearing both parties at length, the Court reserved its verdict at 7.30 pm. The Court will 
pronounce its verdict on February 23, 2021 when Majeed has been directed to remain present. 
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Spewing venom against another religious faith defies the very purpose of religion: Madras 
High Court cautions Evangelist while quashing FIRs. 

 

 

The Madras High Court on Friday voiced concern over religious leaders demeaning other 
religions while quashing FIRs lodged against a Christian evangelist, Mohan C Lazarus, for 
his reckless statements against Hindu temples and Hindu Gods (Mohan C Lazarus v. The State 
and anr) 

The FIRs were quashed after the evangelist tendered an unconditional apology in the matter. The 
case prompted Justice N Anand Venkatesh to express strong opinions against religious leaders 
claiming that their religion is superior to others. The whole object of religion is to enable humans 
to evolve themselves into better beings Unfortunately, in many instances, people get blindly 
attached to their religious beliefs and tend to make demeaning statements against other religions. 
They do not realise that spirituality is not a medium through which each religion competes with 
each other to show its superiority over the other. 

While the people making such reckless statements may believe that this would make their 
religious beliefs superior, the Court opined that this is not the purpose of religion and religious 
faiths. 

Religious leaders must realise their responsibilities and exercise more caution while propagating 
their religion, the Court emphasised. If this is not followed, it will spell danger to the secular 
fabric of this country. It may even lead to eroding one of the basic structures of our 
Constitution, it added. 

Upon being notified of the apology tendered in court by Lazarus, the complainants in the matter 
left it to the Court decide on how to deal with the case, adding that they only required assurance 
that Lazarus would not indulge in making such insensitive statements affecting the religious 
sentiments in the future. 

The Court, in turn, expressed strong disapproval over the statements made by the evangelist in 
this case. This Court holds a strong view that as persons capable of influencing large sections of 
the society that is driven by its religious sentiments, one needs to be extremely cautious and 
conscientious in exercising their rights, be it one of expression, religion or any other right. 
It cannot be at the cost of injuring the sentiments and rights of other fellow citizens who also 
form a constituent part of the rich culture and value system that our nation embodies. This Court 
would not hesitate to say that it is in fact the fundamental duty cast upon every citizen to 
'preserve the rich heritage of our composite culture', and that such heritage and culture cannot 
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be at any circumstance seen as one independent of the religious, cultural and civilizational 
sentiments that have been rooted, ingrained and etched in the history, soul and spirit of this 
nation. 

 

Government decides to restore 4G mobile internet services in entire Jammu & Kashmir. 

 

The Jammu & Kashmir (J&K) government has decided to restore 4G internet services in J&K. 
Internet services were suspended in Jammu and Kashmir on August 5, 2019 shortly before the 
abrogation of Article 370 of Constitution by the Indian parliament. There were prolonged court 
battles to get the restrictions on internet in J&K lifted though it did not yield timely results. 

Anuradha Bhasin Editor of Kashmir Times, had approached the Supreme Court on August 10, 
2019 challenging the restrictions on internet and telecommunications which were imposed in 
J&K in a bid to stifle protests and dissents which were widely anticipated with the abrogation of 
the contentious Article. 

The Supreme Court gave its verdict in Bhasin's petition on January 10, 2020. In its judgment, the 
top court held that access to information and the freedom of trade and commerce via the internet 
are fundamental rights under the Constitution of India. It, therefore, ordered the Central 
government to periodically review the orders passed for the restriction of internet services in 
Jammu & Kashmir. 

Pursuant to the said judgment, the J&K administration had passed various orders gradually 
lifting the restrictions on internet access in Jammu & Kashmir though it was not brought on par 
with the rest of the country. Orders were passed by the central government on March 4, 17 and 
26 restricting internet speed for mobile data services to 2G.The areas selected for High-speed 
internet services were those having low-intensity terrorist activities and minimal spill over 
effects on neighbouring areas. 

Later, NGO Foundation For Media Professional also approached the Supreme Court on March 
31, 2020 seeking restoration of 4G mobile internet services. It argued that patients, doctors, and 
general public of J&K were unable to access latest information, guidelines, protocols and 
advisories about COVID- 19 because of the slow internet speed. The Supreme Court passed 
a detailed judgment on May 11 in which it refrained from passing directions to restore 4G mobile 
internet services instead asking a special committee comprising high level government officers to 
take a call on the same. 
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The government had, however, remained steadfast against relaxing the restrictions while 
agreeing to resume 4G in two districts of J&K starting on August 15, 2020. 

 

Kangana Ranaut's Allegedly "Hateful" Tweet Against One Community : Court Directs 
Police To File Progress Report. 

 

A Metropolitan Magistrates Court in Andheri has directed the Mumbai Police to file a progress 
report on their inquiry into actor Kangana Ranaut and her sister tweets, from April 2020, which 
allegedly demonstrate hate against the Muslim community, according to an advocate's 
complainant. The magistrate passed the order on Friday, after the Amboli Police sought further 
time to file their report on the complaint into the 'hateful' tweets. The court had ordered an 
inquiry in October, 2020 and asked the police to file their report by December 5, 2020. 

Despite being given a final chance to file their report during the last hearing on January 5, the 
police sought further time on Friday. Complainant, Ali Kaashif Khan Deshmukh, then sought for 
process to be issued, under section 204 of the CrPC, against the two sisters. Process is issued 
when prima facie allegations in a complaint are found to be true, and an accused is put to notice 
about the case against him. It may mark the beginning of a trial. 

During the hearing I filed a reply stating that the police was already given a final chance on the 
last occasion. I have given them my statement, an electronic evidence certificate under section 
65B of the Evidence act, details of the accused, as well as witnesses, which included Farah Khan 
Ali, Kubra Sait and Reema Kagti the court then posted the matter for further hearing on March 4. 

In the complaint Deshmukh has alleged that Ranaut's elder sister, Rangoli, allegedly posted a 
tweet against the Muslim community in April, 2020, following which her account was 
suspended. 

He alleges that Ranaut then posted a video in support of her sister and in the clip allegedly refers 
to members of the Jamati Muslim community as terrorists. The complaint is filed for offences 
under sections 153-A, 153-B, 195-A, 298 and 505 of the Indian Penal Code, related to disrupting 
communal harmony. 
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Victim Sending Friend Request On Facebook Does Not Mean She Intended To Have 
Sexual Relationship: Himachal Pradesh High Court. 

 

The accused's contention was that since the girl had created a Facebook account in her name, he 
believed that she is aged above 18 years and therefore had consensual sex with her.  The court 
noted that any person aged 13 years and above can create a Facebook account and therefore this 
contention does not merit acceptance. The court observed that merely because she sent the friend 
request on Facebook to the accused cannot lead to the presumption that she did it with intent to 
allure the accused to establish coitus.  

Even otherwise, people join social networking platforms like Facebook, Twitter, etc., intending 
to connect with friends and family and to expand the already existing social network from the 
comfort of one's four walls. According to a report titled 'Social Media for Youth and Civil 
Engagement in India' published by UNDP, India has 290 million registered users of Facebook in 
all age groups. Out of this, 190 million users are youth in the age group 15-29 years. 
Interestingly, the millennials in the age group 15-29 years constitute 66% of total Facebook 
users, although they constitute only 27% of the total population. Therefore, most of the youth are 
present and active on such social media platforms. Hence, it is not unusual for youngsters to 
make new social connections by sending friend requests. It no way implies that children who 
create social media accounts do so to search for sexual partners, or they intend to receive such 
invitations. The use of social media in present times is a norm. People use social media for 
networking, knowledge, and entertainment and indeed not to get stalked or be exploited sexually 
and mentally. Just because the victim sent a friend request to the accused does not give him the 
right and liberty to establish sexual relations with her. 

Just because the victim sent a friend request to the accused does not give him the right and 
liberty to establish sexual relations with her, the Himachal Pradesh High Court observed while 
dismissing a bail application filed by a man accused of raping a thirteen year old child. 
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Lock Down A Force Majeure Event' : Madras High Court Directs Complete Waiver Of 
License Fee During Total Lockdown Period. 

 

In a notable judgment, the Madras High Court has directed a Municipal Corporation to waive the 
license fee for running a shop in a bus stand during the entire period of total lockdown from 
March 24, 2020 to September 6, 2020. A single bench of Justice G R Swaminathan observed that 
the benefit of a Government Order issued by the Tamil Nadu Government - which waived 
license fee for two months(April & May) - should be extended during the period when total 
lockdown was in force. 

The Court was considering a writ petition filed by on R Narayanan, who was running a shop in 
the Nagercoil bus stand on a license from the Nagercoil Municipal Corporation, seeking 
complete waiver of the license fee during the total lockdown period. 

The bench observed that although the license agreement did not have an express 'force majeure' 
clause, the COVID-19 pandemic has to be treated as a 'force majeure' event. Since the local body 
itself directed the shutting down of the bus stand and the shops, it cannot demand license fee 
during the period when the shop remained close. 

The Court also observed, referring to various Supreme Court precedents,  that a state 
instrumentality has to abide by the principles of equality and non-arbitrariness as enshrined in 
Article 14 of the Constitution even in contractual matters with private parties. 

The State acting whether as a landlord or a tenant is required to act bonafide and not arbitrarily, 
when the same is likely to affect prejudicially the right of others. A statute must be construed 
justly.  

An unjust law is no law at all. A statutory order or discretion exercised by a statutory authority 
must be tested on the anvil of the constitutional scheme. The action on the part of the State must 
be reasonable even in contractual matters. 

The Court also took a dig at the bureaucracy for passing an order in September to grant only two 
months waiver of license fee on account of lockdown. The Court noted that the order was issued 
on the basis of a recommendation made by the Commissioner of Municipal Administration in 
June 2020 to grant two months waiver.  

However the recommendation was only acted upon only in September but without considering 
the fact that the lockdown was further extended. 
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Public Authority To Give Cogent Reasons For Claiming Exemption From Disclosure Of 
Information Sought Under The RTI Act: Delhi High Court. 

 

Delhi High Court has on Friday observed that when a public authority withholds information 
under RTI Act the burden is on the public authority to show in what manner disclosure of such 
information could impede the investigation. While noting that it is a settled legal position that the 
public authority needs to give cogent reasons as to how the investigation will be hampered by 
disclosure of the information sought the court remanded the present matter back to the central 
information commission for reconsideration. 

A single Bench of justice Jayant Nath made the observation in an appeal field against an order 
passed by CIC holding that non-disclosure of information was justified and exemption could be 
claimed under the RTI Act as the petitioner had pending criminal and disciplinary proceeding 
against him.  

The present petition was filed seeking direction to impugn the order dated 15th January 2018 
passed by the Central Information Commission whereby it allowed the central public 
Information officer to sustain their stand for non-disclosure of the information by claiming 
exemption under Section 8(1)(h) of the RTI Act. 

Section 8(1)(h) of the RTI Act, deals with provision for Exemption from disclosure of 
information which would impede the process of investigation or apprehension or prosecution of 
offenders need not be disclosed to any citizen. 

The court has noted that the petitioner is his write petition has suppressed several fact including 
details regarding the grave allegations against him and the pending criminal and departmental 
proceeding against him. 

 Such suppression of fact itself is sufficient to dismiss the write petition. However the CIC 
dismissed the appeal of the petitioner holding that the proceeding initiated by CBI are pending 
and exemption can be claimed under Section 8 of the RTI Act.  

The court considered the case of union of India Vs. Manjit Singh Bali 2018 Where the High 
Court observed that the exclusion under section 8(1)(h) of the RTI Act information which would 
impede process of investigation or apprehension or prosecution of the offenders has to be read in 
conjunction with Article 19(2) of the constitution of India. Such denial must be reasonable and in 
the interest of public order. 

Centre cannot refuse to remit or commute sentence arbitrarily or unreasonably: Delhi 
High Court. 

The Delhi High Court has ruled that the Central government's power to remit or commute a 
sentence under Section 435 CrPC cannot be withheld arbitrarily or unreasonably (Kartik 
Subramaniam vs UOI). 
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A judgment to this effect was passed by a single-judge Bench of Justice Vibhu Bakhru. It is well 
settled that all State actions must be informed by reasons and cannot be arbitrary. Considering 
that such decisions of the Central Government concern the right to life and liberty, it is 
imperative that such a decision also stand the test of reasonableness on the anvil of Article 14 of 
the Constitution of India. 

The Court was dealing with a petition preferred by a life-convict (petitioner) whose plea for 
premature release, though approved by the Sentence Review Board and Delhi government, had 
been rejected by the Central government thrice. 

The decision of the Central Government to not concur with the recommendation for the 
premature release of the petitioner must be examined in the context of the petitioner’s right to be 
so considered. As noticed above, the appropriate government has the power to suspend or remit 
the sentence under Section 432 of the Cr.PC and to commute the sentence under Section 433 of 
the CrPC," the Court said. 

The Court observed that the statutory power given to Centre is coupled with a duty to exercise 
the same for the purpose for which it is conferred. If Central Government declines its consent, it 
must be on consideration of relevant factors," the Court made it clear 

The Court clarified that the although the SRB guidelines would not be binding on the Central 
government, it could not withhold its consent arbitrarily and its decision must be informed by 
reason. It is open for the Central Government to take into account factors that it considers 
relevant in deciding whether the prisoner who has been sentenced to life, ought to be released 
premature," the Court added. 

This is so for the simple reason that if the said reason is to be followed then no convict, who had 
been awarded life imprisonment, can be released prematurely. And, it is not the Central 
Government’s stand that powers under Section 435 of the Cr.PC should not be exercised in any 
case, the order said. 

[CORONIL case] Registration of trademark does not confer monopoly over part of it: 
Madras High Court lifts injunction on Patanjali Ayurved. 

 

 

A Division Bench of the Madras High Court on Tuesday set aside a single judge 
order restraining Patanjali Ayurved from using "Coronil" in relation to its immunity booster 
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product, finding that there was no prima facie case of trademark infringement made out against 
Patanjali (M/s.Pathanjali Ayurved Limited and anr v. Arudra Engineers Private Limited). 

The August 6, 2020 order under challenge was passed by Justice CV Karthikeyan while allowing 
a trademark infringement suit by Chennai-based Arudra Engineering Private Limited. Arudra 
had registered the trademark for 'CORONIL-92 B' as an Acid inhibitor product for industrial 
cleaning and chemical preparations for industrial use in June 1993. The single Judge order 
was challenged in an appeal by Patanjali and the Divya Yog Mandir Trust (defendants). 

A Bench of Justices R Subbiah and C Saravanan has now set aside the order upon finding that 
Arudra, while registering their trademarks, did not claim a monopoly over the word “Coronil” by 
itself and, as such, has not made out a case for interference by granting an interim injunction in 
their favour. 

In the instant case, registration has been obtained by the plaintiff (Arudra) over the label with 
the words and alpha numeral Coronil 92B and Coronil 213 SPL as a composite mark and not as 
a word for “Coronil as envisaged under Section 15 (of the Trade Marks Act)", the Court said. 

The Court added that situation would have been different, if Arudra had applied for registration 
of the word “Coronil” as a word mark. "It would have been different if the respondent/plaintiff 
(Arudra) had obtained a registration of the word “Coronil” or any other word which was 
phonetically similar or identical with the aforesaid word. Therefore, it cannot be said that the 
respondent/ plaintiff had established a prima facie for the purpose of grant of interim relief for 
the alleged infringement of trademark under Section 29(4) of the Trademarks Act, 1999," the 
order said. 

 

Single Judge Bench Can Take Cognizance And Decide Civil Contempt Petitions: Kerala 
High Court. 

 

The Kerala High Court has held that a Single Judge Bench can take cognizance and decide 
The Division Bench comprising the Chief Justice S. Manikumar and Justice Shaji P. Chaly 
struck down Rule 6 of the Contempt of Courts (High Court of Kerala) Rules as ultra vires to the 
constitution of India and section 19(1) of the contempt of courts Act. Rule 6 provided that a 
Division Bench alone can take cognizance of the contempt proceeding and that if and when a 
prima facie case is found out the contempt petition has to be referred to a Bench of two judges. 
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The court said that the Rule indirectly take away the statutory right of an appeal available to an 
aggrieved person against an order or decision which requires to be passed by a learned Single 
judge and thereby deprive the statutory right of an appeal under section 19(1) of the contempt of 
court Act. 

Single bench constitutionally and statutorily empowered to take cognizance of contempt, and 
pass an order or decision in the contempt petition. Taking into account the provision of section 
19 right of appeal under section 19(1) of Act 1971 is a substantive right and it is trite law that 
rules framed in exercise of power under Article 215 and 225 of the constitution of India and 
section 23 of the contempt of court Act 1971 are procedural. 

 When a learned single judge under article 215 of the constitution of India is constitutionally and 
statutorily empowered to take cognizance of contempt and pass an order or decision in the 
contempt petition on the basis of an original jurisdiction as per the provision of the Kerala High 
Court Act 1958 and under section 11 and 12 of the contempt of course Act 1971 which deal with 
civil contempt in rule 6 of the contempt of court High court of Kerala Rules under the contempt 
of court act 1971 there is a specific exclusion of exercise of original jurisdiction by a learned 
single judge except holding a preliminary enquiry to find out as to whether there is a prima facie 
case or not which thus means that s learned single judge enjoined with the powers under Article 
215 of the constitution of India cannot take cognizance of a civil contempt. 

 Having understood the provisions of the High court Act 1958 and the contempt of court act 
1971 we are of the definite opinion that rule 6 of the contempt of court High court of Kerala 
Rules under the contempt of court act 1971 cannot be permitted to overreach the provisions of 
constitution of India in particular section 215 and section 19(1) of the contempt of court Act 
1971. 
 
 
 

 

 

PIL in Chhattisgarh High Court wants theft of idols from tribal temples to be stopped, 

notice issued  

The High Court has issued notice to the state government and sought a reply. The government 

has not yet responded to this. Due to this, the High Court has again given 2 weeks time to the 

government to submit its reply.  
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A public interest litigation has been filed in the Chhattisgarh High Court seeking to stop the theft 

of idols from temples of tribals and to arrest the gang.  

While hearing the Petition, the High Court has issued notice to the state government and sought a 

reply. The government has not yet responded to this. Due to this, the High Court has again given 

2 weeks time to the government to submit its reply.  

The division bench of Chief Justice P.R. Ramachandra Menon and Justice P.P. Sahu heard the 

PIL filed by the Sarul Sarna Mahotsav District Committee. It has been submitted in the Petition 

that idols of archaeological importance are installed in rural areas. Ancient statues are being 

smuggled. The gangs of thieves involved in this are continuously targeting the idols in the temple 

of remote rural areas.  

The petition has expressed apprehension that gangs involved in smuggling are stealing ancient 

idols and selling them in the international market. The petitioner committee has mentioned the 

stolen idols on different dates in the petition.  

The villagers have filed a report in the police station. Even after the complaint, the local 

administration has not taken any concrete action, the petition alleged.  

Widow Convicted In A Murder Case Eligible For Family Pension Since The Case Doesn't 

Relate To Husband's Death: Punjab & Haryana High Court  

 

The Punjab & Haryana High Court last week ruled that family pension to a Widow cannot be 

denied on account of her conviction (for the offence of murder), which is unrelated to the death 

of her husband.  

The Bench of Justice G. S. Sandhawalia was hearing the case of one Baljinder Kaur who 

challenged the order passed by Haryana State Authorities whereby her claim for (a) grant of 

arrears of monthly financial assistance and (b) family pension was rejected.  
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Facts of the Case  

Petitioner's husband was working as a teacher in the Haryana Education Department and he died 

on 17th November 2008, leaving behind the petitioner as his widow along with children.  

In view of the Rules of 2006 (Deceased Government Employees Rules, 2006), the financial 

assistance became payable on the death of any Government employee, to the family of such 

deceased employee.  

Also, such monthly assistance has to be paid till the date specified in the Rules of 2006 or the 

date the employee would have retired from the Government service on attaining the age of 

superannuation, which in the present case is 31 October 2017. The eligibility of the widow to 

receive the family pension comes thereafter.  

The Widow-Petitioner continued to draw the monthly financial assistance for some time, but 

then she was involved in a murder case and was convicted on 19 November 2011 along with 

Gurjeet Singh and sentenced to life imprisonment.  

 

The matter before the Court  

The Authorities cited her conduct to deny the said benefits to her. It was stated that she had been 

convicted by the Court and, therefore, pecuniary benefits could not be extended to her on both 

accounts monthly financial assistance and the liability of family pension.  

Resultantly, she filed a writ in the nature of mandamus seeking release of the (a) benefits of 

family pension including the arrears of monthly financial assistance, (b) family pension and other 

benefits along with the arrears of revised pay on account of revision of pay scale from 

November, 2011 and other admissible benefits due to Tarsem Singh (her husband) who had died 

during service on 17 November 2008.  

Court's Observations  

On conjoint reading of 2006 Rules, Punjab Civil Service Rules & Family Pension Rules, 1964, 

the Court found that the Rules talk about the withholding or withdrawing of the pension in case 
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of conviction of a pensioner of a serious crime or his guilty of gross misconduct but the same 

does not refer to the family member receiving financial aid.  

Also, the Court observed that there is nothing mentioned about the misconduct, as such, of the 

family members for not being entitled for the monthly financial assistance.  

Thus, the Court opined that receiving the monthly financial assistance could not have been 

denied by the respondents as per Punjab Civil Service Rules.  

In this backdrop, the Court opined,  

"It is not disputed that the petitionerwidow has committed the offence of murder and is on bail 

and her sentence has been suspended and, therefore, she requires to maintain herself and cannot 

be denied the financial assistance and it is not a bounty, as such, and is her right on account of 

the services rendered by her husband to the Government."  

Further, taking into account the Family Pension Rules, 1964 [Rule 4(a) and (b)], the Court 

observed that the same relate to the eligibility to receive the family pension if a person is charged 

with the offence of murdering the Government employee or for abetting in the commission of 

such an offence.  

In the present case, the Court noted, the conviction of the petitioner is not on account of 

murdering her own husband Tarsem Singh.  

Thus, the Court said,  

"The said provision, as such, cannot be relied upon by the respondents to deny the claim of the 

petitioner as it is a disqualification to the other family members for receiving benefits, which are 

arising out of the right to receive the family pension. Only if the Government employee has been 

murdered, the disqualification, as such, would arise". 

The Court also observed that Rule 4(a) and (b) of the Family Pension Rules, 1964 is based on the 

principle as provided under Section 25 of the Hindu Succession Act, 1956.  

Under Section 25 of the HSA, 1956, wherein any person who commits murder or abets the 

commission of murder is disqualified from inheriting the property of the person murdered, or any 
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other property in furtherance of the succession to which he or she committed or abetted the 

commission of offence.  

In other words, the Court said,  

" The purpose behind Rule 4-A(a) of the Family Pension Rules, 1964 is to debar the family 

members, as such, from getting the family pension if they are involved in committing the murder 

or abetting the murder of the Government employee on the old fable that ‘one cannot kill the 

goose which lays the golden eggs"  

Court's order  

The Court observed,  

" The order dated 12 September 2017, denying pension to the petitioner on account of her 

conviction, is unrelated to the death of her husband and is not sustainable and accordingly, the 

said order is set aside."  

Accordingly, a mandamus was issued to the respondents to pay the arrears of monthly financial 

assistance to the petitioner, which was admissible under the Rules of 2006 till it was payable.  

Thereafter, the Court said, the case of the petitioner for payment of family pension be processed 

and the arrears be paid to her.  

The Court also directed that she shall also be entitled to the benefit of simple interest @ 6% per 

annum on the said arrears from the date they became payable.  

Delhi High Court Issues Notice To AajTak, Press Council Of lndia And The Centre On 

Plea Alleging Misreporting On Farmers‘ Protests On Republic Day  

 

The Delhi High Court today issued notice to and sought replies from AajTak, the Press Council 

of India and the Centre, on a petition filed by former MP Sukhdev Singh Dhindsa alleging that 
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video reports by the channel on the protests are in fact a "concoction of phantom imagination" 

bearing no nexus to the facts of the protests.  

Alleging misreporting by the channel on the farmers' protests on Republic Day, 2021, the 

petitioner prays for the restraining of the fake news by "setting the accountability of the 

concerned.  

Authorities/ Departments" and towards this end asks for framing of necessary guidelines, 

appropriate laws, and bye-Iaws, including "fixing the appropriate punishment and penalties for 

violation of the concerned guidelines and laws".  

The plea alleges that "vicious, unmitigated, abhorrent, concocted and reprehensible actions by 

certain media houses (i.e. Aaj Tak)," "have unleashed an offensive and potentially fatal 

communal attack on the "Sikh" community by continuous circulation and constant transmission 

of unverified videos through different platforms including their respective news channels, 

YouTube, and other such digital and online platforms, pursuant to the events that unfolded New 

Delhi on the 72nd Republic Day of India on 26.02.2021 ."  

 

BACKGROUND OF THE PETITION:  

The petition has been filed by Manjit Singh G.K.. a resident of Delhi and the President of a 

religious party namely Jagg Asra Guru Ott.  

According to the petitioner, the protestors including the farmer union leaders have been taking 

due care and caution to ensure that no convenience is caused to the public at large while 

continuing the protest.  

However, on the fateful day of 26th January 2021, ”due to the infiltration of the protests by 

certain anti social and ill motivated elements” the tractor rally was met by severe and brutal 

assaults by police authorities which created an opportunity for these anti social elements to create 

ruckus.  
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"The anti-social and ill-motivated elements utilized the said opportunity to create ruckus 

amongst the public with the object of delegitimizing the protests".The petition says.  

The plea therefore submits that subsequent to such events, AAJ TAK on 27th January 2021 

showcased a video wherein its correspondent Mr. Arvind Ojha had unequivocally alleged that 

the protestors were involved in viliflcation and destruction of the "tableaus" of Uttar Pradesh and 

Uttarakhand which were featured at Rajpath earlier in the day during the 72nd Republic Day 

celebrations.  

" The tirade launched through the circulation such malicious and vindictive videos is meant to 

outrage the dignity, modesty and goodwill of the ”Sikh” community and to incite public 

sentiments against the people belonging the "Sikh" community. The Petitioner submits that they 

legitimately apprehend that such deliberate pro vocation of the general public at large could 

result in disastrous consequences for the ”Sikh” community who have served as the beacon of 

hope for this nation at its most dire times.”The petition states.  

In view of this, the petition highlights the significance of Rule 6 (Programme Code) under the 

Cable Television Network Rules, 1994 along with a "Code of Ethics and Broadcasting 

Standards" issued by the News Broadcasters.  

 

PRAYER OF THE PETITIONER: 

The petitioner seeks the following prayers:  

1. Issue order or direction restraining the respondents for spreading fake news by setting 

accountability, liability and responsibility of the concerned Authorities/ Departments by (i) 

framing the necessary guidelines (ii) framing the appropriate laws and bye-Iaws (iii) fixing the 

appropriate punishment/penalties for violation of the concerned guidelines and laws.  

2. Issue order or direction on Respondents to constitute a Committee for handling the fake-news 

on various social handles.  

3. Issue order or direction for organizing press-conference or uploading/ circulating/ 

broadcasting the authentic news on the official website of the concerned Authorities/ Department 

to counter fake news in the public interest. 
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 4. Issue order or direction restraining Respondent, No.1 from circulating, transmitting and 

showcasing videos or news content which is directed towards vilifying a particular community 

and inciting hatred.  

5. Issue order or directions to the Respondents keeping mind about the welfare, well-being in the 

interest of the public.  

NCLT has no jurisdiction to decide cause of action over which it has no power under 

Companies Act: Delhi High Court  

 

 

The Court was dealing with a representative suit filed by permanent members of Delhi 

Gymkhana Club against the conferment of " Green Card holder" Status to a certain category of 

persons.  

The Delhi High Court has ruled that Section 434(1)(c) of the Companies Act cannot be 

interpreted to confer jurisdiction on the National Company Law Tribunal with respect to the 

cause of action over which it has no power under the Act (Naresh Daya/ vs Delhi Gymkhana 

Club Ltd).  

A single judge Bench of Justice Mukta Gupta said that even a wide interpretation of Section 

434(1)(c) of Companies Act will not confer jurisdiction on NCLT to decide matters which it is 

not empowered in terms of the Companies Act.  

"Section 434(1)(c) of the Companies Act directs transfer of all cases pending in District Courts 

and High Court to NCLTsubject to the NCLT having jurisdiction in terms of Section 241 of the 

Companies Act and being barred under Section 430 of the Companies Act. Section 434(1)(c) 

even if expansive/y interpreted cannot confer jurisdiction in the NCLT to decide matters which it 

is not empowered in terms of the Companies Act," the Court said.  
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The Court was dealing with a representative suit filed by seven plaintiffs who were permanent 

members of Delhi Gymkhana Club.  

The plaintiffs grievance was that the Club, a non-profit Company by Guarantee, was conferring 

"Green Card holder" status on certain categories of persons though the same was not provided 

for in its Articles of Association.  

The plaintiffs stated that under the Articles of Association (AoA), the Club classified its 

members in five categories, i.e., Permanent, Garrison, Temporary, Casual and Special Category. 

However, after attaining the age of 21 years, children of the permanent members continued to 

use the facilities of the Club upon applying for permanent membership in which case they are 

issued a Green Card despite the fact that no concept of Green Card is provided in the AoA.  

The plaintiffs argued that the facility of green card was not being extended to those children who 

did not enjoy the facilities of the Club as minors and that such classification was inequitable. 

In the suit, the plaintiffs inter alia prayed for a decree declaring Clause 13(3)(b) of AoA to 

extend Green Card to the children of all the permanent members irrespective of their age and 

whether they had used the facilities of the Club or not as minors.  

The Club argued that the suit was not maintainable as the appropriate forum to deal with the 

issue was the NCLT under Section 242 of the Companies Act.  

 

The Club stated that under Section 242 of the Companies Act, not only was there a provision of 

the winding up of the company but other issues could also be considered and decided by the 

NCLT.  

It was submitted that the word 'any member‘ in Section 241 of the Companies Act was very wide 

and that the word ‘member’ under Section 2 (55) included anybody who was subscribing to the 

company's Memorandum and Articles of Association.  

Opposing the argument, the plaintiffs stated that the suit was outside the application of Section 

241.  
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The suit did not allege financial irregularities, fraudulent acts, omission in books of accounts, 

misconduct on the part of management while conducting the administration of the company in its 

day to day transaction or wrongful acts committed by the employees and/or staff of the company, 

it was clarified.  

The plaintiffs argued that since the present case concerned enforcement of a civil right relating to 

interpretation of the Articles of Association, as opposed to corporate rights, the remedy was 

before a civil court and not NCLT.  

The Court observed that before proceeding to decide whether it had jurisdiction to entertain the 

suit, it had to be determined as to what was the real cause of action in the suit.  

It further noted that neither did the suit allege any oppression, misbehavior classification of 

accounts of the Club nor did it seek winding up or rectification of record.  

In the suit, plaintiffs seek equal treatment for all members after membership is granted and 

permanent injunction against those who are not members but enjoying facilities which are meant 

only for permanent members, the Court further noted.  

Analysing Section 434(1)(c) on transfer of matters to NCLT, the Court stated that although the 

term ‘including' in the Section had to be given a broad interpretation, it would not include issues 

which are not within the jurisdiction of the NCLT.  

The Court further observed that Section 242 of the Companies Act contemplates an action before 

the NCLT when the affairs of the company were being conducted in a manner prejudicial or 

oppressive to any member or members and would justify the makings of a winding-up order.  

However, the plaintiffs did not claim winding up and the cause of action was the manner in 

which Article 13(3)(b) of the Articles of Association was being interpreted to create an irrational 

and illegal classifucation, the Court said.  

" The NCLT not being empowered to determine the said cause of action, this Court is of the 

opinion that the plea of the defendant that the present suit is not maintainable and only a petition 

before the NCLT is maintainable, is liable to be rejected," the Court concluded.  

The plaintiffs were represented by Senior Advocate Sudhir Chandra with Advocates Utkarsha 

Kohli, Abhimanyu Garg.  
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Senior Advocate Vikas Singh appeared for the Club with Advocates Nandadevi Deka, Kapish 

Seth, Shikha Rai.  

"Demand of money" a vague term: Bombay High Court acquits person accused of 

harassment, abetment to suicide of wife 

 

Conduct of the appellant throughout is sufficient to infer that he was more interested in company 

of the decrease than her elimination, Court states while also acquitting under offences of 

abetment to suicide. 

The Nagpur Bench of Bombay High Court on January 19 acquitted a person accused of offences 

of cruelty to wife under Section 498A of Indian Penal Code (IPC) and abetment to suicide under 

Section 306 of IPC (Prashant Keshaorao v. State of Maharashtra).  

The Court said that the allegation against the husband of ”demand of money”is a vague term and 

in the absence of specific instances, general allegations of harassment cannot be a ground to 

invoke Section 498A, particularly when other co-accused had been acquitted in the case.  

Further, such general allegations will not be sufficient to rope in the charge of abetment to 

suicide when there is absolutely no material pointing to the accused instigating the deceased to 

commit suicide, the Court ruled.  

"There is absolutely no material which could be pointed out by the prosecution with regard to 

instiga tion by the appellant to the deceased to commit suicide. On the contrary, the conduct of 

the appellant throughout is sufhcient to infer that he was more interested in company of the 

deceased than her elimination,"the Court noted.  

The judgment was delivered by Justice Pushpa V Ganediwala in an appeal against a 2008 

judgment of Additional Sessions Judge, Darwha who had convicted the husbandappellant for 

abetment to suicide and cruelty to wife.  
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The prosecution’s case was that deceased wife was harassed by the appellant and his family 

members for nine years.  

During this period, whenever there was an incident of harassment, the victim would come back 

to her parent’s house and the appellant would come to take her back.  

The appellant refuted the allegations by pointing out that the nature of allegations were general 

and common to all accused. All the other accused except the appellant had been acquitted of 

their charges, he highlighted.  

The Court accepted the contention noting that no specific incident of harassment could be 

brought on record by the prosecution and the allegations were general in nature.  

"The evidence is with regard to quarrel between the husband and wife and in that quarrel, he 

used to beat her for the demand of money. The demand ofmoney is also a vague term and in the 

absence of other particulars to establish the link, the offence of harassment, as contemplated 

under Section 498-A of the Indian Penal Code, is not made out,” the Court held.  

With regard to the charge of abetment to suicide, the Court observed that the conduct of the 

appellant showed that he was more interested in company of the deceased than her elimination.  

"From time to time he brought the deceased from her father’s place and also issued notices for 

restitution of conjugal rights. Moreover, he also took the deceased to hospital and refused to give 

body of the deceased for funeral to PW-3- father of the deceased and the appellant himself 

performed the funeral at his place," the Court noted.  

Hence, the accused cannot be punished for offence of abetment to suicide, the Court concluded.  

Allahabad HC issues contempt notice to Basic Education Department special secretary 

 

The Court also said that contempt charges will be made by summoning the special secretary if 

the order is not followed.  
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The Allahabad High Court on Friday issued a contempt notice to the Special Secretary of the 

Basic Education Department, ordering them to follow the order in a month.  

A single bench of Justice Sunit Kumar gave this order following a contempt petition of Aman 

Verma and four others.  

Results have been announced in the recruitment of Assistant Teacher with 103 candidates being 

successful.  

The court had directed the appointment of successful candidates, but this order is not being 

followed.  

With this, the court had said that if it does not file an affidavit to comply with the order, then it 

should appear in the court on the date of the next hearing.  

The court also said that contempt charges will be made by summoning the special secretary if the 

order is not followed.  

The Petition will be heard on February 18. 

 

 

PIL Before Delhi High Court Seeks Release of Persons 'Detained lllegally' By Delhi Police 

After Farmers' Tractor Rally In The Capital  

 

A public interest petition has been filed before the Delhi High Court seeking release of all 

persons, including but not limited to farmers' who have been allegedly detained illegally by the 

Delhi Police, on or after 26th January 2021, when the farmers' tractor rally was organised in the 

National Capital.  
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The petitioner, a law student has filed the plea through Advocates Ashima Mandla and 

Mandakini Singh calling the arrests violative of Articles 14,21 ,22 of the Constitution of India. 

According to the petitioner, he has the locus standi to file the PIL as around 200 persons, 

including farmers have been missing since January 26th/27th, 2021, and plea for habeas corpus 

can be invoked by any person, on behalf of illegally detained person.  

The Petitioner received information through personal survey, newspaper reports, media reports 

and social activists that people have been illegally detained from the Singhu border, 

Ghazipurborder and Tikri border, in the absence of any FIR, and in violation of the basic fabric 

of liberty. The petitioner also has the names of 15 persons who have been missing and detained 

since Janaury 26th/27th, 2021, and despite a passage of over 4 days, no legally tenable reason 

has surfaced supporting such detention. 

The petition has stated that the Delhi Police had on January 27th circulated in media that over 

200 persons had been detained in connection with the alleged violence in the national capital 

during the farmers' tractor rally and 22 FIRs were registered. But the Delhi Police failed to 

comply with procedural formalities like signing of the arrest memo, informing the next of kin 

within a period of 8-12 hours, and production of the persons before the Magistrate u/s 167 CrPC. 

This failure on part of the Delhi Police therefore falls within the contours of 'illegal detention'.  

"It is pertinent to mention that the mere act of detaining in police custody in the absence of 

registration of FIR(s) qua detained persons and subsequently, without production of detained 

persons before Magistrate within 24 hours in compliance with Section 767 of the Code of 

Criminal Procedure and non-compliance of the guidelines laid do wn by the Supreme Court in 

the case of D. K. Basu v. State of West Bengal., (1997) shall tantamount to illegal detention and 

violating Articles reads 14, 21 and 22 0f the Constitution of India and thereby praying for a Writ 

of Habeas Corpus be issued by this Hon’ble Court directing for the immediate release of the 

detained persons."the plea reads.  

According to the plea, the notion of liberty cannot be diffused even in emergencies. The 

constitution is the paramount and supreme law of the land, and it embodies the safeguard that if a 

person is detained otherwise than in accordance with law, the constitutional safeguard can be 

invoked to enforce the Right of Personal Liberty. 
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FEB 06.02.2021 

1. in Joginder vs. State of Haryana [SLP (CIVIL) No. 1829 of 2021] 

THE MATTER BEFORE THE COURT: 

In this case, the applicants who were in illegal possession of the land belonging to Gram 

Panchayat, made an application under Rule 12 (4) of the Punjab Village Common Lands 

(Regulation) Rules, 1964. The rule authorizes Gram Panchayat to sell its non-cultivate land to 

the inhabitants of the village who have constructed their houses on or before 31.03.2000, subject 

to fulfilment of the conditions mentioned in Rule 12 (4). The competent authority rejected this 

application holding that as the applicants are in illegal occupation of the area more than the 

required area up to a maximum of 200 square yards, they are not entitled to the benefit of Rule 

12 (4). The High Court dismissed the writ petition challenging the order passed by the authority. 

JUDICIAL PRECEDENT: 

In appeal, the Apex Court bench noted that the applicants were found to be in illegal 

occupation of the area of more than 200 squares yards and therefore one of the conditions 

mentioned in Rule 12 (4) is not satisfied. The court also, referring to Jagpal Singh vs. State of 

Punjab, (2011) 11 SCC 396, observed that regularization of their illegal occupation of the 

panchayat land cannot be accepted. In the said judgment, the Governments had this court 

directed to all the State Government in the country that they should prepare schemes for eviction 

of illegal/unauthorized occupants of Gram Sabha/Gram Panchayat/Poramboke/Shamlat land and 

these must be restored to the Gram Sabha/Gram panchayat for the common use of the villagers 

of the village. 

OBSERVATION OF THE COURT: 

The Supreme Court observed that persons in illegal occupation of the Government 

Land/Panchayat Land cannot, as a matter of right, claim regularization. Regularization of the 

illegal occupation of the Government Land/Panchayat Land can only be as per the policy of the 

State Government and the conditions stipulated in the Rules. If it is found that the conditions 
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stipulated for regularization have not been fulfilled, such persons in illegal occupation of the 

Government Land/Panchayat Land are not entitled to regularization. 

2. “Section 124A IPC is a threat to Fundamental Rights”: Plea in Supreme Court challenges the 

Constitutional Validity of Sedition Law. 

MATTER BEFORE THE COURT: 

● A plea has been filed before the Supreme Court urging it to declare the law against 

Sedition under Section 124-A of the IPC as Ultra-vires the Constitution of India. The 

plea states that a colonial provision like section 124-A which was intended to subjugate 

the subjects of British Crown should not be permitted to continue in a democratic 

republic, under the continuously expanding scope of the fundamental rights. 

● The petitioners have filed the plea being aggrieved by the increased chilling effect of 

blatant misuse of section 124-A of IPC on the constitutional democracy and on the 

fundamental rights under article 19 (1) (a) and article 21. They unlawful use of the 

sedition laws against journalist, women, children, students and other persons in clear 

court of India. 

● The plea has stated that while democratic principles have evolved, section 124 A of IPC 

which is a relic of the colonial era is still stifling the freedom of speech and expression in 

India and threatening the life and liberty of citizens of India if they choose to express 

dissent against policies of the Governments in power. 

● According to the petition, the continuance of a draconian colonial provision like section 

124A in the penal code without corresponding safeguards as provided under the UAPA is 

unreasonable and unwarranted. The law doesn’t lay down and institutional responsibility 

on the police in case of misuse and no procedural safeguards are available under the code 

of criminal procedure unlike UAPA. Therefore, section 124 A needs to be examined 

under the changes facts and circumstances and also on the anvil of ever-evolving tests 

of necessity, proportionally and arbitrariness. 

JUDICIAL PRECEDENT REFERRED IN THE CASE: 
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● In the case of Balwant Singh vs. State of Punjab (1995), where court has clarified 

that merely shouting slogans, in this case “Khalistan Zindabad”, does not amount to 

sedition. 

● In the case of Common Cause vs. Union of India (2016), had directed that: “We are 

of the considered opinion that the authorities while dealing with the offences under 

section 124A of the penal code, 1860 shall be guided by the principles laid down by 

the constitution Bench in Kedar Nath Singh vs. State of Bihar”.  

● Citing the Apex Court’s order in case of Shreya Singhal vs. Union of India (2015), 

where it has held that a speech should be considered as a whole in a free, fair and 

liberal spirit, the plea states that the police across the country is picking a part of the 

speech or expressions to invoke section 124A against the citizens, that too, without 

examining the proximate and direct nexus of the act. 

3. In UM Ramesh Rao and Union Bank of India, WA 538/2020 

CASE FACTS: 

The petitioners challenged the order of the single judge bench which declined to entertain the 

writ petitions filed by them on the ground of availability of an alternative remedy of appeal 

available under section 17 of the securitization and reconstruction of Financial Assets and 

Enforcement of security Interest Act, 2002. 

ISSUE BEFORE THE COURT: 

On the issue of whether coffee plantation is an agricultural land under section 31 (i) of the 

SARFAESI Act? 

PETITIONER CONTENTION: 

● The petitioners dismissed summarily without appreciating the fact that the petitioners 

raised the question of jurisdiction of the respondent/Banks in initiating action under 

provisions of the SARFAESI Act, on the schedule lands which are coffee plantations, as 

under section 31 (i) of the Act, they being agricultural lands, the Act does not apply. 

● It was also contended that the jurisdiction of the Banks to take measure under the 

provisions of the Act in respect of the coffee plantations being agricultural lands was 
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questioned by filing the petition under Article 226 of the constitution. The writ petitions 

were main table as there is no definition of the expression “agricultural land” under the 

provisions of the SARFAESI act. Therefore, it was necessary to interpret and give a 

meaning to the said expression. 

● It was argued that coffee plantation is just like any other plantation and the Madras High 

court and Kerala High Court have held that the lands on which cardamom, coca, 

turmeric, cinnamon and rubber are grown, are plantation crops. The lands on which the 

said crops are grown are agricultural lands and therefore, on the basis of the said 

interpretation, in the instant case, the schedule lands on which event, the provisions of the 

SARFAESI Act, would not apply in respect of the said lands. 

RESPONDENT CONTENTION: 

● The Union Bank of India, contended that the Single Judge has rightly dismissed writ 

petition on the ground of maintainability in view of the availability of an alternative 

remedy under section 17 of the SARFAESI Act. Further, the “DRT has the jurisdiction to 

consider the issue of the applicability of the Act to coffee plantations, which are the 

subject matter in the case. There is an efficacious, alternative remedy available before the 

DRT which could have considered the issue raised in these cases”. 

● It was also contended that “The use to which the agricultural land was put to, which is 

one of the major considerations to be taken note of while determining whether the 

SARFAESI Act applies to such lands or not. 

COURT OBSERVATION: 

The Karnataka High Court has ruled that securities in ‘coffee plantations’ can be enforced for 

the realization of debts as coffee plantations would not come within the scope and ambit of 

agricultural land, under SARFAESI Act, insofar as the state of Karnataka is concerned. The 

Division Bench stated that, “The expression ‘agricultural land’ in section 31 (i) of the 

SARFAESI Act, does not include land on which plantation crops are grown namely, cardoman, 

coffee, pepper, rubber and tea as defined in section 2 (A) (25) of the Land Reforms Act. It added, 

“The measures initiated by the respondent banks in relation to the coffee estates are not hit by 

section 31 (i) of the SARFAESI Act, as the said act is applicable to land on which plantation 

crops are grown, including coffee plantation, in the instant cases”. 
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4. In Sandeep Singh and others vs. Union of India and others CWP-2671-2021. 

Farmer’s protest – Punjab and Haryana High Court issues Notice to centre Haryana Government 

on plea challenging suspension of Internet. 

A plea has been moved before the Punjab and Haryana High court seeking immediate restoration 

of internet services in the State of Haryana. The plea stated that petitioner’s life and practice has 

been affected by the sudden suspension of the Internet Services. The petitioners have assailed the 

“arbitrary act of the state of Haryana and Union of India”, on imposing suspension and shutdown 

of mobile Internet services across the 17 District of Haryana, without any prior caution. The plea 

alleged that the act of the respondent against the Fundamental Rights safeguard by Article 19 and 

21 of the Constitution. 

Significantly, the plea submits that the acts of suspending and shutting down internet services is 

wholly arbitrary in nature, unreasonable, unjust and is in violation of freedom of speech and 

expression guaranteed by the constitution of India. 

Lastly, the plea avers that the notification passed by the respondent suspending the internet 

services is totally wrong the illegal. 

PRAYERS OF THE PLEA: 

● Direction in the nature of Mandamus declaring the immediate restoration of internet 

services which had been suspended by the respondent and declare that such sudden 

suspension of internet services without any prior notice is illegal, unconstitutional. 

● Further, direct and clear that without the prior notice of seven days, no internet services 

shall be suspended since the whole population is dependent on it, the way public is 

dependent on air and water and roads and other infrastructure is. 

5. No release for comedian Munawar Faruqui yet as Indore Jail authorities seek clarity on UP 

Production Warrants. 

● Faruqui, a resident of Gujarat, was arrested on January 2 along with four others for 

allegedly making indecent remarks against Hindus deities and against Union Home 

Minister Amit Shah during a show held at a café in 56 Dukan area of Indore on January 

1. The complaint was filed against them by Eklavya Singh Gaur (36), son of local BJP 
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legislator Malini Laxman Singh Gaur. On January 28, a Single Judge Bench of the MP 

High Court dismissed the bail application filed by Faruqui and the show’s organizer 

Nalin Yadav observing that no case was made out for grant of bail.  

● The bench observed that the investigation conducted so far suggested that “disparaging 

utterances, outraging religious feelings of a class of citizens of India with deliberate 

intendment, were made by the applicants”. 

● The Supreme Court granted ad-interim bail, was not released from Indore jail as jail 

authorities insisted that there should be more clarity on the pending warrants in the cases 

registered by the Uttar Pradesh police. 

6. in sh. Sanjeev Rajpal and others vs. Union of India, WPC No. 0f 2021 - the Delhi High 

Court issues notice in plea challenging constitutional validity of section 14 (1) (h) of the Delhi 

Rent control Act, 1958. 

7. in Chhotu Kumar @ Chotefauji vs. State [Govt of NCT of Delhi] – Though author of CFSL 

report need not be examined, it is not admissible in evidence unless it is exhibited in trial by a 

witness: Delhi High Court. 

BACKGROUND OF THE CASE: 

The petitioner in the case had been convicted by the trial court in November 2016 for the 

offences punishable under sections 186, 353 and 307 of the IPC and sections 25 and 27 of the 

Arms Act, 1959. 

The allegation against the petitioner was that he involved in an illegal business of supplying arms 

and ammunitions and a team comprising of ten officials was formed to raid. However, it was the 

prosecution’s case that the petitioner sensed the police’s presence and tried to escape the scene. 

On being intercepted, it was alleged, the petitioner open fired on four officers who had gone after 

him. 

In appeal, the petitioner claimed that he had been falsely implicated and the police had planted 

their illegal weapons and framed him. 

FINDINGS OF THE COURT: 
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The Delhi High Court has reiterated that CFSL reports made by Government experts, which are 

admissible under section 293 of CRPC without examining the author, are required to be tendered 

into evidence and cannot be relied upon unless the same was exhibited by some witness during 

the course of trial. The observation of Single Judge Bench while setting aside the conviction of a 

man under section 307 of IPC for firing bullets upon four police officers, during an alleged 

encounter. The Judge noted that in this case two CSFL reports pertaining to recovery of bullets 

allegedly fired by the accused were neither tendered in evidence nor exhibited. 

8. in Abdul Sathar vs. the Principal Secretary to Government [WP Nos. 41791/2006] 

The Madras High Court has suggested amendments/in the protection of Human Rights Act to 

provide an internal/self – contained mechanism qua Human Rights Commission for enforcing its 

recommendations.  

We earnestly trust and hope that the parliament in its collective wisdom would bring necessary 

amendments in the act to provide wherewithal to the commission for direct execution of the 

recommendation, the bench observed in the judgment in which it held that the recommendation 

of State Human Rights Commission under Section 18 of the Act is binding on the Government or 

Authority. 

The court observed that the Act should be made a complete code in itself instead of invoking the 

jurisdiction of the constitutional court for execution of the recommendation. 

Where the inquiry discloses the commission of violation of human rights or negligence in the 

prevention of violation of human rights or abetment thereof by a public servant, section 18 

empowers the commission to recommend to the concerned Government or authority –  

(i) to make payment of compensation or damages to the complainant or to the victim or 

the members of his family as the commission may deem fit against the concerned 

person or persons; 

(ii) to initiate proceedings for prosecution or such other suitable action as the commission 

may deem fit against the concerned person or persons; 

(iii) to take such further action as it many think fit. 
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Invoking section 18 (b) it can approach the Supreme Court or the High court concerned for 

such directions, orders or writs as that court may deem necessary. 

The bench observed that the Act does not contain any specific chapter or provisions for 

enforcing its own recommendations unlike in certain other enactments referred like 

Arbitration and Conciliation Act and consumer Protection Act etc. it noted that, in the 

absence of an inbuilt and integral provision within the explicit frame work of the statute, a 

perception has been gaining ground in the corridors of the implementing authorities that the 

recommendation of the HR Commission lacks legal sanctity and hence can be trifled with. 

Such perception and point of view on the part of the implementing authority may not augur 

well towards addressing the complaints of human rights violation in the country where the 

written constitution reigns Supreme Court and is placed at the altar of our governance. 

9. In Richa Singh vs. Punjab and Haryana High Court, Chandigarh through its Registrar 

General, Punjab and Haryana High Court, [LPA No. 901 of 2020 (O&M) in CWP No. 19148 

of 2020] 

THE MATTER BEFORE THE COURT: 

One Richa Singh filed a plea (intra-court appeal) being aggrieved against the impugned order 

dated 11th November 2020 passed by Single Judge whereby her writ petition seeking 

direction for decision of her representation pending before the chief Justice of the High Court 

on the administrative side, has been dismissed. In her representation, the appellant raised an 

apprehension that there is some bias in the mind of the Single Judge who is hearing criminal 

matters, pertaining to her matrimonial disputes, and therefore, she sought transfer of all cases 

from the said Judge of High Court. 

COURT OBSERVATIONS: 

The Punjab & Haryana High court observed that no statutory provision exists which gives 

anyone the right to move a representation to the Chief Justice of High Court for transfer of 

cases on the administrative side. The Bench observed thus, while noting that s Chief Justice 

is Master of Roster and he alone has prerogative to constitute Benches and allocate cases. It 

further stated, “To ask the Chief Justice to decide a representation would not only amount 

to interfering in his prerogative to take a decision on his power to assign roster/cases to 
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a particular Judge, but would also amount to asking him to decide a representation 

which is not even maintainable at the first instance”. 

10. in D.Aswin Rao vs. State & Ors.  

BACKGROUND OF THE CASE: 

The remarks made while deciding a writ petition filed by one D.Aswin Rao, apprehending 

dentention under the Goonda Act, 1982. It was the petitioner’s case that his co-accused had 

already been detained under the Goonda Act and there was every likelihood that he’ll met the 

same fate. He submitted that he is not a habitual offender and urged the court to issue a writ of 

mandamus, restraining the Police authorities from taking any coercive action against him. 

The Government Advocate on the other hand submitted that a writ petition can never be 

entertained merely based on apprehensions. It was submitted that a writ of mandamus cannot be 

issued forbearing a statutory from performing his functions. It was further contended that the 

petitioner cannot anticipate that an illegal detention order will be passed against him and 

anticipation cannot give rise to a cause of action to file the present Writ petition. 

Thus, the question before the court was whether a writ of mandamus can be issued merely based 

on the apprehension raised by the petitioner that he will be detained under Goonda Act, 1982. 

CASES REFERRED: 

The Single Judge referred to a plethora of decisions rendered by the Supreme Court on this 

subject. In SMD Kiran Pasha vs. Government of Andhra Pradesh & Ors., 1990 (1) SCC 32, the 

Court made it clear in this case that the court cannot take action for internal thoughts. It held that 

protection can be granted only after overt acts. 

Similarly in Addl. Secy. To Govt. of India vs. Alka Subhash Gadia, 1992 SCC Supp 496, the 

top court broadly identified following contingencies for interfere at a pre – execution stage: 

(i) That the impugned order is not passed under the Act under which it is purported to have been 

passed; 

(ii) That it is sought to be executed against a wrong person; 

(iii) That it is passed for a wrong purpose; 
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(iv) That it is passed on vague, extraneous and irrelevant grounds; 

(v) That the authority which passed it had no authority to do so. 

FINDINGS OF THE COURT: 

In the instant case, the Bench noted, the only apprehension in the mind of the petitioner is that 

since his co-accused had been detained under the Goonda Act 1982, there are all chances of him 

also getting roped in and detained under the said Act. The court found that this ground is too 

farfetched for it to exercise its jurisdiction under Article 226 of the constitution. It noted that 

there is absolutely no overt act  that is available for the court to even prima facie satisfy itself 

that there is a potential threat of violation of Article 21 of the constitution against the petitioner. 

11. in Union of India vs. M/S Associated Construction Co. [SLP Dairy No(s). 18079/2020] 

FACTS: 

In this case, the appeal filed by the Union of India under section 13 of the Commercial Courts 

Act read with section 37 of the Arbitration and Conciliation Act was dismissed by the division 

bench of the Delhi High Court on the ground of delay. The High Court followed the Supreme 

Court judgment in Consolidated Engineering Enterprises vs. Principal Secretary, Irrigation 

Department (2008) 7 SCC 169, wherein it was held that applicable period of limitation is 

governed by Article 116 of the Schedule of the Limitation Act, 1963, which prescribe 90 days 

for appeals to the High Court under the CPC. 

While considering the appeal, the bench noted other two judgments Union of India vs. 

Varindera Constructions Lt (2020) 2 SCC 111 and NV International vs. State of Assam & Ors, 

(2020) 2 SCC 109, in which it was observed that the period of limitation for filing an appeal u/s 

37 should be the same as under section 34 i.e. 120 days. 

FINDINGS: 

The court noted that section 10 of the Commercial Courts Act, 2015 provides that where the 

subject matter of an arbitration is a commercial dispute of a specified value, and if such 

arbitration is other than an international commercial arbitration, all applications and appeals 

arising out of such arbitration under the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996 which would 
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ordinarily lie before any principal civil court of original jurisdiction in a district shall be decided 

by the Commercial Court. 

12. in Gajanan Babulal Bansode vs. State of Maharashtra, LL 2021 SC 67. 

The Supreme Court observed that recruitment of candidates in excess of the notified vacancies, 

will be violative of Articles 14 and 16 (1) of the Constitution of India. An authority cannot fill up 

more than the notified number of vacancies advertised, the bench observed while setting aside an 

order passed by the Maharashtra Administrative Tribunal. 

13. in the State of Bihar vs. Brind Paswan, 

THE MATTER BEFORE THE COURT: 

While initiating suo-moto criminal revision, the bench noticed that allegation against putur 

Paswan, who was refused anticipatory bail, and against Brind Paswan, who was allowed 

anticipatory bail, by the same presiding officer was of same magnitude of commission of assault 

by kata and iron rod causing injury at the head and other parts of three persons including the 

informant. The injury caused to the mother of the informant had resulted in her death. 

The same presiding Judge had considered prayer for anticipatory bail of opposite party-Brind 

Paswan and allowed the prayer for anticipatory bail on 23rd December 2019 whereas prayer of 

one putur Paswan was already refused by the same /judge on 11th November 2019. 

When a report in this matter was called upon, the District Judge, Patna submitted a report 

concluding that the order passed by the Presiding Judge in the matter of Prayer for anticipatory 

bail of opposite party-Brind Paswan and Putur Paswan were inconsistent in nature. 

FINDINGS OF THE COURT: 

The court opined that the impugned order suffers from non-application of judicial mind, lacks 

reason, is result of error of record and suffers from non-consideration of material on the records 

i.e., serious act committed by Brind Paswan. Hence, the impugned order was found to be not 

sustainable in law and accordingly, the same was thereby set aside and the revision application 

was allowed. 

13. in Pradeep Tomar and another vs. State of UP and Another, [4804 of 2020]  
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MATTER BEFORE THE COURT: 

A Judicial Magistrate at Hapur had directed that prosecutrix’s/minor girl be permitted to go 

along with her husband, the accused pintoo. This order was challenged before the High Court 

stating that the Magistrate erred in permitting the prosecutrix to accompany her husband, an 

accused in the crime. 

It was also submitted that she, not being a major, cannot be permitted to stay with her husband 

and ought not to be allowed to accompany him as doing so, would be permitting statutory rape 

and also an offence under section 5/6 of the Protection of Children from Sexual offences act, 

2012. It was also contended that she cannot be permitted to stay in a matrimonial relationship, 

where the marriage would be void under section 12 of the prohibition of child marriage act, 

2006. 

OBSERVATION OF THE COURT: 

At the outset, the court observed that section 94 (2) of the Juvenile Justice act, 2015 makess it 

vivd that in the face of a date of birth certificate from the school or the matriculation or 

equivalent certificate from the concerned examination board, the other evidence about the age of 

a victim cannot be looked into. The Allahabad High court recently held that a minor girl cannot 

be allowed to live in a matrimonial relationship with a man she claims to be her husband, even if 

she had left her home of her own husband, eben if she had left her own accord and married the 

man out of her own free will. 

Delhi Commission for Women issues notice to Delhi Police over arrest of Climate Activist 

Disha Ravi 

 

On Tuesday, the Delhi Commission for Women (DCW) has taken Suo moto cognisance on 
media reports of the arrest of 21-year-old climate activist Disha Ravi by the Delhi Police. 
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The commission has sent a notice to the Delhi Police in this regard. 

The notice by Delhi Commission for Women reads, "As per media reports, she was arrested by 
the Delhi Police from Bengaluru on February 13 allegedly for supporting farmer's protest. It has 
been alleged in the media by some activists that she was taken to Delhi from Bengaluru by 
the Delhi Police with no disclosure of her whereabouts, not even to her parents". 

The 21-year-old activist was arrested from Bengaluru in connection with the formulation & 
dissemination of the Toolkit document, in the ongoing farmers' protest. She was one of the 
editors of the 'Toolkit' document. 

On February 3, Swedish climate activist Greta Thunberg had shared this "toolkit" in a tweet 
which she later deleted. Greta had also extended support to the protest by farmer unions on the 
borders of Delhi against the new farm laws. 

The DCW notice said further, "It was also alleged that she was brought to Delhi from Bengaluru 
without presenting her before a local court for transit remand. It has been further alleged in 
media reports that Disha Ravi was produced before the court in Delhi without a lawyer of her 
choice being present in the court." 

DCW also stated in its notice that it is a serious matter & mentioned the order of the High Court 
of Delhi. 

"This is a very serious matter. The Delhi High Court, in a 2019 order, stated: 'Endeavor should 
be made to obtain transit remand after producing the arrestee before the nearest Magistrate... 
unless exigencies of the situation warrant otherwise. Also, Article 22(1) of the Constitution of 
India says that every person arrested has the right to be defended by a legal practitioner of his 
choice," read the notice. 

DCW requested the Delhi Police for details of the copy of FIR registered in the matter; reasons 
for allegedly not producing the arrested girl before the local court for transit remand; reasons for 
allegedly not providing the lawyer of her choice to the girl when she was produced before the 
court in Delhi and detailed action taken report in the above matter. 

Considering the gravity of the matter, DCW requested to provide the sought information to the 
Commission latest by Feb 19. 

Delhi Police Commissioner SN Srivastava on Tuesday said that all procedures were followed in 
the arrest of activist Disha Ravi for her alleged involvement in preparing a toolkit that details 
support for farmers protesting against the Central Government's agricultural laws. 

"As far as Disha's arrest is concerned, it was done as per the procedures," Srivastava told the 
media. 

https://www.latestlaws.com/latest-news/delhi-commission-for-women-issues-notice-to-delhi-
police-over-arrest-of-climate-activist-disha-ravi/ 
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HC grants Bail to UAPA accused after Police fail to file Charge-Sheet 

 

The High Court of Delhi has granted bail to an accused arrested under the charges of Unlawful 
Activities Prevention Act (UAPA) after Delhi Police failed to file a charge-sheet in the stipulated 
period of investigation. 

A Single-Judge bench of Justice Suresh Kumar Kait granted default bail to Raj Kumar alias 
Lovepreet on furnishing a personal bond of Rs 25,000 with two sureties of the like amount. 

The Court observed that the fact that the charge-sheet has not been filed within the extended 
period despite the fact that the sanction dated November 3, 2020, was received in the Office of 
CP, Delhi & DCP, Headquarters on Nov 5, 2020, & Nov 6, 2020, respectively. 

"In view of the aforementioned facts & the legal position, I am of the view that the petitioner was 
entitled to default bail even on November 11, 2020," the Court said in its Feb 11 order. 

Lovepreet's advocates Rajiv Mohan, Tara Narula & Lakshya Gupta submitted that period of 
initial 90 days & extended period of investigation granted vide order dated November 9, 2020, 
expired on November 11, 2020, however, till that date charge-sheet was not filed. Hence, the 
petitioner moved an application for default bail under Section 167 (2) Code of Criminal 
Procedure (CrPC) which was dismissed by learned Special Judge vide order dated Nov 17, 2020, 
on the ground of maintainability. 

The Delhi Police had moved an application seeking an extension of the investigation period on 
November 11, 2020, which was allowed vide order dated November 10, 2020, & the period to 
conclude the investigation was extended up to Nov 30, 2020. 

The counsel of the accused submitted that the order of extension was passed as there was active 
concealment of facts before the Trial Court & hence, it was non-Est in the eyes of law. In the 
circumstances when the extension order was not a valid order & police were required to file a 
charge-sheet on November 11, 2020, which they did not file. Hence, the right of default bail 
accrued on the accused on Nov 11, 2020, the counsel said. 

Special Cell of Delhi Police has registered a case on June 16, 2020. The Police arrested 
Lovepreet on June 18 & he was remanded to police custody for a period of three days following 
which he was remanded to Judicial custody & was lodged in Mandoli Jail. 
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https://www.latestlaws.com/latest-news/hc-grants-bail-to-uapa-accused-after-police-fail-to-file-
charge-sheet/ 

 

 

High Court: Big Vehicle cannot always be liable in Accidents 

 

It is high time that all stakeholders reviewed the mindset that the driver of the bigger vehicle was 
responsible for road accidents involving big & small vehicles, as seen in a majority of first 
information reports (FIRs) registered, the High Court of Madras has said. 

The Court was hearing a plea by the Pudukottai transport corporation challenging the order 
of motor accidents claims tribunal (MACT) that had awarded compensation to an accident 
victim. 

The deceased Govindaraju was going to school along with 3 of his friends, Venkateshwaran, 
Prasanth & Gowthamanraj on a two-wheeler in Pudukottai in 2011. Prasanth who rode the 
vehicle attempted to overtake a lorry when a speeding government bus which came in the 
opposite direction collided with the two-wheeler & Govindaraju died. 

The MACT had awarded a compensation of Rs 6.6lakh in 2015 holding the bus driver 
responsible for the accident. Challenging the order, the transport corporation preferred the 
present appeal. The transport corporation counsel submitted that the person driving the two-
wheeler had tried to overtake the lorry without noticing the bus, thus inviting the accident. Also, 
four people were travelling on the two-wheeler & since the deceased also contributed to the 
accident, he was liable for contributory negligence. 

Justice K Murali Shankar said two-wheelers are designed for only 2 people to travel & anyone 
taking more than two will be committing an offence & is punishable under Section 128 of 
the Motor Vehicles Act. If a rider takes more than two people on his two-wheeler, his sitting 
posture would change & he would lose control. The Judge observed that it is high time for all 
who are dealing with motor accident claims to review the mentality in considering the plight of 
the injured victim or the legal heirs of the deceased victim sympathetically & awarding 
compensation in accidents which occurred by violating the laws & rules. In this case, since four 
grown-up students had travelled on the two-wheeler, the Court held that the rider & all pillion 
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riders are guilty of negligence. Partially allowing the appeal, the judge directed the claimants to 
bear 50 per cent of the amount awarded by the tribunal for contributory negligence. 

https://www.latestlaws.com/latest-news/high-court-big-vehicle-cannot-always-be-liable-in-
accidents/ 

 

 

Delhi Court grants bail to duo accused in case of sedition 

 

 

A Delhi Court on Monday has said, “The law of sedition is a powerful tool in the hands of the 
State to maintain peace and order in the society. However, it cannot be invoked to quieten the 
disquiet under the pretence of muzzling the miscreants”, while granting bail to two-accused 
arrested by Delhi Police under sedition charge for allegedly posting ‘sensational matter’ related 
to Farmers Protest.  

ASJ Dharmender Rana has further noted in his order that, “Evidently, law proscribes any act 
which has a tendency to create disorder or disturbance of public peace by resort to violence. In 
the absence of any exhortation, call, incitement or instigation to create disorder or disturbance 
of public peace by resort to violence or any allusion or oblique remark or even any hint towards 
this objective, attributable to the applicant accused, I suspect that Section 124 A IPC can be 
validly invoked against the applicant. In my considered opinion, on a plain reading of the tagline 
attributed to the applicant/accused, invocation of Section 124 A IPC is a seriously debatable 
issue.” 

The Court pronounced its order on the bail application filed by two-accused through Advocate 
Surendra Chaudhary, who were in judicial custody since 4th February, 2021, in connection with 
a Facebook post related to the farmer’s protest.  

He submitted that the applicant/accused had been falsely implicated in the present case. It was 
submitted that material alleged against the applicant/accused was innocuous in nature and it was 
in-fact an expression of emotions uttered in disagreement with government policies. He had 
further submitted that no offence of sedition or forgery made out in the instant case and at best a 
case u/s 505 IPC is made out against the applicant/accused, which is bailable in nature. 
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On the contrary, the prosecution had vehemently opposed the bail application and submitted that 
very serious allegations have been levelled against the applicant/accused persons. He submitted 
that they have not only made a sensational Facebook post with an intent to spread disaffection 
against the State but also committed forgery.  

It was argued by the State that they have committed the offences of (i) Forgery, (ii) Spreading 
Rumours and (iii) Sedition.  

In relation to first offence the judge said, “I fail to understand as to how come the offence of 
forgery is attracted in the instant case unless there is some false document, as statutorily defined 
u/s 464 IPC, is created by anyone.”  

Rejecting the arguments put forward by the Prosecution that Facebook page created by the 
accused falls into the category of forgery, the Court said, “it is only when a person dishonestly or 
fraudulently makes or executes a document with intention of causing it to be believed that such 
document was made or executed by some other person or by the authority of some other person 
by whom or by whose authority he knows that it was not made or executed that he is guilty of 
creating a ‘False Document’.” 

“The making of a false document is the sine qua non for the offence of Forgery. Consequently, 
since the prosecution failed to point out the creation of any false document in the instant case. I 
failed to understand as to how come the offence u/s 468/471 IPC can be invoked in the present 
case,” said by ASJ Dharmender Rana.  

https://www.indialegallive.com/constitutional-law-news/courts-news/delhi-court-grants-bail-to-
duo-accused-in-case-of-sedition/ 
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Bank notes of British India’s first bank, The Bank of Hindostan (Source: India-coins.com) 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Humans have been, for most of their history, heavily indulged in two forms of activities in 

context to the society, one being, setting up and improving bi-directional communication and the 

other, finding new ways of trading things which he/she needs in return for things they are ready 

to give. Finding out the origins of trading is just as complicated a problem as figuring out the 

origins of language. However, banking is a relatively new concept and has been around for the 
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past four centuries only. One of the most crucial features of the banking system is that it 

provided a better alternative for accumulating wealth in an unstable society and a sense of 

security to the common man. Historically, setting up of large institutions and systems (requiring 

large amount of investments), is normally a task spearheaded by the Government but this was not 

the case when it comes to the origins of banking. The banking system was formed due to a 

conflict of interest, through a plethora of failures on the part of the State and the huge wealth 

accumulation by individuals of the State. It is only after a number of cycles of regular failures 

and overcoming by amending the shortcomings in the course of its development, that modern 

day banking system can be called a relatively stable and secure one.  

Banking can be formally defined as “accepting for the purpose of lending or investment of 

deposit of money from the public, repayable on demand or otherwise and withdrawal by cheque, 

draft, order or otherwise.”  

The present article discusses the origins and the events which lead to its growth and 

development, by first, exploring the origins at a global level and then more particularly how it 

came to be in India. The article then briefly discusses the current digitalized system of banking 

commenced in the 21st century itself.  

 

II. OVERVIEW OF THE ORIGINS OF MODERN BANKING SYSTEM 

Central Banking System has been around since the 17th Century and has been developing ever 

since then.  

1) The Great Britain   

The need for an independent monetary institution was felt only after the 1640’s England, when a 

few early signs of the British Crown’s weakened monetary capacity were observed. Charles 1, 

the King at that time, in dire need of money seized upon the bullion and cash kept of the 

merchants which were supposedly “under the guardian ship of the Crown”. Though the money 

was fully repaid, the traders and the population at large, after this particular incident, became 

more insecure about their goods and cash’s security.  

i) Goldsmiths-turned- Bankers  
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For a short time, private persons as such as the goldsmith turned bankers covertly took on the job 

of taking money from the plebian men and giving out the money to the cash to those when 

required. They charged an interest for giving credit and gave an interest for “depositing” money 

with them. Eventually this practice attracted a significant portion of the population and the 

goldsmiths started the practice of transferring money into people’s “accounts” as and when they 

required, that suppressed the need of cash in large transactions and also made transactions much 

efficient and smoother. 

Money could be transferred or exchanged generally on the basis of one of the two documents, 

first could be by obtaining written notes from the Goldsmith in which he gives “the customer a 

written promise to pay to himself, or to his order, or to bearer, on demand, a certain sum of 

money” and/or the other option was that “the customer might write a note to the goldsmith 

directing him to pay a certain sum to any person, or to his order, or to bearer, on demand”. These 

written promises in the form of notes were then called as “cash notes” and are now known as 

“cheques”. Cash flow decreased at a general level and large transactions were now more or less 

secured through such exchanges. By this, the Goldsmith recognized that it was possible for them 

to lend several times the money than which they actually hold in cash. It was at this point of time 

that he Goldsmiths eventually got named as “bankers”. Some of these Bankers were heavily 

engaged in transactions with the members of the British Parliament and eventually lent money to 

the government at that time, after which they became indispensable for the government too.  

ii) Bank of England  

It was in the 1690’s that the financial position of the government was at its weakest and to fund 

the war, the British government had to resort to asking for loans from anyone who could pay. A 

few wealthy merchants of the East India Company along with their close friend, Sir Micheal 

Godfrey, agreed to raise and lent £ 1,200,000 upon a proposed payment of 100,000 a year. Mr. 

Godfrey had good relations with ministers and was able to bring the “scheme” of setting up a 

Bank of England in front of the Privy Council and subsequently in front of the Queen. On 25th 

April, 1694, a statute was passed, which established the “Bank of England”. The Bank since then 

has been seen as a crucial institution in the functioning of the government despite having private 

investors and stakeholders.  
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2) Europe  

Similar central banking systems were set up in Sweden in 1668 but it was only in the 19th 

Century that Central Banks around the continent, recognized their central duty to help control 

extreme fluctuations in the market. The use of cheques (cash notes or deposit currency) also 

made international trade between English speaking countries and between the colonies of the 

British Empire much easier and smoother, which lured other countries into setting up similar 

system of banking. The Bank of France and the Reichsbank were set up as domestic central 

banks in the 19th Century, for related and other domestic developments.  

3) The United States of America 

The United States of America had to deal with “free state banking” in which every state had its 

own banks and currency according to the law of the state. After decades of hardship, in 1863, the 

USA adopted the a nationalized banking system which conferred the power to issue notes only to 

national banks and a system of a few banks being the “bankers’ bank”. However, it was only on 

23rd Dec, 1913, that America by an Act of parliament established the “Federal Reserve Act”. 

Under this new Act, there was not one but many regional institutions (12 banks under one 

umbrella-institution) set up keeping in mind the diverse geographical and economic factors to be 

taken into account while organizing the banking transactions and capacity of the huge country. 

The 12 banks were under the control of the “ Federal Review Board” but they were also given 

independence of decision making for effective functioning of the Bank. The “Federal Board” 

was to step up and take over-arching control of matters in extraordinary circumstances such as 

natural calamities or state of war, in which the regulation and usage of the collective wealth of  

the nation is of utmost importance and vital to the country’s core values. However in normal 

circumstances, the central banks and regional banks under one institution came to play a crucial 

role in the functioning of the country.  

4) Historically Evolved functions of Banks  

With time, central banks and other regional government banks recognized that there functioning 

was indispensable for the functioning of the country and therefore served the following 

functions. First, the banks “acted as the banker to the Government”, second, the central banks, 

had a monopoly over printing and issue of currency. Third, the central banks also acted as the 
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banker’s banks, giving regional and small banks loans, credit and providing cash as and when 

needed. Lastly, the central banks became the “custodians” of the gold reserves of the country and 

were entrusted with keeping them as the “ultimate reserve”. Added to these core responsibilities, 

banks were primarily functioning as “clearing agents” for almost all monetary transactions and 

as intermediaries between the customers and creditors.  

It is important to note that as literature on the economics and sociological implications of 

banking emerged, the State’s role was gradually limited in the economy. Systematic 

interpretations of the “modern banking system” also lead to the development of a ‘self-regulated’ 

economy and growth of capitalistic markets around the globe.  

 

III. ORIGINS OF MODERN BANKING SYSTEM IN INDIA 

17TH TO 20TH CENTURY INDIA 

Prior to the British Colonizing India, the subsequent rule of the East India Company and later of 

the Crown, the country was governed by Mughal Emperors. It was in the year 1601 that the 

British (East India Company) set foot in India, initially for mere trading purposes1. The 

company, grabbing on to the potent and unused resources and lack of an organization hierarchy 

in the country, consequently set out to Rule the country. After a century, through constant power 

coups, the EIC was able to set up itself as a political organization holding power, rather than a 

mere trading company. It had also got monopoly over trade and political affairs related to India, 

from the British government.   

1) The Bank of Hindostan 

In 1770, “Alexander and Company” (a British privately owned company) established the “Bank 

of Hindostan” as a “clearing agency” for the EIC in India. The bank worked mainly for ensuring 

credit and smooth discounting of notes for East India Company. This period was one of political 

turmoil and for a number of reasons; the bank had to cease its operations in 1832. 

2) Presidency Banks  

 
 

1  
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a)  Bank of Calcutta  

The bank of Calcutta was established under a charter of the Government, granted by the 

Governor General and was primarily set up to organize funds for wars. The Bank was 

renamed to Bank of Bengal in 1809. Though being a fully British owned bank, it did 

provide loans and other credit facilities ot native Indians as well (but for a limited period 

of three months. 

 

b) Bank of Bombay  

The Bank of Bombay was set up in 1840. The bank served the same purposes as the other 

presidency bank (of Bengal). The bank was given permission to issue currency and notes, 

however, many restrictions were imposed.  

 

c) Bank of Madras  

The Bank of Madras, unlike the other two abovementioned presidency banks, was a 

result of an amalgamation of a number of small banks and was set up in 1943. The said 

bank was established as a “joint stock company” which amalgamated the “Madras Bank, 

Carnatic Bank, The British Bank of Madras, The Asiatic Bank”. Among these, Bank of 

Madras (since 1809) was an already significant one and the only “government’s bank” 

functioning in various major cities and trade hubs throughout southern India. The bank 

had also set up its branches in Colombo, Ceylon and Sri Lanka too.  

 

3) Other Banks  

A number of private Banks were opened before the 20th Century. Most of the banks being 

fully private entities couldn’t sustain the ever changing policies and demands of the EIC and 

those which did eventually had to cease due to excessive exploitation by the stakeholders and 

government officials. However, this did not stop private persons and governmental agencies 

from setting up more commercial banks.  

One such bank is the Bank of Allahabad, which was a joint stock bank, was established in 

1865 and was India’s first non-presidency bank. Till the end of the century, it had already set 

up branches throughout India.  Another such significant bank was the “Punjab National 
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Bank”, set up in 1894, it was special because it was the first native run bank (with both 

foreign and domestic investments).  

 

20TH CENTURY INDIA 

The 20th century posed new challenges and problems for the fragile Indian Banking system. 

Throughout the British rule, there was no such prohibition on export of bullion (of silver and 

even gold)/coins/bank notes and therefore till the early 1900’s , India’s financial position was 

already drained and exploited to the brim by the Crown and their officials over a span of 

roughly four hundred years. 

 

1) Implications  of World War I  

In the beginning of the century, The British Empire was one of the strongest powers at a 

global scenario and therefore required huge resources in times of war, to fund their army, 

build infrastructure for cities for warfare and also for rebuilding their Navy and Air-force. 

Great Britain’s treasury was already on shaky grounds due to widespread private influence 

and stakeholders in monetary sphere of government, (however, it had sufficiently rebuilt 

itself through the Industrial Revolution). The government of Britain resorted to the resources 

of its colonies and as a consequence of which, a situation of financial crisis came to be in 

India.   

 

As the extraordinary crisis loomed over the world, people started withdrawing their funds 

from the banks, consequently, there was no cash left with the banks as most of it was put in 

investments which had now turned bad. As a result, in India, a large number of private banks 

closed due to strained cash flow, lack of money, depleting reserves and insolvency. 

 

2) Imperial Bank of India  

As new problems were emerging infront of the Crown with regard to its rule over India, the 

financial problem was resolved by amalgamating three of the Presidency Banks (of Bengal, 

Bombay and Madras) into one Central Bank, which would be called as the “Imperial Bank of 
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India”. By this, the three banks (which were previously on the verge of closing) had found 

firm grounds in order to keep functioning profitably.  

 

3) Great  Depression  

Effects of the Great Depression of 1929 were severely felt in India too. In order to save the 

British economy, the colonizers were ready to destroy India’s. Restrictions were placed on 

imports and exports which worried the merchants and left them shook. This left the 

merchants and farmers who had been indulged in manufacturing products for export and 

cultivating cash crops, in a helpless state. By 1930-31, as the fear of the population grew, 

people started hoarding money by withdrawing their deposits form the banks. This gave rise 

to a liquidity crisis and lead to massive bank suspensions due to rising unemployment, 

decreasing supply and insolvency.  

 

Due to two abnormal/sudden disruptions in the 20th century itself, a need for a central 

banking system was felt and therefore after a couple of years of deliberation, the British 

passed the “Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934”. The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) was to 

assume the responsibilities of the Imperial Bank, which was acting as the central bank till the 

1930’s.  

 

4) Implications  of World War II  

 

The Second War cost Britain most of its accumulated generational wealth and made it, the 

nation with the most debt in the world, besides sacrificing the invaluable and innumerable 

lives lost and economies destroyed. Financing the first war and recovering from the Great 

Depression had already put India at the bottom of the priority list of the British Empire. 

However, worse was yet to come. Britain had already prohibited imports but was now, 

through its officials collecting a number of civil and military charges from the poor- down 

trodden Indian population and had also put restrictions on banking transactions. For the war 

“not only did India contribute approximately 1.5 million men recruited during the war, but 

Indian taxpayers also made a significant contribution of £146 million to Britain to finance 
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(it)”.The Second World War put almost all banks in India close to shutting down and the 

importance of a (public) central banking system was realized almost instantly.  

 

The RBI, though privately owned at that time, was vital for regulating and managing the 

drastic fluctuations of the economy through issuing rules and regulations which prescribed 

reserves and interest rates, among others. It was after the Second War that in 1947, India, 

collectively, under the leadership of a few freedom fighters gained independence and a new 

system of banking could be established with a central governmental bank at the core of the 

system and a number of nationalized banks building up a structural framework for a modern 

banking system to sustain on.  

 

5) Reserve Bank of India 

 

Though the Reserve Bank of India was established way back in 1935 but was privately 

owned (by shareholders) till 1949. The said Bank was established through an Act of the 

British Parliament (“on the recommendation of John Hilton Young Commission 1926 - 

called Royal Commission on Indian Currency and Finance”). The Bank initially took on the 

role of the central bank, which were then being performed by the Imperial Bank of India. The 

bank performed the functions of being the issuer of currency, the banker to the government, 

being the banker’s bank, controller of banks and credit, and the keeper of reserves of the 

State.     

It is only after the Second War that the need for a government owned central bank (similar to 

those already set up in almost every independent European country) was felt and therefore, 

the Reserve Bank of India was taken over by the Government by passing an act named 

“Reserve Bank (Transfer of Public Ownership) Act, 1948). It had a paid up capital of 5cr. 

Rupees and had its headquarters in Bombay.   Along with it, a “Banking Act, 1949” was also 

passed to further regulate and organize banks and their functioning in concordance with the 

RBI.   

 
6) Independence  
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By the time India gained its Independence, it had lost most its wealth in the form of bullions of 

gold and silver, jewelry, metals, money (or its equivalent instruments, in any other form) through 

mass exports in the four hundred (+) year rule of the British Empire. There was never a 

prohibition put on export of bullions (gold and silver in bulk, which could used to make 

currency) but a huge number of restrictions were always applicable on importing such Bullion 

and other monetary instruments to India.  Trade and restrictions was just one of the methods that 

were employed to exploit Indians. The British put “home charges” which were to be financed by 

Indian natives for paying expenses for maintaining British colonies.  The five components of the 

home charges were “Interest payable on Indian debt, Divident to shareholders of East India 

Company, interest on the railways, Civil and military charges, administration costs, funds for 

maintenance of the army, war expenses, pensions to retired officers and other expenses”. A time 

came when the situation was such that “India could only pay off her home charges by selling off 

her gold reserves”. It is a fact that from 1931-32 and 1934-35, India had to export ₹ 2,330 

million worth of gold. A new welfare system had to be set up from scratch, taking into account 

the poor state of India’s finance.  

 

 

7) Nationalization and Mergers 
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After gaining Independence, the majority party, The Indian National Congress (INC) set about 

on a path of amalgamating and nationalizing banks (bringing them under Government’s 

ownership and/or control) throughout India to give the country a strong banking infrastructure in 

order to develop on.  

One such major nationalization was of the Imperial Bank of India, on 1st July 1955, it was 

nationalized and renamed to the “State Bank of India” (through the State Bank of India Act, 

1955).  In 1959, a few more banks were added to SBI as subsidiary banks through the “SBI 

(subsidiary Banks) Act” which were earlier under the control of princely states in India.  

Since then, SBI has been acquiring and merging a number of banks under it. In 1963, two more 

banks, “State bank of Jaipur” and “State bank of Bikaner” were merged with SBI. A few major 

acquisitions are those of the Bank of Bihar (with its 28 branches in 1969), the  National Bank of 

Lahore ( with its 24 branches), Krishnaram Baldeo Bank (in 1985).The Bank of Cochin (had 120 

branche). More recently, the acquisition of State Bank of Indore added 470 branches to SBI's 

existing network of branches. SBI has reached new heights in the 21st Century, which would be 

discussed later.  

In 1969, 14 major banks were nationalized by the Indira Gandhi Government such as the  

“Central Bank, Bank of India, Punjab National Bank,Dena Bank, Bank of Maharashtra, Bank of 

Baroda” etc.  

 

8) Implications of the LPG Reforms (1991)  

One of the most drastic and crucial changes to modern Indian banking scenario were brought by 

the Congress Party in the year 1991, as part of their “broader structural economic reforms”. The 

initial set of reforms in the finance sector was made on the recommendations of the “Committtee 

on the Financial System” in December 1991.The second set was made on the recommendations 

of “Committee on Banking reforms” in 1998. The reports made by the said committees provided 

a structure and model to base the reforms on.  

The first committee suggested “reforms in banking, the government debt market, the stock 

markets, and in insurance, all aimed at producing a more efficient financial sector” and the 
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second recommended more reforms and “further steps to strengthen the banking system in light 

of changes taking place in international financial markets and the experience of other developing 

countries”.  

Some of the major changes were in regard to liberalization and globalization of the Indian 

economy. The reforms were “focused on imposing prudential norms and improving regulatory 

supervision to meet Basel I standards” and were expected to promote competition and 

innovation. Though the government had realized that a healthy competition was necessary to 

keep the economy going but it was mindful of the fact that public sector banks could not be 

privatized at that time. Therefore, all private and foreign banks were given allowance to expand 

their market share if it was possible and public banks were encouraged to match their 

competition. A number of codes of conduct and norms were gradually issued regarding “income 

recognition, asset classification, and capital adequacy” to get them in compliance with the 

International standards (Basel I) for the same. 

Some features of the 1991 reforms were that a) “decontrolling the interest rates and credit rates” 

to be given and charged in matters of depositing and giving credit by the commercial banks. 

Many rules which called for individual banks to obtain approval of the RBI were also done away 

with, for instance, decisions of the “cost of credit and the volume of credit to be extended have 

been left to bank management” and credit approval was also made easy too; b) decreasing 

“directed credit requirements” (mandatory giving of loans to a priority sector such as agriculture, 

small scale industries and transporters etc); c) Setting up of various safeguard for “supervision” , 

such as constituting an independent department of supervision called “Board of Financial 

Supervisors” with its own council. A new supervisory “reporting system” by the name of 

“CAMELs” (capital adequacy, asset quality, management, earnings, liquidity, and system for 

risk assessment) was also introduced in order to judge the monetary position of banks more 

accurately; d) Public Sector banks were suggested to create a more “commercial working 

environment” and the government’s share could also to be now diluted to 51%, banks were 

encouraged to raise capital from the stock exchange.   

IV. CONCLUSION 
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As seen above, the development of banks has not been an easy one for the most parts of their 

history. A cycle of boom and depression has crippled the potential growth which could be 

achieved if it was not for the times of crisis that struck the globe. The Indian history and 

development of banks had always been overshadowed by ulterior interests of the British Empire. 

It is not surprising to note that despite having a relatively developed system of banking (having 

many banking facilities like having loans, exchange markets, overdraft facilities, usage of credit 

notes and exporting currencies) was in existence in 18th and 19th century Britain, such banking 

facilities were not officially introduced before the 20th century in India. In fact, most of India’s 

banking history was based on serving British interests and therefore it was only after 

Independence that India was able to establish a relatively similar modern banking system, which 

it later developed on in the next 50 years. Though latest contemporary developments in the 

banking system have been deliberately omitted due to a limited scope of the present article, India 

is now, in the 21st Century making new strides in the banking sector (much more globally 

interconnected and digitalized), the government has been strictly committed to ensure that every 

citizen has a bank account. Most of the governmental parties, in their manifestos aim to provide 

monetary aid and support directly the bank accounts but India is yet to witness a universal 

paycheck or any direct monetary support at a mass level. However, the Corona virus pandemic 

has again crippled the global economy and its growth. Many governments throughout the globe 

are trying to save their financial economy from going into a recession by giving pay packages 

and monetary support to banks and citizens but it is too early to speculate on how effective such 

policies turn out.  
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INTERNET BANKING 

 

What Is internet Banking? 

Internet banking allows a user to conduct financial transactions via the Internet. Internet banking 

is also known as Online banking or web banking. 

Internet banking offers customers almost every service traditionally available through a local 

branch including deposits, transfers, and online bill payments. Virtually every banking institution 

has some form of online banking, available both on desktop versions and through mobile apps. 

KEY TAKEAWAYS 

● Internet banking allows a user to conduct financial transactions via the Internet. 

● Consumers aren't required to visit a bank branch in order to complete most of their basic 

banking transactions. 

● A customer needs a device, an Internet connection, and a bank card to register. Once 

registered, the consumer sets up a password to begin using the service. 

 

Understanding Internet Banking 

With Internet banking, consumers aren't required to visit a bank branch to complete most of their 

basic banking transactions. They can do all of this at their own convenience, wherever they 

want—at home, at work, or on the go. 

Internet banking requires a computer or other device, an Internet connection, and a bank or debit 

card. In order to access the service, clients need to register for their bank's online banking 
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service. In order to register, they need to create a password. Once that's done, they can use the 

service to do all their banking. 

Banking transactions offered online vary by the institution. Most banks generally offer basic 

services such as transfers and bill payments. Some banks also allow customers to open up new 

accounts and apply for credit cards through online banking portals. Other functions may include 

ordering checks, putting stop payments on checks, or reporting a change of address. 

Checks can now be deposited online through a mobile app. The customer simply enters the 

amount before taking a photo of the front and back of the check to complete the deposit. 

Internet banking does not permit the purchase of traveler's checks, bank drafts, certain wire 

transfers, or the completion of certain credit applications like mortgages. These transactions still 

need to take place face-to-face with a bank representative. 

Most banks do not charge fees for online banking. 

 

Advantages of Internet Banking 

Convenience is a major advantage of Internet banking. Basic banking transactions such as paying 

bills and transferring funds between accounts can easily be done 24 hours a day, seven days a 

week, wherever a consumer wishes. 

Internet banking is fast and efficient. Funds can be transferred between accounts almost 

instantly, especially if the two accounts are held at the same institution. Consumers can open and 

close a number of different accounts online, from fixed deposits to recurring deposit accounts 

that typically offer higher rates of interest. 

Consumers can also monitor their accounts regularly closely, allowing them to keep their 

accounts safe. Around-the-clock access to banking information provides early detection of 

fraudulent activity, thereby acting as a guardrail against financial damage or loss. 
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Disadvantages of Internet Banking 

For a novice Internet banking customer, using systems for the first time may present challenges 

that prevent transactions from being processed, which is why some consumers prefer face-to-

face transactions with a teller. 

Internet banking doesn't help if a customer needs access to large amounts of cash. While he may 

be able to take a certain amount at the ATM—most cards come with a limit—he will still have to 

visit a branch to get the rest. 

Although internet banking security is continually improving, such accounts are still vulnerable 

when it comes to hacking. Consumers are advised to use their own data plans, rather than public 

Wi-Fi networks when using online banking, to prevent unauthorized access. 

Additionally, internet banking is dependent on a reliable Internet connection. Connectivity issues 

from time to time may make it difficult to determine if banking transactions have been 

successfully processed. 

Online Banks 

Some banks operate exclusively online, with no physical branch. These banks handle customer 

service by phone, email, or online chat. Online banking is frequently performed on mobile 

devices now that Wi-Fi and 4G networks are widely available. It can also be done on a desktop 

computer. 

These banks may not provide direct automatic teller machine (ATM) access but will make 

provisions for consumers to use ATMs at other banks and retail stores. They may reimburse 

consumers for some of the ATM fees charged by other financial institutions. Reduced overhead 

costs associated with not having physical branches typically allow online banks to offer 

consumers significant savings on banking fees. They also offer higher interest rates on accounts. 

Prominent online banks in the United States include Ally Bank, Bank5 Connect, Discover Bank, 

and Synchrony Bank.  

Different types of Internet Banking:- 
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National Electronic Fund Transfer (NEFT) 

National Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT) is a nation-wide payment system facilitating one-to-

one funds transfer. Under this Scheme, individuals, firms and corporates can electronically 

transfer funds from any bank branch to any individual, firm or corporate having an account with 

any other bank branch in the country participating in the Scheme. Individuals, firms or 

corporates maintaining accounts with a bank branch can transfer funds using NEFT. Even such 

individuals who do not have a bank account (walk-in customers) can also deposit cash at the 

NEFT-enabled branches with instructions to transfer funds using NEFT. However, such cash 

remittances will be restricted to a maximum of Rs.50,000/- per transaction. NEFT, thus, 

facilitates originators or remitters to initiate funds transfer transactions even without having a 

bank account. Presently, NEFT operates in hourly batches - there are twelve settlements from 8 

am to 7 pm on week days (Monday through Friday) and six settlements from 8 am to 1 pm on 

Saturdays. 

 

Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) 

RTGS is defined as the continuous (real-time) settlement of funds transfers individually on an 

order by order basis (without netting). 'Real Time' means the processing of instructions at the 

time they are received rather than at some later time; 'Gross Settlement' means the settlement of 

funds transfer instructions occurs individually (on an instruction by instruction basis). 

Considering that the funds settlement takes place in the books of the Reserve Bank of India, the 

payments are final and irrevocable. The RTGS system is primarily meant for large value 

transactions. The minimum amount to be remitted through RTGS is 2 lakh. There is no upper 

ceiling for RTGS transactions. The RTGS service for customer's transactions is available to 

banks from 9.00 hours to 16.30 hours on week days and from 9.00 hours to 14:00 hours on 

Saturdays for settlement at the RBI end. However, the timings that the banks follow may vary 

depending on the customer timings of the bank branches. 

 

 

 

Electronic Clearing System (ECS) 
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ECS is an alternative method for effecting payment transactions in respect of the utility-bill-

payments such as telephone bills, electricity bills, insurance premia, card payments and loan 

repayments, etc., which would obviate the need for issuing and handling paper instruments and 

thereby facilitate improved customer service by banks / companies / corporations / government 

departments, etc., collecting / receiving the payments. 

Immediate Payment Service (IMPS) 

IMPS offers an instant, 24X7, interbank electronic fund transfer service through mobile phones. 

IMPS is an emphatic tool to transfer money instantly within banks across India through mobile, 

internet and ATM which is not only safe but also economical both in financial and non-financial 

perspectives. 

Objectives of IMPS: 

● To enable bank customers to use mobile instruments as a channel for accessing their 

banks accounts and remit funds 

● Making payment simpler just with the mobile number of the beneficiary 

● To sub-serve the goal of Reserve Bank of India (RBI) in electronification of retail 

payments 

● To facilitate mobile payment systems already introduced in India with the Reserve 

Bank of India Mobile Payment Guidelines 2008 to be inter-operable across banks 

and mobile operators in a safe and secured manner 

● To build the foundation for a full range of mobile based Banking services. 

HOW GOVERNMENT PROMOTE INTERNET BANKING  

Steps Taken To Encourage Digital Payments In The Economy  

Following the recent ban of high denomination currency in India, the government is taking 

various measures to help individuals, farmers to ease a cash crunch faced due to the ban of Rs 

500 and Rs 1,000 notes.  

Various steps have been taken to ensure availability of cash in rural branches of banks and 1.55 

lakh post offices. The Government of India is encouraging cashless payments which can be done 

through internet banking, mobile wallets, debit cards and credit cards. 
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Here are few steps were taken by government to promote digital payment:  

1)The RBI and the Banks have been advised to make the required cash available to the District 

Cooperative Credit Banks (DCCBs). 

 2)The central bank has already decided to provide additional 60 days time for repayment of 

dues. The time frame is applicable on personal and crop loans, housing, and agricultural loans, 

availed from banks, NBFCs, DCCBs, or NBFCs. 

 3) To encourage the use of debit card, the banks have decided to waive transaction charges 

(MDR) up to December 31, 2016. The National Payments Council of India (NPCI) has already 

waived switching charges for RuPay Cards.  

4) Public Sector Banks and some of the private sector Banks have decided to waive the MDR 

charges till 31.12.2016. Other private sector Banks are expected to follow the same. 

 5) To facilitate the use of e-wallets, RBI has decided to increase the monthly transaction limit to 

Rs 20,000 from Rs 10,000. 

 6) To encourage online ticket booking, the Indian Railways have decided not to levy service 

charges on purchase of reserved E-tickets up to December 31, 2016. 

 7) TRAI has decided to reduce the USSD charges to Rs 0.50 from the current Rs 1.50 per 

session for transactions relating to banking and payments. 

 

Digital Economy & Digital Payment Division (DEDPD) 

 

The Digital India programme is a flagship programme of the Government of India with a vision 

to transform India into a digitally empowered society and knowledge economy. “Faceless, 

Paperless, Cashless” is one of professed role of Digital India. Promotion of digital payments has 

been accorded highest priority by the Government of India to bring each and every segment of 

our country under the formal fold of digital payment services. The Vision is to provide facility of 

seamless digital payment to all citizens of India in a convenient, easy, affordable, quick and 

secured manner. 
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(a) Hon’ble Finance Minister, in his budget speech announced several activities for the 

promotion of digital payments including setting a target of 2,500 crore digital payment 

transactions in FY 2017-18, through Unified Payments Interface (UPI), Unstructured 

Supplementary Service Data (USSD), Aadhar Pay, Immediate Payment Service (IMPS) 

and Debit Cards. 

(b) Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology (MeitY) has been entrusted with the 

responsibility of leading this initiative on “Promotion of Digital Transactions including 

Digital Payments”. MeitY is working on various strategies, ideation with multiple 

stakeholders including Banks, Central Ministries/Departments and States, to create an 

ecosystem to enable digital payments across the country. 

(c) MeitY is working on strengthening of Digital Payment infrastructure and creating 

awareness through promotions of digital payments with all the stakeholders to achieve 

Government’s vision of making citizens of this country digitally empowered. Citizens 

have been provided multiple options to make digital transactions. A dedicated ‘Digidhan 

Mission’ has been setup in MeitY for building strategies and approaches in collaboration 

with all stakeholders to promote digital payments and create awareness. 

(d) Meity has taken several initiatives to promote digital payments and achieve the targets in 

a mission mode. Few of them are outlined below. 

(e) Digital payment transactions target have been assigned to Central Ministries with high 

citizen touch points, Public Sector and Private Sector Banks to achieve the target as 

announced in the Budget speech for FY 2017-18. 

(f) Training and workshops on digital payments awareness with several Ministries have been 

conducted and planned ; MoRTH, MoHFW, Ministry of Agriculture, MSME, 

Department of Post, Ministry of Power, Panchayti Raj, Ministry of Defense 

(g) Promotional materials on publicity of digital payments including IEC materials is being 

shared with stakeholders to create awareness and sensitization 

(h) Digital Payment dash board has been created to track and monitor the progress of digital 

transactions achieved by Banks 

(i) Promotion and awareness approach framework on digital payments has been shared with 

Banks 

(j) BHIM cash back schemes for merchants 
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(k) BHIM Aadhaar merchant incentive schemes 

(l) BHIM referral bonus schemes for Individuals 

 

Incentive/Promotional Schemes 

To promote digital payments Meity has launched several initiatives including monetary incentive 

schemes as below: 

 

i. Promotional Scheme of BHIM Aadhaar: Incentive of 0.5% of the transaction value 

per transaction will be provided to merchant, for Aadhaar based biometric merchant 

transactions up to Rs 2000/- (Minimum incentive Rs 1/- and maximum Rs 10/- per 

transaction). The maximum incentive per merchant per month will be restricted to Rs 

2000/-.  

ii.  BHIM-Cashback Scheme for Merchants: Merchants to get cashback on minimum 50 

transactions (at least 20 transactions from unique customers) with minimum transaction value 

of   Rs 25/-. Merchant can earn up to INR 1000 per month through this scheme.  

   

iii.  BHIM-Referral Bonus Scheme for Individuals: Individual get Referral Bonus on 

completion of minimum three unique successful Transactions with aggregate value of INR 50 to 

any 3 unique users. Both the referrer and referee get INR 25 each as Referral Bonus. The bonus 

will be paid to any new individual doing first 3 unique transactions without any referrer also.    

 

iv.  Digital Jagriti : Common Service Centre is conducting Digital Financial Inclusion 

Awareness and Access (Digital Jagriti) programme for citizens for usage of digital payments 

modes and supporting merchant on-boarding for acceptance of digital payments. 

 

v.  DigiShala - Free Doordarshan DTH educational channel available in Hindi, English and 

regional languages for creating awareness regarding various forms of electronic payment. 

DigiShala is available through GSAT15 (DD Direct DTH), 93.5 degree East, Receive frequency: 

11590 MHz. 

 

Six major steps taken by Modi govt.&RBI 
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The Narendra Modi government is taking series of steps to encourage people to switch to 

cashless transactions and digital payments. We are listing out six major decisions taken by RBI 

and the government today. 

1. The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on Friday directed banks not to levy customer charges on 

transactions through digital payment services up to March 31, 2017. The measures apply for 

transactions on the Immediate Payment Service (IMPS), Unified Payment Interface (UPI) and 

and Unstructured Supplementary Services Data (USSD). 

2. RBI has advised banks to cap the Merchant Discount Rates (MDR) for debit card transactions, 

including payments to the government. "MDR shall be capped at 0.25 per cent for transactions 

up to Rs 1,000 and 0.5 per cent for transactions between Rs 1,000-2,000," it said. The measures, 

however, shall not apply to ATM transactions and will be effective from January 1 to March 31, 

2017. 

 

3. RBI said it will shortly issue Rs 500 notes in Mahatma Gandhi (New) series with the inset 

letter E in both the number panels. The notes will have Swachh Bharat logo printed on the 

reverse of the banknote. 

4. RBI said foreign citizens will be allowed to exchange foreign exchange for Indian currency 

notes up to a limit of Rs 5,000 per week till December 31. 

 

5. The government on Friday urged people to take advantage of the last window for disclosing 

black money and make declarations under the PM Garib Kalyan Yojana that opens on Saturday 

even as it sought information from public on those trying to hide their money. The scheme 

provides for 50 per cent tax and surcharge on declarations of unaccounted cash deposited in 

banks. Declarants also have to park a quarter of the total sum in a non-interest bearing deposit for 

four years. 

 

6. The government made it clear that declarations under the new black money disclosure scheme 

will be kept confidential. 

Why Cybersecurity is Important in Banking 
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The banking sector has always been under threat from criminals. In the past these threats only 

pertained to physical robberies, and later, computer frauds. But today, the sector faces even 

bigger threats of cyber-crimeswith far-reaching effects. It’s not only the banks that face the 

consequences, but the customers who can have their personal information leaked and misused as 

a result of network hacks and identity thefts. These potential security risks and threats can cause 

considerable damage and can lead to significant loss of financial data and funds. This potential is 

a stark reality and since the banking industry is the backbone of financial sector, it is very 

important to emphasize on the importance of understanding and mitigating cyber awereness to 

improve cyber security in all the banking processes. 

Cybersecurity has been of great importance in the financial sector. It becomes all the more 

necessary since the very foundation of banking lies in nurturing trust and credibility. Here are 

five reasons why cybersecurity is important in banking and why it should matter to you - 

● Everyone seems to be going cashless, using digital money, e. debit cards and credit cards. 

In this context, it becomes very important to ensure that all measures of cybersecurity are 

in place, to protect your data and your privacy. 

● Data breaches can make it difficult to trust financial institutions. For banks, that's a 

serious problem. A weak cybersecurity system can amount to data breaches that could 

easily cause their customer base to take its money elsewhere. 

● You often tend to lose time and money when a bank's data is breached. Recovering from 

the same can be time-consuming and stressful. It would involve cancelling cards, 

checking statements, and keeping your eyes open for complications. 

● Your private data in the wrong hands can do great harm. Even if the cards are cancelled, 

and fraud is immediately taken care of, your data is sensitive and could reveal a lot of 

information that could be used against you. 

● Banks need to be on their guard more than most businesses. That's the cost of holding 

onto the kind of valuable personal data that banks do. Your data with the bank can be 

breached if not protected from cybercrime threats. 
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The importance of cyber security in banking 

The banking sector has been under attack for hundreds of years. First, it was the physical 
theft of monies. Then it was computer fraud. Today, it’s not only cyber fraud but hacks 
into servers to obtain a customer’s personally identifiable information (PII).  

Hence, the reason why cyber security in banking is of utmost importance. As individuals and 
companies perform most transactions online, the risk of a data breach increases daily. This is 
why there’s a greater emphasis to examine the importance of cyber security in banking sector 
processes. 

The importance of cyber security 

The obvious reason for the importance of cyber security in banking sector transactions is to 
protect customer assets. As more people go cashless, activities are done through online checkout 
pages and physical credit scanners. In both situations, PII can be redirected to other locations and 
used for malicious activities. 

Not only does this affect the customer. It also greatly harms the bank while they attempt to 
recover the data. When it’s taken hostage, the bank might need to pay hundreds of thousands of 
dollars to release the information. In turn, they lose the trust of their customers and other 
financial institutions. 

That’s not the only thing that happens when steps for cyber security banking aren’t implemented. 
The customer needs to cancel all their cards and start new accounts – possibly at another bank. 
And though their funds are protected by the FDIC, it doesn’t stop criminals from trying to use 
their PII. 

The 5 Biggest Threats to a Bank’s Cyber security 

Much of a bank or financial institution’s operations take place with the use of technology, 
including through the Internet. Without solid cyber security measures in place, your bank’s 
sensitive data could be at risk. Here are the five biggest threats to a bank’s cyber security. 

1. Unencrypted Data 

This is a very basic yet crucial part of good cyber security. All data stored on computers within 
your financial institution and online should be encrypted. Even if your data is stolen by hackers, 
it cannot be immediately used by them if it’s encrypted – if left unencrypted, hackers can use the 
data right away, creating serious problems for your financial institution. 
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2. Malware 

End user devices – such as computers and cell phones – that have been compromised by malware 
pose a risk to your bank’s cyber security each time they connect with your network. Sensitive 
data passes through this connection and if the end user device has malware installed on it, 
without proper security, that malware could attack your bank’s networks. 

3. Third Party Services that Aren’t Secure 

Many banks and financial institutions employ third party services from other vendors in an effort 
to better serve their customers. However, if those third-party vendors don’t have good cyber 
security measures in place, your bank could be the one that suffers. It’s important to look into 
how you can protect from security threats imposed by third parties before you deploy their 
solutions. 

4. Data That Has Been Manipulated 

Sometimes hackers don’t go in to steal data – they simply go in to change it. Unfortunately, this 
type of attack can be difficult to detect right away and can cause financial institutions to incur 
millions of dollars in damages, if not more. Because the altered data doesn’t necessarily look any 
different than unaltered data on the surface, it can be challenging to identify what has and hasn’t 
been altered if your bank has been attacked in this manner. 

5. Spoofing 

A newer type of cyber security threat is spoofing – where hackers will find a way to impersonate 
a banking website’s URL with a website that looks and functions exactly the same. When a user 
enters his or her login information, that information is then stolen by hackers to be used later. 
Even more concerning is that new spoofing techniques do not use a slightly different but similar 
URL – they are able to target users who visited the correct URL. 
As a bank or financial institution, it is absolutely imperative that you find ways to mitigate the 
threats to your cyber security while still being able to provide your customers with convenient, 
technologically advanced options. At SQN, we’ve partnered with cyber security leader Q6Cyber   
to help provide increased security against potential data breaches. 

Tips For Safe Internet Banking 

Whether it is bill payments, funds transfer or creation of a fixed deposit, internet banking allows 
you to do it in a fast and convenient way. Instead of going to the bank and waiting in an 
unending queue, internet banking has made all banking functions accessible through a few 
clicks. However, this facility needs to be used very carefully due to the risk of phishing – 
fraudulent means of attaining your confidential banking information. 
Listed below are seven smart tips for internet banking. 
 

● Change your password regularly 
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For the first time you login to your internet banking account, you will need to use the 
password provided by the bank. However, you need to change this password in order to 
keep your account safe. In addition, keep changing your password at regular intervals. 
More importantly, keep the password confidential at all times. 

 

● Do not use public computers to login 

Avoid logging in to your bank account at common computers in cyber cafes or libraries. 
These are crowded places, and there are more chances of your password being traced or 
seen by others. If you have to login from such places, make sure you clear the cache and 
browsing history, and delete all the temporary files from the computer. Also, never allow 
the browser to remember your ID and password. 

 

● Do not share your details with anyone 

Your bank will never ask for your confidential information via phone or email. So 
whether you get an apparent phone call from the bank or an email requesting your details, 
do not give out your login information. Use your login ID and password only on the 
official login page of the bank, which should be a secure website. Look for 'https://' in the 
URL when logging in; it means that the website is secure. 

 

● Keep checking your savings account regularly 

Check your account after making any transaction online. Verify whether the right amount 
has been deducted from your account. If you see any discrepancies in the amount, inform 
the bank immediately. 

 

● Always use licenced anti-virus software 

To protect your computer from new viruses, ensure that you always use licenced anti-
virus software. Pirated versions of anti-virus softwares may be available for free, but they 
may fail to protect your computer from new viruses prevalent in the online world. In 
addition, you will get notifications for updates in the software periodically. Make sure 
that you keep your anti-virus updated, so that your confidential information is always 
protected. 

 

● Disconnect the internet connection when not in use 

Most broadband users do not disconnect the internet connection on their computer when 
they are not using it. Malicious hackers can access your computer via an internet 
connection and steal your confidential banking information. To keep your data protected, 
ensure that you disconnect from the internet when you do not require it. 

 

● Type your internet banking URL 
It is a safer to type your bank URL in the address bar of the browser than clicking on 
links given in an email. There are instances of fraudsters sending emails with fraudulent 
websites links that are designed exactly like the bank’s original website. Once you enter 
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your login details on such a website, they may be used to access your account and steal 
your money. While logging on, check for 'https://' in the URL and ensure that it is your 
bank’s authentic website. 

CASE LAW RELATED WITH INTERNET BANKING AND FRAUD 

1.Mr. Akhilesh Kumar Singh v. Bharti Air Tel Ltd. 

ORDER NO. 10 DT. 23.09.2013 MR. S.COARI, MEMBER The record is placed today for 
passing necessary orders in respect of an application filed by the Ops thereby challenging the 
maintainability of the complaint case on the grounds stated therein. 

The main contention of the Applicants, in brief, is that the complainant has instituted the 
Consumer Complaint thereby alleging unfair trade practice, fraud and deficiency in service at the 
instance of the Ops. According to the complainant, the complainant is entitled to Rs. 80,00,000/- 
by way of compensation under different heads as per prayer of the petition of complaint. The 
main allegation of the complainant so far as it relates to the OP, Bharti Airtel Ltd., is to the effect 
that the OP disconnected the mobile connection of the complainant on the pretext of SIM card 
being lost and issued the duplicate SIM card to the miscreants for the purpose of 
committing Internet banking fraud, namely, siphoning off several lacs of rupees from the account 
of the Complainant, which, according to the complainant, tantamounted to unfair trade practice 
and deficiency in service, and hence, the petition of complaint. According to the Ops, the 
Consumer Complaint is not maintainable since the provisions of Section 7-B of the Indian 
Telegraph Act is very much applicable to the instant case and the dispute should be resolved 
through arbitration in terms of the provisions of Section 7-B of the Indian Telegraph Act. 

The Consumer Complaint is also not maintainable as the complainant has already initiated a 
criminal proceeding against the Ops and that question of fraud is not to be adjudicated through a 
summary trial of the present nature and hence, the application challenging the maintainability of 
the Consumer Complaint. 

The complainant is contesting the application on the point of maintainability by filing a written 
objection contending, inter alia, that the provisions of Section 7-B of the Indian Telegraph 
Act are not at all applicable to the instant case. The provisions of Section-3 of the Consumer 
Protection Act override all other Acts and should prevail under the given circumstances. The 
application on the point of maintainability having been filed on all false and fictitious grounds 
the same is liable to be dismissed. 

At the time of hearing it has been submitted by the complainant that the plea taken by the Ops to 
the effect that provisions of Section 7-B of the Indian Telegraph Act are applicable to the 
instant case, is not at all acceptable. Besides that, the decision of the Honble Supreme Court 
relied upon by the OP in this regard is also not applicable to the instant case. The application 
thereby challenging the maintainability of the Consumer Complaint having been filed on all false 
and fictitious grounds the same should be dismissed. 
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We have duly considered the submissions so put forward by the Ld. 

Advocates for the parties including the application filed by the Ops thereby challenging the 
maintainability of the Consumer Complaint and also the objection thereto filed by the 
complainant and find that from the petition of complaint it has become evident that the 
complainant has filed the complaint before the Banking Ombudsman in respect of the present 
matter, wherefrom he has obtained reliefs. 

The complainant did not stop there and has also instituted a criminal litigation, which is still 
pending. From the materials on record we are satisfied that the allegations levelled against M/s. 
Bharti Airtel Ltd./Airtel are basically involved with the telecom operation. In this regard, we find 
much substance in the submission so put forward by the Ld. Advocate for the Ops, according to 
whom, the observation of the Honble Supreme Court in Civil Appeal No. 7687 of 2004 is very 
much relevant, wherein the Honble Supreme Court has held, In our opinion when there is a 
special remedy provided in Section 7-B of the Indian Telegraph Act regarding disputes in 
respect of telephone bills, then the remedy under the Consumer Protection Act is by implication 
barred. The Honble Supreme Court has also observed that the special law overrides the general 
law and Section 7-B of the Indian Telegraph Act proves for resolution of Consumer disputes 
through arbitration. Besides that, it is evident from the petition of complaint that the complainant 
has also instituted a criminal proceeding in connection with the present matter. If that be the 
position, we do not think that the present petition of complaint is maintainable. Having 
considered the present 2matter in the light of above discussions we find merit in the application 
filed by the OPs thereby challenging the maintainability of the Consumer Complaint and the 
same should be allowed. In the result, the said application succeeds. 

Hence, it is ORDERED that the application filed by the Ops thereby challenging the 
maintainability of the Consumer Complaint stands allowed without any order as to costs. 
Consequently, the petition of complaint stands dismissed. 

[HON'BLE MR. SHANKAR COARI] PRESIDING MEMBER [HON'BLE MR. DEBASIS 
BHATTACHARYA] MEMBER 

 

2.SEEMA DEVENDRA PURANIK V. AJAY BANERJEE 

Club Building (Near Post Office) Old JNU Campus, New Delhi - 110067 Tel: +91-11-26161796 
Decision No. CIC/SG/A/2011/002066/15525 Appeal No. CIC/SG/A/2011/002066 Relevant facts 
emerging from the Appeal: Appellant : Ms. Seema Devendra Puranik B-203, Railway Mens 
Apna Ghar Shivaji nagar, Gomes garden, Jogeshwari East, Mumbai-400060 Respondent : Mr. 
Ajay Banerjee PIO & Chief General Manager Bank of Maharashtra, Head office-
LOKMANGAL, Pune-411004 RTI application filed on : 10-02-2011 PIO replied on : 25-03-
2011 First Appeal filed on : 25-04-2011 First Appellate Authority order of : 19-05-2011 Second 
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Appeal received on : 29-06-2011 The appellant was the victim of a 17000 rupees loss in her 
account through an internet fraud. Sl. Information sought Reply of PIO 

1. Details regarding one bank account of Shri Arvind Ramchand Desai (account holder of BOM 
Dombivali Branch), through which Money Mule account the money was siphoned off. We 
inform the appellant the information sought for are related to personal information the disclosure 
of which has no relationship with any public activity or interest and would cause unwarranted 
invasion of privacy of the individual and as such exempt u/s 8(1)(j) of the act. 

2. Copies of account opening forms and copies of documents obtained under KYC and relied 
upon, as prescribed by RBI at the time of opening of this account at the Dombivali Branch. Same 
as above. 

3. Similar details viz. Account opening form and KYC documents in respect of introducers of 
this particular account. Same as above. 

4. *copies of the account statements of the above mentioned Money Mule Account( from which 
the amount was signed off date of opening to freezing of account) Same as above. 

5. *system for monitoring of such Money Mule account as per RBI guidelines. Bank has issued 
guidelines for monitoring of Money Mules accounts as per RBI guidelines. A copy of the same is 
enclosed as annexure-1 

6. *system for monitoring of such newly opened bank account (saving/current) opened with your 
bank All the new accounts are monitored on continuous basis and transactions which give 
/branches during initial period as per RBI guidelines. rise to suspicious nature. 

7. *what are the norms for dormant account and the procedure for activities such bank account 
which are dormant? Procedure for activation and authorization any operations before any 
operations are being allowed. All those accounts which have not been operated for two years are 
categorized as inoperative account. Further, for the purpose of classifying an account as 
inoperative, both the types of transactions ie. Debit as well as credit transactions induced at the 
instance of customers as well as third is considered. 

8. How come my E-mail address details and fact that Appellant is banking with BOM were 
leaked? We inform appellant that bank never discloses email address or personal information of 
its customers to anybody. 

9. It appears that BOM website has been hacked. Details thereof. Banks official website was 
never hacked. Safety measure taken by bank to protect sharing of the data base of its customers 
with outsiders/vendors to protect its own interest and that of its customers. The customers 
database being the most critical information is never disclosed with outsiders. However, NDA is 
signed with the vendors working on the banks systems in order to assure the non disclosure of 
the customers data. Despite knowing that it was a cyber Crime, why the bank did not register the 
complaint with Cyber Crime Cell at Pune or Mumbai. Bank has already lodged the complaint 
with cyber crime cell, Pune on 16th july 2010. *Number of such phishing instances particularly 
happened during June/july 2010. Name of the victims, account details, details of Mule accounts. 
Date on which the first complaint was received at BOM Hqrs. Steps/measures taken by BOM to 
alert other customers in this regard to protect their interest. There are 5 instances happened 
during June/July 2010. The information regarding the victims & their account details can not be 
provided as the information would impede the process of investigation or apprehension or 
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prosecution of offenders & as such exempt u/s 8(1)(h) of the act. however regarding phishing of 
your account, bank vide its letter dated 14/01/2011 has made correspondence with you, a copy of 
the same is attached here with. Annexure-2. Bank alerts its customers time to time through 
various means including SMS alerts and e-mail. *copy of statement/return of reporting 
of Fraud to RBI,DBS,CO- Mumbai and copy of communications received from RBI in this 
regards follow up action. Copy of reporting of frauds to RBI & internal investigation report, we 
inform you that the information is confidential report of bank & hence we can not provide the 
same. Moreover, the information sought for has no relationship with any public activity or 
interest. *copy of the internal/investigation report and observations made by TOP management- 
copies thereof. Same as above. *The action taken by the bank detection of the Fraud against 
concerned bank officials/authorities for non adherence of KYC guidelines as well as internal 
guidelines thus helping/abatement perpetration of this particular fraud. No staff lapses observed 
in the particular fraud. whether bank is aware that the captioned fraud also falls under the 
provisions of prevention of Money Laundering act-2002? YES or NO? Appellant have sought 
certain opinion which does not fall under the definition of information under RTI act. *if yes, 
whether the bank has reported the requisite details to Financial Intelligence unit (FIU-ND), 
NewDelhi un der AMI guidelines? If yes copy of communication on sent to FIU-ND As the 
matter is under process we can not provide the same.  

If No, reasons therefore? Any action contemplated against delinquent officials? Details thereof. 
Does not arise. Whether there is any system of fixing of any accountability such cases? Details 
thereof. Bank is having well defined staff accountability examination policy to deal with 
misconduct. *copy of Risk management policy of the bank Measure taken to address operational 
risk. Details thereof Regarding the measures taken to address operational Risk as per operational 
risk management policy, the information technology department would assess the IT 
environment. Risk and IT operation and product Risk and submit a half yearly report to the 
ORMD. This would cover losses on account of technological issues, operational- breakdowns, 
system downtimes, ATM downtimes and programming error with impact on loss of 
business/income, repair & recovery plans etc. On enquiry with other banks it was learnt that they 
had introduced various net safety/security measures viz. linking of beneficial accounts 
registering of IP address from which normally transactions carried out, system of sending E-mail 
and sms alerts, etc. why none of these measures had been introduced by BOM earlier or even 
now to protect customers?  

Whether any staff accountability has been fixed? Details thereof. No information regarding this 
is under RTI. We inform that as no staff lapses observed in the particular fraud no accountability 
is fixed. *current status of the Investigation/proceedings of internet banking Fraud in my above 
mentioned savings bank account. Bank has taken immediate steps to inform and guide and assist 
the file the FIR with the police station. Bank has also extended all the information to the police 
authorities. The matter is being investigated by the police authorities. Future course of action 
contemplated against these fraudulent account holders for recovery of the amount involved. 
Information does not arise. *efforts made by the bank to trace the whereabouts of Mr. Arvind 
Ramchandra Desai, Dombivali, who has been the customer of BOM and one of the beneficiary 
of this fraud. Bank has extended all the necessary cooperation by analyzing and providing the 
required information of the suspects to the police authorities and the matter is being investigated 
by the police authorities. *date of log-in and time and details of IP address and please from 
which my savings bank account No. 20096685404 maintained at you of any Andheri-east 
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branch, Mumbai was accessed on 13-07-2011 and an amount of Rs. 17,000/- was siphoned off. 
Log-in and time details of IP addresses and places from which your current A/c was siphoned, 
the information can not be provided as the information would of offenders & as such exempt u/s 
8(1)(h) of the act. Details of any advertisement by the bank in the new paper for generating 
further public awareness amongst customer about such fraudulent activities. No such adv was 
published in local newspaper. Copies thereof. *after reporting of such internet banking frauds, 
any further measures taken bank in this regard to strengthen the security of its IT system. Details 
thereof. One time password for addition of the beneficiary through internet banking has been 
implemented and fund transfer facility is available only to the registered beneficiaries through 
the otp. Grounds for the First Appeal: The PIO had denied the major portion of the information 
that has been sought. Order of the First Appellate Authority (FAA): Appellant has raised so 
many queries which do not come under RTI. Ground of the Second Appeal: PIO had not given 
complete and true information. Relevant Facts emerging during Hearing: The following were 
present: Appellant: Ms. Seema Devendra Puranik on video conference from NIC-Mumbai 
Studio; Respondent: Mr. G. Ramcnahdaran, DGM (IT) on behalf of Mr. Ajay Banerjee, PIO & 
Chief General Manager on video conference from NIC-Pune Studio; The Appellants bank 
account has been defrauded of Rs.17000/- by a phishing fraud. In query 1 to4 the Appellant had 
sought information about an account to which her money had been diverted. The PIO has 
claimed exemption under Section 8(1)(j) of the RTI Act. 

 Whereas the Commission agrees that the information relating to the customer of a Bank is 
exempt from disclosure, when a fraud has occurred there is larger public interest in disclosure of 
the information. Hence as per the provisions of Section 8(2) of the RTI Act the Commission 
directs the PIO to provide the information regarding queries 1 to 4. The Commission also directs 
the PIO to provide the information on query-17 & 25 . Decision: The Appeal is allowed. The 
PIO is directed to provide the information as directed above to the Appellant before 30 
November 2011. This decision is announced in open chamber. Notice of this decision be given 
free of cost to the parties. Any information in compliance with this Order will be provided free of 
cost as per Section 7(6) of RTI Act. Shailesh Gandhi Information Commissioner. 

3.M/S SYNDY PHARM, REP ITS PROPRIETOR,D.V.PHANI KUMAR V. ICICI BANK REP 

BY ITS BRANCH MANAGER 

(ORDER BY SRI K. UMAMAHESWARA RAO, M.A., B.L., MEMBER) This complaint is 
filed under Section-12 of Consumer Protection Act, 1986 prays to direct the opposite parties 1 to 
4 to refund Rs.99,900/- with interest at 12% p.a. from 03-07-2012, to grant compensation of 
Rs.2,00,000/-. 

2. The brief averments of the complaint are as follows: The complainant is the proprietor of 
M/s.Syndy Pharma situated in Kavali Town, Nellore District. But the said firm is dealing in 
manufacturing and exports of herbal products. The complainant is having account bearing 
No.069305000240 with the opposite party No.1 since August, 2009. The complainant also given 
view access to the account named as SYNDYPHA 2782009 user ID as DVPHANI . However, 
the opposite party No.1 not provided net banking facility inspite of complaint / application. 
Again on 04-09-2009, December, 2009 and 21-05-2010, the complainant made another request 
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through applications seeking for issuance of internet transactions access but the opposite party 
No.1 did not respond nor provide the said facility. Subsequently, the agent of the complainants 
firm was deposited Rs.3,00,001/- in to the complainants account at Kerala on 29-06-2010 
through cheque bearing No.081331 drawn on United Bank of India. The said amount was also 
credited to the complainants account on 02-07-2010. Subsequently on 03-07-2010, the 
complainant noticed that an amount of Rs.99,900/- was transacted in three times through net 
banking transfer and debited to the firm account. The complainant intimated the same to the 
opposite party No.1 but the opposite party No.1 did not respond. Later the complainant noticed 
the transfer of two amounts i.e., Rs.99,900/- to account No.31073675377 and another 
Rs.99,900/- to account No.31082639803 with the opposite party No.3 bank but the another 
amount of Rs.99,900/- was transferred to account No.08141000010811 for Rs.99,900/- with the 
opposite party No.4. Immediately, the complainant made complaint to the opposite party No.1 
against the illegal transfers for which the opposite party blocked the amounts credited to the 
accounts with 2nd and 3rd opposite party banks but the amount credited to opposite party No.4 
was already withdrawn. Further, the opposite party No.1 did not gave proper reply on the above 
said illegal transfers. The complainant gave police report to the Kavali police and on their advice 
a report was given to Cyber Crimes, Hyderabad against the alleged illegal transfers. The same 
was in pending investigation. The complainant also gave report to the Ambudsman over the 
inaction of opposite party no.1 on the alleged fraudulent transfers and non- providing the 
password I.D. over net banking. The complainant submit that on 03- 03-2011, the 2nd and 3rd 
opposite party banks are re-deposited the withhold amounts of Rs.99,900/- each into the 
complainants account. However, the third transfer amount of Rs.99,900/- are not refunded by the 
1st and 4th opposite party banks to the complainant account. In this case, the complainant shown 
the 2nd and 3rd opposite parties as proforma parties in this case and no relief is claimed. So, the 
acts of the opposite party No.1 and opposite party No.4 caused deficiency in service to the 
complainant. Hence, this complaint. 

3. The opposite party No.1 filed the counter stating in brief as follows: The opposite party No.1 
submit that all the allegations mentioned in the complaint are false and frivolous. But the 
opposite party admitted the transfer of amounts from the complainant account through NEFT 
payment mode to (1) Rahul Suneel Singh bearing account No.31073675377 (State Bank of 
India) (2) Rahul Sunil Singh account No.31082639803 (State Bank of India) and (3) Nawal 
Kumar Mishra in account No.08141000010811 (HDFC Bank). This opposite party further states 
that the complainant is known his pin number and this opposite party is not aware of the deposit 
of amount by the agent of complainant on deposit of amount by the complainants agent. The 
opposite party submit that at the request of complainant, application dated 25-08-2009 only they 
provide the internet banking facility. This opposite party created CORP ID and User ID were 
created. The complainant again made request with this opposite party on 12-10-2009 to activate 
both view and transaction passwords. The same was facilitated by the opposite party through 
intimation to the complainant. The intimation also received by the complainants manager Basha. 
The opposite party further submit that on 21-05-2010. The complainant made request for up 
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gradation of his profile to view transaction access for which channels team correctly considered. 
The opposite party submits that the amounts were committed theft by way of net banking and the 
same is cyber crime which does not come under the purview of deficiency of service. So, the 
opposite party is not liable to pay any amounts to the complainant. The theft was committed only 
due to negligence of the complainant but not this opposite party bank. The opposite party further 
submit that their bank risk containing unit had returned the case as corporate internet banking 
fraud cases. Moreover, this opposite party take care and caution with the help of complainant to 
recover the amounts from the above said persons. The opposite party R.C.U. (Risk Containment 
Unit) team advised the complainant to lodge F.I.R. based on which he may approach 
investigating authority for recovery of funds. The opposite party submit that the opposite party 
found and observed the I.P. locations of fraud transactions belongs to Nyjeeria. The opposite 
party also verified the complainants account upto 2009 December and found different I.Ps. 
belonging to Nyjeerians. As per complainant consumer dispute this opposite party came to know 
that the complainant had up dated phishing mails (false mails who are asking banking details). In 
fact, the user I.D., password, pin number are known to account holders only and none of them 
has knowledge and no possibility to lookout the number to anyone. The user I.D. and password 
will come in sealed cover and the bank never asked the account holders pertaining to the said 
details. So there is no deficiency on the part of this opposite party. Hence, the opposite party 
urged at the time of enquiry, the Honble Forum may be pleased to dismiss the complaint with 
exemplary costs. 

4. Now the point for consideration is Whether there is any deficiency of service on the part of 
opposite parties 2 and 4 or not? 

5. The complaint filed his affidavit as P.W.1 and marked documents as Exs.A1 to A10 and 
opposite party No.1 filed his affidavit as R.W.1 and no documents are marked on their behalf. 

6. POINT No.1 : As per the pleadings and evidence on record, we can understand that the 
complainant case is pertaining to fradulent transfer of amount of Rs.99,900/- from the 
complainants account / opposite party No.1 bank to one Nawal Kishore Mishra bearing account 
No.08141000010811 (HDFC Bank). In that connection, the complainant noticed the same to the 
opposite party No.1 and also a Kavali police alongwith cyber crimes department, Hyderabad 
pertaining to above said illegal transfers. During the course of enquiry, the opposite party No.1 
found that the Nijeerians culprits are responsible for the illegal transfer of amounts from the 
complainants account. In this case, complainant suffered financial loss due to fraudulent transfer 
of amount by the said Nijerians culprits but not the opposite parties banks 2 and 4. So, deficiency 
of service does not arise against the opposite party banks 2 and 4. But the complainant has to 
proceed against the culprits under criminal law. Moreover, this Forum has no jurisdiction to 
entertain the complaint under Consumer Protection Act. The same aspect was reported in 
R.P.No.2479/2008 by Honble National Commission, New Delhi and in 2013 (3) CPJ 
523 between UCO Bank Vs. S D Wadhawa . In this case, the Lordship held that the complaint 
regarding to fraudulent withdrawal of amount from the complainant based on forgery involved 
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complicated and complex questions, which require elaborate evidence and hence the disputes is 
not adjudicatable in summary jurisdiction. As such, the complaint is not maintainable in the 
Consumer Forum. Hence, so we answer this point against the complainant. 

7. In the result, the complaint is dismissed but without costs. Dictated to Stenographer, 
transcribed by her corrected and pronounced by us in the open Forum, this the 13th day of 
MARCH, 2017. Sd/- Sd/- MEMBER PRESIDENT (FAC) APPENDIX OF EVIDENCE 
Witnesses Examined for the complainant P.W.1 - 04-11-2015 Sri D.V. Phanikumar, S/o.Bhaskar 
Rao, Proprietor Syndy Pharma, Kavali, Nellore District (Affidavit filed). Witnesses Examined 
for the opposite parties R.W.1 - 06-01-2016 Sri Emmadi Surendranath, S/o. Venkateswarlu, 
Working as Legal Executive / GPA Holder of the Bank, Kavali. EXHIBITS MARKED FOR 
THE COMPLAINANT Ex.A1 - --- Copy of Internet Banking Online Request for Resetting 
Passwords showing user Id of complainant. Ex.A2 - 04-09-2009 Letter from complainant to the 
opposite party No.1. Ex.A3 - 21-05-2010 Letter from complainant to the opposite party No.1. 
Ex.A4 - 06-07-2010 Account copies of opposite party No.1 bank from 01-07-2010 to 05-07-
2010 and 01-06-2010 to 30-06-2010 in favour of complainant. Ex.A5 - --- Photostat copy of 
certificate in favour of complainant issued by the Sub-Inspector of Police, No.I town P.S. Kavali. 
Ex.A6 - 18-11-2010 Copy of complaint No.201011009000446 between complainant and 
opposite party No.1. Ex.A7 - 18-10-2010 Photostat copy of First Information Report 
No.47/2010 before the Cyber Crime Police Station, Hyderabad. Ex.A8 - 15-11-2012 Photostat 
copy of letter No.8337/C20/RTI/CID/2012 from Government of Andhra Pradesh, Police 
Department to the complainant. Ex.A9 - 07-09-2010 Photostat copy of letter from opposite party 
No.1 to the complainant in ref.No.CSQG/038-767-568/2010-11. Ex.A10 - --- Photostat copy of 
TX Report in favour of complainant issued by the opposite party No.1. EXHIBITS MARKED 
FOR THE OPPOSITE PARTIES -Nil- Id/- PRESIDENT (FAC) Copies to: 

1. Sri S. Ramakrishna Prasad, Advocate, Room-3, Audhilaxmi Complex, Achari Street, Nellore. 

2. The State Bank of India, Represented by its Branch Manager, M.G.Road, Kandhavalli, 
Mumbai. 

3 The State Bank of India, Represented by its branch Manger, Shankar Galli, Kandhavalli, 
Mumbai. 

4. Sri P. Sreenivasa Rao, Advocate, Muthyalapalem, Nellore. 

5. Sri I.V. Ramasastry, Advocate, #16/516, Hotel Venkataramana Lane, Pogathota, Nellore-524  

References:- 

*https://www.investopedia.com/terms/o/onlinebanking.asp 

*http://www.cashlessindia.gov.in/internet_banking.html 

* https://www.meity.gov.in/digidhan 
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* https://www.meity.gov.in/incentivepromotional-schemes 

* https://www.hdfcbank.com/personal/resources/learning-centre/secure/7-tips-for-safe-secure-
internet-banking 

* https://www.casemine.com/search/in/internet%2Bbanking%2Bfraud  
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RESERVE BANK OF INDIA 

 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) was established in the year 1935 in accordance with the 

Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934. The Reserve Bank of India is the central Bank of India 

entrusted with the multidimensional role. It performs important monetary functions from issue of 

currency note to maintenance of monetary stability in the country. Initially the Reserve Bank of 

India was a private shareholder’s company which was nationalized in 1949. Its affairs are 

governed by the Central Board of Directors appointed by the Government of India. Since its 

inception the Reserve Bank of India had played an important role in the economic development 

and monetary stability in the country. 

EVOLUTION OF RBI: 

● PRE – INDEPENDENCE:  

The Royal Commission on Indian Currency and Finance appointed on August 25, 1925 has 

suggested the establishment of the Central Bank of India, later the Indian Central Banking 

Enquiry Committee, 1931 stressed the establishment of the Central Bank of India. The Reserve 

of Bank was established on April 1, 1935 under the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934. The main 

object of Reserve of India is, “to regulate the issue of Bank notes and the keeping of reserves 

with a view to securing monetary stability in India and generally to operate the currency any 

credit system of the country to its advantage”. The Reserve Bank of India was established as a 

private shareholder’s bank. The Central Office of Reserve Bank of India was initially located in 

Calcutta which was later shifted to Bombay. The Reserve Bank of India issued first of its 

currency notes in January 1938 in denomination of Rs.5 and Rs.10 and later in the same year 

denomination of Rs. 100, Rs.1000 and Rs. 10000 were issued. 

● POST – INDEPENDENCE: 
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The Reserve Bank of India was nationalized in the year 1949 through the Reserve Bank 

(Transfer of Public Ownership) Act, 1948 and all shares were transferred to Central Government. 

The Reserve Bank of India is constituted for the management of currency and for carrying the 

business of banking in accordance with provisions of the Act. It is a body corporate having 

perpetual succession, common seal and can be sued or sue in its name. The general supervision 

and direction of the affairs of the Reserve Bank is entrusted with Central Board of Directors. 

● COMPOSITION OF CENTRAL BOARD: 

The Central Board consists of Governor, Deputy Governor, Ten Director nominated by the 

Central Government and two Government official nominated by the Central Government. The 

deputy Governor and Director are eligible to attend meeting of the Central Board but are not 

entitled to vote. The Governor and deputy governor hold office for term of five years and are 

entitled for a re – appointment. The Directors are appointed for a term of four and hold office 

during the pleasure of the president. The meeting of the Central Board is convened at least six 

times in a year. 

● COMPOSITION OF LOCAL BOARD: 

A local board is formed in each four zones consisting of five members which are appointed by 

the Central Government. There is Chairperson of the Board who is elected among the member. 

The members of the Board have a hold office for a term of for years and eligible for re-

appointment. The Local Board advice on matters referred to it by the Central Bank and performs 

duties delegated to it by the Central Board. 

BASIC FUNCTIONS OF THE RBI: 

The preamble of the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934 states that the objectives of the RBI 

are “to regulate the issue of bank notes and the keeping of reserves with a view to securing 

monetary stability in India and generally to operate the currency and credit system of the 

country to its advantage.” Thus, the basic functions of the RBI as stipulated in the Preamble of 

the RBI Act are threefold: First, the RBI performs the function of regulating the issue of bank 

notes (the RBI also exchanges or destroys currency and coins not fit for circulation). In fact, by 

virtue of being the sole authority for the issue of currency in the country, the RBI is empowered 

to control money supply in the country; Second, the RBI keeps reserves in order to maintain 

monetary stability in India; Third, the RBI must operate the currency and credit system of India 
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to its advantage. In pursuance of this function, the RBI also has the responsibility to maintain the 

internal and external value of the Indian Rupee. 

One of the functions the RBI performs is that it has a monopoly with respect to the issue 

of currency (excluding one rupee coins and notes which are issued by the Government of India) 

according to section 22 of the RBI Act. The notes are the liability of the Issue Department of the 

RBI only and hence the assets of the Issue Department are also kept separate from that of the 

Banking Department of the RBI. Such assets, according to section 33 of the RBI Act, must 

consist of gold coins and bullion, foreign securities, rupee coin, Government of India securities 

and Bills of Exchange and Promissory Notes payable in India and as are eligible for purchase by 

the RBI. As per amendments to the RBI Act, it is mandated that the Issue Department of the RBI 

must at all times have an aggregate value of gold bullion and foreign securities worth not less 

than rupees two hundred crores of which gold coins and gold bullion should comprise no less 

that rupees hundred and fifteen crores. Provided such minimum was maintained by the RBI the 

volume of currency that can be issued by the RBI is not curtailed. 

The RBI is also the regulator and supervisor of the financial system in India. Firstly, it acts as a 

banker to both the Government of India and the State Governments and therefore handles their 

current financial transactions and also manages public debt. The RBI accepts money on behalf of 

the government and also makes payments for the Government. Moreover, it acts as a manger of 

foreign exchange under the Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999 and facilitates external 

trade and payment. Secondly, it acts as a supervisor and regulator of the financial sector in India 

which consists of commercial banks, financial institutions and non-banking finance companies 

under the guidance of the Board for Financial Supervision which was established in 1994. It lays 

down broad guidelines for banking operations within the country and acts as a banker to the 

scheduled banks. Commercial banks are expected to keep deposits with the RBI and when 

necessary they borrow from the RBI (the RBI functions as a lender of last resort to the 

commercial banks). The RBI also ensures price stability within India by controlling the volume 

of credit created by the commercial banks. 

Lastly, the RBI also has a developmental role in that it performs a variety of promotional 

functions directed at supporting national objectives. In pursuance of this function, the RBI has 

taken several promotional measures such as the establishment of financial corporations to ensure 

credit availability for the agricultural and industrial sector, the promotion of the establishment of 
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Regional Rural Banks so that banking facilities may be available in the rural areas as well, the 

establishment of the Export-Import bank in India to finance exports and so on 

FUNCTIONS OF RESERVE BANK OF INDIA: 

TRADITIONAL FUNCTIONS: 

● BANKER TO GOVERNMENT: 

The Reserve Bank of India accepts and makes payment on behalf of Central Government. It 

carries out its exchange, remittance, management of Public debt and other banking function of 

the Central Government. The Central Government entrusts its money, remittance, exchange and 

banking transactions in India with the Reserve Bank of India. It deals in repo or reverse repo. 

● RIGHT TO ISSUE BANK NOTE: 

The Reserve Bank of India has the sole right to issue bank notes in India. The bank notes are 

legal tender guaranteed by the central government. The issue of bank note is conducted by a 

separate department called issue department. The central government on the recommendation of 

central board specifies denomination of bank notes. The central government approves, design, 

form and material of Bank notes on consideration of recommendations of the Central Board. 

● FORMULATES BANK POLICY: 

The Reserve is empowered to formulate banking policy in the interest of the public or depositors 

banking policy in relation to advances and provide direction on the purpose of the advances, 

margins to be maintained in a secured advances, the maximum amount or advance may be made, 

the rate of interest, terms and conditions for advances or guarantees may be given. 

● LICENSING AUTHORITY: 

The Reserve Bank of India is empowered to grant license to commence banking business in 

India, including the power to cancel a license granted to a banking company. A petition was filed 

under Article 226 of the constitution, challenging the constitutional validity of section 22 of the 

Banking Companies Act, 1949. Section 22 empowers, Reserve Bank of India to grant license to 

banks which were already in existence on the commencement of the act have to apply for license 

before the expiry of six months from commence. The petitioner contended that the section 22 of 

the Banking Regulating Act, 1949 is in restraint of trade and business hence unconstitutional. 

The writ was dismissed and the High Court declared section 22 of the Banking Regulating Act, 

1949 as constitutionally valid and cherished the role of Reserve Bank of India in the economic 

development of the country. The Madras High Court meticulously said, “The Reserve Bank of 
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India was established with a view to fostering the banking business and not for impeding the 

growth of such business. The powers vested in it section 22 are not one invested with a mere 

officer of the Bank. The standards for the existence of the power have been laid down in section 

22 itself. The Reserve Bank of India is a non-political body concerned with the finances of the 

country. When a power is given to such a body under a statute which prescribes the regulations 

of a Banking Company, it can be assumed that such power would be exercised so that genuine; 

banking concerns could be allowed to functions as a bank, while institutions masquerading as 

banks or those run on unsound lines or which would affect the interest of the public could be 

weeded out”. 

● BANKER’S BANK: 

The banks listed in second schedule and non-schedule banks shall maintain a cash reserve ratio 

with the Reserve Bank of India with a view to securing the monetary stability in the country. It 

provides loans and advances in foreign currency to scheduled Banks and to other financial 

institutions.it purchases, sells or discount any bill of exchange or promissory note or make a loan 

or advances to schedule Bank. 

● DEPSOITOR AWARENESS AND EDUCATION: 

The Reserve Bank of India has constituted a fund called “Depositor Education and Awareness 

Fund”. The fund is utilized for the promotion of depositor interest and other purposes in the 

interest of the depositor. 

REGULATION AND MANAGEMENT OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE: 

The reserve Bank of India is empowered to regulate, prohibit, and restrict dealing in foreign 

exchange. It issues to banks and other institution to act as the authorized agency in the foreign 

exchange market. 

DEVELOPMENTAL FUNCTIONS OF RBI 

Developmental functions are described as under: 

● Development of the Financial System 

The financial systems includes - financial institutions, financial markets and financial 

instruments. The sound and efficient financial system is necessary for rapid economic 

development of the nation. RBI encourages the banking and non - banking institution for 

maintenance of sound and healthy financial system. 

● Development of Agriculture 
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As we know, India is an agrarian economy so RBI always give attention to agriculture sector by 

assessing credit needs of this sector. Regional Rural Banks (RRB), National Bank for 

Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) which are only for agriculture finance comes 

under the control of the RBI. 

● Industrial Finance 

For economic development of country, Industrial development is necessary. As we know 

industries includes small industries, middle industries, large scale industries etc all these 

industries development is necessary for overall economic development of country. For this 

purpose RBI supports the industrial sector also. RBI had played the vital role for setting up of 

such industrial finance institutions like ICICI Limited, IDBI, SIDBI, EXIM etc. 

● Training Provision 

RBI always tried to provide essential training to the staff of the banking industry. RBI has set up 

banker's training college at several places. The training institute namely National Institute of 

Bank Management (NIBM), Bankers Staff College (BSC), College of Agriculture Banking 

(CAB) etc.  

● Data Collection 

RBI always collects important statistical data on several topics such as interest rates, inflation, 

savings, investment, deflation etc. This data is very much useful for policy makers and 

researchers. 

● Publication of the Reports  

RBI has its separate publication division. This division collect and publish data on different 

sector of the economy. The reports and bulletins are regularly published by the RBI. It includes 

RBI weekly reports, RBI annual reports, Report on Trend and Progress of commercial banks. 

This information is made available to the public also at cheaper rates.  

● Promotion of Banking Habits 

RBI always takes necessary steps to promote the banking habits among people for economic 

development of country. RBI has set up many institutions such as Deposit Insurance Corporation 

1962, UTI 1964, IDBI 1964, and NABARD 1982, NHB 1988 etc. These organizations develop 

and promote the banking habits among the people.  

● Export Promotion 
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RBI always tries to encourage the facilities for providing finance for foreign trade especially 

exports from India. The Export - Import Bank of India (EXIM), and the Export Credit Guarantee 

Corporation of India (ECGC) are supported by refinancing their lending for export purpose. 

SUPERVISORY FUNCTIONS 

The supervisory functions of the RBI as under as follows: 

● Granting Licence to Banks 

RBI grants licence to banks for carrying its business. RBI also provide licence for opening 

extension counters, new branches even to close down existing branches. 

● Bank Inspection 

RBI has power to ask for periodical information from banks on various components of assets and 

liabilities. 

● Control over NBFIs: 

● The non - bank financial institutions are not influenced by the working of a monitory 

policy. RBI has a right to issue directives to the NBFIs from time to time regarding their 

functioning. Through periodic inspection, it can control the NBFIs. 

 Implementation of Deposit Insurance Scheme: 

The RBI has set up the Deposit Insurance Guarantee Corporation in order to protect the deposit 

of small depositors. All bank deposits below Rs. 1 Lakh are insured with this corporation. The 

RBI work to implement the Deposit Insurance Scheme in case of a bank failure. 

Reserve Bank of India's Credit Policy:  

The Reserve Bank of India has a credit policy which aims at pursuing higher growth with 

price stability. Higher economic growth means to produce more quantity of goods and services 

in different sectors of an economy; Price stability however does not mean no change in the 

general price level but to control the inflation. The credit policy aims at increasing finance for 

the agriculture and industrial activities. When credit policy is implemented, the role of other 

commercial banks is very important. Commercial banks flow of credit to different sectors of the 

economy depends on the actual cost of credit and arability of funds in the economy. 

ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE OF RBI: 

The RBI has a Central Board and four Local Boards. The Central Board of Directors 

governs the affairs of the RBI. The Board consists of Official Directors and Non-Official 

Directors who are appointed by the Government of India. The Official directors include the 
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Governor and not more than four Deputy Governors appointed under s.8(1)(a) of the Reserve 

Bank of India Act, 1934. The Non-Official Directors include four directors nominated by the 

Central government, one from each of the four Local Boards in accordance with s.8(1)(b) of the 

RBI Act, ten Directors from various fields nominated by the Central Government under s.8(1)(c) 

of the RBI Act and one government official nominated by the Government of India in 

accordance with s.8(1)(d) of the RBI Act. The Governor and Deputy Governors are appointed for 

such period that may be determined by the Central Government to be appropriate, not exceeding 

five years. They are eligible for reappointment. In order to assist the Central Board, it has 

delegated some of its functions to the Committee of the Central Board which comprises of the 

Governor, Deputy Governors and the Directors who represent or reside in the locality in which 

the meeting is being held. All the other directors may be present at any such meeting which is 

held once weekly to discuss the current affairs of the Bank. 

The Central Board is advised by the 4 Local Boards for each of the four regional areas of India- 

West, East, South and North, and which are headquartered at Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai and 

New Delhi respectively. They represent the interests of local cooperative and indigenous banks. 

They also perform such other functions as may be delegated to them by the Central Board. Each 

Local Board consists of five members who are appointed by the Central Government for a term 

of four years as per s.9 of the RBI Act. The legal framework for the functioning of the RBI is 

provided by the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934 and the Banking Regulations Act, 1949. 

ROLE OF RBI AS REGULATOR: 

This section shall discuss the role of the RBI as a regulator of the financial sector in 

India. Pursuant to these role, the RBI lays down guidelines and the framework within which the 

banking and financial systems must operate. As has already been mention above, the RBI acts as 

a banker to banks. Commercial banks maintain accounts with the RBI and borrow money from it 

when required. Commercial banks are therefore able to give credit to their customers based on 

the credit that they have received from the RBI. However, the extension of such credit is not 

uncontrolled as the RBI must function, according to the Preamble of the RBI Act, in a manner so 

as to ensure price stability in the nation. The power of such regulation is vested in the RBI by 

virtue of the Banking Regulations Act, 1949 and the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934. 

The Banking Regulations Act, 1949 was enacted to ensure that the banking system was strong 

enough to help economic change and pursuant to this gives the RBI the power to supervise the 
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operations of the commercial banks in India. The RBI can issue directions to banks and they 

must comply with the same. The RBI is empowered to control the operations of the commercial 

banks in that no commercial bank can provide its services without first obtaining a licence from 

the RBI. Such licence is required even for the purpose of opening branches. Any licence granted 

may be withdrawn where it is found that the bank is being managed improperly. In order to 

ensure the smooth conduct of an investigation into any such mismanagement, the RBI is 

empowered to inspect any commercial bank and its books and accounts through one or more of 

its officers. Where any defects are found the banks are expected to rectify them and the RBI may 

appoint Addition Directors to the Board of Directors in order to oversee such rectification. 

Further, the approval of the RBI is required for the appointment, reappointment or termination of 

the appointment of the Chairman or Managing Director of any bank. Most importantly, the RBI 

is vested with the power of Selective Credit Control i.e.,it can control the advances given by the 

commercial banks. Pursuant to this power, the RBI can determine the policy in relation to 

advances that is to be followed by all banks or by any specific bank. The RBI may issue 

directions as to the purpose of advance, margins to be maintained in respect of the secured 

advances, rates of interest and any other terms and conditions in relation to the advances. 

In addition to exercising the power of Selective Control of Credit, the RBI also controls the 

volume of credit quantitatively so as to influence and keep in check the total volume of bank 

credit. The RBI performs this function through the utilisation of certain instruments. These 

instruments are the Bank Rate, Open Market Operations and Variable Cash Reserve 

Requirements. 

Bank Rate is the rate of interest at which the first class bills of exchange or other eligible paper 

from commercial banks are re-discounted by the RBI. The RBI controls the volume of credit by 

influencing the cost of credit through the bank rate by raising the bank rate when they want to 

reduce credit and bringing down the bank rate when they want to increase credit. However, 

irrespective of the bank rate, the readiness of commercial banks to borrow from the RBI is also a 

factor affecting the volume of credit in the market. 

Open Market Operations are another instrument used by the RBI to control credit. It implies 

influencing the reserves of commercial banks by buying or selling Government securities in the 

open market. The cash base of commercial banks is affected because when the RBI buys 

government securities in the market from commercial banks, there is a cash flow from the RBI to 
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the commercial banks thereby increasing the reserves of the latter and consequently enabling 

them to increase the volume of credit that they may give. On the other hand, if the RBI were to 

sell government securities to the commercial banks, cash would flow from the latter to the 

former, thereby reducing the cash reserves of the commercial banks and consequently limiting 

the expansion of credit by them. However, it must be noted that the workability of this 

mechanism also depends upon the number of government securities available and the ability of 

the market to absorb them. 

The third instrument used by the RBI to control the volume of credit is Variable Reserve 

Requirements. As mentioned earlier, commercial banks are mandated to keep a certain 

percentage of their reserves as deposits with the RBI. The RBI has the authority to increase or 

decrease such percentage. Where the RBI chooses to increase the percentage of reserves, the 

commercial banks will have lesser cash and consequently the volume of credit is reduced. 

Conversely, where the RBI lowers the percentage of cash reserves, the commercial banks will 

have more cash available and consequently the volume of credit will also rise. The RBI is 

allowed to vary the minimum cash reserve requirements between 5% and 20% of demand 

deposits and 2% to 8% of time deposits. Commercial banks are further also required to maintain 

a Statutory Liquidity Ratio. In order to determine the Statutory Liquidity Ratio the cash in hand 

in India, balance in current accounts with the State Bank of India and its subsidiaries, balance 

with the RBI in excess of the minimum reserve requirement at 7% of the total of demand and 

time liabilities and investments in Government Securities, treasury bills and other approved 

securities in India are added and from the result is subtracted the borrowings from the RBI 

against approved securities and borrowings from the SBI and other notified banks. The Statutory 

Liquidity Ratio is the remaining liquid assets expressed as a percentage of the total demand and 

time liabilities. Furthermore, the RBI is also empowered to impound deposits that exceed a 

certain level. 

In order to carry out the above functions, the RBI has several departments to keep a check on 

banks’ activities. For instance, the Department of Banking Operations and Development is 

concerned with regulating to capital adequacy, income recognition, asset classification, 

investment valuation, accounting and disclosure standards, asset-liability management and risk 

management systems. It is also vested with the responsibility of granting licences to new banks, 

foreign and domestic, and approvals for establishing subsidiaries and the taking up of novel 
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functions by old banks. This department of the RBI also oversees the rehabilitation of poorly 

functioning banks. The Department of Banking and Supervision plays a role in enhancing the 

internal control systems within banks and also encourage greater utilisation of external auditors 

in supervising banks. As mentioned before, the RBI acts as the supervisor and regulator of 

financial markets in India under the guidance of the Board for Financial Supervision. Based on 

the recommendations of the Narsimhan Committee, the Department of Banking Supervision was 

set up as a quasi-autonomous banking supervisory board in order to give operational support to 

the Board for Financial Supervision. This Department is headquartered in Mumbai and has 

sixteen centres. The Department of Payment and Settlement Systems oversees the functioning of 

the payment and settlement systems of the RBI and other banks. 

Other than the above detailed functions in respect of broad guidelines for the banking sector, the 

RBI also plays a crucial role in implementing and monitoring the monetary policy of the nation. 

Further it is also responsible for the management of the Foreign Exchange Management Act, 

1999. The Department of External Investments and Operations is responsible for the 

management of the exchange rate of the Indian Rupee and also the investment of RBI’s foreign 

exchange. The Foreign Exchange Department facilitates external trade and payment and also 

assists in the development of India’s foreign exchange market. 

CONCLUSION: 

The above wide-reaching regulatory role of the RBI has placed it in a position which 

enables it to take any actions that may be required to maintain financial stability in the system. 

RBI’s Report on Trend and Progress of Banking in India states that the combination of the RBI’s 

role as both the monetary authority and the regulator and supervisor of banks has worked out 

very well in face of a financial crisis as many believe that the cause of the crisis was a lack of 

coordination between separate authorities that exist for the two functions in other nations. The 

Report states, “[t]his is an arrangement that has stood the test of time, has protected financial 

stability even in the face of some severe onslaughts,” and hence “it may be desirable to continue 

with the present arrangement in the interest of pre serving financial stability.” It further 

states, “[t]he responsibility for financial stability cannot be fragmented across several 

regulators; it has to rest unambiguously with a single regulator, and that single regulator 

optimally is the central bank.” This year, the Union Budget proposed the setting up of the 

Financial Stability and Development Council for the macro-prudential supervision of the 
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economy whose function is to act as a super-regulator and coordinate among regulators like the 

RBI, IRDA, PFRDA and the SEBI. However, in view of the success of the RBI in maintain 

financial stability in India during the financial crisis, its expertise in managing systemic risks and 

the fact that the crisis proved the monetary policy and structure and condition of the banking 

system are inextricably linked, it is would be best that if such new super-regulator be instituted, it 

be the RBI. 

RELEVANT CASE LAW: 

In Canara Bank vs. Standard Chartered Bank AIR 2002 SC 132, in this case, Supreme Court 

held that instructions which are issued by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) are meant to be 

complied with only by the banking companies and could not be regarded as binding on the other 

parties. 
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RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF BANK CUSTOMERS 

 

 

Banking systems first came into existence in 2000 B.C. in parts of India, Assyria, and Sumeria. 
Since then, tremendous development has taken place in the field of banking. Even though the 
system highlights itself as a lucrative medium, the customers' rights and freedom are very 
limited.  

A bank performs several functions for the customer. After the bank account is opened and the 
relationship of a banker and customer is established, the bank not only undertakes to collect the 
cheques which are deposited in the account but also makes the payment on behalf of the 
customer, whenever there is a mandate from the customer. The cheques which are realised by the 
bank are deposited in this account of the customer and on many occasions, the bank performs 
certain other functions on behalf of the customer such as keeping the valuables, etc., deposited 
by the customer with the bank as a trustee. On many occasions, when the customer gives bills for 
collection to his bank, and the said bank passes the bills for collection to another bank. The 
amount of the bills is reduced as a result of debiting the customer's account with collection 
charges as a result of an agreement between two banks, the bank is always acting on behalf of 
the customer. There are thus too many occasions relating to so many matters which arise during 
the mutual dealings between the banker and the customer and at each time, a question arises as to 
what is the relationship between a banker and a customer. It has now been well settled that the 
first and foremost relationship between the customer and the bank is the relationship of a 
Creditor and debtor 

The basic legal relationship between banker and customer is a contractual relationship. This 
relationship is established from the time of opening an account in a bank. This relationship is at 
the root of all other legal relationships that exist between the banker and customer. As such, 
scope, essentials and type of contracts have been discussed in the following paragraphs. When a 
customer deposits money in a bank the relationship of debtor and creditor is established, in this 
case; Banker is Debtor & Customer is Creditor 

Bank customers are defined as a person or entity who has relationships with the bank or any 
financial institution, or a person whose account is maintained in the bank. Persons who are 
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connected with the transactions are also the customers of banks. The modern definition of a bank 
is not only confined to banking entities but also includes newer financial institutions. 

 

RIGHTS 

A bank customer has limited rights as compared to its banks. Banks have the power to exercise 
the right to lien. But under normal circumstances, when customers act according to the 
conditions set by the banks, banks have to face certain liabilities and compensate. 

A person who has deposited money in the bank can draw cheques or withdraw such money from 
his or her account to the limit of her credit balance or according to overdrawing limiting set by 
the bank. Customers have the right to cross, endorse or cancel cheques or other instruments that 
are used by them. Customers can sue their banks for compensation for cases of wrongful 
dishonour of cheques and instruments.  

Customers have the right to close the account at any time of his or her choosing. Customers also 
have the right to privacy. Private and confidential information about persons and entities is 
required to be kept undisclosed. Sensitive information. Customers can sue the bank for wrongful 
disclosure of his or her account balance. Customers have the right to ask for the periodic balance 
of his or her account from the bank. Customers have the right to be informed about any direct 
operations that may be undertaken in future on his/her account. Customers have the right to 
receive interest on his/her deposits (Except for current account). Customers have the money or 
items kept safe and returned to the customer. Customers can issue of new cheque book in their 
name. Customer can ask for his/her balance within business hours. Approach customer complaint 
forums or redressal mechanisms. Customers can understand how the bank's financial products 
and services work. Customers should able to conduct banking in a safe banking environment. 
Customers have the right to know about the concession charges that may be applied to their sum 
of money or transfers. Loan schemes hold greater risks for banks, but such schemes do provide 
the banks with greater profit and return on investment. Customers can receive a complete set of 
loan agreements and enclosures at the time of disbursement. Customers can ask for the securities 
as soon as the loan is repaid 

 

RTI Act 2005- 

The Right to Information under the RTI Act is meant to give the citizens of India access to 
information under the control of public authorities to promote transparency and accountability in 
these organisations. RBI's Obligation under the Act is such that the Reserve Bank of India is 
obliged to provide members' information to the public. 

Banking Codes and Standards Board of India (BCSBI)- 

Banking Codes and Standards Board of India (BCSBI) was set up by the Reserve Bank of India 
in February 2006. Reserve bank of India along with BCSBI serves as a watchdog for rights of 
customs regulations in the banking industry.  
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 The BCSBI has published the "Code of Banks' Commitments to Customers. The current 
revision has taken into account the suggestions and views from various stakeholders, such as 
banks, Indian Banks Association, Reserve Bank of India 

The code has benefitted by promoting good and fair banking practices. It ensures proper 
implementation of customers rights. It provides increased transparency in the banking system. It 
promotes a fair and cordial relationship between customer and bank. It aims to foster  confidence 
in the banking system. 

Duties of a customer- 

The customer has the duty to present the cheque and other negotiable instruments during the 
business hours of the bank. The customer also has the duty to notify the bank  in case of any 
disagreement in the bank statement. The customer has the duty to submit photographs to the 
bank whenever needed. The instrument of credit should be presented by the customer within the 
due time from the date of issue. A customer should fill the cheque with the utmost care. In case 
of errors and mistakes, such instruments can be informed to be cancelled in advance. In case of 
theft or loss of cheque book, it is the duty of the customer to inform his/her bank. 

If a customer finds any forgery in the amount of the cheque, he/she must immediately inform 
his/her bank about the same. Customer is not only duty-bound but also bound by law to provide 
proper information in KYC Forms. A customer has to provide for his repayments of dues on 
time. Customer should read the most important Terms and Conditions of his contract or 
agreement with the bank.  

 

LEGAL OUTLOOK OF COURTS-  

For an individual to be known as a client of the bank, there should be either a current record or 
such a store account like saving, term store, repeating store, a credit record or some comparative 
relation. The relationship of broker and client starts when cash or check is paid in, and the bank 
acknowledges it and is set up to open record.  

 The word client connotes a relationship where length isn't of substance. An individual whose 
cash has been acknowledged by the broker on the balance that he attempts to respect checks unto 
the sum remaining amazingly is a client of the bank regardless of whether his association is short 
or long term. 

In legal terms, the relationship of a bank and its customers can be of various types, debtor and 
creditor, or trustee and beneficiary, or lessor and lessee, or principal and agent, or assignee or 
assigner, or bailor and bailee 

In State Bank of India v/s Javed Akhtar Hussain, it was held by the Court that the activity of the 
bank in keeping lien over the TDR and R.D. accounts was one-sided and overbearing and even it 
isn't befitting the specialists of the State Bank of India. The Court depended on the decision 
Union Bank of India v/s K.V.Venugopalan where it was held by the Court that the fixed store 
cash stopped with the bank is carefully a credit to the bank. The investor regarding the F.D. is an 
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account holder. The contributor would as needs stop to be the proprietor of the cash in the fixed 
store. The said cash becomes cash of the bank, empowering the bank to do as it loves, that in any 
case, with the commitment to reimburse the obligation on development. In a similar decision, it 
was additionally held that the bank being a debt holder in regard to the cash in F.D., reserved no 
privilege to pass into administration the regulation of broker's lien and the cash in Fixed Deposit. 

The banker's right of lien can attach to the money so long as it is earmarked. Where it has ceased 
to be such a separate earmarked sum, the bank has not the right of set-off. ( Radha Raman 
Choudhary v. Chota Nagpur Banking Association Ltd.(1945) 15 Comp.Cas.4(Pat). 

In SBI v. PV George, it was held that the banks are liable for unauthorised withdrawals 

The judgement addressed several key issues relevant for Banking which the undersigned has 
repeatedly been impressing on different judicial authorities such as - 

a) The relationship between the Banker and Customer even in the digital banking scenario is that 
of the debtor and creditor and is determined by the contract. 

b) Duties of care is an accepted implied term in the contractual relationship between the Banker 
and Customer. Though it cannot be exhaustively defined, Banks owe a duty to exercise 
reasonable care to protect the interests of the customer, including the prevention of unauthorised 
transactions. 

c) It is the obligation of the Banks to create a safe electronic banking environment to combat all 
forms of malicious conducts resulting in loss to their customers. 

d) Bank cannot contend that it is not liable in cases where the unauthorised access was caused by 
fraudsters abroad or insist that the customer has to pursue criminal case abroad. 

e) SMS alerts cannot be the basis for determining the liability of the customer. 
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BANKING SCHEME FOR RURAL AREA 

 
- 

INTRODUCTION  
For a number of us, regularlysaving money can be difficult. Sometimes our jobs are such that we 
do not earn regular amounts of income. As a result, what we earn is used to meet our regular and 
one time needs and we believe that what is left is too little to be saved. We feel that keeping 
aside Rs. 5 at the end of the day does not amount to much. But that’s not true. Deposit collectors 
in poor areas in Vijayawada, Andhra Pradesh, help their clients, who are mostly women, to save 
by collecting small amounts like Rs. 5 at the end of each day. They come to the homes or work 
places of their clients at the end of each day and take the money. Then at the end of 220 days (if 
the client has actually contributed everyday) they return a lump sum of around Rs. 1000 to the 
client and keep a fee of the balance Rs. 100 for this service. 
While such systems help us to save, we are paying for a savings service instead of getting paid 
for the money that we save. 
Using that example of small savings, let’s take the case of someone employed under the 
Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (NREGA). He will earn Rs.. 100 
per day for at least 100 days. Now, if he is able to save Rs.. 30 per day during his days of 
employment, he can collect a total of at least Rs.. 3000. This can be used for times when 
employment is not available or saved in formal financial schemes, wherein he will receive 
interest on the money earned. 
Sometimes, although we do save small amounts regularly, we do not have a safe place in which 
to keep this money. There are many examples of people who save by putting money into hiding 
places within their homes, bury it in the earth, roll it inside hollowed-out bamboo or keep it in 
clay piggy banks. The problem with these methods of saving is that the money can be lost or 
stolen or just rot (in the case of notes) due to moisture. In addition, the value of your money will 
decline due to inflation. There are other risks too. are the least of the problem. People who are 
aware of your savings – like neighbours, children, alcoholic husbands, etc. may help themselves 
to the money that you have painstakingly collected. 
Savings, term deposits for farmers, women, students 

When it comes to formal savings products, we all broadly look for the same features – simplicity 
and convenience (the product should be easy to understand and easy to use), safety (we should 
be confident that what we save should be returned to us) and to our advantage (have some 
benefits over the traditional methods of saving). 

Post office schemes are also called small savings schemes. These are designed to provide safe 
and attractive investment options to the public and at the same time to mobilise resources for the 
postal department. 
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Post office savings accounts: 
These accounts are very popular as they can be opened at any post office in India with a 
minimum of Rs. 20. On the outer limit, a maximum of Rs. 1 lakh can be deposited per single 
holder (across all post office accounts held in that name) and Rs. 2 lakh for joint holders (again 
Rs. 1 lakh per person across all post office accounts held). 

 Maturity period: There is no lock-in/maturity period, just as in the case of a savings 
bank account. 

 Withdrawals: Any amount can be withdrawn as long as the account holder keeps a 
minimum balance of Rs. 50 in simple account and Rs. 500 if he/she opts for the cheque 
facility. 

 Interest: Interest is paid at a rate as decided by the Central Government from time to 
time. It has been is 3.5 per cent per annum since March 2001. 

 Pass Book: As in the case of a bank deposit, depositors are provided with a pass book 
with entries of all transactions duly stamped by the post Office. 

 Tax: Income tax relief is available on the amount of interest that you receive in this 
account. 

Post office time deposit accounts 
These deposits can be compared to bank fixed deposits and like the post office savings accounts, 
they can be opened at any post office in India. 

 Types of Accounts: Accounts of different maturities are available - 1 year maturity, 2 
year maturity, 3 year maturity and 5 years maturity. 

 Deposit amount: A deposit can be opened with a minimum of Rs. 200. There is no 
maximum limit. 

 Maturity period: The deposited amount is repayable after expiry of the period for which 
it is made viz: 1 year, 2 years, 3 years or 5 years. The money in the deposit can be 
withdrawn 6 months after the deposit is made, if necessary (with certain conditions). 

 Interest: Interest is payable annually. At present, since March 2003, the rates are as 
follows: 

o 1 year deposit - 6.25 
o 2 year deposit - 6.50 
o 3 year deposit - 7.25 
o 5 year deposit - 7.50 

 Pass Book: Depositors are given a pass book with entries of the deposited amount and 
other particulars, duly stamped by the post office. 

 Tax: Income tax relief is available on the amount of interest that you receive in this 
account. 

Post office monthly income accounts: 
This account is somewhat like a bank fixed deposit too. Only one deposit can be made. 

 Maturity: 6 years. The deposit can be closed after one year, subject to conditions. 
 Deposit limits: A minimum deposit of Rs. 1000 has to be made. The maximum amount 

is Rs. 3 lakh in case of a single account and Rs. 6 lakh in case of a joint account. Deposits 
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in all accounts taken together should not exceed Rs. 3 lakh for a single name and Rs. 6 
lakh for a joint account. 

 Interest: Interest is paid at the rate of 8 per cent per annum, every monthly. In addition, a 
bonus equal to ten per cent of the deposited amount is paid at the time of maturity. 

 Pass Book: The depositor is provided with a pass book with entries of the deposited 
amount and other particulars, duly stamped by the post Office. 

 Tax: Income tax relief is available on the amount of interest that you receive in this 
account. 

National Savings Certificate: 
National Savings Certificates are available for purchase at Post Offices. 

 Maturity: Period of maturity of a certificate is six Years. 
 Deposit limits: Certificates are available in values of Rs. 100, Rs. 500, Rs. 1000, Rs. 

5000 and Rs. 10,000. There is no maximum limit for purchase of the certificates. 
 Interest/maturity value: The maturity value of a certificate of Rs. 100 denomination is 

Rs. 160.10 and certificates of other maturities are calculated at a proportionate rate. 
 On maturity: The certificates can be encashed at the post office where it is registered or 

any other post office. 
 Tax: An income tax rebate is available on the amount invested and interest received 

every year. 

Kisan Vikas Patra: 
Kisan Vikas Patra are available for purchase at Post Offices. 

 Maturity amount / period: The invested amount doubles on maturity after 8 years and 7 
months. 

 Deposits: You can invest in KVP in values of Rs. 100, Rs. 500, Rs. 1000, Rs. 5000, Rs. 
10,000 and Rs. 50,000. There is no maximum limit for purchase of the certificates. 

 Tax: No income tax benefit is available under the scheme. 

Public Provident Fund Scheme: 
Public Provident Fund schemes can be opened at certain designated post offices throughout the 
country and at certain designated branches of Public Sector Banks throughout the country. 

 Maturity period: The account matures after 15 years. It can be continued with or 
without subscriptions after a block of five years. 

 Deposit limits: 
o A minimum deposit of Rs. 500 per financial year is required. 
o The maximum deposit limit is Rs. 70,000 in a financial year 
o The maximum number of deposits in a financial year is twelve 

 Withdrawal: Premature withdrawal is allowed every year after 5 years from the end of 
the year of opening the account. 

 Interest: The interest rate payable is notified by the Central Government from time to 
time. At present it is 8% per year 

 Tax: An income Tax rebate is available  
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Meaning of Banking 

Banking is an industry that handles cash, credit, and other financial transactions. Banks provide 
a safe place to store extra cash and credit. They offer savings accounts, certificates of 
deposit, and checking accounts. Banks use these deposits to make loans. 

 Banking Schemes for Rural Area 

The Banking scheme for Rural Area is - 

 Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana (PMJDY) 

Hon’ble Prime Minister announced Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana as the National Mission on 

Financial Inclusion in his Independence Day address on 15th August 2014, to ensure 

comprehensive financial inclusion of all the households in the country by providing universal 

access to banking facilities with at least one basic bank account to every household, financial 

literacy, access to credit, insurance and pension facility. Under this, a person not having a 

savings account can open an account without the requirement of any minimum balance and, in 

case they self-certify that they do not have any of the officially valid documents required for 

opening a savings account, they may open a small account. Further, to expand the reach of 

banking services, all of over 6 lakh villages in the country were mapped into 1.59 lakh Sub 

Service Areas (SSAs), with each SSA typically comprising of 1,000 to 1,500 households, and in 

the 1.26 lakh SSAs that did not have a bank branch, Bank Mitras were deployed for branchless 

banking. 

Thus, PMJDY offers unbanked persons easy access to banking services and awareness about 

financial products through financial literacy programmes. In addition, they receive a RuPay debit 

card, with inbuilt accident insurance cover of Rs. 2 lakh, and access to overdraft facility upon 

satisfactory operation of account or credit history of six months. Further, through Prime 

Minister’s Social Security Schemes, launched by the Hon’ble Prime Minister on 9th May 2015, 

all eligible account holders can access through their bank accounts personal accident insurance 

cover under Pradhan Mantri Suraksha Bima Yojana, life insurance cover under Pradhan Mantri 

Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojana, and guaranteed minimum pension to subscribers under Atal Pension 

Yojana. 

PMJDY was conceived as a bold, innovative and ambitious mission. Census 2011 estimated that 

out of 24.67 crore households in the country, 14.48 crore (58.7%) had access to banking services. 

In the first phase of the scheme, these households were targeted for inclusion through opening of 

a bank account within a year of launch of the scheme. The actual achievement, by 26th January 

2015, was 12.55 crore. As on 27.3.2019, the number of accounts has grown to 35.27 crore. 

Further, in 2011, only 0.33 lakh SSAs had banking facility and through provision of Bank Mitras 
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in 1.26 lakh branchless SSAs, banking services were extended throughout rural India. The 

inclusive aspect of this is evident from the fact that 20.90 crore (60%) of PMJDY accounts are in 

rural areas and 18.74 crore (over 53%) PMJDY account holders are women. 

The deposit base of PMJDY accounts has expanded over time. As on 27.3.2019, the deposit 

balance in PMJDY accounts was Rs. 96,107 crore. The average deposit per account has more 

than doubled from Rs. 1,064 in March 2015 to Rs. 2,725 in March 2019. 

The Bank Mitra network has also gained in strength and usage. The average number of 

transactions per Bank Mitra, on the Aadhaar Enabled Payment System operated by Bank Mitras, 

has risen by over eightyfold, from 52 transactions in 2014-15 to 4,291 transactions in 2016-17. 

 From Jan Dhan to Jan Suraksha 

For creating a universal social security system for all Indians, especially the poor and the under-

privileged the Hon’ble Prime Minister launched three Social Security Schemes in the Insurance 

and Pension sectors on 9th of May, 2015. 

 Pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojana (PMJJBY) 

The PMJJBY is available to people in the age group of 18 to 50 years having a bank account 

who give their consent to join / enable auto-debit. Aadhar is the primary KYC for the bank 

account. The life cover of Rs. 2 lakh is for the one year period stretching from 1st June to 31st 

May and is renewable. Risk coverage under this scheme is for Rs. 2 lakh in case of death of the 

insured, due to any reason. The premium is Rs. 330 per annum which is to be auto-debited in one 

installment from the subscriber’s bank account as per the option given by him on or before 31st 

May of each annual coverage period under the scheme. The scheme is being offered by the Life 

Insurance Corporation and all other life insurers who are willing to offer the product on similar 

terms with necessary approvals and tie up with banks for this purpose. As on 31st March, 2019, 

cumulative gross enrollment reported by banks subject to verification of eligibility, etc. is over 

5.91 crore under PMJJBY. A total of 145763 claims were registered under PMJJBY of which 

135212 have been disbursed. 

 Pradhan Mantri Suraksha Bima Yojana (PMSBY) 

The Scheme is available to people in the age group 18 to 70 years with a bank account who give 

their consent to join / enable auto-debit on or before 31st May for the coverage period 1st June to 

31st May on an annual renewal basis. Aadhar would be the primary KYC for the bank account. 

The risk coverage under the scheme is Rs. 2 lakh for accidental death and full disability and Rs. 

1 lakh for partial disability. The premium of Rs.12 per annum is to be deducted from the account 

holder’s bank account through ‘auto-debit’ facility in one instalment. The scheme is being 

offered by Public Sector General Insurance Companies or any other General Insurance Company 
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who are willing to offer the product on similar terms with necessary approvals and tie up with 

banks for this purpose. As on 31st March, 2019, cumulative gross enrolment reported by Banks 

subject to verification of eligibility, etc. is over 15.47 crore under PMSBY. A total of 40,749 

Claims were registered under PMSBY of which 32,176 have been disbursed. 

 Atal Pension Yojana (APY) 

APY was launched on 9th May, 2015 by the Prime Minister. APY is open to all saving bank/post 

office saving bank account holders in the age group of 18 to 40 years and the contributions 

differ, based on pension amount chosen.  Subscribers would receive the guaranteed minimum 

monthly pension of Rs. 1,000 or Rs. 2,000 or Rs. 3,000 or Rs. 4,000 or Rs. 5,000 at the age of 60 

years. Under APY, the monthly pension would be available to the subscriber, and after him to his 

spouse and after their death, the pension corpus, as accumulated at age 60 of the subscriber, 

would be returned to the nominee of the subscriber. The minimum pension would be guaranteed 

by the Government, i.e., if the accumulated corpus based on contributions earns a lower than 

estimated return on investment and is inadequate to provide the minimum guaranteed pension, 

the Central Government would fund such inadequacy. Alternatively, if the returns on investment 

are higher, the subscribers would get enhanced pensionary benefits. 

In the event of pre-mature death of the subscriber, Government has decided to give an option to 

the spouse of the subscriber to continue contributing to APY account of the subscriber, for the 

remaining vesting period, till the original subscriber would have attained the age of 60 years. The 

spouse of the subscriber shall be entitled to receive the same pension amount as that of the 

subscriber until the death of the spouse. After the death of both the subscriber and the spouse, the 

nominee of the subscriber shall be entitled to receive the pension wealth, as accumulated till age 

60 of the subscriber. As on 31st March, 2019, a total of 149.53 lakh subscribers have been 

enrolled under APY with a total pension wealth of Rs. 6,860.30 crore. 

 Pradhan Mantri Mudra Yojana 

The scheme was launched on 8th April 2015. Under the scheme a loan of upto Rs. 50,000 is 

given under sub-scheme ‘Shishu’; between Rs. 50,000 to 5.0 Lakhs under sub-scheme ‘Kishore’; 

and between 5.0 Lakhs to 10.0 Lakhs under sub-scheme ‘Tarun’. Loans taken do not require 

collaterals. These measures are aimed at increasing the confidence of young, educated or skilled 

workers who would now be able to aspire to become first generation entrepreneurs; existing 

small businesses, too, will be able to expand their activates. As on 31.03.2019, Rs. 3,21,722 

crores sanctioned (Rs. 142,345 cr. - Shishu, Rs. 104,386 cr. Kishore and Rs. 74,991 cr. - Tarun 

category), in 5.99 crores accounts. 

 Stand Up India Scheme 
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Government of India launched the Stand Up India scheme on 5th April, 2016. The Scheme 

facilitates bank loans between Rs.10 lakh and Rs.1 crore to at least one Scheduled Caste/ 

Scheduled Tribe borrower and at least one Woman borrower per bank branch for setting up 

greenfield enterprises. This enterprise may be in manufacturing, services or the trading sector. 

The scheme which is being implemented through all Scheduled Commercial Banks is to benefit 

at least 2.5 lakh borrowers. The scheme is operational and the loan is being extended through 

Scheduled Commercial Banks across the country. 

Stand Up India scheme caters to promoting entrepreneurship amongst women, SC & ST category 

i.e those sections of the population facing significant hurdles due to lack of advice/mentorship as 

well as inadequate and delayed credit. The scheme intends to leverage the institutional credit 

structure to reach out to these underserved sectors of the population in starting greenfield 

enterprises. It caters to both ready and trainee borrowers. 

To extend collateral free coverage, Government of India has set up the Credit Guarantee Fund 

for Stand Up India (CGFSI). Apart from providing credit facility, Stand Up India Scheme also 

envisages extending handholding support to the potential borrowers. It provides for convergence 

with Central/State Government schemes. Applications under the scheme can also be made online 

on the dedicated Stand Up India portal(www.standupmitra.in). As on 31.03.2019, Rs. 16,085 

crore has been sanctioned in 72,983 accounts (59,429 – women, 3,103-ST and 10,451 – SC). 

 Pradhan Mantri Vaya Vandana Yojana 

The ‘Pradhan Mantri Vaya Vandana Yojana (PMVVY) has been launched by the Government to 

protect elderly persons aged 60 years and above against a future fall in their interest income due 

to uncertain market conditions, as also to provide social security during old age. The scheme is 

implemented through the Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC) and open for subscription 

upto 31st March, 2023.PMVVY offers an assured rate of return 7.40% per annum for the 

financial year 2020-21 for policy duration of 10 years. In subsequent years, while the scheme is 

in operation, there will be annual reset of assured rate of return with effect from April 1st of the 

financial year in line with applicable rate of return of Senior Citizens Saving Scheme(SCSS) 

upto a ceiling of 7.75% with fresh appraisal of the scheme on breach of this threshold at any 

point.Mode of pension payment under the Yojna is on a monthly, quarterly, half-yearly or annual 

basis depending on the option exercised by the subscriber. Minimum purchase price under the 

scheme is Rs. 1,62,162/- for a minimum pension of Rs. 1000/- per month and the maximum 

purchase price is Rs. 15 lakh per senior citizen for getting a pension amount of Rs. 9,250/- per 

month. 
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BANKS AND IT'S TYPES 

 

 

Introduction 

When you think of a bank, what image comes to mind? A bank is a financial intermediary for the 
safeguarding, transferring, exchanging, or lending of money. Banks distribute “money” - the 
medium of exchange. A bank is a business and banks sell their services to earn money, and they 
need to market and manage those services in a competitive field. Learn more about the 
fundamentals of banking. 

 

As per the reports of the Reserve Bank of India (“RBI”), India’s banking sector is sufficiently 
capitalised and well-regulated. The financial conditions and the economy in the present moment 
are far better than any country in the world. Be it credit, market or liquidity risk studies and 
surveys, they all suggest Indian banks have withstood the global downturn efficiently and can 
recover quickly from difficult conditions. India is said to be one of the fastest growing 
economies in the world. 

 

The digital payment evolved overnight after the Prime Minister’s measure of Demonetisation in 
2016. According to FSI reports, India developed the most in the 25 countries with India’s 
Immediate Payment Services (“IMPS”) being the only one which is placed at Level 5 in the 
Faster Payments Innovation Index (“FPII”). Also, RBI has allowed more features such as 
unlimited fund transfers between wallets and bank accounts, these wallets are expected to 
become really strong players in the financial ecosystem. The unorganised retail sector has a huge 
untapped potential of adopting digital mobile wallets for payments, as per a report by the Centre 
for Digital Financial Inclusion. Around 63 per cent of retailers are interested in using digital 
modes of payment. 

 

In 2017, Global rating agency Moody’s announced that the Indian Banking system was stable. 
They also upgraded four Indian banks from Baa3 to Baa2. Under the union budget 2018, the 
government has allocated Rs 3 trillion towards Mudra scheme, which provides financial 
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assistance to small businessmen who want to grow their business. The government has also 
invested Rs 3,794 crores towards credit support, capital and interest subsidy to MSMEs. 

 

The government and regulator have undertaken several measures to strengthen the Indian 
Banking sector. Such as a two-year plan to strengthen the public sector banks through reforms 
and capital infusion of Rs 2.11 lakh crore that will let the banks play a large role in the financial 
system by giving a boost to the MSME sector. Lok Sabha has also approved Rs 80,000 crores of 
recapitalisation bonds for public sector banks. 

 

Looking at the Statistics, Banking sector for lawyers will grow to be a booming sector in the 
Indian Economy in the coming year. It is a lucrative and attractive career option for all the law 
students. It is said to be a top sector and attractive for lawyers even when it is not doing so well. 
When banks do well, they need many lawyers. When they are not doing so well, they need more 
lawyers! It is a proven fact, that firms do well when banks do not do well, assets are said to be 
distressed and clients default on payments. It can be said that the banking sector for lawyers is 
recession proof and is here to stay. 

 

 

What is a Bank?  

Bank is a financial institution and a financial intermediary that accepts deposits and channels 
those deposits into lending activities, either directly by loaning or indirectly through capital 
markets.  

 

A bank may be defined as an institution that accepts deposits, makes loans, pays checks and 
provides financial services. A bank is a financial intermediary for the safeguarding, transferring, 
exchanging, or lending of money. A primary role of banks is connecting those with funds, such 
as investors and depositors, to those seeking funds, such as individuals or businesses needing 
loans. A bank is a connection between customers that have capital deficits and customers with 
capital surpluses.  

Banks distribute the medium of exchange. Banking is a business. Banks sell their services to earn 
money, and they must market and manage those services in a competitive field. Banks are 
financial intermediaries that safeguard, transfer, exchange, and lend money and like other 
businesses that must earn a profit to survive. Understanding this fundamental idea helps you to 
understand how banking systems work and helps you understand many modern trends in banking 
and finance. 
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How Banks are created?  

Banks and money are essential to maintaining economies and they impact the entire societies and 
nations. Hence they are closely regulated and strict procedures and principles are advised to be 
followed by the banks by various authorities and governments. In the United States, banks may 
be chartered by federal or state governments and in India the government decides the rules for 
opening any banks or its branches.  

From a business structure perspective, most of the Banks are corporations or cooperative 
societies and may be owned by groups of individuals, corporations, or some combination of the 
two. Around the world, banks are supervised by governments to guarantee the safety and 
stability of the money supply and of the country.  

History of Banking: Famous Banks from the Past 

 

Seven hundred years ago a bank was established in Venice, which made transactions resembling 
modern banking. In 1407, another bank was founded in Italy under the name of Banco di San 
Giorgio which was one of the oldest chartered banks in Europe. Sveriges Riksbank 
(Riksbanken), is the central bank of Sweden and the world's oldest central bank. The Bank of 
England is the second oldest central bank in the world, and most modern central banks have been 
based on that model. Let us explore some interesting events as we learn more about these early 
banking institutions. 

 

In this article we will take you on an interesting journey of banking from the oldest bank starting 
transactions like commercial banks, the first European bank to issue banknotes, the enthralling 
history of the first beginnings of modern banking practices, to why and how Swiss banks enjoy a 
worldwide reputation for protecting the identity of depositors. 

Bank of Venice 
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The first regular institution resembling what we call a Bank was established at Venice, nearly 
seven hundred years ago in 1171. The Government of the Republic of Venice was engaged in 
war and extracted forced loans as it was in dire need of funds. The Lenders were allowed an 
annual interest and certain branches of the public revenue were assigned for the payment of that 
interest, and a corporation, named CHAMBER OF LOANS was created to manage this business. 
Chamber, in the course of its business, sometimes had occasion to purchase and sell bills of 
exchange; and by virtue of its reputation, its name upon a bill gave it additional value. The 
Chamber found an advantageous investment to employ surplus funds in the business of buying 
and selling exchange and the Chamber became a regular dealer in that branch of business. In 
modern terminology, it adopted the business of DISCOUNT or lending money uponmercantile 
paper. Over a period of time, Venetian merchants found it safe to place their money with the 
Chamber and thus was introduced the business of DEPOSIT. The citizens of Venice began 
exchanging ownership of these government obligations to transact business, turning these 
government obligations into a circulating medium of exchange like any other form of money. 
This history of the Bank of Venice reveals something of the forces that led to the evolution of 
central banks. In 1374 a committee of scholars proposed the formal organization of a public 
bank, but no action was taken till 1587 when the Venetian government established the Bank of 
Venice as the Banco del Piazza del Rialto. By that time other Italian cities had already 
established public banks, but still the credit for the first beginnings of modern banking practices, 
however, goes to Venice. 

 

Banco di San Giorgio 

 

The history of the banking sector is very old. A form of banking had been practiced in Italy since 
the middle of the 12th century. The Medici family bank was founded in 1397, and it collapsed in 
1494. In 1401, the Taula de la Ciutat – was founded in Barcelona, and in 1407, the first modern 
bank was founded in Italy under the name of Banco di San Giorgio. The Bank or Company of 
Saint George (Italian: Banco or Ufficio di San Giorgio) was a financial institution of the 
Republic of Genoa. Founded in 1407 it was one of the oldest chartered banks in Europe, if not 
the world and known as the world’s first modern, public bank. After years of war with Venice 
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and a crushing defeat at the battle of Chioggia in 1381, the republic of Genoa was effectively 
bankrupt. To rescue it, towards the end of 1407, Genoa’s Council of Ancients authorized the 
Casa di San Giorgio to carry out this job by creating a bank that would facilitate the repayment 
of Genoa’s debts in return for interest at 7 percent and the right to collect taxes and customs 
owed to the city. This was the beginning of the Banco di San Giorgio which became the 
forerunner to modern Merchant Banking and survived for nearly 400 years (1407-1805). It 
would become the world’s first modern, public bank, not just a forerunner of the Bank of 
England but its prototype. It is argued that many concepts and practices that are commonplace 
today were pioneered or improved by the Banco di San Giorgio including issuing and managing 
government debt, double-entry book-keeping, sinking funds, clearinghouse and conduct of 
lotteries. 

 

Sveriges Riksbank 

 

Sweden adopted copper as the basis for money in 1625; perhaps because Sweden had the largest 
copper mine in Europe and the Swedish government-owned a share of it. Copper mines, for 
convenience and utility, began to pay miners in copper notes that could be redeemed for copper 
at the mines. These notes were preferable to copper coins and eventually paved way to banknotes 
as a medium of exchange because payments in copper were bulky and heavy even for domestic 
transactions. The Riksbank was formed in 1656 as a private bank and issued its first banknotes in 
1661. English goldsmiths issued receipts that circulated as money but the Riksbank was the first 
bank to issue paper money. In 1668 ownership of the Riksbank passed into the hands of the 
government, making it the oldest central bank in operation today. Sveriges Riksbank got 
established in 1668 and thus dates back to Sweden’s period as a great power. After a number of 
years at Storkyrkobrinken, where it was located in a palace built by Axel Oxenstierna, the 
Riksbank was for the first time given its own building in 1680. Sveriges Riksbank (Riksbanken), 
is the central bank of Sweden and the world's oldest central bank and also the first European 
bank to issue banknotes. It is sometimes called the Swedish National Bank or the Bank of 
Sweden. 

 

The Bank of England 
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The Bank of England (formally the Governor and Company of the Bank of England) is the 
central bank of the United Kingdom and the model on which most modern central banks have 
been based. It is the second oldest central bank in the world (the oldest being the Sveriges 
Riksbank (Bank of Sweden), established in 1668). The Bank of England was founded in 1694 to 
act as the Government's banker and debt-manager, since then it has evolved to manage the 
nation's currency and its position at the center of the UK's financial system. The bank got 
nationalized in 1946. It acts as the government’s bank, regulates the money stock growth rate 
and the availability of credit, and serves as a banker’s bank for commercial banks, making loans 
and holding deposits. Like all central banks, it holds the exclusive privilege to issue banknotes 
(paper money). The Bank managed the Government's accounts and made loans to finance 
spending at times of peace and war. A commercial bank too, it took deposits and issued notes. 
During the 18th Century, the Government borrowed more and more money. These outstanding 
loans were called the National Debt. In May 1997 the Government gave the Bank responsibility 
for setting interest rates to meet the Government's stated inflation target. This was enshrined in 
the 1998 Bank of England Act. Today, the Bank's governing body is made up of the Bank's 
Governor and 2 Deputy Governors, and 9 Non-Executive Directors (under the Banking Act 
2009). 

 

Swiss Banks 

Swiss banks enjoy a worldwide reputation for protecting the identity of depositors. This 
important characteristic helped Switzerland grow to one of the world’s major banking centers in 
the twentieth century. Another factor contributing to the growth of Swiss banking is 
Switzerland’s position of neutrality. On 20 May 1815, the Vienna Congress established the 
permanent neutrality of Switzerland among the European powers—a position the superpowers of 
the world honored through two great wars in the twentieth century. Switzerland was not a 
pioneer in early European banking. Geneva was the first of the Swiss cities to become a banking 
center. By 1709 Geneva boasted of a dozen bankers who left a name in Swiss financial history, 
and Louis XIV floated loans in Geneva to finance his wars. Geneva bankers kept close ties with 
France and remained involved in financing French public debt until the end of the nineteenth 
century. Basel developed a significant banking industry only in the nineteenth century. In 1862 
the Basel Register-listed 20 banks, 9 of which were exclusively devoted to banking. 

The financial activity of various sorts appeared in Zurich during the sixteenth century. In 1679 an 
injunction from the city council prohibited a reduction of interest rates from 5 percent to 4 
percent. Merchant bankers, who accepted deposits for investment in securities, appeared in the 
middle of the eighteenth century. Zurich waited until 1786 to see the formation of a bank in the 
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broad sense. In 1805 the official register of Zurich reported two banks devoted exclusively to 
banking. By the eve of World War I Switzerland ranked as one of the international financial 
centers. Six large banks, Swiss Credit Bank, Swiss Bank Corporation, Union Bank of 
Switzerland, Trade Bank of Basel, Federal Bank, and Swiss People’s Bank, controlled a system 
of branches throughout Switzerland. These banks floated international loans for European 
governments and railroads and other industrial concerns in the United States. After World War I, 
inflation in the currencies of the former belligerents made Switzerland more attractive as a safe 
haven. In the post–World War II era three of the big banking houses remained in business, the 
Swiss Credit Bank, the Swiss Bank Corporation, and the Union Bank of Switzerland. There was 
also a large network of smaller banks, rural loan associations, and branches of foreign banks. In 
1968 Switzerland had a population of 6 million people and 4,337 banking offices, which added 
up to one banking office for every 1,400 individuals. 

In the 1930s Switzerland enacted laws that strengthened the anonymity protection of depositors 
in Swiss banks. During that time some countries prohibited citizens from holding assets abroad 
on pain of criminal penalties and even sent agents to Switzerland to track down assets owned by 
their own citizens. On the other hand, some people wanted to keep deposits in Switzerland in 
case they had to make a hasty departure from their homeland for political or racial reasons. Swiss 
banks began opening the so-called numbered accounts, which substantially reduced the number 
of bank employees who knew the name of a depositor. Also, the Swiss government claimed no 
right to pry into bank accounts either to collect information on its own citizens or the citizens of 
foreign countries. Governments around the world have lodged complaints against Swiss banks 
for holding deposits of foreigners evading taxes.Switzerland recently has yielded to pressure to 
open up information on deposits when criminal activity and tax evasion are involved.  

 

In 1997 it came to light that Switzerland, thought to have been a neutral country in World War II, 
acted as a banking center for Nazi Germany and that Swiss commercial banks had accepted three 
times as much gold in deposits from Nazi Germany’s central bank as was originally thought. 
Jewish groups launched a class-action lawsuit in an effort to force Swiss banks to compensate 
Holocaust victims, emphasizing that Swiss banks held on to dormant accounts of Holocaust 
victims and laundered millions of dollars in gold stolen from Jews. On 12 August 1998 
representatives of Holocaust survivors and Swiss banks announced a $1.25 billion reparation 
settlement to compensate Holocaust survivors and their heirs. 

 

History of Banking in India 

The history of banking goes back to the vedic age where practices like usury and loan deeds 
were prevalent. The vedic era and the maurya era also witnessed banking activities. The first 
bank to be set up in India was the Bank of Hindustan in the year 1770 at Calcutta and it was 
wound up in 1830-32. By 1843, there were 3 main banks under the British East India company 
which were Bank of Calcutta, Bank of Bombay and the Bank of Madras. In 1921, the three banks 
were merged to form the Imperial Bank of India. In 1955, the Imperial Bank of India was no 
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longer a private entity as it was nationalised and renamed as State Bank of India. The State Bank 
of India is the oldest bank in India. 

 

Definition of Bank 

A bank is a financial institution which performs the deposit and lending function. A bank allows 
a person with excess money (Saver) to deposit his money in the bank and earns an interest rate. 
Similarly, the bank lends to a person who needs money (investor/borrower) at an interest rate. 
Thus, the banks act as an intermediary between the saver and the borrower. 

 

The bank usually takes a deposit from the public at a much lower rate called deposit rate and 
lends the money to the borrower at a higher interest rate called lending rate. 

 

The difference between the deposit and lending rate is called ‘net interest spread’, and the 
interest spread constitutes the banks income. 

 

Types of Bank 

 

1- Central Banks 

In terms of banks, the central bank is the head honcho. Central banks manage the money supply 
in a single country or a series of nations. They supervise commercial banks, set interest rates and 
control the flow of currency. 

 

Central banks also implement a government’s monetary policy goals, whether that involves 
combating deflation or keeping prices from fluctuating. If necessary, they can lend money in 
rough economic times to keep the monetary system from collapsing. In the Unites States, the 
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Federal Reserve System is the central bank. The European Central Bank regulates economic 
activity for the 19 countries in the eurozone.  

 

Case 

Central bank of India v. Ravindra and ors 

WITH SPECIAL LEAVE PETITION (C) NOS. 3954/94, 9082 AND 9088/1995 AND CIVIL 
APPEAL 

NOS. 3964, 3967 OF 1992 O R D E R After hearing learned Attorney General and amicus curiae 
S/Shri A. Subba Rao, Ranjit Kumar and K.M.K. Nair on (the interpretation of the provisions of 
Section 34, CPC on "the principal sum adjudged" the matter is requited to be considered by a 
Constitution Bench. The learned Attorney General has drawn our attention to the judgments of 
this court in Corporation Bank vs. D.S. Gouda & Ors. [(1994) SCC 213] and Bank of Baroda vs. 
Jagannath [C.A. No. 2785/87] decided on September 21,1994 wherein he sought to draw the 
deduction that the principal sum adjudged and the principal sum mentioned later would be the 
same. He seeks to take support from the word "such" in support of his contention. Preceding 
Amendment Act 66 of 1956, the words were "aggregate sum so adjudged" and after Amendment, 
were substituted with the words "the principal sum adjudged", from the date of the suit to the 
date of the decree, in addition to any interest adjudged on such "Principal sum" fro any period 
prior to the institution of the suit (with further interest on such date as the court deems reasonable 
on the"Principal sum"). The distinction, therefore, was not drawn to the attention of this court in 
the aforesaid two judgments in particular later one. As a fact on argument in this behalf appears 
to have been conversed. Interpretation of the liability of the borrower to pay interest on the 
principal sum to include interest that became merged with the principal sum adjudged or 
principal sum as lent, is required to be authoritatively laid down by a Bench of five judges. The 
Registry is directed to place the matter before Hon'ble Chief justice fro constituting 
theConstitution Bench. 

 

2- Retail Banks 

When you picture a bank, a retail bank probably comes to mind. Retail banks offer members of 
the general public financial products and services such as bank accounts, loans, credit cards and 
insurance. In some cases, they can set up checking accounts and make loans for small-scale 
businesses as well. 

 

Retail banks can be traditional, brick-and-mortar brands that customers can access in-person, 
online or through their mobile phones. Others only make their tools and accounts available 
online or through mobile apps. 
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3- Commercial Banks 

Although there are some types of commercial banks that help everyday consumers, commercial 
banks tend to concentrate on supporting businesses. Both large corporations and small businesses 
can turn to commercial banks if they need to open a checking or savings account, borrow money, 
get access to credit or transfer funds to companies in foreign markets. 

 

Case 

United Commercial Bank v. Bank of India and others 

A.P Sen, J.— This appeal by special leave is from an order of the Bombay High Court dated 
August 24, 1979, granting a temporary injunction restraining the appellant, the United 
Commercial Bank. By...per tin. The contract provided inter alia that the Bihar Corporation were 
to open a letter of credit with the appellant, the United Commercial Bank, for the said amount, 
which the Bihar Corporation...duly did. 4. The letter of credit issued by the appellant was in the 
following terms: “United Commercial bank Nariman Point Branch United.  

 

4- Shadow Banks 

The shadow banking system consists of financial groups that aren’t bound by the same strict 
rules and regulations that other banks have to comply with. Much like the standard regulated 
banks, shadow banks deal with credit and different kinds of assets. But they get their funding by 
borrowing it, connecting with investors or making their own funds instead of using money issued 
by the central bank. 

 

Money market funds and hedge funds are two kinds of shadow banks. More recently, they’ve 
been a source of controversy for quite a few people. Many folks blame the less-regulated shadow 
banking industry for playing a role in the mortgage crisis leading up to the Great Recession. 

 

5- Investment Banks 

Investment banks like Morgan Stanley and Goldman Sachs have many responsibilities. On one 
hand, they manage the trading of stocks, bonds and other securities between companies and 
investors. On the other hand, they might focus their energy on advising individuals and 
corporations who need financial guidance, reorganizing companies through mergers and 
acquisitions, managing investment portfolios or raising money for certain businesses and the 
federal government. 

 

6- Cooperative Banks 
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Cooperatives can be either retail banks or commercial banks. What distinguishes them from 
other entities in the financial system is the fact that they’re typically local or community-based 
associations whose members help determine how the business is operated. They’re run 
democratically and they offer loans and banks accounts, among other things. They’re popular in 
countries throughout the world and in the U.S. they usually take the form of credit unions. 

Case 

The Apex Co-Operative Bank Of ... vs The Maharashtra State 

Appeals are being disposed of by this common Judgment as they arise out of the Judgment of the 
Bombay High Court dated 19th December, 1996. In this judgment the parties are being referred 
to in their capacity in Civil Appeal No. 439 of 1997. 

 

Briefly stated the facts are as follows: 

 

On 28th of August, 1993, the Appellants appear to have made an application to the Reserve Bank 
of India (hereinafter referred to as RBI) for a license to start an Apex Bank for Maharashtra and 
Goa. The RBI by its letter dated 25th April, 1994 inter alia stated as follows: "2. As you are 
aware, the proposed bank requires to be got registered under the Multi State Co-operative 
Societies Act, 1984 since its area of operation extends beyond the boundaries of a State and as 
such it would not be a co-operative Bank as defined in the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 (as 
applicable to Co-operative Societies), at present. Hence an amendment to the Banking 
Regulation Act, 1949 is considered necessary. The Government of India has already been 
apprised of the amendments needed in the context of establishment of National Co-operative 
Bank of India (NCBI) registered under the Multi-State Co-operative Societies Act, 1984 and 
other similar banks. 

. In view of the foregoing, you may please approach the Reserve Bank only after the needed 
legislative amendments are carried out by government of India to bring the NCBI as also other 
Banks similar to those proposed by you within the definition of Co-operative bank's under the 
Banking Regulation Act, 1949 (as applicable to Co-operative Societies)." 

 

The Appellants then got themselves registered as a Multi State Co-operative Society under the 
Multi State Co-operative Societies Act 1984 (hereinafter referred to as the Multi State Act) on 
10th October, 1994. After the Appellants got themselves registered they accepted some entrance 
fees and some shares subscriptions from members. This was the only activity carried on by the 
Appellants. By a Notification dated 30th December, 1995, issued by the State of Maharashtra the 
Appellants were declared as a State Co-operative Bank within the meaning of Section 2(u) of the 
National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development Act, 1981 (hereinafter referred to as the 
NABARD Act). Thereafter, two directions/orders dated 25th January, 1996 and 14th May, 1996 
were issued by the Commissioner for Cooperation and Registrar of Co-operative Societies, 
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Maharashtra State advising/directing deploying of funds by all Urban Co-operative Banks to the 
Appellants. 

These directions were issued under Section 70 of the Maharashtra Co-operative Societies Act, 
1960 (hereinafter referred to as the MCS Act). On 22nd March, 1996 the RBI gave a banking 
license to the Appellants under Section 22(1) read with 56(o) of the Banking Regulation Act, 
1949. This was for the States of Maharashtra and Goa. 

 

The 1st Respondent filed a Writ Petition challenging the Notification dated 30th December, 
1995; two directions/orders dated 25th January, 1996 and 14th May, 1996 and the grant of 
License by the RBI on 22nd March, 1996. By the impugned Judgment the Writ Petition has been 
partly allowed inasmuch as the Notification dated 30th December, 1995, as well as 
Orders/directions dated 25th January, 1996 and 14th May, 1996, are quashed and set aside. The 
RBI was directed to review its decision of granting License to the Appellants in the light of the 
fact that the Notification dated 30th December, 1995 had been quashed. In the impugned 
Judgment it is clarified that till RBI takes a fresh decision the license granted on 22nd March, 
1996 was to remain operative. 

 

Civil Appeal No. 439 of 1997 has been filed by the Appellants challenging the impugned 
Judgment. Civil Appeal No.____of 2003 arising out of SLP (C) No. 4877 of 1997 has been filed 
by the 1st Respondent against that portion whereby the license granted by the RBI has not been 
quashed. 

On 27th January, 1997 this Court passed the following Order: "There will be ad-interim stay of 
the operation of impugned judgment. 

 

We may record that the directions of the High Court in relation to the Notifications dated 25th 
January, 1996 and 14th May, 1996 are not questioned before us by the learned counsel for the 
petitioners." 

 

Thus, in these Appeals there is now no challenge to quashing of the directions/orders dated 25th 
January, 1996 and 14th May, 1996. The questions which arise for considerations are: (a) whether 
a co-operative society registered under the Multi State Act can be granted a license by the RBI to 
commence and carry on banking business, (b) whether a co-operative society registered under 
the Multi State Act can be recognized and notified by the State Government as a State Co-
operative Bank and (c) whether a co-operative society registered under the Multi State Act, 
which has been recognized and notified by one State Government as a State Co-operative Bank 
for that State, can be granted a License by the RBI to commence and carry on banking activities 
in other States in which it has not been recognized as a State Co-operative Bank. 
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7- Credit Unions 

Like banks, credit unions issue loans, provide savings and checking accounts and meet other 
financial needs for consumers and businesses. The difference is that banks are for-profit 
companies while credit unions are not. Credit unions fall under the direction of their own 
members, who make decisions based on the opinions of elected board members. 

 

Normally, credit unions only serve people affiliated with a particular group, like people living in 
the same area, low-income members of a community or armed service members. The fact that 
they tend to charge lower fees and lower loan rates are two good reasons to consider opening an 
account at a credit union. 

 

Case 

Union bank of India and Anr. V. State of West Bengal and others,  

2017 The issue raised before the Calcutta High court was whether a secured creditor is entitled to 
invoke the provisions of section 14 of the SARFAESI subsequently to the sale ofan immovable 
property under SARFAESI Act, 2002, on the basis of symbolic possession? The court, while 
answering the issue, held that the bank as a secured creditor cannot maintain an application under 
section 14 of the securitization and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement of 
Security interest Act, 2002 in order to obtain actual physical possession of the property after 
issuance of a sale certificate.  

 

8- Savings and Loan Associations 

Technically speaking, savings and loan associations aren’t banks. Often referred to as thrifts or 
S&Ls, they’re financial institutions that primarily use deposited savings to create mortgages, 
refinance loans and other home loans that their customers can use to build or renovate their 
homes. Some thrifts have additional functions and some are publicly traded companies. 

 

In the past, S&Ls mainly acted as cooperative organizations. Members benefited from the S&L’s 
services and earned more interest from their savings than they could at commercial banks. For a 
while, S&Ls weren’t regulated by the government, but now the federal Office of Thrift 
Supervision oversees their activity. 

 

9- The Bottom Line 
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Not all banks serve the same purpose. There are many types of financial institutions and each 
one affects the market in a unique way. Once you know the difference between the various kinds 
of banks and credit unions, you’ll be able to see why they’re an important part of our economic 
system. 

 

 

Benefits of Banking:  

 

Safety: It’s risky to keep your money in cash as it could be lost, stolen, or destroyed. Financial 
institutions keep your funds safe. 

 

Convenience: With banks, there's no need to carry cash. If you need cash, you can easily access 
your funds virtually anywhere. 

 

Security: Banks follow stringent laws and regulations and at most banks, funds are insured. 

 

Financial Future: As an individual, you'll have access to financial professionals to help you. 
Knowledgeable advice of bankers is a valuable resource to help you build a better financial 
future. 

 

Conclusion: 

Banks play very important roles in the economic development of nations as they, toa large 
extent, wield control over the supply of money in circulation and are the main stimulus of 
economic progress. Economic development is a dynamic and continuous process which is highly   
dependent   upon   the   mobilisation   of   resources,   investment,   and   the   operational 
efficiency of the various segments of the economy. The performance of bank institution and 
other financial institution need to be evaluated because it defined as the reflection of the wayin   
which   the   resources   of   a   bank   are   used   in   a   form   which   enables   it   to   achieve   
its objectives.  As the banking sector is considered a vital segment of a modern economy, it's 
efficiency is of vital importance. In order to ensure a healthy financial system and an efficient 
economy, banks and other financial institution must be carefully evaluated and analysed.While 
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banks and other financial institution help business organisations by rendering a wide range of 
products and services, the products and services are more or less identical from one bank to 
another, and there is little scope for differentiating between them. Therefore, it is necessary to 
measure the banks’ individual performance to determine their contribution to business   
development.   In   Malaysia,   the   banking   sector   includes   various   private   and 
government banks and some private and government banks have their own branch networks 
throughout the country.  As a consequence of economic reforms and mobilisation, different 
financial institutions have emerged in the market. This has not only created an increasingly 
dynamic  and  competitive banking  environment,  which  calls  for  enhanced  evaluation  and 
analysis, but overall, has encouraged greater efficiency in banking services. Therefore, strong 
banking sector including other financial institution is vital for growth, creating jobs,generating   
wealth,   eradicating   poverty,   entrepreneurial   activity   and   increasing Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) growth.  

 

 

End Note: 

www.wikipedia.com 

www.casemine.com 

www.smartasset.com 

www.indiankanoon.org 

www.accountingnotes.net.com 

www.civilsdaily.com 

www.ipleaders.in 

www.investinvestopedia.com 
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BANKER BANKING COMPANY AND BANKING COMPANIES IN INDIA 

   

 

Definition: 

Banking- Section 5 (b) of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 says that “banking means the 

accepting, for the purpose of lending or investment, of deposits of money from the public, 

repayable on demand or otherwise, and withdrawal by cheque, draft, order or other wise.” 

Banker-The Bill of Exchange Act,1882 defines “banker include a body of persons whether 

incorporated or not who is engaged or carry on the banking business.” 

Banking Company- Section 5(c) of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 says that “banking 

company means any company which transacts the business of banking in India.” 

Explanation-Any company which is engaged in the manufacture of goods or carries on any trade 

and which accepts deposits of money from the public merely for the purpose of financing its 

business as such manufacturer or trader shall not be deemed to transact the business of banking 

within the meaning of this clause. 

 Use of words "banker" and "banking company". 

Section 7 of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 defines the following words as under: 

(1) No company other than a banking company shall use as part of its name [or in connection 

with its business] any of the words "bank", "banker" or "banking" and no company shall carry on 

the business of banking in India unless it uses as part of its name at least one of such words.  

(2) No firm, individual or group of individuals shall, for the purpose of carrying on any business, 

use as part of its or his name any of the words "bank", "banking" or "banking company".  
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(3) Nothing in this section shall apply to 

 (a) a subsidiary of a banking company formed for one or more of the purposes mentioned in 

sub-section (1) of section 19, whose name indicates that it is a subsidiary of that banking 

company;  

 (b) any association of banks formed for the protection of their mutual interests and registered 

under section 25 of the Companies Act, 1956 (1 of 1956). 

 BUSINESS OF BANKING COMPANIES 

Section 6 of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 talks about the forms of business in which 

banking companies may engage. 

(1)  A banking company may engage in one or more of the following forms of business, namely: 

       (a) the borrowing, raising, or taking up of money; the lending or advancing of money either 

upon or without security; the drawing, making, accepting, discounting, buying, selling, collecting 

and dealing in bills of exchange, hundies, promissory notes, coupons, drafts, bills of lading, 

railway receipts, warrants, debentures, certificates, scrips and other instruments and securities 

whether transferable or negotiable or not; the granting and issuing of letters of credit, traveller's 

cheques and circular notes; the buying, selling and dealing in bullion and specie; the buying and 

selling of foreign exchange including foreign bank notes; the acquiring, holding, issuing on 

commission, underwriting and dealing in stock, funds, shares, debentures, debenture stock, 

bonds, obligations, securities and investments of all kinds; the purchasing and selling of bonds, 

scrips or other forms of securities on behalf of constituents or others, the negotiating of loans and 

advances; the receiving of all kinds of bonds, scrips or valuables on deposit or for safe custody or 

otherwise; the providing of safe deposit vaults; the collecting and transmitting of money and 

securities; 

(b) A banking company can act as an agent for any Government or local authority or any other 

person or persons; for carrying on the agency’s business of any description including the clearing 

and forwarding of goods, giving of receipts and discharges and can also act as an attorney on 

behalf of customers, but excluding the business of a [Managing Agent or Secretary and 

Treasurer] of a company; 
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 (c) contracting for public and private loans and negotiating and issuing the same;  

(d) the effecting, insuring, guaranteeing, underwriting, participating in Managing and carrying 

out of any issue, public or private, of State, municipal or other loans or of shares, stock, 

debentures, or debenture stock of any company, corporation or association and the lending of 

money for the purpose of any such issue; 

 (e) carrying on and transacting every kind of guarantee and indemnity business;  

(f) Managing, selling and realizing any property which may come into the possession of the 

company in satisfaction or part satisfaction of any of its claims; 

 (g) acquiring and holding and generally dealing with any property or any right, title or interest in 

any such property which may form the security or part of the security for any loans or advances 

or which may relate to any such security;  

(h) undertaking and executing trusts;  

(i) undertaking the administration of estates as executor, trustee or otherwise;  

(j) establishing and supporting or aiding in the establishment and support of associations, 

institutions, funds, trusts and conveniences calculated to benefit employees or ex-employees of 

the company or the dependents or connections of such persons; granting pensions and 

allowances and making payments towards insurance; subscribing to or guaranteeing moneys for 

charitable or benevolent objects or for any exhibition or for any public, general or useful object;  

 (k) the acquisition, construction, maintenance and alteration of any building or works necessary 

or convenient for the purposes of the company;  

(l) selling, improving, managing, developing, exchanging, leasing, mortgaging, disposing of or 

turning into account or otherwise dealing with all or any part of the property and rights of the 

company;  

(m) acquiring and undertaking the whole or any part of the business of any person or company, 

when such business is of a nature enumerated or described in this sub- section;  

(n) doing all such other things as are incidental or conducive to the promotion or advancement of 

the business of the company;  
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(o) any other form of business which the Central Government may, by notification in the Official 

Gazette, specify as a form of business in which it is lawful for a banking company to engage. 

 (2) No banking company can engage in any other form of business other than those referred to 

in sub-section (1). 

 

Who manages the banking company? 

 

Section 10 B of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 says that Banking company should be 

managed by whole time Chairman. 

PROVIDED that the Chairman shall exercise his powers subject to the superintendence, control 

and direction of the board of Directors. 

(1A) Where a Chairman should be appointed on a part-time basis: 

(i) such appointment should be with the previous approval of the Reserve Bank and be subject to 

the conditions as the Reserve Bank may specify. 

(ii) Managing Director, is entrusted for the management of the whole of the affairs of such 

banking company and who shall exercise his powers subject to the superintendence, control and 

direction of the board of Directors. 

 Section10BB- talks about the Power of Reserve Bank to appoint, Chairman of the Board of 

Directors appointed on a whole-time basis or a Managing Director of a banking company.          

                                               Licensing of banking companies 
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Section 22 of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 mention as under: 

(1) it says that no company shall carry on banking business in India until and unless it holds a 

license issued by the Reserve Bank of India and it is subject to the conditions of the Reserve 

Bank of India. 

(2) every banking company shall apply in writing to the Reserve Bank for a license under this 

section inexistence on the commencement of this Act, before the expiry of six months from such 

commencement, and every other company before commencing banking business in India. 

(3) before granting any license to the banking company, the Reserve Bank require to do an 

inspection of the books of the company to be satisfied. 

(4) The Reserve Bank has the power to cancel a license granted to a banking company. 

(5) Any banking company upset by the decision of the Reserve Bank for cancelling a license, can 

appeal to the Central Government, within thirty days from the date on which such decision is 

communicated to it.  

(6) the decision of the Central Government for an appeal which has been preferred under sub-

section (5) shall be final. 

            Provisions which are not applicable on certain banking companies 

Section 36A of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 mention as under: 

(1) It says that provisions of section 11, sub-section (1) of section 12, and sections 17, 18, 24 and 

25 shall not apply to a banking company. 
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(2) If the Reserve Bank is satisfied that any banking company referred in sub-section (1) has 

repaid or has made adequate provision for repaying all deposits accepted by the banking 

company, either in full or to the maximum extent possible, the Reserve Bank may, by notice 

published in the Official Gazette, notify that the banking company has ceased to be a banking 

company within the meaning of this Act. 

                    Power of High Court to decide all claims in respect of banking companies 

Section 45B of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 mention as under: 

Any claim made by or against a banking company which is being wound up or any application 

made under [section 391 of the Companies Act, 1956 (1 of 1956)] by or in respect of a banking 

company in such cases the High Court shall, save as otherwise expressly PROVIDED in section 

45C (Transfer of pending proceedings), have exclusive jurisdiction to entertain and decide such 

cases. 

Section45F - Documents of banking company to be evidence. 

Here, documents refer to the entries in the books of account or other documents of a banking 

company which is binding upon shall be admitted as evidence in all the legal proceedings. 

Section 45J- Special provisions for punishing offences in relation to banking companies being 

wound up. 

 

  PROVISIONS RELATING TO CERTAIN OPERATIONS OF BANKING COMPANIES 

Section 45Y- Power of Central Government to make rules for the preservation of records. 

The Central Government after the discussion with the Reserve Bank and by publishing 

notification in the Official Gazette, can make rules which specifies the periods for which—  

(a) a banking company shall preserve its books, accounts and other documents; and 

 (b) a banking company shall preserve and keep with itself different instruments paid by it. 

Section45Z- Return of paid instruments to customers. 

Section45ZA- Nomination for payment of depositors' money. 
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Section45ZB- Notice of claims of other persons regarding deposits not receivable. 

Section45ZC- Nomination for return of articles kept in safe custody with banking company. 

Section45ZD- Notice of claims of other persons regarding articles not receivable. 

Section45ZE- Release of contents of safety lockers. 

Section45ZF- Notice of claims of other persons regarding safety lockers not receivable. 
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BANKING COMPANIES IN INDIA 

 

        In India banking companies are classified into following two categories: 

 COMMERCIAL BANKS 

 CO-OPERATIVE BANKS  

                                                  COMMERCIAL BANKS  

 

Commercial Banks are regulated under the Banking Regulation Act, 1949. Their business model 

is design to earn profits. Commercial banks act as a financial intermediaries, as they raise funds 

from depositors and lend the same funds to borrowers in the capitalist society. The primary 

function of commercial banks is to accept deposits and grant loans to general public, cooperate 

and the government. Other services provided by the commercial banks includes issuing credit 

and debit cards, maintaining different kinds of banks accounts. 

Commercial banks may be either owned by the government or by the private sector. 

Based on the ownership of commercial banks they can be classified into following categories: 

 PUBLIC SECTOR 

 PRIVATE SECTOR 

 REGIONAL RURAL BANKS  

  FOREIGN BANKS  
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                PUBLIC SECTOR BANKS 

Public sector banks are those banks which are owned and maintained by the government of India 

and they emphasize on social objectives than profitability. The main objectives of public sector 

banks are to ensure there is no monopoly of banking and financial services by few individuals or 

business houses and to ensure compliance with regulations and promote the needs of the 

underprivileged and weaker sections of society and prevent the concentration of wealth and 

economic power. These are nationalized banks and there are currently 12 public sector banks in 

India after the amalgamation. Some examples are State Bank of India, UCO Bank and Canara 

Bank. 

  State Bank of India 

 

State Bank of India is an Indian multinational, public sector banking and financial services 

statutory body headquartered in Mumbai, Maharashtra. A nationalized bank and it is the largest 

in India with 23% market share by assets and 25% share in loan and deposits market. 

State Bank of India has its separate law known as the State Bank of India Act,1955. This law is 

enacted by the Parliament of India in the 6th year of the Republic of India.      

Short Title and Commencement of State Bank of India is mention under Section 1 (This act 

may be called as The State Bank of India Act,1955.) of the State Bank of India Act,1955. 

Business of the State Bank of India is described in Chapter 6 (section 32-35A) of the State 

Bank of India Act,1955.  The State Bank does the following business: 

 State Bank act as an agent for the Reserve Bank of India (as mentioned in section 32). 
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 Other business which the State Bank may transact (as mentioned in section 33). 

 Business which the State Bank may not transact (as mentioned in section 34). 

 State bank may acquire the business of other banks (as mentioned in section 35). 

 Arrangement with the State Bank on appointment of the directors to prevail (as 

mentioned in section 35A). 

 PRIVATE SECTOR BANK 

Private sector banks are those banks which are owned, managed and controlled by the private 

promoters and they are free to operate as market forces in India. There are entry barriers and 

regulatory criteria to ensure the smooth and safe functioning of the banks. This ensure the safety 

of public deposits and they are regulated by the guidelines of the Reserve Bank of India. There 

are currently 22 private sector banks in India. Some examples are HDFC Bank, ICICI Bank and 

Axis Bank. 

HDFC BANK 

The Housing Development Finance Corporation Limited (HDFC) was the first private bank to 

receive an 'in principle' approval from the Reserve Bank of India to set up a bank in the private 

sector, as part of RBI's liberalization of the Indian Banking Industry in 1994. The bank was 

incorporated in August 1994 in the name of 'HDFC Bank Limited', with it headquarter in 

Mumbai, India. HDFC carry on its business under Banking Regulation Act 1949. HDFC Bank 

provides several services including wholesale banking, retail banking, treasury, auto loans, two-

wheeler loans, personal loans, loans against property, consumer durable loan, lifestyle loan and 

credit cards.  

ICICI BANK 
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Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation of India (ICICI) is an Indian multinational banking 

and financial service company with its registered office in Vadodara, Gujarat and corporate 

office in Mumbai, Maharashtra. The bank was incorporated in January 1994. It offers a multiple 

range of banking products and financial services for corporate and retail customers in the areas 

of investment banking, life, non-life insurance, venture capital and asset management. ICICI 

carry on its business under Banking Regulation Act 1949. 

REGIONAL RURAL BANKS  

The government of India has set up Regional Rural Banks on October 2, 1975. These are the 

banking organizations which are operated in different states of India. They have been created to 

serve rural areas with banking and financial services. These banks support small and marginal 

farmers by extending credit to them in rural areas. They nourish the credit requirements of small 

and marginal farmers, agricultural laborers, artisans, and small entrepreneurs. The Regional 

Rural Banks are sponsored by the commercial banks. Every Regional Rural Bank is jointly 

owned by the Central government as well as the State government. They are also known as 

Gramin Banks. They also do government operations like disbursement of wages of MGNREGA 

workers and distribution of pensions. Currently there are 43 Regional Rural Bank in India. 

THE REGIONAL RURAL BANKS ACT, 1976 is an act to provide for the incorporation, 

regulation and winding up of Regional Rural Banks in India. 

Short Title and Commencement of Regional Rural Banks is mention under Section 1 (this act 

extends to the whole of India and it shall come into force on 26th day of September, 1975.). 
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BUSINESS Of a Regional Rural Bank is described in Chapter 4 (section 18) of the Regional 

Rural Banks ACT, 1976. It mentions the following: 

Section 18 (1) Every Regional Rural Bank shall carry on business of banking as defined in 

clause (b) of section 5 of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949.  

Section 18 (2) Every Regional Rural Bank may, in particular, undertake the following types of 

business, namely: 

  (a) the granting of loans and advances, particularly to small and marginal farmers and 

agricultural labourers, whether individually or in groups, and to co-operative societies, including 

agricultural marketing societies, agricultural processing societies, co-operative farming societies, 

primary agricultural credit societies or farmers’ service societies, for agricultural purposes or 

agricultural operations or for other purposes connected therewith;  

(b) the granting of loans and advances, particularly to artisans, small entrepreneurs and persons 

of small means engaged in trade, commerce or industry or other productive activities, within the 

notified area in relation to the Regional Rural Bank. 

 FOREIGN BANKS 

Foreign banks have their registered offices in a foreign country but operate their branches in 

India. The Reserve Bank of India permits these banks to operate either through branches or 

through wholly-owned subsidiaries. The primary activity of these banks are mostly in the 

cooperate segments. However, some of the larger foreign banks have also made consumer 

financing a significant part of their portfolios. These banks offer services such as automobile 

finance, home loans, credit cards, household consumer finance, etc. Foreign banks in India are 

required to adhere to the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 as applicable to the domestic banks and 

Cross-border transactions are governed primarily by the Foreign Exchange Management Act, 

1999. The mode of entry available to Foreign Banks is as follows: 

 Branch office 

 Company 

 Representative office 

Some examples of the foreign banks are Citibank, Bank of America and HSBC Bank. 
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 CO-OPERATIVE BANKS 

Cooperative banks are scheduled banks. Co-operative banks are also mutual savings banks which 

are meant to provide cheap credits to their members. It is a voluntary association of members for 

self-help and caters to their financial needs on a mutual basis. They accept deposits and make 

mortgages and other types of loans to their members. These banks are subject by the Reserve 

Bank of India for control and inspection, but they are generally governed by a different statue, 

which is more flexible and easier to comply with compared to central bank acts. In India, they 

are governed by the provisions of the Multi- State Cooperative Societies Act, 2002. 

I. Regulatory Functions 

(i) Licensing of New Primary Cooperative Banks (urban) 

For commencing banking business, as a primary cooperative bank (urban), it is required to obtain 

a license from the Reserve Bank of India, under the provisions of Section 22 of the Banking 

Regulation Act, 1949 (As Applicable to Commercial banks). 

(ii) Licensing of Existing Primary (Urban) Co-operative Banks 

In terms of sub-section (2) of Section 22 of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 (As Applicable to 

Commercial banks), the primary (urban) cooperative banks existing in the country as on March 

1, 1966, were required to apply to the Reserve Bank of India. They were given 3 months to 

obtain a license to carry on banking business. Similarly, when a primary credit society becomes a 

primary (urban) cooperative bank by virtue of its share capital and reserves reaching Rs. one lakh 

and above must apply to the Reserve Bank of India for a license within three months from the 

date on which its share capital and reserves reach Rs. one lakh. And the existing unlicensed 

primary (urban) cooperative banks can carry on banking business until they are refused to give a 

license by the Reserve Bank of India. 
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The co-operative banks can be further classified as: 

 State Co-operative Banks 

 Central Co-operative Banks 
 Primary Agricultural Credit Societies 

 

 State Co-operative Banks 

State co-operative banks are part of the short-term cooperative credit structure. These banks are 

registered and governed by state governments under the respective co-operative societies acts of 

the concerned states. They come under the RBI as they are also covered by the provisions of the 

Banking Regulation Act, 1949. Section 2(e) says that “scheduled bank” means a bank included 

in the Second Schedule of the RBI Act, 1934. Currently there are 31 State Co-operative banks 

running all over India. 

 

                                       Central Co-operative Banks 

These banks are located at district headquarters or prominent towns and also known as Urban 

Co-operative Banks. They accept deposits from the public, have a share capital and take loans 

and advances from state co-operative banks. They perform banking functions and fulfill the 

credit requirements of member societies.  

 

                             Primary Agricultural Credit Societies 

They work at the village level and they have to depends on central co-operative and state co-
operative banks for its funding requirements. In the entire co-operative credit structure prevalent 
in India this is the smallest unit.  

                                         

                                                     Case laws  

Case 1: Rustom Cavasjee Cooper v. Union of India on 10 February, 1970            
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Facts: There were no regulations to effectively govern the banking sector in India, keeping this 

in mind the then acting President, promulgated the Banking Companies (Acquisition and 

Transfer of Undertakings) Ordinance in 1969 (hereinafter referred as ‘the Ordinance’). This was 

done by the acting President in pursuance of the powers which are enshrined in Article 123(1) of 

the Constitution of India. After this ordinance was propagate, 14 private sector banks were 

nationalized. These banks had a deposit base of not less than 50 crores, and the ownership of 

these private banks was then vested with the Government of India. The ordinance stated that all 

the undertakings would stand transferred (that 14 banks were transferred and would be vested 

into a “corresponding new bank” owned by the Government). The powers, assets, authorities and 

the privileges etc. of the 14 banks would be vested into the hands of a “new bank” according to 

the Ordinance. However, the provisions of the Ordinance also mentions that the Central 

Government must pay compensation to the banks acquired by them, although such amount of 

compensation would be decided by the bank and the government through negotiations. 

The petitioner, in this case, was one of the many petitioners who challenged the authority of the 

acting President to promulgate this ordinance. Mr. R.C. (the petitioner) Cooper was the director 

of the Central Bank of India. Additionally, he also holds shares of the Central Bank of India, 

Bank of Baroda and the Union Bank of India. All these banks were nationalized by the 

Government of India at that time. 

However, before the petitions were heard by the Supreme Court, a bill was passed by the 

Parliament titled the Banking Companies (Acquisition and Transfer of Undertakings) Act, 1969. 

The language used in the bill was same as the ordinance, although the ordinance was later 

repealed by the provisions of the Banking Companies (Acquisition and Transfer of 

Undertakings) Act, 1969. The petitioner challenged the constitutional validity of the act on 

several grounds before the Supreme Court, stating that the act violates the rights enshrined under 

Part III of the Constitution of India. 

Held: By the majority judgement the arguments of the petitioners were accepted by the Supreme 

Court. The Court decided to strike down the Banking Companies (Acquisition and Transfer of 

Undertakings) Act, 1969 (hereinafter referred as ‘the Act’). The philosophy of the Court behind 

this judgement was that the Government had failed in providing the compensation to the banks 

as per the provisions of the Act itself. The Court held that under Article 31 of the Constitution 
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the rights of the banks had been violated. The Court did not examine deeper into the question as 

to whether the Act under Article 30(1) of the Constitution violated the freedom of trade and 

commerce of the banks. The claims of the respondents, in this case, that the petitioners were not 

holders of the property, or that the jurisdiction should be denied by the Court, were not allowed 

to stand. 

As for the unconstitutionality of the Act against the Part III of the Constitution, the Court held 

the Act under Article 19(1)(g) of the Part III of the Constitution does not violates the rights but 

held that the Act was in violation of the right under Article 14 of the Constitution, as it weakens 

the right to equality of the banks as it prevented the banks from pursuing any business which was 

not related to banking. 

 

Case 2: Sajjan Bank (Private) Ltd., v. Reserve Bank of India, Madras on 1 May, 1959 

Facts:  This a petition file under Article 226 of the Constitution for the issue of writ of certiorari. 

The Sajjan Bank (Private) Ltd, whose main objective is to carry on moneylending business. It is 

originated from Sajjan and Co. Ltd, which was incorporated in November 1944, at Alandur. In 

May 1946, the company was converted into a banking company and in that year in November its 

name was changed into Sajjan Bank (Private). Ltd. And all the shares of the company was hold 

by its three directors who are said to be closely related. 

Section 22 of the Banking Regulation Act,1944 (hereinafter referred as ‘the Act’) provides that 

“every banking company in existence at the commencement of this Act should before the expiry 

of six months from such commencement and, every other company before commencing banking 

business in India, apply in writing to the Reserve Bank for a license under the section to carry on 

banking business”. The section also further provides that “the Banking Companies in existence at 

the commencement of the Act could continue to carry on their banking business till final orders 

were passed on their applications for license.” 

On 14th of September, 1949 the petitioner bank applied under section 22 of the Act, to the 

respondent for a license to carry on banking business. The Officers of the Reserve Bank 

inspected the petitioner bank under Section 22 of the Act in July 1952. The inspection has 

revealed the existence of defects in the working of the bank. The Reserve Bank therefore decided 
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to keep it in abeyance. The consideration for question of issuing a license of the bank to see its 

progress in eradicating the defects pointed out by the inspection report. 

 A fresh inspection of the petitioner bank was again carried out under Section 35 of the Act. That 

also revealed certain defects. The respondent was not satisfied that the fairs of the petitioner bank 

was being conducted in the interests of the depositors. The question of the grant of license was 

elevated. The petitioner was directed to show cause against the refusal of the license. The bank 

was also furnished with a copy of the inspection report. 

 

Held: It was contended that the provision of section22 (I) is unconstitutional as it is in restraint 

of trade or business as in effect an arbitrary power is vested with the Reserve Bank of India to 

grant or refuse a license. Therefore, it was contended that the provisions of section 22(I) of the 

Act is unconstitutional. The power of the Reserve Bank under this Act is a wide range of 

administrative discretion. It is peculiarly competent to undertake and to determine whether the 

conditions which are required for the license could be given or refused exist would be peculiarly 

within its competence. As the Reserve Bank is an expert statutory body and the legislature have 

prescribed the nature of a real banking institution in this country so it could not be said that there 

has been any excessive delegation of power by the Reserve Bank. Therefore, the action of the 

Reserve Bank in refusing to grant the license to the petitioner fall within its jurisdiction, and such 

jurisdiction has been properly exercised by the respondent in the case, and that there is no case 

for the issue of a writ under Article 226 of the Constitution. The petition was dismissed with 

costs. 

  

Case3: The Apex Co-Operative Bank Of v. The Maharashtra State on 29 October, 2003 

Facts: On 28th of August, 1993 the appellants have made an application to the Reserve Bank of 

India (hereinafter referred to as RBI) asking for a license for starting an Apex Bank for 

Maharashtra and Goa. The RBI by its letter dated 25th April, 1994 stated that “As you are aware, 

the proposed bank requires to be got registered under the Multi State Co-operative Societies Act, 

2002 since your area of operation extends beyond the boundaries of a State and that’s the reason 

it would not be a co-operative Bank as defined in the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 (as 
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applicable to Co-operative Societies). Hence an amendment to the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 

has been considered necessary. The Government of India has already informed about the 

amendments needed for the establishment of National Co-operative Bank of India (NCBI) as 

registered under the Multi-State Co-operative Societies Act, 1984 and same for the other similar 

banks. 

RBI asked the appellants to approach them after the needed legislative amendments are carried 

out by government of India to bring the NCBI as well as the other banks like those proposed by 

the appellants within the definition of Co-operative banks under the Banking Regulation Act, 

1949.  

The appellants then got themselves registered under the Multi State Co-operative Societies Act 

2002 on 10th October, 1994. After they got registered themselves, then they accepted some 

entrance fees and some shares subscription from members. This was the only activity carried on 

by the appellants till then. The State of Maharashtra through a notification dated 30th December, 

1995 to the appellants declared them as a State co-operative bank under section 2(u) of 

NABARD Act, 1981. On 22nd March, 1996 the RBI issued a banking license under Section 22(1) 

read with 56(o) of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 to the appellants. This was for the States of 

Maharashtra and Goa. The respondent filed a writ petition challenging the notification related to 

the two orders dated 25th January, 1996 and 14th May, 1996 and the grant of license by the RBI. 

The important question which arises from the  petition is that: 

1. whether RBI can grant license to a Co-operative Society registered under the Multi State Act  

to commence and carry on banking business.  

2. whether RBI can grant a license to a Co-operative Society which has been recognized and 

notified by one State Government as a State Co-operative Bank for that state, to commence and 

carry on banking activities in other states as well for which it has not been recognized as a State 

Co-operative Bank. 

Held: In question to answer one it has been held that the appellants need to be declared a state 

co-operative bank under NABARD Act, until then the RBI could not grant the license. As it is 

clear that the appellants were not declared as a state co-operative bank under the NABARD Act, 

and it is held that RBI cannot issue it a license to carry on banking business as such declaration 
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was correctly struck down. In view of this, it cannot be left to the option of RBI to cancel the 

license granted by it. As a result the RBI was asked to revoke the banking license granted to the 

appellants. 

In answer to the second question it has been held that RBI can only give a license to a state co- 
operative bank which has been so declared by a particular State. As the provision is for a State to 
declare a co-operative society as a "state co- operative bank" and the definition of co-operative 
societies in the NABARD Act is restricted to co-operative societies registered under State Acts, 
so the license can also be issued by the RBI, only the respect of that State. RBI would not be 
enabled to issue license to a society merely because one State declares a co- operative society as 
a "state co-operative bank”, for carrying banking business in other States or in the rest of the 
country. Thus, it was held that the appellants cannot be allowed to continue to operate as a state 
co- operative bank when in law they are not entitled to be one. The Appeals stands disposed and 
there will be no order as to costs. 

 

 

Conclusion:  

We can conclude that “Banking” means accepting deposits of money from the public for the 

purpose of investment or lending, and repayable on demand. The person who is incorporated in 

the banking business is known as “banker”. And a “banking company” is one which transact 

the business of banking in India. According to the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 a company 

(commercial and co-operative) can be recognized as a banking company if it comes under the 

definition of banking company under section 5(c) and required that the RBI provides the license 

for the same under section 22 of the Act. While in case of co-operative banks, the RBI cannot 

provide the license to them until they are registered under the Multi-State Co-operative Societies 

Act, 2002. The banking companies need to follow the rules and regulation provided by the RBI 

as it is the central bank of the country which looks upon the working of each bank in the country 

as well as provides normal interest rates to the banks. And at the same time banking companies 

also need to follow the clauses mention in the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 for being 

considered as banking company in India.  
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 https://m.rbi.org.in 
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BANKING SCHEME FOR RURAL AREA 

 

Meaning of Banking 

Banking is an industry that handles cash, credit, and other financial transactions. Banks provide 
a safe place to store extra cash and credit. They offer savings accounts, certificates of 
deposit, and checking accounts. Banks use these deposits to make loans. 

 Banking Schemes for Rural Area 

The Banking scheme for Rural Area is - 

 Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana (PMJDY) 

Hon’ble Prime Minister announced Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana as the National Mission on 

Financial Inclusion in his Independence Day address on 15th August 2014, to ensure 

comprehensive financial inclusion of all the households in the country by providing universal 

access to banking facilities with at least one basic bank account to every household, financial 

literacy, access to credit, insurance and pension facility. Under this, a person not having a 

savings account can open an account without the requirement of any minimum balance and, in 

case they self-certify that they do not have any of the officially valid documents required for 

opening a savings account, they may open a small account. Further, to expand the reach of 

banking services, all of over 6 lakh villages in the country were mapped into 1.59 lakh Sub 

Service Areas (SSAs), with each SSA typically comprising of 1,000 to 1,500 households, and in 

the 1.26 lakh SSAs that did not have a bank branch, Bank Mitras were deployed for branchless 

banking. 

Thus, PMJDY offers unbanked persons easy access to banking services and awareness about 

financial products through financial literacy programmes. In addition, they receive a RuPay debit 
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card, with inbuilt accident insurance cover of Rs. 2 lakh, and access to overdraft facility upon 

satisfactory operation of account or credit history of six months. Further, through Prime 

Minister’s Social Security Schemes, launched by the Hon’ble Prime Minister on 9th May 2015, 

all eligible account holders can access through their bank accounts personal accident insurance 

cover under Pradhan Mantri Suraksha Bima Yojana, life insurance cover under Pradhan Mantri 

Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojana, and guaranteed minimum pension to subscribers under Atal Pension 

Yojana. 

PMJDY was conceived as a bold, innovative and ambitious mission. Census 2011 estimated that 

out of 24.67 crore households in the country, 14.48 crore (58.7%) had access to banking services. 

In the first phase of the scheme, these households were targeted for inclusion through opening of 

a bank account within a year of launch of the scheme. The actual achievement, by 26th January 

2015, was 12.55 crore. As on 27.3.2019, the number of accounts has grown to 35.27 crore. 

Further, in 2011, only 0.33 lakh SSAs had banking facility and through provision of Bank Mitras 

in 1.26 lakh branchless SSAs, banking services were extended throughout rural India. The 

inclusive aspect of this is evident from the fact that 20.90 crore (60%) of PMJDY accounts are in 

rural areas and 18.74 crore (over 53%) PMJDY account holders are women. 

The deposit base of PMJDY accounts has expanded over time. As on 27.3.2019, the deposit 

balance in PMJDY accounts was Rs. 96,107 crore. The average deposit per account has more 

than doubled from Rs. 1,064 in March 2015 to Rs. 2,725 in March 2019. 

The Bank Mitra network has also gained in strength and usage. The average number of 

transactions per Bank Mitra, on the Aadhaar Enabled Payment System operated by Bank Mitras, 

has risen by over eightyfold, from 52 transactions in 2014-15 to 4,291 transactions in 2016-17. 

 From Jan Dhan to Jan Suraksha 

For creating a universal social security system for all Indians, especially the poor and the under-

privileged the Hon’ble Prime Minister launched three Social Security Schemes in the Insurance 

and Pension sectors on 9th of May, 2015. 

 Pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojana (PMJJBY) 

The PMJJBY is available to people in the age group of 18 to 50 years having a bank account 

who give their consent to join / enable auto-debit. Aadhar is the primary KYC for the bank 

account. The life cover of Rs. 2 lakh is for the one year period stretching from 1st June to 31st 

May and is renewable. Risk coverage under this scheme is for Rs. 2 lakh in case of death of the 

insured, due to any reason. The premium is Rs. 330 per annum which is to be auto-debited in one 

installment from the subscriber’s bank account as per the option given by him on or before 31st 

May of each annual coverage period under the scheme. The scheme is being offered by the Life 

Insurance Corporation and all other life insurers who are willing to offer the product on similar 
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terms with necessary approvals and tie up with banks for this purpose. As on 31st March, 2019, 

cumulative gross enrollment reported by banks subject to verification of eligibility, etc. is over 

5.91 crore under PMJJBY. A total of 145763 claims were registered under PMJJBY of which 

135212 have been disbursed. 

 Pradhan Mantri Suraksha Bima Yojana (PMSBY) 

The Scheme is available to people in the age group 18 to 70 years with a bank account who give 

their consent to join / enable auto-debit on or before 31st May for the coverage period 1st June to 

31st May on an annual renewal basis. Aadhar would be the primary KYC for the bank account. 

The risk coverage under the scheme is Rs. 2 lakh for accidental death and full disability and Rs. 

1 lakh for partial disability. The premium of Rs.12 per annum is to be deducted from the account 

holder’s bank account through ‘auto-debit’ facility in one instalment. The scheme is being 

offered by Public Sector General Insurance Companies or any other General Insurance Company 

who are willing to offer the product on similar terms with necessary approvals and tie up with 

banks for this purpose. As on 31st March, 2019, cumulative gross enrolment reported by Banks 

subject to verification of eligibility, etc. is over 15.47 crore under PMSBY. A total of 40,749 

Claims were registered under PMSBY of which 32,176 have been disbursed. 

 Atal Pension Yojana (APY) 

APY was launched on 9th May, 2015 by the Prime Minister. APY is open to all saving bank/post 

office saving bank account holders in the age group of 18 to 40 years and the contributions 

differ, based on pension amount chosen.  Subscribers would receive the guaranteed minimum 

monthly pension of Rs. 1,000 or Rs. 2,000 or Rs. 3,000 or Rs. 4,000 or Rs. 5,000 at the age of 60 

years. Under APY, the monthly pension would be available to the subscriber, and after him to his 

spouse and after their death, the pension corpus, as accumulated at age 60 of the subscriber, 

would be returned to the nominee of the subscriber. The minimum pension would be guaranteed 

by the Government, i.e., if the accumulated corpus based on contributions earns a lower than 

estimated return on investment and is inadequate to provide the minimum guaranteed pension, 

the Central Government would fund such inadequacy. Alternatively, if the returns on investment 

are higher, the subscribers would get enhanced pensionary benefits. 

In the event of pre-mature death of the subscriber, Government has decided to give an option to 

the spouse of the subscriber to continue contributing to APY account of the subscriber, for the 

remaining vesting period, till the original subscriber would have attained the age of 60 years. The 

spouse of the subscriber shall be entitled to receive the same pension amount as that of the 

subscriber until the death of the spouse. After the death of both the subscriber and the spouse, the 

nominee of the subscriber shall be entitled to receive the pension wealth, as accumulated till age 
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60 of the subscriber. As on 31st March, 2019, a total of 149.53 lakh subscribers have been 

enrolled under APY with a total pension wealth of Rs. 6,860.30 crore. 

 Pradhan Mantri Mudra Yojana 

The scheme was launched on 8th April 2015. Under the scheme a loan of upto Rs. 50,000 is 

given under sub-scheme ‘Shishu’; between Rs. 50,000 to 5.0 Lakhs under sub-scheme ‘Kishore’; 

and between 5.0 Lakhs to 10.0 Lakhs under sub-scheme ‘Tarun’. Loans taken do not require 

collaterals. These measures are aimed at increasing the confidence of young, educated or skilled 

workers who would now be able to aspire to become first generation entrepreneurs; existing 

small businesses, too, will be able to expand their activates. As on 31.03.2019, Rs. 3,21,722 

crores sanctioned (Rs. 142,345 cr. - Shishu, Rs. 104,386 cr. Kishore and Rs. 74,991 cr. - Tarun 

category), in 5.99 crores accounts. 

 Stand Up India Scheme 

Government of India launched the Stand Up India scheme on 5th April, 2016. The Scheme 

facilitates bank loans between Rs.10 lakh and Rs.1 crore to at least one Scheduled Caste/ 

Scheduled Tribe borrower and at least one Woman borrower per bank branch for setting up 

greenfield enterprises. This enterprise may be in manufacturing, services or the trading sector. 

The scheme which is being implemented through all Scheduled Commercial Banks is to benefit 

at least 2.5 lakh borrowers. The scheme is operational and the loan is being extended through 

Scheduled Commercial Banks across the country. 

Stand Up India scheme caters to promoting entrepreneurship amongst women, SC & ST category 

i.e those sections of the population facing significant hurdles due to lack of advice/mentorship as 

well as inadequate and delayed credit. The scheme intends to leverage the institutional credit 

structure to reach out to these underserved sectors of the population in starting greenfield 

enterprises. It caters to both ready and trainee borrowers. 

To extend collateral free coverage, Government of India has set up the Credit Guarantee Fund 

for Stand Up India (CGFSI). Apart from providing credit facility, Stand Up India Scheme also 

envisages extending handholding support to the potential borrowers. It provides for convergence 

with Central/State Government schemes. Applications under the scheme can also be made online 

on the dedicated Stand Up India portal(www.standupmitra.in). As on 31.03.2019, Rs. 16,085 

crore has been sanctioned in 72,983 accounts (59,429 – women, 3,103-ST and 10,451 – SC). 

 Pradhan Mantri Vaya Vandana Yojana 

The ‘Pradhan Mantri Vaya Vandana Yojana (PMVVY) has been launched by the Government to 

protect elderly persons aged 60 years and above against a future fall in their interest income due 

to uncertain market conditions, as also to provide social security during old age. The scheme is 
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implemented through the Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC) and open for subscription 

upto 31st March, 2023.PMVVY offers an assured rate of return 7.40% per annum for the 

financial year 2020-21 for policy duration of 10 years. In subsequent years, while the scheme is 

in operation, there will be annual reset of assured rate of return with effect from April 1st of the 

financial year in line with applicable rate of return of Senior Citizens Saving Scheme(SCSS) 

upto a ceiling of 7.75% with fresh appraisal of the scheme on breach of this threshold at any 

point.Mode of pension payment under the Yojna is on a monthly, quarterly, half-yearly or annual 

basis depending on the option exercised by the subscriber. Minimum purchase price under the 

scheme is Rs. 1,62,162/- for a minimum pension of Rs. 1000/- per month and the maximum 

purchase price is Rs. 15 lakh per senior citizen for getting a pension amount of Rs. 9,250/- per 

month. 
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SPECIAL TYPES OF CUSTOMERS 

 

 

Banking is the most important type of service sector organisation. Customers play significant 
role in bank. Customer is the one who uses banking services and judges the quality of the 
services. Banking relationship is a contract between bank and the customer. Opening of an 
account binds the banker and customer into a contractual relationship. Every person who is 
competent to contract can open an account with a bank. The capacity of certain classes of person, 
to make valid agreement is subject to certain legal restrictions, as is the case with minors, 
lunatics, drunkards, married women, undischarged insolvents, trustees, executors, administrators 
etc. Extra care is also needed for the banker while he deals with customers like public authorities, 
societies, joint stock companies, partnership firms etc.  

       

Meaning and Definition of a Customer: 

The term customer of a bank is not defined by law. Ordinarily, a person who has an account in a 
bank is considered as its customer. There is no statutory definition of “customer”, and so one 
has to refer the decisions of the courts in order to discover the principle which determines 
whether or not a person is a customer. In the United States, customer means, ‘any person 
having an account with the banker or from whom a bank has agreed to collect items and includes 
a bank carrying an account with another bank’. The statutory protection under section 131 and 
131A of The Negotiable Instrument Act, 1881, is available to collect banker only if the banker 
inter alia receives payment of a cheque or a draft for a customer. Though a customer is a very 
important person for a bank, he appears only once in law of Negotiable Instrument (i.e., section 
131 of The Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881) and even there only casually; he is neither defined 
nor explained. A customer of a banker need not be a person. A firm, joint stock company, a 
society or any legal entity may be a customer. According to section 45-Z of Banking 
Regulations Act, 1949, a “Customer” includes a governmental department and a 
cooperation incorporated by or under any law. 

Although there is no statutory definition of a customer but recently a customer has been defined 
under SARFAESI ACT. 
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As per (SARFAESI) Securitization and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and 
Enforcement of security Interest Act 2002 a person has been defined as a person/entity as 
follows: 

“A person who is maintaining an account in his own name or in whose name the deposits are 
maintained”. 

The Securitisation and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and enforcement of Security Interest 
Act 2002 to regulate secured creditor’s interest came into force in 2002. It is primarily aimed at 
the enforcement of the security interests besides securitization and reconstruction of the 
financials assets. (Please note this is meant for those who have taken any type of loan from 
banks). 

So far as SARFAESI is concerned it is a matter of law while most of the banks do function as per 
their prevalent practice that also tantamount to be a law. Now you have, supposed, opened a 
Saving Account with a Bank and have legally become a customer of the bank. But there are 
many types of customers for a bank. Not to be specific but most of the customers of a bank are of 
different kinds. 

Banks open accounts for different types of customers like an individual, partnership firm, Trusts, 
companies, etc. While opening the accounts the banker has to keep in mind the various legal 
aspects involved in opening and conducting those accounts and also practices followed in 
conducting those accounts.  

SPECIAL TYPES OF CUSTOMERS: 

 

Special type of customers means are those who are distinguished from other types of customers 
by some special features. Hence, they are called a Special Type of Customers they are to be dealt 
with carefully while operating and dealt with carefully while operating the accounts. The 
following are the type of special customers of banks: 

 Minors 
 Illiterate person 
 Blind  
 Lunatics 
 Hindu Undivided Family (HUF) 
 Married Woman 
 Paradanashin Woman 
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 Sole Proprietary Firms 
 Partnership Firms 
 Limited Liability Partnership (LLP) 
 Companies 
 Unincorporated Associations 
 Societies, Clubs and Associations 
 Trustees 

Minor Customers: 

                             

Section -3 of Indian Majority Act 1875 states that Minor is a person who has not completed the 
age of 18 years. 

Section 11 of Indian Contact Act 1872 says that a minor cannot enter into a valid contract. It 
further says that contract with a minor is not only void but also void-ab-into i.e., from the very 
beginning. 

Money lent to a minor cannot be recovered, even if he gives security. All contracts entered into 
by a minor for the repayment of money lent shall be absolutely void. 

Section-26 of Negotiable Instrument Act-1881 provides that MINOR can draw, endorse, 
deliver and negotiate a promissory note, bill of exchange or Cheque so as to bind all the parties 
EXCEPT HIMSELF. 

However, a contact on behalf of a minor can be, entered into by his guardian. 

The Guardian to a minor can be: 

1. Natural Guardian. 

2. Legal Guardian. 

3. Testamentary Guardian. 

Hindu Minor: 
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The word GUARDIAN has been defined in several Acts. Accordingly, a Natural Guardian in 
case of Hindus is mentioned under section 6 of Minority and Guardianship Act 1956 which 
provides that in case of a minor boy or unmarried girl, the father and after his death, the mother 
shall be the guardian of both person and property of the minor. 

Step father/step mother cannot act as natural guardian. After the death of both the father and the 
mother, a minor can be represented only through a legal guardian. 

Muslim Customers (Minors): 

In case of Muslim minor, father is the natural guardian. 

After death of father the guardianship goes to: 

1. Executor appointed by father’s will. In the absence of such will it then goes to, 

2. Father’s father and then executor appointed by the will made by father’s father, and  

3. In the absence of all it goes to legal guardian. Mother can only act as guardian if appointed by- 
court or by will. 

Christians and Persons of Other Religions: 

The father is treated as natural guardian and after his death the mother becomes natural guardian. 
In case both are dead, a person appointed by the court can act as a guardian. 

Legal Guardian: 

1. A legal guardian is appointed as per provisions of Guardian and Wards Act 1890. When there 
is no natural guardian or testamentary guardian, the court can appoint guardian, which is known 
as Legal Guardian. 

2. As such a legal guardian of a child is someone the law has given all the duties, rights, 
responsibilities and powers that a parent has in bringing up the child. 

Testamentary Guardian: 

1. A parent who is a guardian of a child can appoint someone to become a guardian of the child 
when that parent dies. The parent can do this either in their will or in a special type of legal 
document called a deed. A testamentary guardian must be at least 20 when the parent dies. 

2. In view of above a guardian appointed by the will of minor’s father is called testamentary 
guardian. Such guardian can act only after the death of the father and mother of the minor child. 

3. To sum up we may say that ‘Guardian’ means a person having the care of the person of a 
minor or of his property or of both his person and property 

Illiterate Person: 

Now an illiterate person cannot read and write. It is a general condition of all the banks that they 
must fill in a form required to open an account with a bank. Usually, such forms are meant to 
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collect necessary information as per the KYC norms. In addition to this information most of the 
Account Opening forms do contain certain terms and conditions to be followed by the customers. 

Besides the customers are also required some sort of obligations to take care of while operating 
their respective account (An illiterate person must bring with him the pass book issued by the 
bank to confirm his credentials because in case of illiterate persons most of the bank paste a 
photograph of the account holder on the passbook. It facilitates any banker to recognize his 
customer.). An illiterate person cannot read and understand all these things written on account 
opening forms of different banks. A simple way of solution is that all these terms and conditions 
are read aloud and the meaning thereof is explained to the illiterate persons. 

In case they understand all these terms and conditions and also the meaning thereof his account 
can be opened with a bank. But before opening the account of an illiterate person the Manager or 
some other official of the bank has to give a certificate to this effect that all the terms and 
conditions have been explained to the illiterate person and he after having understood these is 
willing to open an account with the bank. Such a certificate is recorded on the account opening 
form and is also witnessed by some other person in whose presence these conditions were 
understood by an illiterate person. 

Now an illiterate person cannot sign. A very significant, important and vital aspect of banking is 
THE SIGNATURES of the customers. All banking transactions are based on the signatures. If 
signatures do not tally with the one provided on the banks records the bank is not bound to 
honour the instructions of the customers. 

While a literate person can well understand this problem and will provide appropriate signatures 
but what about an illiterate person. In case of illiterate persons banks obtains clear impression of 
the thumps of illiterate persons in place of signatures. In case of male customer left hand 
thump impression is obtained and in case of female customers right hand thump impression is 
obtained. 

While withdrawing the money by illiterate persons their photo is matched with the one pasted on 
the Passbook and then his/her thump impression is verified by a bank official not below the rank 
of a manager AN ILLETERATE CUSTOMER OF A BANK IS NEVERVER ISSUED ANY 
CHEQUE BOOK. HE HAS ALWAYS TO TRANSACT BANKING BUSINESS BEING 
PERSONALY PRESENT IN THE BANK. 

A REFRENCE HAD BEEN MADE THAT WHILE TRANSACTING BANKING BUSINESS 
THE SIGNATURES OF A CUSTOMER IS MUST. WE SHOULD NOW DISCUSS ABOUT 
SIGNATURES OF A CUSTOMER. 

Although no correct definitions of signatures have been provided in specific terms anywhere but 
signatures can be taken, as a sign, stamp or mark impressed, a person’s name written by him, the 
act of writing it. In simple words we can understand that whatsoever (words, initials, name, 
numbers pictures, any sign and even dot) is used by a customer while signing his bank 
instruments or otherwise is taken to be the signatures of the customer. 
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Even a simple impression of any kind/any type in any form/figure or otherwise can be 
considered as signatures. Whatever mode of signatures may be but the signature in whatsoever 
form is always a mandate for his banker. 

The signatures of a customer on an instruction to his banker are the banker’s authority to comply 
with the instructions and to debit the customer’s account with the cost. 

In case of illiterate person, no signatures are available; in this condition some photographs of the 
illiterate persons are obtained and affixed on the account opening forms, Specimen signatures 
slip and on the passbook. The Specimen signature slip is mainly meant for literate persons who 
can provide the specimen of their signature to be used as their authority for the bank. 

In case of illiterate person, the same specimen signature slip is used to obtain the impression of 
their thumbs. In case of male customers, the impression of their left-hand thumb is taken whereas 
in case of female customer the impression of their right hand is taken. 

The impression of right/left hand is a practice not a law. The bankers also try to obtain certain 
addition information about the identity of illiterate persons like a mole r or scare visible on the 
person of the customer can be recorded as additional information. Since illiterate persons cannot 
sign, they are not issued cheque books. Such customers are required to come to the bank 
personally every time they wish to use the services of their bankers. 

Some of the customers like Insane and intoxicated or insolvent are not normal customers and are 
therefore not being discussed in view of the subject matter of this book. 

Auchteronis Co. V. Midland Ltd. In this case the court held that a bank does not owe duties to 
third parties who are not its customer. Certainly, the mere fact that a bank owes a duty to its 
customer in connection with a transaction does not mean that it owes a parallel duty to third 
person who may also be interested in the transaction  

Blind Customer: 

A blind person can be literate and also illiterate but there is no bar for these persons to open an 
account with any bank. The Banks take some extra precautions while opening the accounts of 
blind persons as they cannot see. 

In case of blind persons all the terms and conditions of KYC norms are adhered to very strictly. 
Besides obtaining thump impression or signatures of such persons in the account opening form 
and on the specimen, signature slips the words BLIND PERSON are written very boldly. 

In case of issue of cheque books only crossed cheques are issued to them. The receipts and 
payments of such persons are made in the presence of some independent witness whose 
signatures are also obtained on the mandate of such customers. Normally before issuing cheque 
books to such customers the words “bearer” is replaced with “order” so that payees can be easily 
searched. 

Lunatics: 
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The banker should, therefore, not open an account in the name of a person who is of unsound 
mind. But if a banker has discounted a bill dully written, accepted or endorsed by lunatic he can 
realize the money due on the same from such person except in the circumstances where it is 
proved that the banker was aware of the lunacy of the person concerned at the time, he 
discounted the bill. The banker should suspend all operations on the account of a customer as 
soon as he receives the news of his lunacy till, he gets the proof of his sanity or is served with an 
order of the court. 

                        

In case of Shanti Prasad Jai V. Director of Enforcement Exchange Regulation Act. High 
court cases in India, it had been repeatedly held that the banker and customer relationship in 
respect of money deposited in the account of customer with the bank of debtor and creditor. 

Hindu Undivided Family (HUF): 

                                

Hindu Undivided Family’ otherwise known as ‘Joint Hindu Family’ property, business or 
ancestral estates and its common possession, enjoyment ownership is the basis of formation of 
HUF.As per Hindu law, the Hindus, Sikhs & Jains can form HUF. 

HUF is governed basically by two schools of thought. In Bengal, it is governed by Dayabhag 
Law. In other parts of India, it is governed by Mitakshara Law. The law governing Hindu 
Undivided Family is codified under Hindu Code and now, succession among Hindu is governed 
by Hindu Succession Act, 1956. Parts of this Act was amended in 2005 by the Hindu Succession 
(Amendment) Act, 2005.Creation of Hindu Law under which all major members of the family 
get right by birth in the ancestral property of the family. 

HUF property is managed by senior most major male member called ‘Manager’ or ‘Karta’. Upon 
death of Karta, next senior male coparcener becomes Karta. Joint owners of HUF are known as 
coparceners. It consists of one common living ancestor and his all male & female (female 
included from Sept. 2005) descendent up to three generations next to him. HUF cannot enter into 
a partnership as per Supreme Court judgement of 1998. 
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HUF account is operated by Karta. Karta has authority to borrow money for the family 
necessities & for ancestral family business. Documents are to be executed by Karta. All major 
coparceners are to be made guarantors. The liability of the ‘Karta’ is unlimited, whereas the 
liability of the coparceners is limited to their shares in the joint family estate. 

Married Woman: 

A married woman is competent to enter into a valid contract. The banker may, therefore, open an 
account in the name of married woman. In case of a debt taken by a married woman, her husband 
shall not be liable accept in the following circumstances; 

 If the loan is taken with his consent or authority; and  
 If the debt is taken of the supply of necessaries of life to the wife, and case husband 

defaults in supplying same to her. 

The husband shall not be liable for the debts taken by his wife in any other circumstances. The 
creditor may in that case recover his debt out of the personal assets of the married woman. While 
granting a loan to a married woman, the banker should, therefore, examine her own assets and 
ensure that the same are sufficient to cover the amount of the loan. 

Paradanashin Woman: 

                              

A paradanashin woman observes complete seclusion in accordance with the custom of her 
community. She does not deal with the people, other than the members of her own family. As 
she remains completely secluded a presumption in law exists that: 

Any contact entered into by her might have ben made with her free will and with full 
understanding of what the contract actually means.  

 The same might not have been made with her free will and with full understanding of 
what the contract actually means. 
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The banker should, therefore take due precaution in opening an account in the name of 
paradanashin woman. As the identity of such woman cannot be ascertained, the banker generally 
refuses to open an account in her name. 

Sole Proprietary Firms:  

Business is wholly owned by an individual. In law, there is no difference between proprietor & 
the firm. In all respects, it is an account in the name of an individual only except that it is 
operated upon by the proprietor on behalf of firm. The firm should have PAN or GST Number. 
Proprietorship letter in bank’s Performa is to be obtained. Proof of proprietorship to be obtained. 
Creditors have recourse not only against assets of the firm but also against private assets of the 
proprietor. Proprietor can authorize another person to operate the account through Mandate or 
Power of Attorney. 

For opening an account in the name of a sole proprietary firm, CDD of the individual 
(proprietor) shall be carried out. In addition to the above, any two of the following documents as 
a proof of business/ activity in the name of the proprietary firm shall also be obtained: 

(a) Registration certificate  

(b) Certificate/licence issued by the municipal authorities under Shop and Establishment Act. 

(c) Sales and income tax returns. 

(d) CST/VAT/ GST certificate (provisional/final). 

(e) Certificate/registration document issued by Sales Tax/Service Tax/Professional Tax 
authorities. 

(f) IEC (Importer Exporter Code) issued to the proprietary concern by the office of DGFT or 
Licence/certificate of practice issued in the name of the proprietary concern by any professional 
body incorporated under a statute. 

(g) Complete Income Tax Return (not just the acknowledgement) in the name of the sole 
proprietor where the firm's income is reflected, duly acknowledged by the Income Tax 
authorities. 

(h) Utility bills such as electricity, water, landline telephone bills, etc. 

In cases where the Regulated Entities (REs) are satisfied that it is not possible to furnish two 
such documents, Regulated Entities (REs) may, at their discretion, accept only one of those 
documents as proof of business/activity. 

Provided Regulated Entities (REs) undertake contact point verification and collect such other 
information and clarification as would be required to establish the existence of such firm, and 
shall confirm and satisfy itself that the business activity has been verified from the address of the 
proprietary concern. 

Partnership Firms:  
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Partnership is the relation between persons who have agreed to share profits of business carried 
on by all or any one them acting for all (Indian Partnership Act 1932). As per RBI instruction 
now Registration Certificate and Partnership deed to be obtained.  As per Indian Companies Act 
2013, Maximum number of partners can be up to 100 in a firm (Earlier number of partners was 
restricted to 20 for other businesses & 10 for banking business). Partnership is not a distinct legal 
person from the partners who have made partnership firm. HUF cannot enter into a partnership 
as per Supreme Court judgement of 1998. The firm should have PAN or GST Number. A partner 
cannot delegate his authority to operate the account. 

A minor cannot be a partner, but he can be admitted for his benefit in an existing partnership 
firm. The particulars of minor partner, particularly the DOB should be properly recorded. 

In case of death/retirement/insolvency of a partner account should be stopped, if the balance is in 
debit and a fresh account should opened after fresh sanction of limit. In case of dispute when one 
partner revokes the authority against the other partner, operation in the account should be 
stopped. 

Dissolution of the Partnership firm can take place by following ways: 

i. By mutual consent; 

ii. Death/insolvency/retirement of a partner; 

iii. Operation of Law (insolvency of all partners, business becoming unlawful, dissolution 
   by a competent court; and 

iv. In case of automatic dissolution. 

Limited Liability Partnership (LLP):  

A limited liability partnership (LLP) is a partnership in which some or all partners (depending on 
the jurisdiction) have limited liabilities. LLP is governed by limited liability partnership Act 
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2008. Liability is limited to the extent of his contribution in the LLP. Minimum 2 designated 
partner and no limit on maximum number of Partners. A partner is not liable for another 
partner’s misconduct or negligence, except in certain cases. LLP is a legal entity separate from 
its partner. It has own assets in his name, sure and be sued. Since LLP contains element of both 
‘a corporate structure’ as well as ‘a partnership firm structure’ LLP is called a hybrid between a 
company and a partnership. It has perpetual succession (death of a partner does not affect the 
existence of LLP). Partners have a right to manage the business directly. Firms and companies 
can get themselves converted into LLP. LLP cannot raise fund from public. 

Companies: Companies are defined in Indian Company Act 1956. As per the provision of 
Company Act 2013 (implemented with effect from 1st April 2014), recognizes a joint Stock 
Company is a legal person with perpetual entity & is distinct from its members. A company or 
association of persons can be created at law as legal person so that the company in itself can 
accept limited liability for civil responsibility. Because companies are legal persons, they also 
may associate and register themselves as companies otherwise it will be treated as illegal. 
Address of the registered office is compulsory. It is the address at which all the documents & 
notices may be served upon the company. Cheques favouring company are not to be credited to 
the personal accounts of the Directors or other officers of the company. 

Following documents are required for account opening of a company: 

i) Certificate of Incorporation: Issued by Registrar of Companies. It is conclusive proof for 
incorporation of the company & compliance of all formalities by promoters. 

ii) Certificate of commencement of business: A company having share capital cannot 
commence business until it has obtained the certificate to commence business (COB) from the 
concerned Registrar of Companies. Certificate of commencement of business is not required by 
Private Ltd. Co. as its shares are closely held & it can commence business on its incorporation. 

iii) Memorandum of Association: Company’s fundamental & unalterable law. Embodies 
Company’s name, Authorized capital, Objectives of the company, Liability of shareholders. 

iv) Article of Association: Regulations controlling internal management of the company. Rights 
& powers of the Directors, rules about conduct of company meetings & business, Procedure for 
borrowing & limit on borrowing etc. 

iv) Copy of Board Resolution: Certified copy of Board Resolution authorizing to borrow from 
the Bank with details of limit, security etc., Persons who are authorized to sign the security 
documents & operate the Bank Account, persons in whose presence Seal of the company will be 
affixed to the security documents. 

v) Company identification Number (CIN): As per RBI guidelines Company Identification 
Number (CIN) assigned by the ROC is now compulsory for opening of bank account of the 
company. 
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vi) Company common Seal: Common seal if any, of the company available should be embossed 
on bank`s documents. As per Companies (Amendment) Act, 2015 and RBI instruction Company 
Common Seal is not necessary, if other documents available during current account opening. 

Unincorporated Associations: 

Banks open accounts of unincorporated associations and clubs started for purposes of Sports, 
Recreation, Promotion of Fine Arts, and Education etc. Accounts are opened for reliable and 
reputed parties. These unincorporated associations have no legal entity. While opening an 
account in the name of association the bank makes detailed inquiry in the existing rules and 
regulations governing such associations. All usual formalities for opening the account are 
adhered by the bank. Bank also obtains the certified copy of the resolution passed by the 
Governing Body for an opening of the account in the bank and names of the office bearers 
authorised to open and to operate the account on behalf of the association duly certified by the 
Chairman are obtained. 

Societies, Clubs and Associations: 

A society gets legal entity only when it is incorporated under Company’s Act. Bylaws of the 
society, clubs and association contain rules, regulations or conduct and activities of the 
association. While opening account the banks obtain following from the clubs: 

 

o Copy of the bylaws 

o Copy of resolution passed by the managing committee regarding opening and conduct of 
account 

o Certificate of registration in original 

o A list of the Managing Committee members  

o Copies of resolutions for electing them as Committee members duly certified by the 
Chairman. 

Bank keeps a copy of all the above-mentioned documents for its record. 

Trustees: 
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Trusts are created by the settler through executing a Trust Deed. A trust account can be opened 
after obtaining and scrutinising the trust deed. The Trust account has to be operated by all the 
trustees jointly unless provided in the trust deed. A cheque favouring the Trust shall not be 
credited to the personal account of the Trustee. According to the Indian Trusts Act, a ‘trust’ is an 
obligation annexed to the ownership of property, and arising out of a confidence responded and 
accepted by the owner or declared and accepted by him for the benefit of another and the owner. 
The person who responses the confidence is called the author of the trust. The trustee is the 
person in whom the confidence is responded. The person for whose benefit the trust is formed is 
called beneficiary. 

In the case of New Bank of India V. Union of India, Supreme Court observed that a trustee is 
generally not entitled to dispose of or appropriate trust property for his benefit. In the present 
case the banker is not entitled to dispose of the share and utilities the amount thereof for 
adjustment to the loan account if the debtor defaults. This banker’s obligation to transfer back the 
shares can arise only when the debtor clears dues of the bank. Hence bank was not considered as 
trustees. 

Conclusion 

 

The customers of banks consist of millions of private individuals, hundreds of thousands of small 
businesses formed as private limited companies. Some persons like the minors, drunkards, 
lunatics and insolvent are not competent to enter into valid contracts. Some persons like agents, 
trustees, executors, etc. who act on behalf of others, have limitations on their powers. Thus, 
requires extra care to ensure that their accounts are conducted in accordance with the provisions. 
These are the major types of customers that come under banking operations. 

https://www.businessmanagementideas.com/banking/banking-service/bank-customer-meaning-
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LIEN 

 

 

WHAT IS LIEN ? 

A lien is a legal right to claim a security interest in a property provided by the owner of the 

property to the creditor. It is generally used as a guarantee for some sort of legal obligation such 

as loan repayment. In other words, a lien ensures that a creditor obtains the right of the property 

if a debtor fails to meet his legal obligation or financial obligation. The owner of the property is 

called the lienee while the party that receives the lien is referred to as the lienor or lien holder. 

The lienor can retain the possession of goods and securities owned by the debtor until the debt is 

repaid. The possession can be retained till the owner discharges the debt or obligation to the 

possessor. It does not include the right of sale of goods and securities. Prima facie, it is a right 

given by law and not by contract. 

 

GENERAL LIEN 

General lien gives the right to the creditor to retain the possession till all amounts from the 

debtor are paid or discharged. This is available to bankers, factors, wharfingers and attorneys of 

High Court and Policy Brokers only. There is no need of any special agreement, written or oral, 

to create the right of lien, but it arises only by operation of law. 

 

PARTICULAR LIEN 
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Particular lien gives the right to the creditor to retain possessions only of goods and securities for 

which the dues have arisen and  not for other dues.   

 

BANKER'S LIEN 

Banker's lien is a general lien recognized by law. A banker's right of lien is more than general 

lien. It confers upon him the power to sell the goods and securities in case of default by the 

debtor. Such right of lien thus resembles a pledge and is usually called an implied pledge. The 

banker thus enjoys the privileges of the pledge and can dispose of the securities after giving 

proper notice to the debtor. The right of sale extends to all properties and securities belonging to 

a customer in the hands of a banker, except title deeds of immovable property which obviously 

cannot be sold. The possession is with the bank but the ownership remains the same. If it is 

indicated that a particular security is obtained for one particular debt only, then the general lien 

gets converted into a particular lien. When the banker exercises his right of general lien, no 

criminal action is available because no criminal act is behind it. The right of general lien is 

available and is always entrusted with the bank in the capacity as a banker. The right is available 

for goods and securities that are in the name of debtor or in the name of guarantor. The law gives 

inter alia, a general lien to the bankers - Lloyds Bank v. Administrator General of Burma, AIR 

1934 Rangoon 66. The Supreme Court also upheld the right of banker's lien as judicially 

recognised in Syndicate Bank v/s Vijay Kumar and Others, AIR 1992 SC 1066. To claim a lien, 

the banker must be functioning qua banker under Section 6 of the Banking Regulation Act-State 

Bank of Travancore v. Bhargavan ,1969 Kerala .572. The lien extends to all forms of securities 

deposited, which are not specifically entrusted or to be appropriated. Where the holder of a bill 

has a lien on it arising either from contract or by implication of law, he is deemed to be a holder 

for value to the extent of the sum for which he has a lien.  

 

REQUIREMENTS 

The lien should arise the following requirements are to be fulfilled: 
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(a) The property must come into the hands of the banker in his capacity as a banker in the 

ordinary course of business ; 

(b) There should be no entrustment for a special purpose inconsistent with the lien 

(c) The possession of the property must be lawfully obtained in his capacity as a banker; and 

(d) There should be no agreement inconsistent with the lien. 

 

WHERE LIEN CANNOT BE EXERCISED ? 

However lien is not permissible in the following cases, viz. 

(a) Where there is any contract inconsistent with this right between banker and the customer  

(b) Where the goods and securities are entrusted to the bank as a trustee or as an agent  

(c) When the deposit with the banker is for a specific purpose, if the banker has implied or 

express notice of such purpose  

(d) Where the loan is granted to one person and the goods and securities are owned by more 

than one persons  

(e) Where the valuables are received for safe custody - Cuthbert v. Roberts ,(1909)2 Ch.226 

(CA) and Bank of Africa and Cohen,(1902)2 Ch.129. (Paget's law of Banking (11th 

Edition) 

(f) Where the bills of exchange or other documents have been handed over by the customer 

stated to the banker with specific instructions to utilize their proceeds for the specific 

purpose - Greenhalgh v. Union Bank of Manchester,(1924) 2 K.B.153. 

(g) In case of shares that are given for selling them in a future and apply the sale proceeds for 

a specific purpose  

(h) Where some documents or valuables are left in bank’s possession by the customer by 

mistake or negligence  

(i) Where securities are given to bank to secure a loan, but that has not been granted as yet 

(j) Banker's Lien is not available against Term Deposit Receipt in Joint Names when the 

debt is due only from one of the depositors. 

 

DUTY OF CONFIDENTIALITY 
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The law on a bank's duty of confidentiality was clarified in Tournier v National Provincial. The 

Court of Appeal held that a bank owes its customer a legal duty of confidentiality not to disclose 

information to third parties. Any breach of this could result in liability for damages if loss results. 

Bank has an obligation to take utmost care in keeping secrecy about the account of his 

customers. This duty arises between a bank and its customer upon the opening of an account and 

continues after account closure and extends after the customer's death. It covers all transactions 

and information obtained concerning the account by virtue of the relationship between the bank 

and customer. However, the duty is qualified by some exceptions laid down in Tournier and 

more recently confirmed in Christofi v Barclays Bank plc. Duty is a legal one, not merely moral. 

Breach of it would result in damages – nominal or substantial. If a banker discloses information 

unjustifiably, he shall be liable to his customer and the third party as follows: 

 

RISKS OF UNWARRANTED AND UNJUSTIFIABLE DISCLOSURE.  

 

(a) Liabilities to the customer  

The customer may sue the banker for the damages suffered by him as a result of such 

disclosure. Substantial amount may be claimed if the customer has suffered material 

damages. Such damages may be suffered as a result of unjustifiable disclosure of any 

information or extremely unfavourable opinion about the customer being expressed by 

the banker. 

 

(b) Liabilities to third parties 

The banker is responsible to the third parties also to whom such information is given, if – 

(i) the banker furnishes such information with the knowledge that it is false, and 

(ii) Such a party relies on the information and suffers losses. 
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Such third parties may require the banker to compensate him for the losses suffered by him for 

relying on such information. But the banker shall be liable only if it is proved that it furnished 

the wrong or exaggerated information deliberately and intentionally. Thus he will be liable to the 

third party on the charge of fraud but not for innocent misrepresentation. Mere negligence on his 

part will not make him liable to a third party. The general principles in this regard are as follows: 

 

(1) A banker answering a reference from another banker on behalf of the latter’s constituent 

owes a duty of honesty to the said constituent. 

(2) If a banker gives a reference in the form of a brief expression of opinion in regard to 

creditworthiness, it does not accept and there is not expected of it any higher duty than that of 

giving an honest answer. 

(3) If the banker stipulates in its reply that it is without responsibility, it cannot be held liable for 

negligence in respect of the reference. 

All the banking transactions and statements should be maintained in the Pass Book, and is 

considered an authenticated view of the customer’s transactions with the bank. There may be 

situations where a record is erroneously entered in the passbook. The customer has all the rights 

to correct it at any point of time, even after it has been verified by the customer once before. The 

decision of the Madras High Court in Oakley Bowden and Co. vs. The Indian Bank Ltd. (A.I.R., 

1964, Madras 202) says that “generally speaking, a bank owes a duty to its customer to maintain 

proper and accurate accounts of credits and debits. If a bank makes wrong credit entries without 

knowing the fact at the time the entries were made and intimates to its customers the credit 

entries and the customer acting upon the intimation of credit entries, alters his position to his 

prejudice, the bank, therefore, will be stopped from contending that the credit entries were 

wrongly made and that the amounts covered by them should be refunded to it by the customer. 

Such an intimation by the bank is obviously a representation made to the customer, which the 

customer is at liberty, in fact, entitled, to act upon. Once it is acted upon by the customer 

bonafide, of course, it will then be too late for the bank to realize from the credit entries they 

made mistakenly and seek to have recompensed by means of adjustment in the accounts or 

recovery of the amounts from the customer.”  The obligation of the banker to keep secrecy of his 
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customer’s accounts – except in circumstances noted below– continue even after the account is 

closed. 

 

EXCEPTION TO THE DUTY 

But a banker will be justified in disclosing information about his customers account on 

reasonable and proper occasions. It is of utmost important that the bank ensures all banking 

records of the customers are protected and are not available to any other party or organisation 

with the customer’s consent. Section 13 of the Banking Companies (Acquisition and Transfer of 

Undertakings) Act, 1970, specially requires them to “observe, except as otherwise required by 

law, the practices and usages customary amongst bankers and in particular not to divulge any 

information relating to the affairs of the constituents except in circumstances in which they are, 

in accordance with law or practices and usages or appropriate for them to divulge such 

information.” Like the law states, there are circumstances where there are provisions to access 

the details to one’s account.  

These are: 

 

(A) Disclosure of Information required by Law 

A banker is under statutory obligation to disclose the information relating to his customer’s 

account when the law specifically requires him to do so. The provisions are: 

 

(i) Under the Income- Tax Act, 1961 

According to Section 131, the income tax authorities possess the same powers as are 

vested in a Court under the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908, for enforcing the attendance 

of any person including any offer of banking company or any offer thereof, to furnish 

information in relation to such points or matters, as in the opinion of the income-tax 

authorities will be useful for or relevant to any proceedings under the Act. The income –

tax authorities are thus authorized to call for necessary information from the banker for 
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the purpose of assessment of the bank customers. Section 285 of the Income- tax Act, 

1961, requires the banks to furnish to the Income-tax Officers the names and addresses of 

all persons to whom they have paid interest, mentioning the actual amount of interest 

paid by them. 

 

(ii) Under the Companies Act, 1956 

When the Central Government appoints an Inspector or to investigate the affairs of any joint 

stock company under Section 235 or 237 of the Companies Act, 1956, it shall be the duty of all 

officers and other employees and agents (including the bankers) of the company to- 

(a) produce all books and papers of, or relating to, the company, which are in their custody or 

power, and 

(b) otherwise to give the Inspector all assistance in connection with investigation which they are 

reasonably able to give (Section 240). Thus the banker is under an obligation to disclose all 

information regarding the company but no of any other customer for the purpose of such 

investigation (Section 251). 

 

(iii) By order of the Court under the Bankers Books Evidence Act, 1891 

When the court orders the banker to disclose information relating to a customer’s account, the 

banker is bound to do so. In order to avoid the inconvenience likely to be caused to the bankers 

from attending the Courts and producing their account books as evidence, the Bankers Books 

Evidence Act, 1891, provides that certified copies of the entries in the banker’s book are to be 

treated as sufficient evidence and production of the books in the Courts cannot be forced upon 

the bankers. According to Section 4 of the Act, “a certified copy of any entry in a banker’s book 

shall in all legal proceedings be received as prima facie evidence of the matters, transitions and 

accounts therein recorded in every case where, and to the same extent, as the original entry itself 

is now by law admissible, but not further or otherwise.” Thus if a banker is not a party to a suit, 

certified copy of the entries in his book will be sufficient evidence. The Court is also empowered 
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to allow any party to legal proceedings to inspect or copy from the books of the banker for the 

purpose of such proceedings. 

(iv) Under the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934 

The Reserve Bank of India collects credit information from the banking companies and also 

furnishes consolidated credit information from the banking company. Every banking company is 

under a statutory obligation under Section 45-B of the Reserve Bank. The Act, however, 

provides that the Credit information supplied by the Reserve Bank to the banking companies 

shall be kept confidential. After the enactment of the Reserve Bank of India (Amendment) Act, 

1974, the banks are granted statutory protection to exchange freely credit information mutually 

among themselves. 

 

(v) Under the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 

Under Section 26, every banking company is required to submit a return annually of all such 

accounts in India which have not been operated upon for 10 years. Banks are required to give 

particulars of the deposits standing to the credit of each such account. 

 

(vi) Under the Gift Tax Act, 1958 

Section 36 of the Gifts Tax Act, 1958, confers on the Gift Tax authorities powers similar to those 

conferred on Income- Tax authorities under Section 131 of the Income Tax Act. 

 

(vii) Disclosure to Police 

Under Section 94 (3) of the Criminal Procedure Code, the banker is not exempted from 

producing the account books before the police. The police officers conducting an investigation 

may also inspect the banker’s books for the purpose of such investigations (section 5. Bankers 

Books Evidence Act). 
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(viii) Under the Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999, under section 10  

Banking companies dealing in foreign exchange business are designated as ‘authorized persons’ 

in foreign exchange. Section 36, 37 and 38 of this Act empowers the officer of the Directorate of 

Enforcement and the Reserve Bank to investigate any contravention under the Act. 

 

(ix) Under the Industrial Development Bank of India Act, 1964  

After the insertion of sub-section 1A in Section 29 of this Act in 1975, the Industrial 

Development Bank of India is authorized to collect from or furnish to the Central Government, 

the State Bank, any subsidiary bank, nationalized bank or other scheduled bank, State Co-

operative Bank, State Financial Corporation credit information or other information as it may 

consider useful for the purpose of efficient discharge of its functions. The term ‘credit 

information’ shall have the same meaning as under the Reserve Bank of India Act,1934. 

 

(B) Disclosure permitted by the Banker’s Practices and Usages 

The practices and usages customary amongst bankers permit the disclosure of certain 

information under the following circumstances: 

 

(i) With Express or Implied Consent of the Customer 

The banker will be justified in disclosing any information relating to his customer’s account with 

the latter’s consent. In fact, the implied term of the contract between the banker and his customer 

is that the former enters into a qualified obligation with the latter to abstain from disclosing 

information as to his affairs without his consent (Tourniers vs. National Provincial and Union 

Bank of India). The consent of the customer may be expressed or implied. Express consent exists 

in case the customer directs the banker in writing to intimate the balance in his account or any 

other information to his agent, employee or consultant. The banker would be justified in 

furnishing to such a person only the required information and no more. It is to be noted that the 

banker must be very careful in disclosing the required information to the customer or his 
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authorized representative. For example, if an oral enquiry is made at the counter, the bank 

employee should not speak in a louder voice so as to be heard by other customers. Similarly, the 

pass-book must be sent to the customer through the messenger in a closed cover. A banker 

generally does not disclose such information to the customer over the telephone unless he can 

recognize the voice of his customer; otherwise he bears the risk inherent in such disclosure. In 

certain circumstances, the implied consent of the customer permits the banker to disclose 

necessary information. For example, if the banker sanctions a loan to a customer on the 

guarantee of a third person and the latter asks the banker certain questions relating to the 

customer’s account. The banker is authorized to do so because by furnishing the name of the 

guarantor, the customer is presumed to have given his implied consent for such disclosure. The 

banker should give the relevant information correctly and in good faith. Similarly, if the 

customer furnishes the name of the banker to a third party for the purpose of a trade reference, 

not only an express consent of the customer exists for the disclosure of relevant information but 

the banker is directed to do so, the non – compliance of which will adversely affect the 

reputation of the customer. Implied consent should not be taken for granted in all cases even 

where the customer and the enquirer happen to be very closely related. For example, the banker 

should not disclose the state of a lady’s account to her husband without the express consent of 

the customer. 

 

(ii) When a bank must disclose information to protect its interests 

The banker may disclose the state of his customer’s account in order to legally protect his own 

interest. This applies when a bank takes legal action against a customer (such as to recover a 

debt), or defends an action from a customer and needs to provide information about the 

customer’s affairs.  

 

(iii) Banker’s Reference 

Banker follows the practice of making necessary enquiries about the customers, their sureties or 

the acceptors of the bills from other bankers. This is an established practice amongst the bankers 

and is justified on the ground that an implied consent of the customer is presumed to exist. By 
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custom and practice necessary information or opinion about the customer is furnished by the 

banker confidentially. However, the banker should be very careful in replying to such enquiries. 

Precautions to be taken by the banker. The banker should observe the following precautions 

while giving replies about the status and financial standing of a customer: 

 

(a) The banker should disclose his opinion based on the exact position of the customer as is 

evident from his account. He should not take into account any rumour about his customer’s 

creditworthiness. He is also not expected to make further enquiries in order to furnish the 

information. The basis of his opinion should be the record of the customer’s dealings with the 

banker. 

 

(b) He should give a general statement of the customer’s account or his financial position 

without disclosing the actual figures. In expressing his general opinion, he should be very 

cautious — he should neither speak too low about the customer nor too high. In the former case 

he injures the reputation of the customer; in the latter, he might mislead the enquirer. In case an 

unsatisfactory opinion is to be given, the banker should give his opinion in general terms so that 

it does not amount to a derogatory remark. It should give a caution to the enquirer who should 

derive his own conclusions by inference and make further enquiries, if he feels the necessity. 

 

(c) He should furnish the required information honestly without bias or prejudice and should not 

misrepresent a fact deliberately. In such cases he incurs liability not only to his own customer but 

also to the enquirer. 

 

(C) Duty to the public to disclose 

Banker may justifiably disclose any information relating to his customer’s account when it is his 

duty to the public to disclose such information. This applies when there is a danger to the state or 

when the wider public needs protection against crime. A bank needs to balance the public 

interest with respecting a customer’s right to privacy when it considers providing information 
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about that person to a third party. In practice this qualification has remained vague and placed 

the banks in difficult situations. The Banking Commission, therefore, recommended a statutory 

provision clarifying the circumstances when banks should disclose in public interest information 

specific cases cited below: 

(a) when a bank asked for information by a government official concerning the commission of a 

crime and the bank has reasonable cause to believe that a crime has been committed and that the 

information in the bank’s possession may lead to the apprehension of the culprit, 

(b) where the bank considers that the customer is involved in activities prejudicial to the interests 

of the country. 

(c) where the bank’s books reveal that the customer is contravening the provisions of any law, 

and 

(d) where sizable funds are received from foreign countries by a constituent. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The above research makes clear the banker's lien, duty of confidentiality and it's exceptions.A 

banker's lien is a legal right arise in many common law jurisdictions of a bank to exercise a lien 

over any property in the custody of the bank as security for the indebtedness of the customer to 

the bank and the extent to which bank can exercise. A bank strictly needs to respect and protect 

the confidentiality of their customers. But there are exceptions laid down where banks can 

disclose the information.  

 

 

 

                                         NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENT 
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THE NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS ACT, 1881 

 

What are Negotiable Instruments:- 

In the world of business and finance, negotiable instruments are a very important tool. They 
provide the parties with an ease of doing business. And they can also be a source of finance when 
in need of funds. A negotiable instrument is actually a written document. This document specifies 
payment to a specific person or the bearer of the instrument at a specific date. So we can define a 
bill of exchange as “a document signifying an unconditional promise signed by the person giving 
the promise, requiring the person to whom it is addressed to pay on demand, or at a fixed date or 
time”. The Negotiable instruments are mainly governed by state statutory law. Every state has 
adopted Article 3 of the Uniform Commercial Code with some modifications, as the law 
governing negotiable instruments. The UCC defines a negotiable instrument as an unconditioned 
writing that promises or orders the payment of a fixed amount of money. Drafts and notes are the 
two categories of instruments. A draft is an instrument that orders a payment to be made. An 
example is a check. A note is an instrument that promises that a payment will be made. 
Certificates of deposit (CD's) are notes. Drafts and notes are commonly used in business 
transactions to finance the movement of goods and to secure and distribute loans. To be 
considered negotiable an instrument must meet the requirements stated in Article 3. Negotiable 
instruments do not include money, payment orders governed by article 4A (fund transfers) or to 
securities governed by Article 8 (investment securities). The rule of derivative title, which is 
applicable in most areas of the law, does not allow a property owner to transfer rights in a piece 
of property greater than his own. If an instrument is negotiable this rule is suspended. A good 
faith purchaser, who does not have any knowledge of a defect in the title or claims against it, 
takes title to the instrument free of any defects or claims. In relation to the suspension of the rule 
of derivative title, Article 3 provides for warranties to protect the parties in transactions 
involving negotiable instruments. Checks are negotiable instruments but are mainly covered by 
Article 4 of the UCC. See also Banking Law. Secured transactions may contain negotiable 
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instruments but are predominantly covered by Article 9 of the UCC. See also Secured 
Transactions. If there is a conflict between the Articles of the UCC both Article 4 and 9 govern 
over Article 3. The United Nations Convention on International Bills of Exchange and 
International Promissory Notes would  permit Article 3 in the case of international transactions if 
the United States were to join. (As of late 1994 it had not ratified the treaty.) Negotiable 
Instrument is a written contract for the payment of money which complies with the requirements 
of Sec. 1 of the Negotiable instrument law which by its form and on its face, is intended as a 
substitute for money and passes from hand to hand as money, so as to give the holder in due 
course (HDC) the right to hold the instrument free from defences available to prior parties. The 
maxim of law nemo data quod non-habit (no one can transfer a better title than he himself has). 
This is the general principle relating to transfer of property is that no one can become the owner 
of any property unless he purchases it from the true owner or with his authority. 

Features of Negotiable Instruments (Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881) 

 Writing and Signature:- 

Negotiable Instruments must  to be written and signed by the parties according to the 

rules written in Promissory Notes. Demand Drafts are also as Negotiable Instruments. 

 Money:- 

Negotiable instruments are payable by legal tender money of India. The liabilities of the 

parties of Negotiable Instruments are fixed and determined. 

 Negotiability:- 

Negotiable Instruments can be transferred from one person to another by a simple 
process. In the case of order instruments two things are required for a valid transfer 
endorsement and delivery. 

 Title:- 

The transferee of a negotiable instrument, when he fulfils certain conditions, is called the 
holder in due course. 

 Notice:- 
 

It is not important to give notice to transfer of a negotiable instrument to the party liable 

to pay. The transferee can sue in his own name. 

 Special Procedure:- 
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A special procedure is provided for suits on promissory notes and bills of exchange. The 

decree of this suit is very high it can be obtained much more quickly than it can be in 

ordinary suits. 

 Popularity:- 
 

Negotiable instruments are most used in commercial transactions because of their simple 

negotiability and fast remedies. 

 Evidence:- 
 

A document which fails or do not qualify as a negotiable instrument may nevertheless be 

used as evidence of the fact. 

 

TYPES OF NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS:- 

1. Commercial bill. 

This deals in commercial markets. They are drawn either by the seller or the drawer and it is 
drawn by the drawer of the goods of the buyer in place of the value for the goods delivered. They 
are also called trade bills. When these bills are accepted by the commercial banks they are called 
commercial bills. 

2. Promissory note. 

  Promissory notes are documents containing a written promise between parties one party is 
promising to pay the other party a specified amount of money at a certain date in the future. The 
promissory note primarily enables individuals or corporation to obtain financing from a source 
other than a bank or financial institution. 

When a bill may be treated as a note. 

1. Drawer and drawee are the same person. 

2. Drawee is a fictitious person. 

3. Drawee has no capacity to contract. 

4. When instrument is so ambiguous, the holder may treat it either as a bill or a note. 
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3. Bill of exchange. 

Bills of exchange refer to a legally binding written document which instruct  a party to pay a 
predetermined sum of money to the other party. A bill of exchange is used in transaction 
pertaining to goods as well as services. It is signed by a party who owes money and given to a 
party entitled to receive money and this could be used for completing the contract for payment 
and bill of exchange primarily act as a promissory note in the international trade.  

  

 Features of a bill of exchange:- 

 It must be in writing. 
 The parties must be certain. 
 Number, date and place are not essential. 
 It must be signed by the drawer. 
 The order must be unconditional. 

 

Classification of bills:-  

 Inland Bill :- 

A bill is Inland bill if it is drawn in India On person residing outside India but payable in 
India. 

 Foreign Bill:- 

A bill is Foreign Bill if it is drawn Outside India but payable in India and if the bill are 
made Outside of India and payable outside of India. 

 Time Bill:- 

A Bill payable on a fixed time or payable after a fixed period of time is therefore it is 
called as time bill. 

 Demand Bill:- 

A Bill which made or payable on demand is therefore its known as a demand bill. 

 Trade Bill:- 

A Bill generated or drawn for the trade purpose of transactions are known as a trade bill. 

 Accommodation Bill:- 
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A bill made for only to provide financial help to a person or any trade transaction is called 
as  accommodation bill. 

4. Cheque. 

A cheque are the most common negotiable instrument in writing which contains an unconditional 
order addressed to banker and is signed by a person who has deposited his money with the banker. 
Cheques could be a good way of paying different kinds of bills and cheque are also a good way of 
keeping track of all transaction on paper.  

(a) A cheque in the electronic form means a cheque drawn in electronic form by using any 
computer resource and signed in a secure system with digital signature with or without biometrics 
signature and asymmetric crypto system or with electronic signature, as the case may be. 

(b) A truncated cheque means a cheque which is truncated during the course of a clearing cycle, 
either by the clearing house or by the bank whether paying or receiving payment, immediately on 
generation of an electronic image for transmission, substituting the further physical movement of 
the cheque in writing. 

 

 There are two types of checks   

        Personal check.  

Personal checks are signed and authorized by someone who deposited money with the 
bank and specify the amount required to be paid, as well as the name of the bearer of the 
check the recipient. 

While technology has led to an increase in the popularity of online banking, checks are 
still used to pay a variety of bills. However, a limitation of using personal checks is that it 
is a relatively slow form of payment, and it takes a long time for checks to be processed 
compared to other methods. 

Traveller checks. 

Traveller’s checks are another type of negotiable instrument intended to be used as a form 
of payment by people on vacation in foreign countries as an alternative to the foreign 
currency. Traveller’s checks are issued by financial institutions with serial numbers and in 
prepaid fixed amounts. They operate using a dual signature system, which requires the 
purchaser of the check to sign once before using the check and a second time during the 
transaction. As long as the two signatures match up, the financial institution issuing the 
check will guarantee payment to the payee unconditionally. With traveller’s checks, 
purchasers do not have to worry about carrying large amounts of foreign currency while 
on vacation, and banks provide security for lost or stolen checks. With technological 
advancement in the last few decades, the use of traveller’s checks has gone into decline as 
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more convenient ways of making payments abroad have been introduced. There are also 
security concerns associated with traveller’s checks, as signatures can be forged, and the 
checks themselves can also be counterfeit. Today, many retailers and banks do not accept 
traveller’s checks due to the inconvenience with the transactions and fees charged by 
banks to cash them. Instead, traveller’s checks have been mostly replaced with debit and 
credit cards as methods of payment. 

Essentials of cheque:- 

 The cheque must be in writing it can’t be oral. 
 The amount in the cheque must be certain. 
 It must be payable on demand. 
 The payment should be of money only. 
 It must be payable to specified person only. 
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5.  Certificate of Deposit (CD). 

A certificate of deposit CD is a product offered by financial institutions and banks that allows 
customers to deposit and leave untouched a certain amount for a fixed period and, in return, 
benefit from a significantly high interest rate. Usually, the interest rate increases steadily with the 
length of the period. The certificate of deposit is expected to be held until maturity when the 
principal, along with the interest, can be withdrawn. As such, fees are often charged as a penalty 
for early withdrawal. 

Most financial institutions, including banks and credit unions, offer Certificate of Deposit but the 
interest rates, term limits, and penalty fees vary greatly. Interest rates charged on Certificate of 
deposit are significantly higher around three to five times than those for savings accounts, so 
most people shop around for the best rates before committing to a Certificate of Deposit 
.Certificate of Deposit are attractive to customers not only because of the high interest rate but 
also of its safe and conservative nature, as the interest rate is fixed throughout the course of the 
term. 

 

6. Commercial paper 

Commercial paper is also issued in the form of promissory note. It can be sold directly by the 
issuer to the investors. It can also be transferred to the borrowers through agents. These 
instruments can only be issued in multiples of 5 lakhs and thereafter. The maturity period varies 
from one week until one year. 

The Reserve bank of India lays down the policies related to the issue of commercial paper. As a 
result a company requires Reserve bank of India prior approval to issue a commercial paper in the 
market. Also commercial paper has to be issued at a discount to face value and the market decides 
the discount rate. 

Denomination and the size of commercial paper. 

Minimum size – Rupees 25 lakhs. 

Maximum size – 100% of the issuer working capital. 

7. Treasury bills 
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Treasury bills are one of the safest money market instruments. The central government issues 
this financial instrument and it carries an attractive interest rate. Also these come with 
different maturity periods of 3,6 months and 1 year. 

8. Money order 

Money orders offer a quick and efficient payment method. They can be issued by a financial 
institution or other entity. The main difference between money orders and cheques is that they 
usually come with a limit on issued value. They also contain less personal information than a 
cheque. 

 

Forms of Negotiable Instruments:- 

 Certificate of deposit issued by banks payable to the depositor or his order, or to bearer. 
 Trade acceptance. 
 Bonds, which are in the nature of promissory notes. 
 Drafts, which are bills of exchange drawn by one bank upon another. 

 

Non-Negotiable Instrument:- 

 Postal money order. 
 Treasury warrant 
 Certificate of stock. 
 Letter of credit. 
 Bill of land and warehouse receipts. 

 

Characteristic of  negotiable Instrument:- 

 Freely transferable:- The property is a negotiable instrument passes from the one person to 
another by delivery. 

 The title of holder free from all defects:- A person taking in an instrument bona fide and 
for value known as the holder in due course get the instrument free from all defects in the 
title of the transferor. 

 Recovery:-  The holder in due course can sue upon a negotiable instrument in his own 
name for the recovery of the amount further he need not give notes of the instrument to 
pay. 
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 Presumption:- The certain presumption applies to all negotiable instrument unless the 
contrary is provided. 

What is Endorsement:- 

    An endorsement is completed by the delivery of the instrument to the     endorsee. An 
endorsement may be made if favour of another individual or legal entity resulting in a transfer of 
the property to that other individual of legal entity. 

Types of Endorsement:- 

 The effect of blank endorsement is to convert the order instrument into bearer instrument 
which may be transferred. 

 The endorser expressly gives up some of his rights under the Act. 
 The law permits a conditional endorsement and therefore it does not in any way affect the 

negotiability of the instrument. 
 The endorsee cannot further negotiate. 

 

Classification of Negotiable Instruments:- 

 Bearer Instruments. 

There are two important conditions for negotiable instruments to become payable to 
bearers. Firstly, parties to the transactions must express it to be so payable. Secondly, the 
only endorsement for it should be an  endorsement in blank. 

 Order Instruments. 

Negotiable instruments can often be payable to order in certain cases. They are payable 
when the instruments expressly state them to be so. Furthermore they may be payable to 
order only to a specific person. 

 Inland Instruments. 

This provision basically regulates instruments that are drawn and made payable in India. 
Alternatively they may be payable outside India but only if they are drawn upon by an 
Indian resident. 

 Foreign Instruments. 

Every instrument that is not in our country is  automatically becomes a foreign instrument. 
These instruments are drawn in a foreign country but may be payable within or outside 
India.  
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 Demand Instruments. 

Sometimes an instrument may not specify a time and duration during which it remains 
payable. Such instruments are generally payable whenever the bearer demands. 

 Time Instruments. 

Unlike demand instruments time instruments carry a fixed future date for payment. Such 
instruments may even become payable upon the happening of a specific future event. 

CASE LAW'S:- 

Dashrath Rupsingh Rathod vs. State of Maharashtra & Anr., Crl.A. No. 2287 of 2009 
(Supreme Court) 

Date of Judgment – 01st Aug 2014 

Subject and sections involved – Section 138 of Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881 

Issue: 

Whether the case has to be initiated at the place where the branch of the bank on which the cheque 
was drawn is located? 

Fact: 

The case raise a legal nodus of substantial public importance pertaining to Court’s territorial 
jurisdiction concerning criminal complaints filed under Chapter XVII of the Negotiable 
Instruments Act, 1881. This is amply adumbrated by the Orders of the three-Judge Bench 
presided over by the then Hon’ble the Chief Justice of India, Hon’ble Mr. Justice V.S. Sirpurkar 
and Hon’ble Mr. Justice P. Sathasivam which SLP is also concerned with the interpretation of 
Section 138 of the NI Act, and wherein the Bench after issuing notice on the petition directed that 
it be posted before the three-Judge Bench. 

Case: 

The Supreme Court held that u/s 138 of Negotiable Instruments Act which is to prosecute a 
person who had presented the cheque which had been returned due to insufficiency of funds or if 
the amount exceeds the amount in the bank of the payer. 

Earlier, a case under Section 138 could be initiated by the holder of the cheque at his place of 
business or residence. But, a bench of justices TS Thakur, Vikramjit Sen and C Nagappan ruled 
that the case has to be initiated at the place where the branch of the bank on which the cheque was 
drawn is located. 
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And the judgment would apply retrospectively. This means, lakhs of cases pending in various 
courts across the country would witness a interstate transfer of cheque bouncing cases. 

The bench said: “In this analysis, we hold that the place, sites or venue of judicial inquiry and trial 
of the offence must logically be restricted to where the drawee bank is located. 

M/s Meters & Instruments Pvt. Ltd. vs. Kanchan Mehta., Crl. A. No. 1731 of 2017 (@SLP 
(Crl.) No. 5451 of 2017) (Supreme Court) 

Date of Judgment – 05th October 2017 

Subject and sections involved – Section 138 of Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881 

Issue: 

Whether the court is right in closing the proceeding against the accused if the cheque amount with 
interest is paid by the accused? 

Whether summon trial procedure can be followed in such case? 

Fact: 

The cheques presented by respondent to appellant were returned by the Bank with an 
endorsement “not arranged funds for”. At the request of the respondent, the appellant did not 
present the said cheques since the respondent agreed to settle the dispute. However, the 
respondent failed to settle the dispute subsequently. In these circumstances, on 8th January, 
1997, the appellant sent a notice (to the respondent) under section 138(b) of the Negotiable 
Instruments Act, 1881 (hereinafter referred to as ‘the Act’). The respondent duly received the 
said notice. Subsequent thereto, those cheques were again presented before the Bank on 21st 
January, 1997 by the appellant. On presentation, the said cheques were dishonoured for want of 
sufficient funds. 

Case: 

The Supreme Court hold that where the cheque amount with interest and cost as assessed by the 
Court is paid by a specified date, the Court is entitled to close the proceedings in exercise of its 
powers under Section 143 of the Act read with Section 258 Cr.P.C. As already observed, normal 
rule for trial of cases under Chapter XVII of the Act is to follow the summary procedure and 
summons trial procedure can be followed where sentence exceeding one year may be necessary 
taking into account the fact that compensation under Section 357(3) Cr.P.C. with sentence of less 
than one year will not be adequate, having regard to the amount of cheque, conduct of the accused 
and other circumstances. 

 Conclusion 
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The above research makes clear that the Negotiable instrument are the documents which are 
related to the business transaction world. Negotiable Instrument play a major role in trade world. 
The Negotiable Instrument play a vital and important role in today's trade world whiteout 
negotiable instrument these trade or transaction are not possible fir trade world. But we have 
negotiable instrument act and we work smoothly in the trade world. In negotiable instrument there 
are lot of thing which are used like promissory notes, bills of exchange and cheques. These are the 
feature or types which were used in negotiable instrument and by using this features in trade 
world the transaction would happen. But we have to change this negotiable instrument method  in 
trade and transaction because in today's times lots of method are there for doing transaction and 
we see electronic revolution around us and we are still using this negotiable instrument but this 
will replace in coming future. 
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BANKING OMBUDSMAN 

 

 

In this Article, we will discuss in details including the grounds and procedure for filing a 
complaint with the Banking Ombudsman under the Banking Ombudsman Scheme, 1995 with 
regards to as a mechanism for seeking relief against deficiency in the banking services. 

Introduction: 
In day to day financial transactions, banking companies and its customer’s interaction can lead to 
disputes which are difficult to comprehend in this financial market. An aggrieved customer can 
make the bank pay for its negligence towards its actions after a lot of struggle. The act of the 
Bankers might lead to an illegal cut on the accounts of the Customers which can be painful for 
the account holder and can be more tedious in recovering that amount. For these reasons Reserve 
Bank of India (RBI) for eradicating these disputes initiated The Banking Ombudsman Scheme, 
1995 to provide relief to the public as to complaints regarding deficiency in banking services, 
loans, and credits. 

 

Who Can Be Appointed As An Ombudsman? 
Ombudsman is an authority established by The Banking Ombudsman Scheme, 1995 and its 
officers are appointed by the RBI and having their offices which are mostly situated at the capital 
of each State of India. Their job is to redress customer complaints against deficiency in banking 
services. The method in resolving the disputes is through settlement by agreement or through 
conciliation and mediation between the concerned bank and the aggrieved party. As per Clause-4 
of the Banking Ombudsman Scheme, 1995, the Ombudsman is an officer of a rank of Chief 
General Manager or General Manager. 

The Scheme covers banks which are the Scheduled Commercial Banks and Primary Co-
operative Scheduled Banks. The Scheme does not cover Regional Rural Banks (RRB’s). 
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What Are The Complaints Can Be Lodged With The Banking Ombudsman? 
An unhappy customer can lodge a complaint with the Banking Ombudsman with respect to the 
following banking services 

 Non-payment or unreasonable delay in the payment /collection/ issue of cheques, drafts, 
bills etc.; 

 Non-acceptance, without sufficient cause, of small denomination notes and coins 
tendered for any purpose, and for charging of commission in respect thereof; 

 Non-payment or delay in payment of inward remittances; 
 Non-adherence to prescribed working hours; 
 Delay/failure to provide any banking facility (other than loans and advances) which has 

been promised in writing by the Bank 
 Delay/ non-credit of proceeds to the respective parties' accounts, non-payment of deposit 

or non-observance of the RBI directives, with respect to the rate of interest on bank 
deposits 

 Complaints from NRIs having accounts in India in relation to their remittances from 
abroad, deposits and other bank related matters; 

 Refusal to open deposit accounts without any valid reason for this refusal; 
 Levying charges without adequate prior notice to the customer; 
 Non-adherence to RBI instructions on ATM / Debit Card /Prepaid Card / Credit Card 

operations in India by the bank or its subsidiaries 
 Non-adherence to RBI instruction with regard to Mobile Banking / Electronic Banking 

service in India. 
 Non-disbursement or delay in disbursement of pension (to the extent the grievance can be 

attributed to the action on the part of the bank concerned, but not with regard to its 
employees); 

 Refusal to accept or delay in accepting payment towards taxes, as asked by Reserve 
Bank/Government; 

 Failure /Delay with regard to the issue, service or redemption of Government securities; 
 Forced closure of deposit accounts without any notice or without giving sufficient reason; 
 Refusal to close or delay in closing accounts; 
 Not following the fair practices code as adopted by the bank; 
 Non-observance of Reserve Bank guidelines on engagement of recovery agents by banks; 
 Non-adherence to RBI guidelines on allied-banking activities like sale of insurance or 

mutual fund or other investment products by banks 
 Any other matter relating to the violation of RBI directives 

Regarding loans and advances, complaints with respect to the following areas can be 
lodged: 

 Non-observance of Reserve Bank Directives on interest rates; 
 Delays in sanction, disbursement or non-observance of prescribed time schedule for 

disposal of loan applications; 
 Not accepting application for loans without furnishing valid reasons to the applicant; and 
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 Non-observance of any other direction or instruction given by the Reserve Bank as may 
be specified by the RBI for this purpose from time to time. 

Procedure for Filing Complaint with the Banking Ombudsman: 
It shall be well noted that no direct complaint can be filed before the Ombudsman. To file a 
complaint before the Ombudsman following necessary requisite shall be complied with, which 
are: 
The complaint must be in writing and has to be made first to the bank and then the complainant 
has to wait for a maximum period of one month. 
During this, period if the bank has made a final reply under which either complaint got rejected 
or the complainant is not satisfied with the reply, or no reply is given or whichever is the case, 
the cause of action will start. 
Thereafter a limitation period of one year will commence and during this period, the complaint 
can be lodged with the Ombudsman. 
As the first point, there is no cost involved while filing a complaint with the Banking 
ombudsman 
A complaint can be registered with the Banking Ombudsman online by the following address: 
https://secweb.rbi.org.in/BO/precompltindex.html  

Following questions will be asked: 

1) Have you made a written complaint to the bank? (YES/ NO) 
2) If yes, whether 30 days are over from the date of lodging the complaint? (YES / NO) 
3) If the above two questions are answered YES, then the following details are required: 

 Bank Name 
 Account No 
 Complainant Name 
 Mobile No 

Once the details are filled, the website is redirected to the complaint form. 

The applicable Banking Ombudsman office under whose jurisdiction the case is applicable needs 
to be selected 

There is also an option to upload documents as evidence against the concerned bank. The 
complainant can be filed by an authorized representative (other than an advocate). 

Material Contents of the Complaint: 
The complaint shall be written in a formal letter format mentioning the reasons for filing before 
the Ombudsman. The complaint shall specifically mention those grounds upon which the dispute 
arises between the Bank and the complainant. It is necessary that material contents shall consist 
of complaints of that nature which has been mentioned above in the previous head. The 
complaint shall be in writing with the support of requisite documents which establishes the 
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nature of the dispute with the bank. It shall also mention the extent of the loss caused to the 
complainant and the relief sought from the Banking Ombudsman. 
 
The application shall be filed in a format prescribed under the Scheme. Any person who is 
aggrieved by the service of the Banks can file a complaint or through its appointed representative 
(other than an advocate). It shall be submitted to the regional office under whose jurisdiction the 
dispute has arisen. 

The Relief Which Can Be Granted By Banking Ombudsman: 
The Banking Ombudsman has very limited jurisdiction in hearing the disputes. The Ombudsman 
has to redress the complaint within the period of one month from the date of filing and if not 
duly comply with the issue it shall within the prescribed period have to pass an award or reject 
the complaint. 
The award can be a direction of specific performance or obligation of an amount to be paid as 
compensation by the bank to the complainant.  The award shall not be in excess of the amount of 
actual loss suffered to the complainant for the act or omission in the part of the bank or it shall be 
an amount of Rs.20 Lac, whichever is lower. In addition to the actual award, an additional 
compensation not exceeding Rs.1 Lac can be given to the complainant in relation to the time and 
expense incurred by the complainant and mental agony or harassment suffered by him. 
If the complainant is still not satisfied by the resolution of Banking Ombudsman or the complaint 
has been rejected, the complainant can file an appeal before Deputy Governor of RBI. Either 
party aggrieved by the award can file an appeal before Dy. Governor of RBI. 

Can the Ombudsman reject a complaint? 
Yes, a complaint can be rejected by the ombudsman if: 

1. The Bank has not been approached for the grievance. 
2. No complaint has been made within one year from the date of receipt of the reply of the 

bank or if no reply is received, and, the complaint to Banking Ombudsman is made after 
the time period of one year and one month from the date of complaint to the bank. 

3. The subject matter of the complaint is pending for disposal / has already been dealt with 
at another forum 

4. Frivolous or vexatious complaints. 
5. If the complaint has the same subject matter that was settled in the past through the office 

of the Banking Ombudsman in any proceedings. 

Case Laws: 
1) In the matter of Balla Rama Rao vs Office of the Banking Ombudsman ... on 25 

January, 2002: 

The writ petition was filed questioning the order in Complaint No. 378 of 1999-2000, dated 
May 17, 2000, passed by the Banking Ombudsman, Andhra Pradesh, Hyderabad, the first 
respondent herein, inter alia, on the ground that the impugned order is contrary to law and 
facts of the case and that the Andhra Bank has played fraud in all respects to avoid the 
claims of interest by the petitioner on the delayed payment of rent. 
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The wife of the petitioner, Smt. B. Narayanamma leased out the building/premises to the 
third respondent, Andhra Bank, Gollaprolu, East Godavari District in 1982. She died. 
According to the petitioner, Andhra Bank defaulted in payment of rent from June, 1992, till 
February 1997 and after the death of his wife when he approached the bank he was paid an 
amount of Rs. 3,09,562.50 on February 14, 1997. As the bank did not pay interest on the 
delayed payment of rent, he filed a complaint before the first respondent under paragraphs 
12 and 13 of the Banking Ombudsman Scheme, 1995 (hereafter called "the Scheme"). By the 
impugned order, after considering all the aspects in the matter, the first respondent rejected 
the claim under paragraph 21 of the Scheme holding that "the complaint is made by the 
petitioner without any sufficient cause and there is no merit in the same". 

Learned counsel for the petitioner argued the merits of the case. In view of the order 
proposed by this court, it may not be proper to adjudicate the disputed question of fact. 
Therefore, the only question that arises for consideration is as to whether the Banking 
Ombudsman constituted under the Scheme is entitled to adjudicate and decide the dispute 
between the landlord and tenant when the tenant is one of the banks mentioned in the 
Schedule appended to the Scheme. 

The Banking Ombudsman was appointed by virtue of the scheme framed under Section 
35A of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 ("the Act"). An Ombudsman appointed under the 
Scheme is obliged to regulate the working of the bank and issue directions to them to carry 
out the directions. Considering the extent and scope as well as limitations of power of the 
Banking Ombudsman in Canara Bank v. P.R.N. Upadhyaya , a three-judge Bench of the 
Supreme Court observed (page 576) : 

A critical examination and application of those circulars was necessary to decide the 
complaint filed by the respondents against the appellant-bank, which unfortunately the 
learned Ombudsman did not do. Since, an Ombudsman is appointed by virtue of the Scheme 
framed under Section 35A of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949, he is obliged to comply with 
the directions/circulars and notifications issued by the Reserve Bank of India under Section 
35 or 21 of the Act. He is also required to issue directions to banks, based on those 
directions/circulars and ensure their compliance. The learned Ombudsman could not have 
ignored the circulars and directions while dealing with the complaint filed by the respondent. 
The impugned award having been made ignoring various circulars/directions issued by the 
Reserve Bank of India, the same cannot be sustained." 

Learned counsel for the petitioner has also placed reliance on the observations of the 
Supreme Court and submits that all disputes between the bank and a citizen are within the 
purview of the Banking Ombudsman and on that score the impugned order does not suffer 
from any jurisdictional error. I am afraid, I cannot agree with the submission of learned 
counsel. 

In the result, the impugned order is set aside and the writ petition is disposed of giving 
liberty to the petitioner to approach the civil court or such other forum as per law. No order 
as to costs. 
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2) In the matter of Canara Bank vs. P.R.N. Upadhyaya & Ors on 25 August, 1998 
This appeal is directed against an award made by the Banking Ombudsman, Hyderabad, 
(appointed under the Banking Ombudsman Scheme, 1995) dated 26.2.1997, in a complaint 
filed by the respondents against the appellant bank. The appeal arises in the following 
circumstances: On 12.1.1980, the appellant bank sanctioned a loan of Rs. 80,000/- in favour 
of respondent no.3 on 21.2.1986 to meet part of the construction cost of the premises which 
were to be taken on lease by the appellant. On 22.2.1991, an additional loan of Rs. 
2,00,000/- was granted by the appellant bank to respondent no.3 to construct a bigger strong 
room. The entire premises, after the construction/renovation, were taken on lease by the 
appellant bank. In respect of the loan granted on 12.1.1980, respondent no.3 executed a 
Demand Promissory Note undertaking to pay interest at the rate of 5% above the Reserve 
Bank of India rate of interest with minimum rate of interest @ 14% per annum compounded 
quarterly. So far as the loan granted on 21.2.1986 is concerned, respondent no.3 executed a 
Demand Promissory Note, undertaking to pay interest at the rate of 7.5% above the Reserve 
Bank of India rate of interest with minimum rate of interest @ 17.5% per annum 
compounded quarterly. A similar Demand Promissory Note was also executed by respondent 
no.3 in respect of the loan dated 22.2.1991 undertaking to pay interest at the rate of 7.5% 
above the Reserve Bank of India rate of interest with minimum rate of interest @ 17.5% per 
annum compounded quarterly. The two loans granted in the year 1980 and 1986 were, after 
repayment, closed in 1988 and 1989 respectively. Interest in respect of those loans had been 
debited at the contractual rate with quarterly rests. The appellant bank also debited interest 
with quarterly rests in respect of the loan of Ts. Two lacs and irrespective of the higher 
contractual rate of interest, the bank debited interest only at the rate of 15% per annum in 
view of its Head office Circular No. 379/90 and No. 90/91. 
The learned Ombudsman with a view to give his Award had framed the following five issues: 

1) Whether the grievance of the complainant regarding mode of calculation of simple 
interest and appropriation of credits received can be considered: 

2) Whether the grievance of the complainant regarding mode of calculation of simple 
interest and appropriation of credits received can be considered; 

3) Whether the reopening of the charging of interest can be entertained keeping in 
view Section 21 A of the Banking Regulation Act; 

4) Whether the bank is justified to charge interest over and above the contractual rate; AND 
5) Charging of interest on quarterly compounding basis. 

Since, there is no controversy raised before us as regards the first three issues, we are 
relieved of the necessity to deal with those three issues. 

Dealing with issue No.4, the learned Ombudsman opined: 

As per the R.B.I. Circular No: DBOD.NO.BL.B.C.60/22.01.0003/94 dated 17.5.1994, it is 
clear that the bank can charge interest only at a rate contracted at the time of sanction of the 
loan and the bank is not entitled to vary the rate of interest whomever there to vary the rate 
of interest rate for term loans. I therefore, hold this point in favour of the complainant. 
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While dealing with issue no.5, the learned Ombudsman observed that charging of interest at 
quarterly rates was also in violation of the principles laid down by the Supreme Court in the 
case of State Bank of Patiala Vs. Harbans Singh (Civil Appeal No. 1690 of 1994). The 
Honourable Supreme Court while dealing with the question rest held that: 

In the light of directions given by the Reserve Bank of India which the commercial banks are 
bound to follow and the bank itself adopted that policy and reduced the rate of interest, the 
liability to pay quarterly rests is obviously illegal. The trial court and the District Court, 
therefore, are quite right in limiting the liability of the respondent only to pay simple interest 
on the loan advanced by the Bank at 15% per annum without quarterly rests. 

The above decision is equally applicable to the facts of the present case and the point under 
consideration. In view of the above decision of the Honourable Supreme Court I have no 
hesitation to hold that the bank is not entitled to charge compound rate of interest on 
quarterly rests and as such the action of the bank is held to be in violation of the law laid 
down by the Supreme Court. Consequently I hold this point also in favour of the 
complainant.  

The Court disposed of the appeal with no costs. 

Few Important Conditions Regarding the Banking Ombudsman: 

 Limit on the amount of compensation (Award): The amount, to be paid by the bank to 
the complainant (The person registering the complaint) by way of compensation for any 
loss suffered by the complainant is the lower of 

- Loss suffered due to any act or omission of the Bank 
- Rs. 20 lakhs (Rupees Twenty Lakhs Only) 

 In case of mental agony and harassment: The Banking Ombudsman may award 
compensation not exceeding Rs.1 Lakh (Rupees One Lakh Only) to the complainant. 
 While passing an award (giving compensation), the Banking Ombudsman will consider 
the following factors 

- Time lost by the complainant; 
- Expenses incurred by the complainant; 
- Harassment and mental agony suffered by the complainant; 

 After a receipt of complaint, the Banking Ombudsman will try to settle the complaint 
through conciliation (agreement) between the aggrieved parties. If a complaint is not 
settled by an agreement within a period of one month, the Ombudsman proceeds to pass 
an award. However, before doing so, reasonable opportunity of being heard is given to 
the complainant and the Bank. 

 If one is unhappy with the decision of the Banking Ombudsman, an option is given 
to file an appeal with the Appellate Authority within a period of 30 days from the date 
of the receipt of award. Further, if the Appellate Authority is satisfied an extension of 
another 30 days may be given. 

 Limit on the amount of compensation (Award): The amount, to be paid by the bank to 
the complainant (The person registering the complaint) by way of compensation for any 
loss suffered by the complainant is the lower of 
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- Loss suffered due to any act or omission of the Bank 
- Rs. 20 lakhs (Rupees Twenty Lakhs Only) 

 In case of mental agony and harassment: The Banking Ombudsman may award 
compensation not exceeding Rs.1 Lakh (Rupees One Lakh Only) to the complainant. 
 While passing an award (giving compensation), the Banking Ombudsman will consider 
the following factors 

- Time lost by the complainant 
- Expenses incurred by the complainant 
- Harassment and mental agony suffered by the complainant 

 After a receipt of complaint, the Banking Ombudsman will try to settle the complaint 
through conciliation (agreement) between the aggrieved parties. If a complaint is not 
settled by an agreement within a period of one month, the Ombudsman proceeds to pass 
an award. However, before doing so, reasonable opportunity of being heard is given to 
the complainant and the Bank. 

 If one is unhappy with the decision of the Banking Ombudsman, an option is given 
to file an appeal with the Appellate Authority within a period of 30 days from the date 
of the receipt of award. Further, if the Appellate Authority is satisfied an extension of 
another 30 days may be given. 

Conclusion: 

Through Banking Ombudsman a number of problems have been resolved in the banking 
services. This Scheme has lead to better eradication of dispute between the customers and the 
banks. As per RBI data, it has been understood that the scheme has become popular and 
customers are coming forward for the redressal of their issues before the Ombudsman. 
According to the 2016-17 statistics of RBI 130987 complaints were filed, which was 102894 in 
the year 2015-16, it shows a significant increase in the complaint before the Ombudsman. During 
the time frame of 2 years and the expansion of it has indulged the RBI to increase its number 
from 15 in the year 2015-16 to 20 Ombudsman in the year 2016-17. Thus, an alternative dispute 
resolution formed by the RBI has been a huge success for the Banking Industry. 
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Different types of account and its opening and closing 

 

Indian Banking System Introduction: 

The Reserve Bank is the central banking institution in India. The RBI regulates and operates the 
banking system in India. It supervises and administers exchange control and banking regulations 
and administers the government's monetary policy. The banking system in India works according 
to the guidelines issued by the RBI. 

The banking sector is the lifeline of the modern economy. The banks play an important role in 
mobilization of deposits and disbursement of credit to various sectors of the economy. A bank is 
a financial institution whose purpose is to receive deposits and lend money to individuals and 
businesses, disburse payments, invest funds in securities for returns, and safeguard money. It 
services savings and current accounts, provides credit to borrowers in the form of loans and 
through credit cards, and acts as trustees its clients.  

                                               

Development and Nationalisation of Banks in India 

Banking advancement in India has been, overall, a state-actuated action. The Reserve Bank of 
India was nationalized in 1949 followed by the nationalization of the Imperial Bank of India 
(presently the State Bank of India - SBI) in 1955. In 1969, 14 significant business banks were 
nationalized and the activity was rehashed when 6 more business banks were nationalized in 
1980. Accordingly, before economic reforms started in the mid-1990s, banking business in India 
was a close restraining infrastructure of the Government of India.  

The fundamental way of thinking of this methodology was to support development, through 
accessibility of satisfactory credit at sensible/concessional paces of interest, in zones where 
business contemplations didn't consider disbursal of credit. 
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Types of Bank Accounts 

 

A bank account fills a ton of needs for anybody during the time spent monetary arranging, the 
three most significant ones being security, comfort, and investment funds.  

Customarily banks in India have four kinds of deposit accounts, in particular Current Accounts, 
Saving Banking Accounts, Recurring Deposits and, Fixed Deposits. In any case, as of late, due to 
consistently expanding rivalry, a few banks have presented new items, which join the highlights 
of the over at least two sorts of deposit accounts. These are known by various names in various 
banks, for instance, 2-in-1 stores, Smart Deposits, Power Saving Deposits, and Automatic Sweep 
Deposits, and so forth. In any case, these have not been exceptionally well known among people 
in general.  

With the presentation of new items, there have been instances of expanding cheats in the bank 
account too. To defend yourself from these fakes read this Banking mindfulness book that 
incorporates nitty gritty data about dealing with your financial balance.  

In view of the reason, recurrence of exchange, and area of the record holder, banks offer a bunch 
of financial balances to browse. Here is a rundown of a portion of the kinds of financial balances 
in India. 
 

Savings Account 

A saving account can be opened with a bank or monetary organization, to acquire an interest in 
the equilibrium kept up. This record ought to be opened with the target of putting away cash in 
an electronic structure. Nowadays, most saving accounts can be utilized for numerous reasons 
like covering tabs, speedy exchanges, simple credit, and so on. It offers high liquidity and is 
famous among the majority. It does, be that as it may, have money withdrawal and exchange 
cutoff points to advance computerized installments.  

Banks give a financing cost that is just marginally higher than inflation, so it isn't ideal for 
investment. The interest given by Public sector banks is just 4%, be that as it may, a portion of 
the private banks like Yes Bank and Kotak Bank offers revenue between 6-7%.  

A few banks likewise offer unique investment accounts for the different segments of society, 
similar to ladies, senior residents, youngsters, and so forth each accompanies their own financing 
costs and withdrawal limits. 

Given below are a few features of the Savings account: 

 There is no limit to the number of times the account holder can deposit money in this 
account but there is a restriction on the number of times money can be withdrawn from 
this account.  
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 The rate of interest that an account holder get varies from 4% to 6% per annum 

 There is no minimum balance that needs to be maintained for this type of an account 

 The savings account holders can get an ATM/Debit/Rupay Card if they want to 

 Savings bank account is further divided into two types: Basic Savings Bank Deposit 
Account (BSBDA) and the other one is Basic Saving Bank Deposit Accounts Small 
Scheme(BSBDS) 

 The savings bank account is mostly eligible for students, pensioners and working 
professionals 

 

Advantages of Saving Account: 

  Saving account encourages savings habit among salary earners and others who have 
fixed income. 

  It enables the depositor to earn income by way of saving bank interest. 

  Saving account helps the depositor to make payment by way of issuing cheques. 

  It shows income of a salaried and other person earned during the year. 

  Saving account passbook acts as an identity and residential proof of the account holder. 

  It provides a facility such as Electronic fund transfer (EFT) to other people's accounts. 

  It helps to do online shopping via facility like internet banking. 

  It aids to keep records of all online transactions carried on by the account holder. 

  It provides immediate funds as and when required through ATM. 

  The bank offers number of services to the saving account holders. 

Some documentation required for opening a saving account: 

 Proof of identity- PAN Card, Adhaar card, Passport, etc 

 Proof of residence- Voter ID, Driving license, Ration card, etc 

 Passport size photo 

 A duly filled account opening form 
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Recurring Deposit 

It is a special type of term deposit where you do not need to deposit a lump sum savings rather a 
person has to deposit a fixed sum of money every month (which can be as low as Rs 100 per 
month). 

One should choose a recurring deposit when you want to inculcate the habit of saving regularly 
and don’t have a lump-sum amount to set aside. The interest rates on these accounts range from 
5% – 7%, and varying rates are offered to senior citizens. These accounts have maturities 
ranging from 6 months to 120 months. 

One can also give a standing order to the bank to withdraw a fixed sum of money from your 
saving account on every fixed date and the same is credited to RD account. However, the bank 
may charge some penalty for delay in paying the installments. 

Another unique feature of this account is that you can take a loan worth 80-90% of your deposit 
by using this deposit itself as a collateral. 

There are no premature withdrawals allowed in the account, but for a penalty, you can close the 
account before the maturity date of the deposit. 

The features of the Recurring deposit account have been discussed below: 

 Any individual or an Institution can open a recurring deposit account either separately or 
jointly 

 Periodic or monthly installments that need to be added can be as low as Rs.50/- or may 
vary from bank to bank 

 The range of months for which an RD account can be opened varies from 6 months to 
120 months 
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 The interest rate varies depending upon the bank you choose to open an account with 

 Nomination facility is also available for RC accounts 

 Passbook is issued for this type of bank account 

 Premature withdrawal of the amount is permitted, provided a sum of amount is deducted 
as penalty 

Advantage of Recurring Deposit Account: 

  Recurring deposit encourages regular savings habit among the people. 

  Recurring deposit account holder can get a loan facility. 

  The bank can utilise such funds for lending to businessmen. 

  The bank may also invest such funds in profitable areas. 

Some documentation required for opening a recurring account: 

 Application forms can be obtained from the bank in which you wish to open the RD 
account 

 Passport size photographs 

 Proof of identity 

 Proof of address 

 KYC documents (if needed by bank) 

 

Current Account 

A current account is a special type of account that has lower restrictions than a savings account 
when it comes to withdrawals and transactions. It is also known as a demand deposit account and 
it is meant for businessmen to conduct their business transactions smoothly. These accounts 
should only be opened if a person is a small businessperson who has multiple monetary 
transactions on a daily basis. 

These are the most liquid deposits and there are no restrictions on the number and the number of 
transactions in a day. Banks also offer overdraft facilities on these, i.e., they let account-holders 
withdraw more money than there is in the account. Moreover, there is no minimum balance 
required to be maintained here, unlike other bank accounts. 

With the advancement of digital payments, banks also offer the best online banking facilities to 
these accounts, which has helped them contribute more to develop businesses in the economy. 
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A disadvantage of these accounts is that banks do not pay any interest on these accounts. Also, 
these accounts also charge hefty fees for their services and maintenance. 

Some important pointers related to the current bank account have been discussed below: 

 This type of bank account is mostly opened by businessmen. Associations, Institutions, 
Companies, Religious Institutions and other business related works, the current account 
can be opened 

 There is no fixed number of times that money can either be deposited or withdrawn from 
such accounts 

 Internet banking is available 

 This type of bank account does not have any fixed maturity 

 Overdraft facility is available for current bank accounts 

 There is no interest that is paid on such accounts 

Advantage of Current Bank Account: 

  Current account is mainly opened for businessmen such as proprietors, partnership 
firms, public and private companies, trust, association of persons, etc. that has a large 
number of daily banking transactions, i.e. receipts and/or payments. 

  It enables businessmen to carry out their business transactions properly and promptly. 

  The businessmen can withdraw from their current accounts without any limit, subject 
to banking cash transaction tax, if any levied by the government. 

  Home branch is that location where one opens his bank account. There are no 
restrictions on deposits made in the current account opened in a home branch of a bank. 
However, the current account holder can deposit the cash from any other branch of a 
bank other than the home branch by paying a nominal charge as applicable. 

  It helps businessmen to make a direct payment to their creditors by issuing cheques, 
demand-drafts or pay-orders, etc. 

  It enables a bank to collect money on behalf of its customers and credits the same in 
their customers' current accounts. 

  It enables the current account holder to obtain overdraft (short-term borrowing) 
facility. 

  The creditors of the account holder can get credit-worthiness information of the 
account holder through inter-bank connection. 
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  It facilitates the industrial progress of the country. Without its help, businessmen 
would face difficulties in running their businesses. 

  It has the facilities of Internet-banking and mobile-banking to carry out important 
business transactions with ease and quickly. 

  It also provides various other advantages (benefits) such as: 

 Deposit and withdrawal of money (cash) at any location. 

 Multi-location funds transfer, 

 Electronic funds transfer, 

 Periodical (monthly, quarterly or yearly) e-mail or download of bank statements in 
various formats like '.XLS', '.TXT', '.PDF', etc. 

Some of the documents required for opening a Current Account are: 

 Proof of the existence of the business 

 Proof of address of the business 

 KYC of the proprietor 

 Tax registration documents 

 Licences from relevant authorities. 

Fixed deposit 

A fixed deposit (FD) is an investment avenue offered by banks, financial institutes and Non-
Banking Financial Companies (NBFCs) that offers guaranteed returns with an interest rate 
ranging between 5%-9%. It gives a higher interest than a regular savings account and offers a 
wide range of tenures ranging from 7 days to 10 years. You should try out a fixed deposit 
account when you want to build your habit of investing but your risk appetite is quite low, since 
it offers guaranteed returns. You may or may not have a separate bank account to open a fixed 
deposit with the bank. These days, banks also offer FDs which allow for tax exemptions of up to 
₹1,50,000 per year under section 80C of the Income tax Act, 1961. 

Another benefit with FDs is that all interest amount below ₹40,000 are tax-free. Interest amounts 
above ₹40,000 are subjected to Tax Deducted at Source (TDS). Just like a recurring deposit, you 
cannot make any premature withdrawals, but you can prematurely shut down the deposit. You 
may be charged some penalty in case of early closure of FD account. 

Fixed deposits have been a trustworthy investment option for many due to its risk-free nature. 
Currently, multiple banks and non-banking financial companies, along with post offices offer the 
facility of fixed deposits. Investors can open fixed deposit account in the bank where they 
already have a savings account. Several banks allow investors to open FD account even if one 
does not have savings account with that bank. Opening and managing an FD account has become 
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an easy task, especially with digitalization. Almost all FD account providers offer the benefit of 
online facilities. Once you have selected an FD account provider, you need to have a clear 
concept of the procedure to open a fixed deposit account. 

The list of important things that need to be known with respect to the fixed deposit account have 
been mentioned below: 

 It is a one-time deposit and one time take away account. Under this type of account, the 
account holder needs to deposit a fixed amount of sum (as per their wish) for a fixed time 
period 

 The amount deposited in FD account can only be withdrawn all at once and not in 
installments 

 Banks pays interest on the fixed deposit account 

 The rate of interest depends upon the amount you deposit and for the time duration of the 
FD 

 Full repayment of the amount is available before the maturity date of FD 

Advantages of Fixed Deposit Account: 

  Fixed deposit encourages savings habit for a longer period of time. 

  Fixed deposit account enables the depositor to earn a high interest rate. 

  The depositor can get loan facility from the bank. 

  On maturity the amount can be used to make purchases of assets. 

  The bank can get the funds for a longer period of time. 

  The bank can lend such funds for short term loans to businessmen. 

  Fixed deposits indirectly boost economic development of the country. 

  The bank can also invest such funds in profitable areas. 

 

Documents required from individuals, Hindu Undivided Families, and sole proprietorship firms, 
when applying for a Fixed Deposit: 

 A valid Passport or a valid Driving License 

 An introduction by any other bank or an introduction by an Axis Bank Savings Account 
holder for the last six months 

 A photograph 
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Documents required from Trusts for a Fixed Deposit: 

 Copy of the Trust Deed 

 Copy of the Registration Certificate 

 Copy of the Resolution of Trustees authorising the members concerned to open and 
operate the account 

 Photographs of the members operating the account 

Documents required from Associations / Clubs when applying for a Fixed Deposit: 

 Bye-laws of the Association 

 Copy of the Resolution by the board authorising the members concerned to open and 
operate the account 

 Photographs of the members operating the account 

Documents required from Partnership firms when applying for a Fixed Deposit: 

 Partnership Deed 

 Letter from partners approving the persons concerned to open and operate the account 

 Photographs of the persons operating the account 

 

 

NRI Accounts 

There are different types of bank accounts for Indians or Indian-origin people living overseas. 
These accounts are called overseas accounts. They include two types of savings accounts and 
fixed deposits -NRO or non-resident ordinary and NRE or non-resident external accounts. Banks 
also offer foreign currency non-resident fixed deposit accounts. Let us quickly see the various 
types of bank accounts for NRIs. 

                             
 
            Non-resident ordinary (NRO) savings accounts or fixed deposit accounts 
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 NRO accounts are rupee accounts. When NRIs deposit money in these accounts, usually 
in foreign currency, it is converted into INR at the prevailing exchange rate. NRIs can 
park money earned in India or overseas in NRO bank accounts. Payments like rent, 
maturities, pension, among others, can be sent abroad through NRO accounts. The 
income earned on these deposit accounts is taxed.  
 
Non-resident external (NRE) savings accounts or fixed deposit accounts 

 NRE deposit accounts are similar to NRO accounts and the funds in these accounts are 
maintained in INR. Any money deposited into these accounts is converted into INR at 
prevailing exchange rates. But, these accounts are only for parking your earnings from 
abroad. The funds, both principal and interest, are transferable. But, the interest earned on 
these deposit accounts is not taxed in India.  
 
 
 
Foreign currency non-resident (FCNR) account 

 As the name suggests and unlike the other two types of bank accounts, FCNR accounts 
are maintained in foreign currency. The principal and interest from these accounts are 
transferable, but the interest earned is not taxed in India.  

Documents required to open NRI account: 

 ID Proof - Photocopy of Valid Passport 

 ID Proof - Copy of Permanent Account Number (PAN)/ Form 60 (in absence of PAN) 

 Proof of NRI Status - Copy of valid visa/ work permit / Overseas Resident Card 

 Address Proof - The address on the document must be the same as the address mentioned 
in the application form 

 Along with the documents required for opening an NRI account, you also need to provide 
a photograph and an initial payment cheque/ draft from your own account. 

Legal Aspects of Opening of different types of Accounts 

A bank opens accounts for various types of customers. While opening the accounts, the banker 
has to keep in mind the various legal aspects involved in opening and operation of these 
accounts, as also the practices followed in conducting these accounts. Normally the banks have 
to deal with the following types of deposit customers: 

 Individuals 

 Proprietorship Firms 

 Partnership Firms 

 Limited Companies 

 Clubs and Associations 
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 Trusts 

 Executors and Administrators 

 Cooperative Societies 

 Government, Local Bodies & Corporations Account etc. 

 

Opening of Accounts: 

As the banker-customer relationship is a contractual relationship, all the essential features of a 
valid contract must be present when a banker opens an account. The actual formalities will differ 
depending on the type of the customer. Certain formalities are common to all. These are: 

 The banker must ensure that the customer is competent to contract. 

 The banker should obtain an account opening form, which should be filled in all respects 
by the account holder. 

 The banker should also obtain his specimen signature for verification in future of his 
signature in cheques, etc., signed by him. 

 After the formalities are over, the banker should issue a cheque book to the customer, 
indicating his account number. Customers can be supplied with Pay-in Slip books for 
making deposits. 

 Recent KYC guidelines require the banker to obtain the photographs of the 
depositors/account holders, proof of identity like copy of passport / driving license / 
voter’s ID card / employment ID card / ward commissioner’s certificate / U.P chairman’s 
certificate and proof of residence like electricity / Telephone / Municipal bills etc., and 
also transaction profile of the account holder. 

Those who can open an Account 

 Every person who is competent to contract 

 Who is of sound mind 

 Who is not disqualified from contracting by any law. 

 Capable of understanding the contract and of forming a rational judgment as to its effects 
upon his interest. 

 Provided the bank is satisfied regarding the genuineness and is willing to establish 
banking relations. 

What is Contract? 

As per Section 2(h) of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 ‘An agreement enforceable by law is 
contract. 
Section 2(e) of the said act provides- ‘Every promise and every set of promises, forming the 
consideration for each other, is an agreement. 
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Combining two sections as mentioned earlier, we can safely opine that contract is an agreement 
between two or more parties which is supported by consideration and enforceable by law. 

Essentials of Contract: 

 Lawful offer and acceptance 

 Intention to create legal relationship 

 Legal consideration 

 Capacity to contract 

 Free consent 

 Legality of object 

 Certainty (no vagueness) 

 Possibility of performance 

 Oral/ written/ written and registered. 

 

Opening of a Minor’s Account: 

The banker can open a savings account. It will not be advisable to open a current account of a 
minor since in case of an overdraft the minor does not have any liability. The savings account 
may be opened in any of the following ways: 

 In the name of minor himself, if he has attained at the age of 10 years and can sign 
uniformly. 

 In the joint names of minor & his/her guardian. 

 In the name of guardian like as ‘X natural guardian of Y’. 

Precautions to be taken: 

 The banker should record the date of birth of the minor properly. 

 The guardian should not be allowed to operate the account after attaining a majority or 
after the minor’s death. 

 In case the  guardian dies before the minor attains having a joint account or to be 
operated by the guardian only, the money should be paid by the bank to the minor on 
attaining majority or to some person appointed by the court as his guardian. 

 If the minor dies, the amount of his/her credit balance is to be paid to his/her next kin on 
the production of a succession letter or a letter of administration. 

  In case a banker is compelled to grant a loan to a minor he must see that 
    
o it is granted either for the necessaries for his/her life against sufficient securities, or 
o against a joint promissory note in which one of the parties is an adult or 
o against an indemnity bond given by the adult. 
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Closing of the Account 

 

Similar to the opening of account, banker has to adopt certain procedures while closing of 
account of a customer. The procedure for closing a bank account differs from bank to bank. 

 Filling up bank account closure form: Firstly, one need to get the bank closure form 
from the particular bank and fill it up correctly.  

Bank Account Closure Form will require you to fill the following information: 

o Account Holder’s Name 

o Account Number 

o Mobile Number of the Account Holder 

o Option to receive the account balance by (1) Cash (2) Cheque/Draft (3) Balance 
transfer to any other Bank account 

o Signature of Authorized Signatory of the Bank Account 

 

 Returning your Debit Card, Cheque Book & Passbook: Along with the filled up 
Account Closure form you also need to surrender your Debit Card, Bank Cheque Book 
and Bank Passbook to your Bank Home Branch. In case one have not maintained 
monthly average balance and balance is below the minimum balance requirement, he will 
need to deposit the non-maintenance fine amount. 

 

 Submitting Address & Identity Proof Documents: In order to prove the Identity and 
Address to the Bank Branch, one may also need to provide the self-attested Photostat 
copies of the Proof of Address and Proof of Identity. 
As soon as the 3 steps to close Bank Account is completed, account closure request will 
be processed and the account will soon be closed. Account Balance will be received by 
the mode of payment mentioned in the Account Closure form i.e., via Cash, 
Cheque/Draft or by Direct Transfer to any other Bank Account. 

 

RBI guidelines on charges 
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The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) does not have any specific guidelines on closure charges and it 
is totally up to the discretion of the bank, like many other service charges. However, RBI has 
asked banks to ensure that account holders with a low volume of activities should not be 
penalized while fixing charges. 

Sources:  

 https://www.financialexpress.com/money/bank-account-closure-charges-you-may-get-
charged-for-closing-your-bank-account-know-how-to-avoid-it/1674152/ 

 https://www.cashandcoins.in/how-to-close-a-bank-account-in-indian-bank/ 

 https://www.hdfcbank.com/personal/resources/learning-centre/save/types-of-bank-
accounts 

 https://www.thebalance.com/types-of-bank-accounts-315458 

 https://2012books.lardbucket.org/books/the-legal-environment-and-advanced-business-
law/s20-legal-aspects-of-banking.html 

 https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/faqs/recurring-deposits/know-all-about-
recurring-deposits/articleshow/72400673.cms 

 https://www.paisabazaar.com/savings-account/documents-required/ 

 https://www.axisbank.com/retail/deposits/fixed-
deposits/documents#:~:text=Documents%20required%20from%20individuals%2C%20H
indu,A%20photograph 
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The International Association for Protection of Intellectual Property (India Group) Vs. 
Union of India 

[Miscellaneous Application No. 2219/2020] 

[W.P. (C) No.1431/2019] 

S. Ravindra Bhat, J. 

1. This judgement will dispose of an application by which directions are sought that till a new 
chairperson of the Intellectual Property Appellate Board (hereafter referred to as "the board" or 
"IPAB"), is appointed, the incumbent (whose tenure had been extended by interim orders of this 
court, up to 31.12.2020) should continue to function as Chairperson. 

2. The applicant (the International Association for Protection of Intellectual Property [India 
Group]) had preferred a Writ Petition (WP(C) 1431/2019), which was disposed of by this court 
by a judgement along with a batch of other petitions and applications on 27th November 2020, in 
the judgement reported as Madras Bar Association v Union of India1. The applicant seeks 
extension of the term of the incumbent Chairperson of the board stating that his appointment was 
made under section 89A of the Trademarks Act, 1999 ("TM Act" hereafter). 

The applicant urges that Section 184 of the Finance Act, 2017, prescribes the term of office and 
the conditions of service of Chairperson and members of various tribunals including that of the 
Board. Section 161 of the Finance Act inserted Section 89A to the TM Actwhich stipulates that 
the term of office of appointments to the board after the date of commencement of the Finance 
Act would be governed by the provisions of the Section 184 of the said Finance Act. The outer 
limit prescribing the age limit of the chairperson of the board is 70 years, in terms of Section 
184. 

3. It is contended that in the judgement in Rojer Mathew2 this court had directed that 
appointments made to the board preceding the rules framed in 2020 under the Finance Act within 
(hereafter the 2020 Rules) were governed by the parent enactment. Reliance is placed on the 
relevant extract of the main judgement of this court in this regard (para 53 [xv]). It is stated that 
the parent Act in this case is the Trademarks Act (hereafter the 'TM Act'). In this context, it is 
contended that since the outer limit of the tenure of the chairperson is 70 years under the parent 
Act, i.e. the TM Act, the age of 65 years contemplated under Section 86 of that Act no longer 
applies. 

4. Learned counsel contrasts Section 86 and Section 89 of the TM Act and contends that though 
Section 86 on the one hand prescribes the outer age limit (for the tenure of chairperson) as 65 
years, that is over borne by the provisions of section 89A, which states that the terms and 
conditions hitherto applicable would no longer be so and that in matters of conditions of service 
and tenure of appointment, the provisions of section 184 of the Finance Act would apply. It is 
contended by senior counsel that the Rules were originally framed with effect from 01.06.2017, 
under which the present incumbent was appointed. 
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These rules were set aside by Rojer Mathew, in which all sitting members and chairpersons of 
various tribunals were protected, till new rules were framed. The Rules framed in 2020, have 
now been substantially read down or quashed. The clarification that the present incumbent, in 
fact, would continue to hold office in spite of attaining the age of 65 years, logically flows from 
the ruling in Madras Bar Association (supra). A clarification of this is essential, given that in 
law, the outer limit has now been extended to 70 years. The attention of this court is also drawn 
to para 53 (ix) of the judgement of this court dated 27th November 2020. 

5. Learned counsel relied upon the said judgement. It was argued that the orders made by this 
court during the pendency of that case, till final judgment, i.e. dated 27th of November, 2020 
protected the tenures of all incumbent tribunal members and their chairpersons. Specific reliance 
was placed upon the order dated 16th September 2020, which had extended the tenure of office 
of all incumbent members of all tribunals, to 31st December, 2020. The applicant also urged that 
it is essential that there is continuity and that taking into consideration the workload of the board, 
it is absolutely essential that it is headed by a properly qualified chairperson. 

6. The learned senior counsel for applicant particularly relies on Section 84(2) of the TM Act and 
urges that there can be no bench without a judicial member. It is submitted that at the moment 
none of the members of the board are judicial appointees, but rather are technical members. It is 
submitted that the board does not even have a Vice-Chairman, who can in the absence of the 
Chairperson officiate as the acting Chairperson. Therefore, it is imperative that the clarifications 
and directions sought should be granted. 

7. The application was opposed on behalf of certain third parties who urge that this court should 
not grant the relief which the applicant seeks. In this regard, it is pointed out that the tenure of 
office in terms of the order of appointment of the present incumbent to the office of chairperson 
of the board clearly stipulated that the tenure for which he could continue to serve on the board 
was till 21stSeptember 2019. 

It is contended in this context that the original appointment was made when the incumbent 
chairperson of the board was holding another office as chairperson of a quasi-judicial body. The 
order of appointment, originally made in 2017, no doubt did not indicate a tenure; however 
according to applicable law (i.e. the Rules of 2017) the maximum tenure was 3 years. However, 
that order was amended to specifically read that the order that the appointment would cease upon 
completion of a specific date, i.e. 21.09.2019. 

8. The third-party objectors also opposed the interpretation given to Section 86 and 89A. It was 
contended that the change brought about by section 89A was merely to indicate that the tenure of 
office of the chairperson and members would thenceforth (i.e. after the enactment and coming 
into force of the Finance Act of 2017) be in accordance with Section 184 of the Finance Act. It is 
urged in this context that Section 184 does not ipso facto prescribe or indicate any term of 
appointment or tenure, except to enumerate outer limits of tenure terms and maximum age for 
members or chairpersons of tribunals to hold office. 

The legislation leaves the matter to the rules that were to be framed under the said Finance Act. 
It is submitted in other words that, the Act per se does not prescribe any terms, but rather 
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indicates outer limits. Since the entire conditions of service, including the indicative tenure of 
office was to be prescribed in respect of each tribunal by the rules, even if for a moment, the 
applicant's contentions were to be understood as meaning that the incumbent was appointed first 
under the old rules of 2017, his term of office nevertheless ended in September 2019. 

This was before the judgement in Rojer Matthew was delivered. This court in Rojer Matthew 
specifically stated that as the then existing rules framed in 2017 were held to be unconstitutional, 
a window of continuing in office, in terms of the parent enactment, was applicable. It is 
submitted that in the context of the present incumbent of the board, the tenure of office obviously 
could not have been extended since the outer limit under the parent act was 65 years. 

Relevant provisions 

9. By virtue of the provisions of Part XIV of the Finance Act 2017, 25 (twentyfive) central 
enactments were amended so that, from the appointed date, firstly, provisions relating to terms 
and conditions of service of the members of those tribunals were substituted with provisions 
allowing the Central Government to specify the same with rules under the Finance Act. 
Secondly, eight existing tribunals established under different legislations (specified in the Ninth 
Schedule) were abolished and their respective jurisdictions and powers were incorporated into 
seven existing tribunals, reducing the number of tribunals from 26 to19. 

Thirdly, under Section 184 of the Finance Act, the Central Government was authorized to frame 
delegated legislation (rules) spelling out the eligibility criteria, selection process, removal, 
salaries and allowances, tenure and other terms and conditions of service for the remaining 19 
tribunals (specified in the Eighth Schedule). The constitutional validity of Section 184 and the 
Tribunal, Appellate Tribunal and Other Authorities (Qualifications, Experience & Other 
Conditions of Service of Members) Rules, 2017 Rules (hereafter "the 2017 Rules") was 
considered in a batch of writ petitions and appeals, of which judgment was rendered in Rojer 
Mathew v South Indian Bank Ltd. (supra). 

The judgment, delivered by a bench of five judges, upheld Section 184. However, the 2017 
Rules were held to be contrary to the constitutional scheme as interpreted by several previous 
rulings of Constitution Benches. As a result of that judgment, the Central Government framed 
fresh rules in 2020 (hereafter "2020 Rules") which were again questioned in the Madras Bar 
Association case. The Madras Bar Association case is a sequel (to Rojer Mathew), by which this 
court considered and pronounced upon the validity of the 2020 Rules, and read down several of 
them. 

10. The relevant provisions of the Finance Act, 2017 are as follows: 

"Section 161. In the Trade Marks Act, 1999- 

(a) for the word "Chairman" or "Vice-Chairman", wherever it occurs, the word "Chairperson" or 
"Vice-Chairperson" shall be substituted; 
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(b) in section 83, after the words "under this Act", the words and figures "and under the 
Copyright Act, 1957" shall be inserted; 

(c) after section 89, the following section shall be inserted, namely: - 

"89A. Notwithstanding anything in this Act, the qualifications, appointment, term of office, 
salaries and allowances, resignation, removal and other terms and conditions of service of the 
Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson and other Members of the Appellate Board appointed after the 
commencement of Part XIV of Chapter VI of the Finance Act, 2017, shall be governed by the 
provisions of section 184 of that Act: Provided that the Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson and other 
Members appointed before the commencement of Part XIV of Chapter VI of the Finance Act, 
2017, shall continue to be governed by the provisions of this Act, and the rules made thereunder 
as if the provisions of section 184 of the Finance Act, 2017, had not come into force.". 

11. Sections 183 and 184 occur in Part S of the Finance Act, 2017 and read as follows: 

"S.-Conditions of Service of Chairperson and Members of Tribunals, Appellate Tribunals 
and other Authorities 

183. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in the provisions of the Acts specified 
in column (3) of the Eighth Schedule, on and from the appointed day, provisions of section 184 
shall apply to the Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson, Chairman, Vice- Chairman, President, Vice-
President, Presiding Officer or Member of the Tribunal, Appellate Tribunal or, as the case may 
be, other Authorities as specified in column (2) of the said Schedule: 

Provided that the provisions of section 184 shall not apply to the Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson, 
Chairman, Vice-Chairman, President, Vice-President, Presiding Officer or, as the case may be, 
Member holding such office as such immediately before the appointed day. Qualifications, terms 
and conditions of service of Chairperson and Member. 

Qualifications, terms and conditions of service of Chairperson, Judicial Member and 
Expert Member. 

184. (1) The Central Government may, by notification, make rules to provide for qualifications, 
appointment, term of office, salaries and allowances, resignation, removal and the other terms 
and conditions of service of the Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson, Chairman, Vice- Chairman, 
President, Vice-President, Presiding Officer or Member of the Tribunal, Appellate Tribunal or, 
as the case may be, other Authorities as specified in column (2) of the Eighth Schedule: 

Provided that the Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson, Chairman, Vice- Chairman, President, Vice-
President, Presiding Officer or Member of the Tribunal, Appellate Tribunal or other Authority 
shall hold office for such term as specified in the rules made by the Central Government but not 
exceeding five years from the date on which he enters upon his office and shall be eligible for 
reappointment: 
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Provided further that no Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson, Chairman, Vice-Chairman, President, 
Vice-President, Presiding Officer or Member shall hold office as such after he has attained such 
age as specified in the rules made by the Central Government which shall not exceed- 

(a) in the case of Chairperson, Chairman or President, the age of seventy years; 

(b) in the case of Vice-Chairperson, Vice-Chairman, Vice-President, Presiding Officer or any 
other Member, the age of sixty-seven years: 

(2) Neither the salary and allowances nor the other terms and conditions of service of 
Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson, Chairman, Vice-Chairman, President, Vice-President, Presiding 
Officer or Member of the Tribunal, Appellate Tribunal or, as the case may be, other Authority 
may be varied to his disadvantage after his appointment" 

12. In Rojer Mathew after pronouncing that the 2017 Rules were unsustainable, and quashing 
them, with a direction to the Central Government to frame new Rules, this court also directed as 
follows: 

"Interim relief 224. As the Tribunal, Appellate Tribunal and Other Authorities (Qualification, 
Experience and Other Conditions of Service of Members) Rules, 2017 have been struck down 
and several directions have been issued vide the majority judgment for framing of fresh set of 
rules, we, as an interim order, direct that appointments to the Tribunal/Appellate Tribunal and 
the terms and conditions of appointment shall be in terms of the respective statutes before the 
enactment of the Finance Bill, 2017. 

However, liberty is granted to the Union of India to seek modification of this order after they 
have framed fresh rules in accordance with the majority judgment. However, in case any 
additional benefits concerning the salaries and emoluments have been granted under the Finance 
Act, they shall not be withdrawn and will be continued. These would equally apply to all new 
Members." 

13. The board has been set up by Section 83 of the TM Act to exercise the jurisdiction, powers 
and authority conferred on it by or under that enactment. Section 84 prescribes the composition 
of the board, which consists of a chairperson, a vice chairperson "and such number of other 
Members, as the Central Government may deem fit and, subject to the other provisions of this 
Act, the jurisdiction, powers and authority of the Appellate Board may be exercised by Benches 
thereof." 

14. Sections 84 (2) and (3) are of some relevance in the present context; they read as follows: 

"(2) Subject to the other provisions of this Act, a Bench shall consist of one Judicial Member and 
one Technical Member and shall sit at such place as the Central Government may, by 
notification in the Official Gazette, specify. 

(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (2), the 2 [Chairperson]- 
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(a) may, in addition to discharging the functions of the Judicial Member or Technical Member of 
the Bench to which he is appointed, discharge the functions of the Judicial Member or, as the 
case may be, the Technical Member, of any other Bench; 

(b) may transfer a Member from one Bench to another Bench; 

(c) may authorise the Vice-Chairperson, the Judicial Member or the Technical Member 
appointed to one Bench to discharge also the functions of the Judicial Member or the Technical 
Member, as the case may be, of another Bench. 

15. Sections 86 and 87 read as follows: 

"86. Term of office of Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson and other Members.- 

The Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson or other Members shall hold office as such for a term of five 
years from the date on which he enters upon his office or until he attains,- 

(a) in the case of Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson, the age of sixty-five years; and  

(b) in the case of a Member, the age of sixty-two years, whichever is earlier. 

87. Vice-Chairperson] or senior-most Member to act as 1 [Chairperson] or discharge his 
functions in certain circumstances- 

(1) In the event of or any vacancy in the office of the Chairperson by reasons of his death, 
resignation or otherwise, the Vice-Chairperson and in his absence the senior-most Member shall 
act as Chairperson until the date on which a new 1 Chairperson, appointed in accordance with 
the provisions of this Act to fill such vacancy, enters upon his office. 

(2) When the Chairperson is unable to discharge his functions owing to his absence, illness or 
any other cause, the Vice-Chairperson and in his absence the senior-most Member shall 
discharge the functions of the Chairperson until the date on which the Chairperson resumes his 
duty." 

16. Section 89A of the TM Act reads as follows: 

"89A. Qualifications, terms and conditions of service of Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson 
and Member.- Notwithstanding anything in this Act, the qualifications, appointment, term of 
office, salaries and allowances, resignation, removal and other terms and conditions of service of 
the Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson and other Members of the Appellate Board appointed after 
the commencement of Part XIV of Chapter VI of the Finance Act, 2017 (7 of 2017), shall be 
governed by the provisions of section 184 of that Act: Provided that the Chairperson, Vice-
Chairperson and other Members appointed before the commencement of Part XIV of Chapter VI 
of the Finance Act, 2017 (7 of 2017), shall continue to be governed by the provisions of this Act, 
and the rules made thereunder as if the provisions of section 184 of the Finance Act, 2017, had 
not come into force" 
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17. The present incumbent to the office of Chairperson of the Board was appointed as the 
Chairman, Appellate Tribunal for Forfeited Property (ATFP). The terms and conditions under 
which he was appointed have not been placed on record; however, it appears that the 
appointment was soon after he demitted office as Judge of the Delhi High Court, sometime after 
September 2016. On 26.07.2017, he was also given the additional charge of the Chairman in the 
IPAB, i.e. the Board, in terms of the then extant 2017 Rules, for a period of three years - or until 
further orders, whichever was earlier. The said order of 20.07.2017 is extracted below: 

F. No.P-24017/44/2017-IPR-I 
Government of India 

Ministry of Commerce & Industry 
Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion 

IPR - I section 
Udyog Bhawan, New Delhi - 110 011 

Order 

The President of India is pleased to appoint Justice (Retd.) Manmohan Singh, Chairman, 
Appellate Tribunal for Forfeited Property to the post of Chairman, in the Intellectual Property 
Appellate Board (IPAB), Chennai, in the scale of pay as prescribed in the Tribunal, Appellate 
Tribunals and other Authorities (Qualifications, Experience and other Conditions of Service of 
Members) Rules, 2017, for a period of three years with effect from the date of assumption of 
charge to the post, or until further orders, whichever is the earlier. 

(B.S. Nayak) 
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India 

Tel: 23061257" 

18. The order of appointment - as Chairperson of the Board - was amended on 29.12.2017 by the 
Central Government. This later order stated that the tenure of his appointment as Chairman of the 
Board was upto 21.09.2019 or till further orders, whichever was earlier. The later order of 
29.12.2017 reads as follows: 

"No. P-24017/44/2017-IPR-I 
Government of India 

Ministry of Commerce & Industry 

Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion 

(IPR - Establishment Section) 

*** 

Udyog Bhavan, New Delhi-110 011, 
Dated 29th December, 2017 
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Order 

In supersession of this Department's earlier order dated 20th July, 2017, the President of India is 
pleased to entrust the additional charge of the post of Chairman, Intellectual Property Appellate 
Board (IPAB) to Justice (Retd.) Manmohan Singh, Chairman, Appellate Tribunal for Forfeited 
Property (ATFP) in addition to his current duties from the date of assumption of charge of the 
post up to 21.09.2019 i.e. till his tenure on the post of chairmen, ATFP or until further orders, 
whichever is earlier." 

(B.S. Nayak) 
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India 

Tel: 23061257" 

19. The judgment in Rojer Mathew by the five judge Constitution Bench was delivered on 
13.11.2019. That judgment pronounced upon the validity of the 2017 Rules and quashed them. 
However, before the 2017 Rules were declared unconstitutional, the tenure of the incumbent to 
the office of the Chairperson of the Board ended on 21.09.2019. This Court recollects that the 
operation of the 2017 Rules had not been suspended during the pendency of the petitions 
challenging them (i.e. Rojer Mathew batch of cases). During the pendency of the said batch of 
petitions, this court had occasion to issue a series of interim orders. The order dated 20.03.2018 
clarified a previous order (dated 09.02.2018 (in Kudrat Sandhu v. Union of India WP 279/2017) 
as follows: 

"(iii) The tenure of the Chairperson and the Judicial/Administrative/Expert/Technical Members 
of all the Tribunals shall be for a period of five years or the maximum age that was 
fixed/determined under the old Acts and Rules;" 

20. On 16.07.20183, the following directions in regard to the age of the superannuation of 
Member of the Income Tax Appellate Tribunal (ITAT)were made: "At this juncture, we may 
note that there is some confusion with regard to the Income Tax Appellate Tribunal (ITAT) as 
regards the age of superannuation. We make it clear that the person selected as Member of the 
ITAT will continue till the age of 62 years and the person holding the post of President, shall 
continue till the age of 65 years." 

21. In the same petition, the court had occasion to again clarify the previous orders, in the 
context of the President and Members of the Customs Excise and Service Tax Appellate Tribunal 
(CESTAT). It was expressly stated that the tenure of members would be upto their attaining the 
age of 62 and, in the case of the President (of CESTAT) the tenure age limit would be 65 years.4 

22. Given these circumstances, the arguments advanced on behalf of the applicant that the 
incumbent chairperson continued to remain in office in view of the declaration of law by Rojer 
Mathew, is insubstantial and cannot be countenanced. The other reason for not accepting this 
contention is that if, for a moment it were to be assumed that in terms of the interim arrangement 
directed by the majority judgment in Rojer Mathew (in para 224 extracted above), the 
appointments to Tribunals/Appellate Tribunals were to be "in terms of the respective statutes 
before the enactment of the Finance Bill, 2017.", the amendments brought about through 
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Sections 184, in terms of the maximum age up to which any Member or Chairperson can hold 
office in a Tribunal could not apply in the case of the Board. 

This is because the Rules of 2017 had fixed the tenure limits of chairpersons and members of 
tribunals, including that of the chairperson of the board.5 In terms of those Rules, (i.e., the rules 
of 2017) the tenure of the present incumbent ended on 21.09.2019. As noticed earlier, the rules 
were ultimately struck down only on 13.11.2019. At that time, the only order prevailing, which 
had directed status quo with respect to tenure and age limits for members and chairpersons of 
various tribunals, were the interim orders and clarifications in Kudrat Sandhu, dated 09.02.2018; 
20.03.2018; 16.07.2018 and 21.08.2018. 

These had stated that the maximum tenure of such members or chairpersons would be as 
stipulated in the parent enactments, before the coming into force of the Finance Act, 2017, or 
were expressed to be for a maximum of 3 years, in the case of chairpersons. The period had 
ended, so far as the applicant is concerned, on 21.09.2019. 

23. Another argument urged by the applicant was that the Finance Act, 2017 had inserted Section 
89A of the TM Act, (introduced by Section 161 of the former Act) which states that the tenure of 
office and maximum age of retirement would be governed by the terms of the said Finance Act 
and, consequently, the pre-existing tenure and age limits did not apply. Undoubtedly, the purport 
of Section 89A was to overbear or supersede the pre-existing age and tenure limits (the existing 
tenure and age limits have been indicated in Section 86 of the TM Act). However, the Finance 
Act merely stipulates the potential maximum age limits and tenure limits. In the case of 
Chairpersons, the maximum age limit prescribed was seventy years (by virtue of second proviso 
to Section 184 [1]). 

However, by virtue of the first proviso to Section 184 (1), members or chairpersons could be 
appointed "for such term as specified in the rules made by the Central Government but not 
exceeding five years from the date on which he enters upon his office". Thus, the outer limit of 
the tenure was five years. As noticed earlier, the Central Government had fixed the tenure of 
chairperson of the board to be three years. By the time this rule was held unconstitutional, the 
tenure of the incumbent holding office of chairperson, of the board ended, on 21.09.2019. The 
final judgment in Rojer Mathew, could not have per se been applied to the facts of this case. 

The applicant's contentions in this regard are of no avail; it is after the judgment in Madras Bar 
Association (supra) that the tenure has been mandated to be five years. It is to be noticed that 
even the 2020 Rules did not prescribe the maximum tenure; it rather confined the tenure to four 
years. In the facts of this case, even if that were to be applied - assuming such a course to be 
available, the four-year period too ended on 21.09.2020. It is important to notice that the changes 
brought about in the tenure and age limits were not only through the Schedule to the Finance 
Act, 2017, but also through its substantive provisions - Sections 156 to 182.6 

These provisions introduced changes relating to tenure and age limits for members and 
chairpersons of 19 tribunals (including the Income Tax Appellate Tribunal; Securities Appellate 
Tribunal, Competition Commission of India, CESTAT, Railway Claims Tribunal, Central 
Administrative Tribunal, Debt Recovery Tribunal, Debt Recoveries Appellate Tribunals, the 
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IPAB -i.e. the Board, in this case, etc.). All these provisions, much like Section 89A of the TM 
Act, aligned Parliamentary intention to legislate uniform tenure limits and maximum age for 
members and chairpersons. Therefore, Section 89A is only part of the entire legislative design. 
However, that has no bearing on the circumstances of the present case. 

24. The last contention which this court has to deal with is the applicant's position that the Board 
cannot function without a judicial member, and that at present, only the incumbent Chairperson 
is a judicial member, and that if his tenure is not extended by a judicial order, the Board would 
be unable to function. Subsidiary to this argument is that no member can function as a 
Chairperson, as none of the existing members are judicial members, but are technical members. 

25. The submissions of the applicant, in the opinion of this court, are meritless. Section 84 (2) of 
the TM Act no doubt states that a bench of the board shall consist of a judicial and a technical 
member. However, it is "subject to other provisions" of the TM Act. Section 84(3) commences 
with a non obstante clause and stipulates, by Section 84(3)(a) that a chairperson may, "in 
addition to discharging the functions of the Judicial Member or Technical Member of the Bench 
to which he is appointed, discharge the functions of the Judicial Member or, as the case may be, 
the Technical Member, of any other Bench." Thus, in the absence of any member, the 
chairperson may, if the occasion so arises, act as technical or judicial member. 

Section 87 enables a vice-chairperson, or as the case may be the senior-most member of the 
board to act as chairperson in the event of a vacancy to that position, or in the event of the 
incumbent's inability to function in the post. Furthermore, significantly, Section 85 inter alia 
stipulates the qualifications for the post of chairperson or vice-chairperson. The relevant 
provisions of this section (extracted below)7reveal that there is no bar for a technical member to 
be appointed as a regular chairperson, provided she or he has for "at least two years, held the 
office of a Vice-Chairperson". 

In fact, the incumbent five technical members all hold legal qualifications8 (three of them 
holding masters in law, including one who holds a post-doctoral qualification). Four of these 
incumbent members were practising advocates in specialized fields of intellectual property 
(trademarks, and copyright) and one technical member (patents) had experience in the Patent 
Office. These members had practical legal experience of ten to fifteen years. The fact that they 
were appointed as technical members cannot obfuscate the fact that they are legally trained and 
qualified. Therefore, the argument that the technical members, in their position at the board as of 
now, cannot function without a chairperson, is unsustainable. 

26. In view of the above conclusions, this court holds that the applicant cannot be granted any 
relief. The application is accordingly dismissed; there shall, however, be no order on costs. 

............................J. [L. Nageswara Rao] 

............................J. [Hemant Gupta] 

............................J. [S. Ravindra Bhat] 
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New Delhi, 

February 12, 2021. 

1 (2020) SCC OnLine SC 962. 

2 Rojer Mathew v. South Indian Bank Ltd., (2020) 6 SCC 1. 

3 Reported as Kudrat Sandhu v Union of India 2018 SCC Online 1335 (SC) 

4 This order is reported as Kudrat Sandhu v Union of India 2018 (18) SCC 796 

5 By S. No.12, Column 5 had fixed the tenure of Chairperson, Vice Chairman/Judicial Members 
of the Board at 3 years and indicated that the outer limit for the tenure of Chairperson would be 
67 years whereas that of the Vice Chairman and Members would be 65 years. 

6 In a part entitled PART XIV AMENDMENTS TO CERTAIN ACTS TO PROVIDE FOR 
MERGER OF TRIBUNALS AND OTHER AUTHORITIES AND CONDITIONS OF 
SERVICE OF CHAIRPERSONS, MEMBERS, ETC. 

7 85. Qualifications for appointment as Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson, or other 
Members.- 

(1) A person shall not be qualified for appointment as the Chairperson unless he- 

(a) is, or has been, a Judge of a High Court; or 

(b) has, for at least two years, held the office of a 3 [Vice-Chairperson. 

(2) A person shall not be qualified for appointment as the Vice-Chairperson, unless he- 

(a) has, for at least two years, held the office of a Judicial Member or a Technical Member; or 

(b) has been a Member of the Indian Legal Service and has held a post in Grade I of that Service 
or any higher post for at least five years. 

(3) A person shall not be qualified for appointment as a Judicial Member, unless he- 

(a) has been a member of the Indian Legal Service and has held the post in Grade I of that 
Service for at least three years; or 

(b) has, for at least ten years, held a civil judicial office. 

(4) A person shall not be qualified for appointment as a Technical Member, unless he- 
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(a) has, for at least ten years, exercised functions of a tribunal under this Act or under the Trade 
and Merchandise Marks Act, 1958 (43 of 1958), or both, and has held a post not lower than the 
post of a Joint Registrar for at least five years; or 

(b) has, for at least ten years, been an advocate of a proven specialised experience in trade mark 
law. 
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